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Introduction
The central concern of my analysis is the cultural concept of “life art” (which may be
traced back to the Latin expression ars vivendi)1 as embodied by the leading
exponents of Russian Modernism. I was interested to understand the peculiar
mechanisms behind the ways and actions of people committed to the radical
formation of their personal lives as works of art. Many prominent figures of Russian
Modernism were in fact styling their life according to the primordially stated
principles of their aesthetical agendas and interests. The subsequent pages will show
how they “programmed” their lives according to the proclaimed principles, shaping
their biographies in accordance with the curriculum of their playful Modernist
experimentation. Behavioral “stylization” and interpretation of life as a sort of
artificial narrative constitute therefore the conceptual core of the studied
phenomenon.
I was determined to examine how “an artistic craft of life”2 was realized in and
corresponded to the widely-known cultural output of the discussed authors. I consider
the idea of “art” not just as a traditional mimetical representation of any objective
phenomena (as suggested by the philosophy of Aristotle).3 Following in some way
Tolstoy’s definition of art as “using indirect means” of communication “from one
person to another”,4 I rather subscribe to the “semiotic” approach to art.5 Aided by the
apt semiological term of “sign-vehicle” we can conclude that work of art as any other
artificial sign, always stands for something else as a substitute of carefully contrived
expression and aims at a certain resulting communication. What is actually being
communicated depends largely on the intention of the creator (i.e. ideology of the
creation). It comes as no surprise that such a commonly accepted resource as
Encyclopaedia Britannica also provides a semiotically-oriented definition of art
emphasizing the “communicated” and “sign-sharing” essence of the phenomenon,
referring to art as: “the use of skill and imagination in the creation of aesthetic
objects, environments, or experiences that can be shared with others”. The aesthetic
experiences that can be shared with the “other/s” constitute the adequate
understanding of art as is assumed by this study. Understanding art as communication
agrees with Russian Modernism perfectly since it echoes the major concern of its
exponents about appealing to others through the means of any chosen, particular
event of their “unusual” lives. In many cases such an event contained, as I will
demonstrate, some hidden “utopian” components.6 This utilization of art for
conveying new utopian “messages” suggests that the communicative and semiotic
apprehension of aesthetic function can be especially relevant in this case.

1

Additional terminological definitions of this phenomenon are “life-creation” (offered by Michael
Wachtel and Irina Paperno) and “Lebenskunst” (used by Wilhelm Schmid and Schamma Schahadat).
2
I.e. a certain skill which was employed in order to produce an aesthetic “result” of any sort.
3
For the variety of scholarly ways of defining art see for example: Hatcher 1999; Davies 1991.
4
A succinct and useful discussion of this Tolstoyan view may be found in Levinson 2003: 4-5.
5
For the semiotic understanding of art see series of essays by the Amsterdam theorist of culture Mieke
Bal: Bal 1994; Bal 1998; Bal, Bryson 1998-a (and 1998-b).
6
For the overview of this topic see the various corresponding chapters in the volume Creating Life:
Aesthetic Utopia of Russian Modernism (Paperno, Grossman 1994). See also Matich 2005.
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My understanding of “life-creation” (“life art”) is not associated with the
pragmatic historical conceptions searching for the correct or best form of life conduct
or modified lifestyle that emerged in the classical antiquity.7 The “life art” of the
classical antiquity that reached us through several didactical treatises by some of the
philosophers (namely Socrates, Plato) was mainly preoccupied with providing the
most useful and justified framework for reasonable living behavior and, as it might
seem, less interested in the creative aesthetics per se. Didactically oriented instructing
practices of life conduct developed by the ancient philosophy lie obviously beyond
the stated interest of my study.
Below I will try to recapitulate the major ideas contained in the main text of
my study. My discussion starts with theoretical exposition that relates to the main
textual sources of my analysis, the primary foundation of the research. In order to
restore the corresponding details of events taken from lives of the studied authors I
was obliged to rely heavily on one certain kind of historical information. I call it
“mnemocentric” textuality, which is also known as “life-writing”, or “self-writing”
(speaking about materials that in Dutch are usually referred to (e.g. Van Dale) as
“ego-documents”). Accordingly, I refer to a large amount of “openly personal”
materials that are available in autobiographies, diaries, memoirs, private letters and
reminiscences of all sorts that were composed either by the main representatives of
Russian Modernism or by their less known contemporaries.
The most important thing I wanted to emphasize in my opening chapter is the
problematics of unrestrained reliance on self-writing sources. Many scholars regard
this type of texts as not quite legitimate in any empirical historical research.8 I do not
subscribe to the “pessimistic” and skeptical view that dismisses autobiography (and
diary) as a totally unreliable source. In the first chapter of my dissertation I try to
show the complexity of major theoretical attitudes that exist with regard to the self
writing, demonstrating that this kind of texts is just “another” sort of available
“primary sources” and we should not discard it. From the methodological point of
view, I suggest, the question is never “what” is described, but rather “who is
describing, and why”. I needed the theoretical exposition presented in the first chapter
(which is entirely devoted to self-writing) in order to draw attention to the unsettled
nature of this category of my sources, the self-writing texts on which I make an
extensive use in my dissertation (especially chapters three and four). The theory of
life writing is destined to demonstrate that, after all, we are allowed in my opinion to
use these self-written texts with a due caution so as to be able to gain our knowledge
of the respective matters.
In addition, there is another feature that makes bringing the “ego-documents”
into discussion of Russian Lebenskunst particularly attractive. Since the experimental
life-creation has always been with necessity focused on the “self”,9 on the multitude
7

On this see the two relevant German studies: Hadot 1991 and Horn 1998.
This frame of mind has numerous devotees. See for instance the recent article by James B. Mitchell
dealing, by the way, with the well known “reality effect” of “infusing” the narrated stories with a sense
of (misleading) “verisimilitude” (introduced by Roland Barthes). See Mitchell 2003: 607-624. On the
subject of the characteristic post-modernist skepticism focused on the impossibility of “telling the
truth” in autobiography see the influential essay by Paul De Man: (De Man 1984: 67-81).
9
On the historical idea of the “self” which has been so important to the international Modernism see
the scholarly contributions by Michael Mascuch and Jerrold Siegel: Mascuch 1996 and Seigel 2005.
8
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of ways this “self” organizes its creative operation in both inward and outward
fashion, the corresponding descriptive self-writing can be considered just another
particular instance of the studied phenomenon per se. In my view, the “self writing” is
a general metaphor of life-creation, its most palpable textual result. The Lotmanian
notion of “life text” indeed symbolizes the memoir as its closest kin among the
written genres. It is unsurprising then that Yuri Lotman widely used historical
memoirs (and epistolary materials) in his studies of the Decembrists’ and Pushkin’s
“historical conduct” and codified behavioral patterns. This approach seems correct if
we develop a certain attitude toward the self-writing as a realistic imprint, as veritable
mould that adequately reflects and re-presents the mental/physical inner self-image of
its author. We do not have any other source of the author’s image that would be
“closer” or more “intimate”, after all. Self-writing is therefore our “best companion”
in fulfilling this difficult task of analytical evaluation of the “personal past” that exists
in no other form readily available to us.
The first major notion that I start my theoretical discussion with is the concept
of “autobiographical pact” (Le pacte autobiographique) introduced by Philippe
Lejeune. Dealing with the trickiest nature of authorial intention Lejeune postulated
the existence of the symbolical “covenant” – a kind of virtual agreement between the
writer and the reader. According to this course of thinking the reader accedes to
regard the proposed narrative as “non-fiction”, something that actually did take place
in the real life of the speaking person. It is always a matter of complete voluntariness
on behalf of all the parties involved: the narrator consents that his intention is “to tell
the true story” and the reader chooses to accept it and believe it. It is crucially
important therefore to be able to characterize the author’s intention with regard to the
story told. In all the sources that I bring in my discussion the “non-fictional” genre of
writing is explicit and is strengthened by the author’s unambiguous determination to
tell the “real events” as he or she saw it.
It was important to emphasize the corresponding view expressed by Lejeune
on the presumed opposition of “two pacts” – those of fiction and autobiography. In
the same way that we “believe” in the fictitious nature of Briusov’s prosaic or
poetical narratives, we also regard his diary fiction as empirically “real”.10 One of the
most notable traits of Lejeune’s approach was his stress on the names of self-writing
texts. It is usually possible, according to this scholar, to discern the non-fictional,
memoirist intent of the author if we base our assumption on the title of the oeuvre. In
this sense, the main title itself always makes it clear for the reader what mental
attitude is to be chosen (a priori) in regard to the narrated events. Exactly in the same
way, the “beginning” and the “ending” of the diary are very telling and functional.
Both the beginning and the ending serve as good indicators of the true nature of the
author’s intention to make his or her text publicly available, and therefore they
provide information on the degree of intimacy involved. The more “secret” the
discussed text can be, the greater credit of genuinity can be given to this work. I
needed to mention this approach in order to motivate my broad use of the Symbolist

10

This necessarily implies that unlike some post-modernist philosophers I believe that “empirical
truth” is to be separated from the “invented fiction”, and it is still possible to approach them as
disjointed entities.
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intimate diaries as valid descriptions of their correlative “historical reality”. These
diaries (especially the shockingly revealing diary of Briusov’s) were clearly
composed with no traceable presumption of public access and therefore may be
regarded as acceptable testimonies of their authors’ personal past.
Philippe Lejeune’s elder colleague, a philosopher and epistemologist Georges
Gusdorf offered an additional theoretical insight into our comprehension of the nature
of autobiography. Paying greater respect to the role of human memory involved in the
production of a veritable memoir he brings us back to the basic problem of its generic
nature. According to Gusdorf, the virtual “success” of any biography depends largely
on every writer’s physical ability to memorize the particular reconstructive events of
the more distant past. While attributing empirical value to the studied sources one
must be mindful of the natural limits of human mind, including its well-known
aspects of “unreliability” and potential “black-outs”. The careful approach offered by
the French theorist helps evaluating the information contained in all the numerous
reminiscences that I debate in my dissertation, especially in chapter 4, where plenty
of “memoirs” are quoted in order to reconstruct the life-creationist landscape of the
Russian Avant-Garde.
Gusdorf’s disciple, the eminent scholar of self-writing, James Olney once
contended about the essential impossibility to provide a discrete all-embracing
definition that would conform with all the relevant aspects of “autobiography” and its
derivatives. This impossibility alerts us of the quintessentially troubled character of
this kind of “document”. Being unable to provide a clear-cut denotation, Olney
attempted to work with autobiography through naming its several “concealed” “subvarieties” that promote the principal mechanics of its operation. Several of these (like
autosociography and autopsychography) seem to be useful in coping with the lifecreationist texts of self-writing. In addition to that, Olney pursues his point with
regard to understanding autobiography as an original way of “self-saviouring”, a kind
of substitution available for “accomplishing” life’s object through writing. Proceeding
this way we can assume, for instance, that the later memoirist texts of Andrei Belyi
betray his final effort to conclude indirectly (and maybe, even “unconsciously” for his
own part) his youthful “life-creation” in an alternatively elaborated shape. In
acknowledgment of this I propose to recognize some of the discussed memoirs of the
Russian Modernists as a sui generis continuation of their earlier life-creationist
agendas and interests, performed in writing rather than in a manner of physical action.
By re-creating their past in their written-down memory, by rearranging the accents
they were finalizing and sharpening the semiotical message of their previous
Lebenskunst activities. Such was their artistic method of communication11 with the
“posterity”, and it may not be justifiable to try to ignore that.
The Hungarian philologist István Dobos left several elucidating considerations
substantiating the detachment of life-writing from any other “literary” genre. By
stressing this I arrived at a more “documentary” kind of attitude towards the selfwriting texts. In their essence they aren’t like “fiction” and therefore they should be
treated differently. Dobos emphasized the lack of “real literary freedom” in selfwriting. This reason alone dictated the closer (than in “literature”) attention to the
concrete empirical reality narrated. Accordingly, the autobiographies and memoirs
11

Let me remind once again that I suggest understanding art as “communication” in the first place.
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are tightly “bound” to the respective realities they convey. They can’t really “make
them up” since the discrepancies may be easily revealed by the “cross-marked”
sources of their contemporaries. We are well aware of the fact that the “fictitious”
memoir or any published reminiscence that is not corroborated by other sources, or
more importantly is in fact contradicted by other major texts describing the same set
of events, is by no means an impossible thing. In Russian Symbolism we have a
famous memoir written and published in Paris by Georgii Ivanov who, for the sake of
provocation, was openly interested in distorting and falsifying the real state of affairs
of his pre-revolutionary past. The “intentional fallacies” of Ivanov had been exposed
by his contemporaries already in his life-time, and the nature of his memoirs
gradually became more or less obvious. The controversy of Ivanov’s self-writing
prevented me, for instance, from using his memoir in my dissertation. It is important
to define the entire context surrounding each particular piece of self-writing and
clarify through all the available means whether this text can be contradicted by any
legitimate witnessing contemporary.
The American literary scholar Paul John Eakin offered another useful idea to
be employed for understanding life-writing in terms of life-creation. According to
him, nearly each autobiography is an integral part of a “lifelong process of identity
formation”, which means that creating this kind of texts also inevitably shapes the
mental self-apperception, constantly modifying the resulting image of the self. The
“memorizing self” creates its own “narrative identity” and attributes to it all the
relevant aspects of the real life. The person engaged in self-writing experiences his
life in two ways: one of them being writing. In agreement with Eakin any successful
memoirist and autobiographer somehow “reshapes” his or her inner identity while
composing the text. The plain “narrating of the true fact” may be allotted with a new
interpretative meaning and alternative signification that will correspond to the “new”
constructed self of the acting writer. The boundaries between the “textual” and the
“physical”, therefore, evolve to seem particularly shady.12
The general topic of self-writing that includes memoirs and diaries became
exceptionally popular among Slavic scholars in recent years.13 One of the most
characteristic contributions in this field is an essay by the Berkeley scholar Irina
Paperno.14 In this essay she strives to highlight the outstanding discoursive position of
life-writing in general and “diary” in particular. The diary-writing has been
“anchored” somehow between the shores of pure observational “history” and
inventive “literary narrative”. Such a “half-way” genre disposition allows for a
promising extent of vision this type of narration can offer: being always stuck in
between the traditional borderlines of subjectivity and objectivity, the realms of
public and private, and mainly between the self and the interacting others. The hybrid
and “elastic” character of the diary empowered it to reflect human reality in a suitable
way; the diary functioned to a certain extent as a mirror imitating its master. All this
process is supposedly executed according to the Bakhtinian theory of the “memory of
genre”. Paperno reinforces the assumption that “the genre” itself by some means
independently dictates form and even content to its writer. She perceives the diary as
12

On this see also an essay by Adolph Urban: Урбан 1977: 192-208.
See for example, Harris 1990: 3-34, and also Vatnikova-Prizel 1978.
14
See: Paperno 2004: 561-573.
13
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a first person narrative that is focused on the private, intimate, sometimes even secret
daily observation of one particular life, sometimes in relation to the surrounding
others. What was particularly important for me in my scrutiny of life-creation was the
diary’s unique ability to “turn life into text”; the diary is then perceived as a textual
equivalent of life and must be called to account by any scholarly effort bearing the
related subject matter in its scope. In line with other scholars Paperno emphasizes the
“paradoxical” nature of diary-like narratives that may be considered in terms of a
“private”  “public” basic opposition.
The two canonical European authors that are usually held responsible for
creating the “self-writing canon” are St Augustine and Rousseau. Their texts (each of
them is entitled “Confession” either in the plural or in the singular) also reveal a
certain life-creation effort bent on their interests, as long as they were “shaping” their
lives in accordance with their spiritual or aesthetical views. The stories of their
perplexed biographical quests and wonderings are fully covered by their self-writing.
It was important to bring in the discussion on the life-writing of these two major
authors in order to exemplify the immediate basic reasoning for recruiting the selfwriting genres, and especially the “confession”, so as to epitomize the method of
studying Russian life-creation. To my mind the genuine confession is very close to
the diary-type of self-exposing statement. The Modernist Lebenskunst is usually
associated with highly private matters of one’s life narrated through the available
personal texts. For that reason, understanding how the codification of “private life”
into “text” operated, as well as defining its obvious “literary” antecedents was quite
desirable. James Olney’s analysis of the major texts of the Western “confessional”
canon contributed to my understanding of the Russian “self-revealing” discourse in
general. The common “rhetoric of disclosure”, supplied to create the overall
atmosphere of intimacy, was very characteristic of the main habitual practices of the
Silver Age. The “confessional” diary of Mikhail Kuzmin15 is perhaps one of the best
examples of “intermingling” that occurred between the self-writing genres of diary
and confession in Russian Modernist Lebenskunst. For Olney, the dominant aspects
of Augustinian “comprehension” of confession are “narration”, “self”, and
“memory”; the latest is of particular importance for the Western culture, just as the
excellent studies by Frances Yates and Mary Carruthers have demonstrated.16
The “confessional” case of Jan-Jacques Rousseau should have been, in all
probability, even more important for the Russian life-creation: as well as his “self”
and his unorthodox personality should have been particularly attractive for the next
generations of European authors. The central point of interest for me here was
Olney’s expository engagement with a problem of complexity of rousseauvean
relations between the “writing self” and the “perceiving others”. The French writer
had been constantly “re-inventing” his multiple “selves” in the process of creating the
text of his Confession. The resulting written artifact demonstrates the extreme
measure of self-divulgement (at times even shocking)17 that may be compared to
15

See: Кузмин 2000-б; Кузмин 2007.
See: Yates 1966 and Carruthers 1992.
17
Some of the life events mentioned by Rousseau may be even paralleled to the Avant-Garde tradition
of disturbing behavior (described in the chapter 4) – like the astonishing episode from the author’s
childhood when the main character of the Confession peed into the cooking pan of his old ladyneighbor.
16
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some of the most intimate diaries and letters of the Russian Modernists. I found it
especially important to learn Rousseau’s method of reconciling the different “voices”
of narration for the sake of compiling the single whole of the “confessing author”.
The text of Confessions shows its author as a definite antecedent of the modernist
life-creation for the virtue of having declaratively subdued his life to the general
principle of artificial “ideology”; as far as we can judge from the text, Rousseau
shaped his life, his behavior and his biography in accordance with the pre-conceived
artificial configurations of existence that were to be further harmonized with his
concrete life-affairs. The partial implementation of philosophical concerns into the
reality of Rousseau’s physical life can by all means be considered a part of the same
international tradition of life-creation I mention in chapter 2 of my dissertation
(Byron, Baudelaire, Rimbaud, Verlaine, Wilde, etc).
The summarizing discussion on the Russian tradition of “Confession” begins
with Tolstoy.18 Revealing conceptually the problematic events of his life Tolstoy
placed himself within the rousseauvean tradition of the “repentant” self-narration. His
Confession contributed to the notable atmosphere of intimacy and “biographical
poetics” that influenced the Modernist attitudes of the Silver Age in Russia. It is
important to mention Tolstoy’s self-writing, since in principle I consider this author
an immediate predecessor of Symbolist and Avant-Garde life creation. The whole
movement of “Tolstovstvo” can be regarded as a natural antecedent of Lebenskunst:
the life of those who were part of the author’s milieu, those who openly shared his
ideas, was supposed to be shaped, modified and “established” anew in accordance
with the ideological, aesthetical and “creative” standpoints stated in the relevant
writings. The vector of the Modernist “life art” was the same: from the “idea” or
“theory” => to the (daily) “behavior”. Although Tolstoy was not always happy19 with
the particular shapes and paths this life-creationist movement was taking in front of
his eyes, he could not stop it spreading. His teaching, as a novel ideology of “lifeshaping”, acquired a wide audience, especially in rural Russia.20
Another very influential representation of Russian “confessional” life-creation
may be found in the autobiographical trilogy of Maksim Gorky. The three books of
Gorky’s autobiography that in the Soviet times became a part of the “new canon” of
the Socialist realism, were already widely read and very popular when they were first
published (in the “Silver Age”, the first phase of Russian Modernism).21 Gorky
devotedly explored the traditional self-writing genre in order to “re-create” his public
self-image by means of his writing. The emerging picture of “adjusted reality” was
rather intended to serve as an instructive model for his readers, and thus potentially
influence them to shape anew their own lives. The tricky position of the “writing self”
or the “main narrator” vis-à-vis the “empirical history” has been exhaustively
described by Evgeny Dobrenko in a special essay dedicated to that topic.22
Characterizing Gorky’s method of writing the British Slavist pointed at the striking
18

The previous tradition of Russian religious “Confession” is of course also very important. On this
see: Корогодина 2006 and Уваров 1998.
19
See in this regard his characteristic protest: Толстой 1906.
20
See: Пругавин 1911. For the later appreciation see: Ярославский 1938 and Edgerton 1993.
21
On this see: Barrat 1996: 24-42.
22
“Gorky’s trilogy is in this sense a sort of limit of the genre aphasia of autobiography: a text about the
self becomes the story of the ‘Other’”. See: Dobrenko 1996: 43-67.
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affinity between the writer’s method and the ideology of life-creation. Dobrenko
remarks: “this is neither a story about the self nor a story completely about the
‘Other’. It is an attempt to make Other out of oneself: the peculiar inner side of
Gorky’s life-creation (zhiznetvorchestvo)”.23 The other aspect of Gorky’s interest to
the “confessional genre”, as Barry Scherr has convincingly shown,24 was related to
his God-building philosophy. I apply this aspect in order to establish an additional
connection between the “confession” employed for defining Gorky’s God-building
life-creationist strategy and the chronologically parallel principles of God-seeking
(the circle of Merezhkovskys) that were preoccupied with Lebenskunst in their own
right.
I conclude my first chapter with a general overview of the most important
example of Russian historical “quasi-memoirs” written by Aleksandr Gercen. His
“Past and Thoughts” have always been acclaimed by the Russian educated reading
public even though its full text was published only many years after the author’s
death.25 In my view Gercen’s text represented a sort of model autobiography for the
generations of Russians, since it contained not only the details of the author’s
personal past (at times as brave and shocking as Rousseau’s), but also endeavored to
encourage the audience to join a sort of common action by imparting a clear political
message to the narration of his personal events. This intention to “break the
boundary” of the literary text, to penetrate into the physical course of action of
Russian (future) history may be constituting a curious link with the utopia of
Modernist Lebenskunst (which was also somewhat political in its universal
interests).26
I conclude the first introductive chapter trying to formulate the ruling
“discursive strategies” that may be regarded as most dominant for the diverse
varieties of Russian self-writing. By establishing a preliminary “typology” of the
Russian life-writing I intended to decipher the ways in which my primary sources
were initially codified and created. Residing widely on Russian self-writing in my
next chapters necessitated this theoretical exposition that made me aware of many
possible scholarly risks this sort of work may entail.
The second chapter of my dissertation deals predominantly with Russian
Modernism and its place among the European tradition. It was necessary to define
Modernism in terms of tracing the continuity of relations between the major European
movements that are traditionally associated with it and the corresponding Russian
movements. I propose to see Symbolism in Russia as “pre-Modernism”, as an initial
phase of the Modernist experiment that continued within the Avant-Garde. It was
necessary to bring Russian life-creation in correlation with the preceding cultural
fashions, most notably, the ideas of “aestheticism”, “decadence”, “dandyism”,
“Nietzscheanism”, concepts of “art for art’s sake”. I strived to illustrate my point of
view by suggesting that the “experiment with life” is a characteristic feature of the
23

See: Ibid.: 52.
See: Scherr 2000: 448-469.
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While technically forbidden, it nevertheless widely circulated in the tsarist Russia; let’s remember
that the provincial teacher Peredonov could easily have “banned” Gercen at his disposal.
26
Among many other things I can mention here Velimir Khlebnikov’s life-creationist idea of
organizing the society of the “Chairmen of the Globe” accompanied by writing a letter to the American
President Woodrow Wilson.
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Modernist experience in culture. Modernism, in my opinion, presumed constant
experimentation with life, seeing art as a transgressive phenomenon that breaks many
limiting boundaries. I proceeded with detailed examples of some additional moments
that make life-creation one of the useful diagnostic traits of modernist self-fashioning.
The Moscow-Tartu school of semiotics developed a concept of the cultural “text
of behavior”. In the second chapter I describe how this theoretical notion evolved into
being and try to explain its relevance for the life-creation of Russian Modernism. In
the course of my discussion I argue that the “biographical text” may be used as one of
the crucial terms in dealing with the studied phenomenon. The seminal ideas
expressed by Yuri Lotman, Aleksandr Piatigorsky and Boris Uspensky proved very
productive for my understanding of Russian Lebenskunst. Lotman was one of the first
scholars who studied the “biographical text” of the particular cultural heroes of the
19th century (the Decembrists) and proposed a distinct theory that utilized it into a
coherent “whole” of sign-system. The “biographical poetics”, according to Lotman,
started with Pushkin, and we may trace the origin of Modernist life-creation back to
the turbulent activities of the great Russian poet.
Dwelling upon the problem of biography inevitably led me to analyze the issue
of the author’s “body”: how it was perceived and what was the nature of relations
between the “text” (“word”) and the “corporeal identity”. In the text of this chapter I
have mentioned briefly a philosophical approach developed by Paul Ricoeur who
proposed considering “text” as sui generis “meaningful event” of reality. This is how
the problem of “physicality” of word and utterance came into the focus of my
discussion. Russian Futurists were equalizing words with “things”, and this was far
from incidental. There was an entire cultural tradition that dealt with the materiality
of the “word” (“Logos”) and I wanted to bring into my debate some of its most
characteristic and vivid historical descriptions. I perceive the Russian life-creationist
“hero” as “homo somatikos”, as a unique type of author that writes/creates/operates
not only with his verbal language, but also with his physically contrived bodyappearances. The corporeal behaviour of the author in this sense is logically
supplemented to the general codified aesthetics known from the “written texts” of his
or her oeuvre.
The ideas of equalizing Logos (word) with human flesh have a long and
interesting history to which I refer as the “word/text as body” problem. I was
interested to examine some of the texts of Russian Modernists from the standpoint of
their unusual corporeality. The provocative suggestion of Vladislav Khodasevich who
remarked that the literature of Russian Symbolism was written as if it existed in two
media – in the realm of words and in the corporeality of somatics of real life, served
as the point of departure here. In the second chapter I provide a brief outline on
historical conceptions of the “living word”, of Logos that became flesh. I believe that
these original philosophical notions about the relations between word and human
body were by all means familiar to Russian Modernists, minding in particular the
distinct mystical, “Christological” bias some of them were taking. According to
certain Slavic folk beliefs, the “word” was physical, it was possible to “eat” it and
manipulate with it as with a physical entity. I appended to this Origen’s ideas about
the material aspects of the “spirit” and his views on the ephemeral bodies that exist
within the human consciousness and soul. It was most important, by all means, to
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mention the ancient Christian concept of understanding Christ as “incarnated
Word/Logos”.
Many of Russian Modernists, most notably Andrei Belyi and Vladimir
Mayakovsky were interested in comparing their poetical “self” with the figure of
Christ-the-Saviour. The possibility of “word becoming flesh” should be considered
one of the strongest fascinations of the Symbolist life-creation. These “intimate”
relations between the “body” and “the word” may be listed among the most essential
issues of the Modernist Lebenskunst. Some ideas of Eriugena dealing with the
“incorporeal bodies” and the very possibility of “word” or “spirit” to gain physics of
the flesh are also mentioned in this chapter, as well as the related interest of the
ancient Greek philosophy to cogitate upon the similarities between the “physical
body” and the verbal utterance.
The way the Church Fathers defined the human body, its physical behavior,
and the relations between the written text and the somatics seems to have had a
certain influence on the mystical life-creation of some of Russian Symbolists
(Gippius-Merezhkovskii, Viacheslav Ivanov, Belyi and Blok), and maybe some of
Avant-Gardists as well (the “fighting”-with-God Mayakovsky, who was in a way
comparing himself to God).
The entire subject of corporeality in (Mediaeval) Christianity is researched in the
seminal studies by Peter Brown and Caroline Bynum.27 For the same reasons I bring
in the “discursive study” of life-creation that may be stipulated from Paul Ricoeur’s
treatise on the verbal text that can be considered a kind of “meaningful” event itself.
The concept of the (artificial) “life event” turned out as central in the process of
understanding the remote cultural roots of the phenomenon of life-creation. I use the
idea of the “Third Wave of Romanticism” in Russian Culture at the “Turn of the
Millennium” proposed by Evgenia Miliugina in order to point at the principal affinity
between the purely Romantic biographical poetics of Lord Byron28 and the selffashioning of Russian Symbolism. I therefore proposed the “Romantic connection” to
be discerned in the works of Russian Modernists (to name Blok from Symbolism and
Mayakovsky from the Avant-Garde). The “life-creationist” Romanticism is also
visible in the works of Oscar Wilde who followed more or less the same lines to
conduct his biography. I conclude the second chapter of the dissertation with a
typological overview of the phenomenon. For the purpose of dealing with the
semiotics of Russian life-creation I pointed out several distinct traits that pertained to
this matrix of Russian culture and could be summarized in a schematic form.
The third chapter of my dissertation contains the principal description of the
initial, “Symbolist” phase of Modernist Lebenskunst. The chapter starts with the
exposition of a memoirist text composed by Vladislav Khodasevich who outlined the
entire topic of the creative behavior of Russian Symbolists and suggested that in order
to grasp Russian Symbolism in its entirety, not only the literary works of Symbolists
ought to be examined, but their lives as well. I open my discussion with the scrutiny
of the philosophical contribution of Nikolai Fedorov who is usually seen as someone
who has had some influence on the Russian Symbolists. Indeed, one may find many
“life-creationist” passages in Fedorov’s oeuvre. The philosopher suggested to shape
27
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See: Brown 1988 and Bynum 1995.
And the same poetics of Charles Baudelaire and Arthur Rimbaud.
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life in accordance with his artificial utopian ideology, as expounded in his elaborated
theory of the “common task”. This corresponded to the main stream of the Symbolist
aesthetics of life-creation which addressed more or less the same issues and ideas.
The same is true for the philosophical legacy of Vladimir Soloviev who is also
usually mentioned with reference to the utopian and mystical Symbolists. I discuss
several characteristic ideas of Soloviev that relate to life-creation and also quote
Blok’s essay that postulated the immediate importance of this philosopher for the
“younger” generation of Russian Symbolists. The solovievian image of “Sophia” and
the Eternal Feminine are directly related to the first book of Blok’s lyrics and his
hymnopoetics of the Divine Maiden. The solovievian ecstatic beliefs of the ideal love
and mystical “theurgy” were supplemented by Andrei Belyi’s theoretical treatises that
I examine in this respect. All these matters were by all means of obvious importance
for the Lebenskunst attitudes of Russian Modernism.
I open the discussion on Russian Modernist life-creation with the case of
Valerii Briusov. Reciting from Briusov’s text “The Holy Sacrifice”, I bring in his
programmatic appeal for a life-creationist way of life. Demanding from a poet to
create not only his books, but rather his life as well, Briusov declared his vision of the
life of a “new” poet and suggested how it must be conducted. I have focused on
Briusov’s erotical behavior as it is reflected in his intimate diary. Briusov
meticulously narrated many day-to-day events that had to do with his youthful
interest in lechery, lewdness and in general the most radical libertine kind of
behavior. His diary offers us numerous descriptions of his sexual experiences; some
of them may be regarded as pornography. This behavior was accompanied during the
early years of his poetic career by his friendship with Balmont. Both poets were
actively visiting brothels and had many “erotic” acquaintances. I attribute this life
conduct to the imitation of the French “decadent” model known from the biographical
poetics of Baudelaire, Rimbaud, Verlaine and Wilde. Briusov and Bal’mont were
obviously emulating the pre-existing modes of “poetical” “accursed” behavior and
this self-fashioning is directly related to the general model of Lebenskunst. The
“emulated decadence” of Briusov’s and Bal’mont’s behavior in their early years has
been “performed” twice: it took place both in their real lives and in the texts of their
poetry that was created during that time. This poetry mimicked the European
Decadent patterns and depicted most obscene sexuality. With reference to this I bring
in and translate a whole series of their poems which were notably obsessed with
feminine genitalia and cunnilingus that both poets chose to celebrate in their art.
Another topic related to the erotical life-creation of Briusov is his perplexed
love-affair with Nina Petrovskaia which I discuss in detail, aided by the surviving
fragments of their life-writing (the memoirs of Petrovskaia, their letters, Briusov’s
diary). The “mythopoetical” fight with Briusov’s life-creationist “rival” Andrei Belyi,
as reflected in the novel The Fiery Angel, is also mentioned in this context. Some
additional life-writing materials from contemporaries referring to Petrovskaia are also
examined.
Turning from Briusov to the other “elder Symbolists” I debate the lifecreationist aspects of Merezhkovskii’s and Gippius’ “union”. First of all I address the
difficult question of Gippius’ gender identity, her understanding of the “body”, and
the way the body is reflected in her art and writing. The ambiguous sexuality of
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Gippius casts a distinct shadow on her writing, starting from the self-invented virtual
masculine identity of her poetry / prose and proceeding with some of her reported
lesbian experiments. I quote some memoir accounts of this topic.
The last of the eminent “elder” Symbolists I introduce into my discussion is
Fedor Sologub. I mention some of his strange and “gloomy” life-habits, his very
unusual sexuality, and make use of some of the life-writing accounts left by his
contemporaries. A number of excerpts are quoted from Sologub’s most important
Symbolist novel The Petty Demon that contains many interesting episodes in this
respect. This novel offers a valuable insight into the concept of “accursed physicality”
developed by Sologub in his writings.
I begin my discussion of the younger generation of Symbolists with Andrei
Belyi, referring to his theoretical views on “art (Kunst)” that he interpreted as “the art
of living”, which is illustrated by several of his major essays. The first studied case of
Belyi’s “practical” Lebenskunst is known by the name of “Argonautism”; its
description is given in this chapter. This issue has been already studied by Aleksandr
Lavrov,29 so that I merely summarize his research with addition of missing (in
Lavrov’s work) details concerning the possible sources of Belyi’s knowledge about
the “historical” and mythological Argonauts.
The next life-creationist episode being mentioned with respect to Belyi is his
“mystical” love-affair with the rich Moscow lady Margarita Morozova. I provide the
necessary information and quote some of the life-writing addressing this issue. The
entire story of Belyi’s real-life interest in the “sublime” image of Morozova
corresponds directly with the text of his new “Symphony” and therefore offers us
another distinct example of the inversive and inter-dependant vectors of life  text
sign system. Belyi’s behavior in regard to Margarita Morozova was shaped by his
literary “mask” that he assumed shortly before that.
The other important occasion of Modernist Lebenskunst of Russian Symbolism
is a story of Belyi’s relations with the newly-wed Blok couple. I narrate their story
relying on the primary research conducted by Vladimir Orlov. Expanding on that I
bring in all the relevant life-writing materials and sources available today that help us
to create a coherent picture of what actually happened between the two of the most
prominent Russian “younger symbolists”. Belyi identified Blok’s wife as the symbol
of the “Heavenly Lady”, the passionately craved divine maiden expected to arrive on
Earth. Having gradually fallen in love with Liubov’ Blok he pursued a “corporeal”
personal affair with her, aided by the fact that Aleksandr Blok himself was in fact
equating his wife with the same “Beautiful Lady” of his first book of poetry and
therefore was not prone to have any “carnal” relations with her. As a consequence,
Liubov’ Blok stayed constantly “unsatisfied” by her husband (she confessed about
this fact in her memoirs). I describe the tragic story of their triple interconnection in
much detail, matching it with the corresponding fragments of the life-writing by Blok
and Belyi (their letters, diaries, memoirs). Following the dramatic quarrel with the
Blok couple Belyi depicted their immediate past in a grotesque and allegorical form
in his literary text “The Bush”. At the same time Blok expressed his frustrated
disillusionment with the early “mystical” ideas of his youthful lyrical life-creation in
his satirical drama “The Puppet Theatre”. One of the central issues of this entire story
29
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is the problem of reconciling “flesh” with “spirit”, “carnal love” and the “divine
Bride”. The ideas of the influential predecessor of the young Symbolists, Vladimir
Soloviev, are being discussed in this context.
The final life-creationist stage of Belyi’s life was related to his anthroposohical
interests. He participated in the construction of the Goetheanum and generally tried to
shape his life in accordance with Steiner’s teachings. I perceive Steiner’s philosophy
in general as a life-creationist enterprise as well. The “Steinerian” topic, via Anna
Mintzlova, was accompanying yet another phase of Belyi’s life-creation, namely the
“occult” one. The occult, anthroposophy-related life-creationist interests of Belyi
have been researched in a number of studies.30 The summarizing discussion of that
subject is also present in this chapter.
I start my examination of Aleksandr Blok’s life-creation with the initial topic
of “deification” of his wife Liubov’. I reinforce my debate with all the principal
sources reporting about Blok’s conceptual attitude toward his wife, during the first
phase of their relationship. Blok’s wife had been the prototype of his “Beautiful
Lady” character, his real life was explicitly shaped in accordance with the utopian and
mystical aesthetics expressed in his poetry. I also ponder the issue of Blok’s selffashioned “masks” that he used at various stages of his career. The mask of the
“seraph-youth”, the “Romantic knight” serving his Heavenly Lady corresponded to
his first book of lyrical poetry. The issue of Blok’s artificial “mask” always had to do
with his “lyrical self” – his recurrent “I” that had been first studied by Yuri
Tynianov.31 Tynianov argued that “Blok” himself was the main subject of his own
poetry, and that he was in a way re-creating his own self in the series of his lyrical
writings. This approach gained support from another eminent Formalist scholar, Boris
Tomashevskii,32 who spoke about the “biographical lyricism” of the symbolists,
referring to Blok as well.
I pay special attention to the topic of erotic life-creation of Blok. Apart from the
aforementioned issues related to the opposition of the “carnal” and the “divine” that
Blok shared with Vladimir Soloviev, I also speak of the new theme that is a result of
my own research. I believe to have discovered a hidden meaning in one of Blok’s
longer poems “The Night Violet”. Using several life-writing specimen left by Blok’s
contemporaries (Nikolai Valentinov, Roman Gul’ and Andrei Belyi) I reconstruct the
iconography of Blok’s poem and compare it to the general life-creationist ideas of his
art. Developing his earlier philosophy that prescribed “mundane” earthly sexual
relations to be conducted only with the “fallen”, “profane” women as opposed to the
“blessed” Divine Maiden (the eternal Bride of the poet), Blok cultivated many years a
certain addiction to the purchasable sex of the urban prostitutes. Moreover, and still
more shockingly, he was particularly consumed with imagining and depicting their
genitalia.33 The metaphorical description of these genitalia can be found in the text of
30
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See: Томашевский 1923: 5-9. Compare with: Эйхенбаум 1921.
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Britain. In 1919 in Britain there was a public controversy related to a female dancer Maud Allan who
was accused in press (by a notorious “Rightist” politician of that time Noel Pemberton Billing) of
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his poem. The same interest, has been already noticed in the poems of Briusov and
Bal’mont, also devoted to the “intimate flowers” of women. I bring in several
important fragments of self-writing that confirm this way of interpreting Blok’s
“strange” poems. The intricate color symbolism that was developed in a series of
essays by Blok contributed to the same mode of understanding his life-creationist art.
The erotical preoccupation of Briusov and Blok, their eroticism itself
corresponds to the life-creation as we define it, bearing a distinct influence of
“aesthetical” French Decadence. This life-creation had been realized to a large degree
by imitating the routine life-events of the better known French cultural “heroes”.
Russian Modernists were clearly “implementing” explicit erotical aspects of behavior
in their own life. We find the perplexed erotica clearly reflected in both their life and
in their texts. I propose to call this situation of a definite “correspondence” between
these two realms the condition of life-creation. At this point I wish to stress again the
importance of diary/memoir/epistolary/ self-writing as it constitutes the main medium
by which means relevant information is conveyed to posterity.34 It is through
Briusov’s diary that we learn about his erotical “decadent” behavior, and my scrutiny
of the autobiographical theories has only strengthened my conviction in regard to a
diary as a most legitimate source of our knowledge. The same appears to be true for
the sexual agenda of Blok when we find the relevant descriptions in other memoirs
telling about Blok’s perplexed and perverted sexuality. I also bring in the poetical
texts of both Briusov and Blok in order to demonstrate the direct correspondence
between the lives of the poets, narrated through the consonant self-writing of their
own or by their contemporaries, and their literary texts. The process of this direct (or
indirect) correspondence I propose to call life-creation.
I proceed with summarizing the peculiarities of life-creation by yet another
“younger” Symbolist author (Viacheslav Ivanov). Concluding the preceding research
I name the most notable life-creationist activities that have occurred in the Ivanov’s
Tower. Ivanov’s “Wednesdays”, the “Hafiz Club” and the “Fias”-group represented
the most characteristic instances of life-creation in the Symbolist Sankt-Petersburg of
the day. Theatricality of life, antique masks, mythopoetical self-fashioning were
among the most dominant features of these gatherings where Ivanov played the host. I
mention several important life-writing materials describing these events. The orbit of
the activities conducted in the “Tower” was particularly notable because of a huge
number of “outsiders” being invited and occasionally involved in this sort of
“collective effort”.
The concluding section of the third chapter is “The communal life-creation of
Maksimilian Voloshin”. In this context I use the apt notion of the “Crimean text” (just
like the “Petersburg text” or “Moscow text”), exploited to a great extent by Voloshin.
Having created a unique resort “community” of artists, poets and writers Voloshin
promoted yet another distinct form of Russian Lebenskunt. The creative way of life
the inhabitants of Voloshin’s Koktebel house cultivated clearly corresponded to the
main route of experimental reformation of living proposed by modernist life-creation.
creating an orgy-secret feminine semi-occult organization that somehow related to Wilde’s Salome.
This alleged “organization” was accused of maintaining a “Secret cult of clitoris”. On this issue see:
Medd 2002: 21-49; Hoare 1998; Bentley 2002; James 2008; Cherniavsky 1991.
34
And cultural historians are by all means part of this posterity.
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I analyze all the major pieces of self-writing memoirs addressing this issue and
proceed with the additional one: the topic of Voloshin’s life-creationist relations with
Cherubina de Gabriak. The mystifying element of universal play that was so obvious
in that case is very characteristic for the entire sphere of Symbolist Lebenskunst.
I begin chapter four with delineating Avant-Garde pragmatics of action, its
preoccupation with the “poetics of shock”. The approach of defining Avant-Garde
through the pragmatical message of behavior had been suggested for the first time by
the late Moscow philologist Maksim I. Shapir. I discuss his ideas concerning the
semiotical nature of Avant-Garde while bringing in the additional materials
addressing the issues of the “pragmatics of utterance” and “speech act”. This debate
embraces my understanding of art, in one of its most crucial aspects, as
communication and a constant process of conveying messages. I also examine in this
regard the corresponding issue of a “suggestive gesture” that is related to the problem
of the overall expressiveness of experimental art. I debate the “transgressive nature”
of this gesture. This topic also includes the idea of a “kinetic character”, a literary
hero that exists beyond the traditional boundaries of verbal text. This contributes to
our understanding of the “gestural aesthetics” correlated to the Modernist
Lebenskunst.
I proceed with my examination of the shocking/eccentric behavior of one of the
leading Russian Avant-Gardists Aleksei Kruchenykh who belonged to the first
generation of Russian radical Modernism. In my opinion the striking eccentricity of
this kind of conduct corresponds to the same “violent” qualities of the literature
reckoned to pertain to the Avant-Garde. To my mind, the “Avant-Garde” text was
conceived in two realms: in the verbal plane of their writing and in the sphere of
physical action. Both realms were clearly focused on the pragmatics of shock,
attracting the public’s attention by means of transgressing the “conventional” rules of
art and life. Subordinating life to the goals of aesthetics may serve as the crossing
point between the two currents of Russian Modernism – the Symbolism and the
Avant-Garde. It is exactly this preoccupation with the ideology of experimentation,
subduing life to the needs of art that I call life-creation. This modus operandi was
extremely characteristic for the discussed authors within the ranks of both Symbolism
and the Avant-Garde.
I bring in all the major life-writing accounts by the contemporaries of Aleksei
Kruchenykh describing his deviant, artistic behavior. The memoirist materials I
discuss result into a coherent portrait of Kruchenykh as a deliberate eccentric who
wanted to extend the unconventional literary art by means of his daily habits,
deliberately breaking all the accepted rules and prescriptive boundaries. Another case
of unusual everyday behavior is represented by the great poet of Russian Futurism,
Velimir Khlebnikov. In this chapter I discuss some of the behavioral eccentricities of
Khlebnikov as recounted in the life-writing of his contemporaries. During his
“Iranian” period the Russian poet intentionally lost the dividing line between his
written literature and his physical life. He produced texts emerging from his real-life
experience as a “wandering dervish” in Persia. He deliberately conducted his life
according to the ideas that may be found in some of his poetical theories. His unusual
behavior was shaped by his aesthetical conceptions and his life was clearly continuing
and implementing his creative ideology of existence.
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The topic of creative behavior is continued with Vladimir Mayakovsky.
Relying on the available sources of the numerous life-writing samples I discuss his
eccentricity that corresponded to his pragmatics of “poetic action”. Special attention
is paid to Mayakovsky’s ways of showing up in public, and to his famous “yellow
blouse” in particular. The poet’s behavior constituted the same “pragmatics of AvantGarde shock” that was described by Maksim Shapir. Mayakovsky’s life-creation was
directly connected to his vibrant and provocative eroticism. I briefly mention the
topic of his transgressive “phallicism” that can be found in some of his poetical texts
as well as in his documented life-behavior.
The concluding episode of the Avant-Garde life-creationist systems of eccentric
behavior has to do with Daniil Kharms. I analyze the scattered life-writing accounts
describing his extraordinary behavior that obviously corresponded to his literary
texts. In the case of Kharms, exactly as it was with the other Avant-Gardists as well
as some of the discussed Symbolists, the outward features of his private conduct were
intended to harmonize and comply with his art. The physical behavior “continued”
his verbal texts, and the self-fashioned eccentric image of Daniil Kharms was firmly
associated by his contemporaries with his literary art. Dealing with Kharms’ eccentric
“playfulness”, his “ludism” of conduct I quote the respective notions of the Dutch
historian Johan Huizinga who spoke about the idea of play as the universal
component of human culture. I also mention the parallel concept of the “private
theater” and “theatrical instinct” developed by Nikolai Evreinov. Life-creationist
teasing theatricality became the principal working ground of Kharms’ Lebenskunst.
The kharmsian eccentric notion of “chudak” (a crank) seems to have played an
important role in his life-creation.
I conclude the fourth chapter by debating the “transgressive” fluid aesthetics of
Avant-Garde life-creation where so much depended on the extra-verbal components
of “dance”, “theater”, “gesture” and related categories. Russian Avant-Gardists
clearly realized the impossibility of getting the necessary public attention and
recognition by means of traditional art alone. As a consequence, the physical
“behavioral” patterns played the central role in Avant-Garde pragmatics, constituting
what I propose to call their “experimental life-creation”. The “physical behavior” of
all the most typical Russian avant-gardists was structured in accordance with the
same sign-system as their verbal texts. One of the most dominant positions was
reserved there for the pragmatics of “shock”. I discuss in this context the lifecreationist topic of the “painted faces” of Russian (Cubo)Futurists and the related
manifesto as well. What seems to be the most vital conclusion of this chapter, is that
the Avant-Garde “texts” or “artistic objects” must always be considered in association
with the personal behavior of their authors. The way the Avant-Gardists behaved
corresponded directly with their art, and vice versa, their art is directly related to their
lives.
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Chapter 1.
Deciphering the memoir: the stratification of narrative techniques in European
mnemocentric literary discourses.
Memoirs and autobiography in theory and scholarship (a concise
historiographical introduction).

1.0. The various genres of autobiographical writing
The great majority of the primary sources that I will address in the present study
belong to what is called “memoirist discourse”: autobiographical and diary-like texts
that describe thoughts and events from someone’s personal life. On the basis of these
texts it is possible, at least to a certain extent, to re-create a narrative of a person’s
past and to produce a picture of his behavior. Whether fictional or true, the
memoiristic texts are crucial to what I intend to investigate: the complex relationship
between autobiographical texts and artistic behaviour during the period of Russian
Modernism, 1890-1920.
Contrary to the relativist and Deconstructivist attitude of Jacques Derrida and
some of his associates, who do not seem to consider autobiography as valid document
or historical testimony (and sometimes go as far as to deny the very possibility of
reconstructing any “history” at all), I am convinced that there is a distinct relationship
between an autobiographical text and the “real life” of a narrating person. In
particular I subscribe to Yurii Lotman’s views (see Chapter 2), expressed in many of
his studies on Russian culture, on the semiotic sign-motion “from life to art” and vice
versa.
In order to study the phenomenon of Russian Modernist “Lebenskunst” I will
make general use of the many kinds of autobiographical writings available. These are,
mainly:
1) pure autobiography (stories about the self, with the author as both the principal
narrator and the main character, who makes explicit and revealing confessions about
his own life, e.g., Maksimilian Voloshin’s “The story of my soul” (“История моей
души”) and Andrei Belyi’s three volumes of autobiographical writings and memoirs
and his not fully published text known as “Materials for a biography. The intimate
ones” (“Материал к биографии. Интимный”).
2) personal memoirs, including memoirs dealing with “third parties” (i.e., written
about cultural figures other than the narrator himself): published reminiscences of and
about important cultural figures of the period;
3) epistolary materials of many kinds: private letters and personal communications
written in view of (later) publication, e.g., the correspondence between Blok and
Belyi or between Briusov and Petrovskaia;
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4) private notebooks and diaries of all sorts, mostly not intended for publication, e.g.,
the notebooks of Blok or partly Voloshin;
5) works of “traditional fiction” that contain obvious autobiographical or memoirist
elements; materials that do not have documentary value but that are of biographical or
autobiographical interest, e.g. Belyi’s “Bush” (“Куст”), Blok’s “Retribution”
(“Возмездие”), Briusov’s “Fiery Angel” (“Огненный ангел”), and the like.
One of the crucial problems of autobiographical writing is the issue of the author’s
intention: did he write the text with a clear eye to publication or, rather, for
undisclosed personal reasons? In the first case, the text may turn out to be the result
of a deceptive enterprise: the author may have changed the “facts” or left out some
things that should have been narrated. In the latter case, we can be relatively more
certain that the narrated events are really “true” and “authentic”. One of the key
notions in this respect is what French critic Philippe Lejeune has proposed to call the
“autobiographical pact” – a virtual agreement between the writer and the reader with
regard to the authenticity of the “narrated” facts.

1.1. Lejeune and the concept of the “autobiographical pact”
Among the crucial problems in the study of memoirist literature is the issue of the
author’s intention. Authorial intention is, of course, always important in literature,35
but it has an even greater significance for the autobiographical and memoirist genres:
the author’s intention determines the way in which we read the text: as a pure
intimate reference with no pretension to posing, or, on the contrary, as a deceptive
text intended to amuse its author and confuse the public (e.g., the controversial
memoirs of Georgii Ivanov). According to the author’s conception of the future
destiny of his text, he decides which elements will be included and which silenced
and thus excluded. It is, therefore, highly important to distinguish between “private”
and “public” texts: texts for personal use only as opposed to texts clearly intended for
publication. We should approach in a considerably different way the diaries by
Aleksandr Blok, which were strictly private, and those of Zinaida Gippius and Dmitry
Merezhkovsky, which were published by their authors in contemporary journals and
newspapers.
Whenever we are dealing with the texts of “private” diaries, we can assume that
the author’s intention is to be authentic and true, and that the reader in turn accepts
them as true.
This “autobiographical pact” also obtains when the author changes his views
during different periods of his life. The reader continues to believe in the authenticity
of the “narrated event”, even if the same event is described differently in the
autobiographical texts written in different periods; the inner contradictions of these
35
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texts are reconciled with the author’s primary declaration about the truth-value of his
non-fiction. We find a good example of such contradictions in Andrei Belyi’s
reminiscences of Blok: Belyi wrote several essays about Blok in which his narratives
of the same events have considerably different evaluative “intonations”.36
According to the definition formulated by Lejeune in Le pacte
autobiographique, autobiography can be understood as the product of an almost
“boundless solitude”. Lejeune describes autobiography as a “retrospective prose
narrative written by a real person concerning his own existence, where the focus is his
individual life, in particular the story of his personality”, and where “the author, the
narrator, and the protagonist … must be identical”.37 This definition underlines the
necessity of individualism for this literary genre and the impossibility of any
autobiography being successfully written as a “communal” or “collective” enterprise.
According to Lejeune, the autobiographical pact is opposed to the pact of
fiction. A person who writes a novel (even if it is inspired by his life) does not ask the
reader to believe in the essential truth of what it tells, but simply counts on this belief
as if it exists a priori. The autobiographer, on the other hand, suggests that what he is
writing is genuinely true, or at least is to be perceived as what he believes to be
“real”. The autobiographical writer behaves like a self-appointed historian or
chronicler, except that the subject about whom he promises to give correct
information is his own self. If he hides the truth or deliberately changes the “facts”
that from other sources we know to be different, we can assume that his testimony is
not credible. However, it is impossible to say that a novelist “lies”: this does not make
sense, as he did not intend to tell the clear empirical truth in the first place. In addition
to its aesthetic merits, the text of a novel can be judged as being mimetically realistic
or not, purely imagined, logically coherent or incoherent, and the like; but there is no
possibility of making a distinction between complete truth and complete forgery. An
autobiographical text, on the other hand, can be legitimately checked (even if in
practice this is very difficult) by a meticulous historical investigation. An
autobiographical text may even entail, according to Lejeune, a hint of legal
responsibility for its author. With Lejeune, it is like an act of real life, even though it
can also have the “attractiveness” of a work of art if it is skilfully written and “put
together” well.
The critic is interested to uncover the process how the reader recognizes
autobiography. Sometimes the reader is helped by the titles themselves (Memoires,
Memories, History of my Life, etc.), or a subtitle (“autobiography”, “account”,
“memories”, etc.). Sometimes there is a special explanatory foreword by the author,
or some sort of declaration in the beginning of the text or on the cover of the book.
This explicit statement of authorial intention invites the reader to be involved with
what constitutes, as Lejeune believed, the core element of the autobiographical pact.
In many cases, this pact involves a belief in the virtual equivalence between the
author whose name the cover bears and the personage whose story is actually told
within the text. It is also important to observe that one does not perceive and read an
autobiography and a “fictitious” novel in the same manner. With an autobiography,
the relationship to the author is more intense (you are asked to believe in what is
36
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being shown: the author demands your attention or an even stronger feeling,
frequently eliciting your reaction to the person being described as if he were a real
person being observed in everyday life through a key-hole), whereas with a novel it is
more disconnected.38
In his relatively recent essay “How Do Diaries End” (2001), Lejeune proposes
some interesting new insights on the theory of autobiographical genres. His remarks
particularly concern the implicit “genre requirements” that influence any
autobiographer in creating his private diary. These generic presuppositions deal with
the problem of the beginning and the end of a diary. In Lejeune’s description: “The
beginning of a diary is almost always indicated: it is rare to begin one without saying
so. In one way or another, you mark off this new territory of writing – with a name, a
title, an epigraph, a commitment, a self-presentation”.39
The end of a diary is even more complex than the beginning. Whereas an
autobiography can easily be “wrapped up”, it is much more problematic to decide
how to “finalize” a diary. Lejeune distinguishes several types of endings: “a) a
voluntary and explicit stop (to a journal that has not been destroyed); b) the
destruction of a diary (an energetic and definitive closure); c) a rereading (subsequent
annotation, table of contents, indexing); d) publication (a transformation that assumes
some sort of closure)”.40 There is a great contrast between the “simplicity of a diary’s
beginning” and the “evanescence” of its ending. Accordingly, “the multiple forms
ending can take (stopping, destroying, indexing are all different, even opposite
actions); the uncertainty of point of view (is the ending the act of the person writing –
and at what moment of writing? – or of the person reading?); and the impossibility,
most of the time, of grasping this death of writing”.41
Lejeune contemplates one key possible difference between the autobiography
and the diary as two supplementary ways of writing. This difference concerns,
possibly, the “finiteness” of autobiography as opposed to the specific qualities of a
diary as a genre that in principle may have no conceptual or intentional end at all:
“…All autobiography is finishable. … ‘[H]ow to’ handbooks devote entire chapters
to the rituals of closure. That you survive your autobiography is only a consequence
of the fact that the act of writing, situated in time, can only be imagined from the
perspective of the diary”.42
The critic maintains, that any diary in principle may be “virtually unfinishable
from the beginning”, and the reasons for that he finds in “a time lived beyond the
writing”, which in turn creates a necessity to move on and to record down everything
he can, before “this time beyond” “will take the shape of death”. Because of that, any
diary is always somehow focused “towards the future, so if something is missing, it is
not the beginning, but the end that changes in the course of writing it”. Lejeune tells
that when he “meets up with the future”, it usually “slips away” from him “by
showing up once again in the beyond”. “To finalize a diary means to cut it off from
the future and integrate that future in the reconstruction of the past”. The scholar
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proposes a special “movement”, which he suggests to call “a shuttle”, and that
movement “aims to recuperate periodically the diary as an autobiography”.43
We can make a valuable use of this point, which we might call “memorized
finiteness” to try to determine the real concealed intention of the author. We can
better understand how an autobiographical text was originally conceived when we
consider its closure. A well-considered and clearly indicated ending almost always
suggests the author’s direct or indirect intention to have his text read by the public
(thus somewhat diminishing the degree of authenticity and “spontaneity” of the
narrated events).
The issue of the “end” of a diary or autobiography is important in many respects
to research on Russian Lebenskunst. In fact, it provides us with the ability to judge
for the narrative authenticity with regard to the author’s intention. We may assume
that a well-elaborated and obviously artificial ending almost always suggests a greater
degree of orientation toward the “public”, being less spontaneous and less intimate.
We might conclude that the very moment of the textual “determination” can be the
key point for deciding the nature of the limits of the proper closing for a personal
diary. Lejeune observes: “as soon as the end of the autobiography has been
determined, this provisional opening will be reintegrated as an element belonging to
the past world that one will have ‘closed’”.44
In general, I would propose to treat autobiographical writings as a fragmentary
division of a much broader complex universum of the “texts of life” that constitute a
semiotic corpus of research with respect to the poetical “code of conduct” (or creative
behavioral “self-fashioning”) of human culture.45 The concept of a “life-text” can
potentially embrace in its scope both the physical events of one’s empirical “personal
history” and the corresponding self-reflective immediate verbalization of it, being a
first-hand fixed narration and its natural sequence. Good examples of such (verbal)
texts of life can be found in the various collections of autobiographical materials
(diaries, memoirs, epistolary materials of all sorts, private reminiscences, and so
forth). Accordingly, a possible way of scholarly treatment of such a “text of life”
would mean a close reading of personal statements, both those made by the cultural
figure himself and those in the memoirist writings of his relatives or colleagues. All
these statements underlie my future reconstruction of a cultural figure’s personal
poetics of behaviour. To correctly understand how those texts operate, and to
adequately use them, are primary goals for my study.
The notion of the “autobiographical pact” helps to properly delineate the genre
of all the writings examined, and to establish a solid foundation for holistic
description of the primary texts utilized for the study of Russian Lebenskunst. This
virtual pact stands behind any instance of mnemocentric writing and is relevant for
almost any memoirist structure. The correct determination of its genesis and function
is crucial for a scholarly reading of these texts. Lejeune’s discussions of the genre of
the diary and of the differences between the diary and autobiography are still relevant
to much contemporary Western scholarship in the field of “ego-writing”. In some of
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these studies, the various kinds of autobiographical texts are denoted as
“egodocuments”.46 This apt term is used as a generic one to designate almost any
specimen of self-reflective and memoirist “writing-of-the-self”; in our discussion, we
can apply it to the analysis of Russian modernist Lebenskunst.47
1.2. Georges Gusdorf and the “unresolved unity” of “remembrance”
Many interesting aspects of the highly individualistic and imaginative “synthetic
illumination” of autobiographical writings can be found in the late Georges Gusdorf’s
scholarly contribution to autobiographical theory. I refer to his essay “Conditions and
Limits of Autobiography”, which was published in James Olney’s collection of
papers entitled Autobiography: Essays Theoretical and Critical.48 As Gusdorf
remarked in his article, the peculiar intention of any autobiography as a literary genre
relates to the self knowledge “that it recomposes and interprets a life in its totality”.
Gusdorf believes that an “examination of consciousness” performed in
autobiography is always limited to “the present moment” of its writing, and inevitably
it gives only “a fragmentary cutting from the personal being” while there can be no
guarantee that it will continue further in time. Dealing with the role of the “I” in
autobiography, Gusdorf remarks that “in recounting my history I take the longest
path, but this path goes within my life and leads me from ‘me’ to ‘myself’. The
recapitulation of ages of existence, of landscapes and encounters, obliges me to
situate what I am in the perspective of what I have been”.49
Gusdorf meditates on the “unresolved unity” (or rather the “mystery-coloured”
scope) of any auto-reflective account that deals with a person’s private experience. In
his view, the individualized unity represents “the mysterious essence of my being”,
which he in turn describes as “the law of gathering in and of understanding the acts
that have been mine”. This means, according to Gusdorf, to be able to embrace “all
the faces and all the places where I have recognized signs and witnessed my destiny”.
If to put this differently, autobiography for this scholar “is a second reading of
experience, and it is truer than the first because it adds to experience the true
consciousness of it”. “In any ‘immediate moment’ the agitation of things ordinarily
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surrounds me too much for me to be able to see it in its entirety”.50 After this
formulation, Gusdorf comes back to the idea of the virtual centrality of “remembering
landscapes”, of one’s ability to undertake a cautious act of synthetic remembrance.
Memory gives a person “a certain remove” and then permits him “to take into
consideration all the ins and outs of the matter, its context in time and space”. The
ability to “remember” resembles in the eyes of the critic a sort of “aerial view” which,
accordingly, “sometimes reveals to an archaeologist the direction of a road or a
fortification or the map of a city invisible to someone on the ground, so the
reconstruction in spirit of my destiny bares the major lines that I have failed to
notice...”.51
The importance of human memory in verbalizing and reconstructing the possible
landscape of one’s physical behavior is, seemingly, self-evident. This includes the
attention focused on the “idea of a closely remembered past” that results in the
masterfully contingent and well-wrought narrative of any convincing autobiography.
We should not forget, Gusdorf insists, that “the past” is not the only traceable player
operating within the boundaries of this literary genre, though it is the most noticeable
and most influential one. According to him, autobiography is not simple verbal
“repetition of the past” as it was, for recollection brings us “not the past itself” but
only the narrativized “presence in spirit of a world forever gone”. If to follow the
critic, “recapitulation of a life lived claims to be valuable for the one who lived it, and
yet it reveals no more than a ghostly image of that life, already far distant, and
doubtless incomplete, distorted furthermore by the fact that the man who remembers
his past has not been for a long time the same being, the child or adolescent, who
lived that past”.52 The image of the past, according to Gusdorf, is always consciously
“recalled” by the autobiographer, losing its “flesh and bone solidity”, but gaining an
“intimate relationship to the individual life”. This process of “recollection” occurs
during the passage of time, reaching the realms of the verbal in order to be
“rediscovered” and “drawn together”, extending beyond what Gusdorf calls “the
natural powers of time”.53
We must learn to grasp, Gusdorf notes, the comprehensive cognition of the
underlying “secret” impulse that gives birth to the very first sentences of a
memoirist’s writing. “Such is doubtless the most secret purpose in every exercise in
Memories, Memoirs, or Confessions. The man who recounts himself is himself
searching his self through his history; he is not engaged in an objective and
disinterested pursuit but in a work of personal justification”.54 Autobiography,
according to the critic, yields to the reflections of “an aging man” who contemplates
his past and scrutinizes it in order to understand the inner meaning of the events.
According to Gusdorf, confession as a genre is just a very peculiar attempt aimed at
commemorating the precious and meaningful phenomena that happened, but at the
same time, as he understands this, the confessor is “searching for a hidden treasure,
for a last delivering word, redeeming in the final appeal a destiny that doubted its own
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value”.55 The problem of the author’s physical age must not be neglected when
evaluating the autobiographer’s general environment and setting. The aging person,
according to the critic, somehow “projects his life into narrative” emphasizing the
value of the existence that has just passed. During this process “a memorizing self”
aims at reconciling with his own past while “he brings it about in the very act of
reassembling the scattered elements of a destiny that seems to him to have been worth
the trouble of living”.56 Any literary work that exploits “memory” necessarily reveals
an author who “offers himself as an example of the means of perfecting this destiny
and of bringing it to a successful conclusion”. There is, then, “a considerable gap
between the avowed plan of autobiography, which is simply to retrace the history of a
life, and its deepest intentions …of the individual being”.57
The perennial problem that challenges any scholar of autobiography is one that
relates to the non-identity or irreconcilability of two corresponding objects: that of
physical reality and that of its rendering in writing. The colorful examples from the
well-known battlefield details of Tolstoy’s prose help to illustrate Gusdorf’s idea with
regard to the duality of self-writing narration: “It is obvious that the ‘narrative of a
life’ cannot be simply the plain image-double of that life. Lived existence unfolds
from day to day in the present and according to the demands of the moment”. Gusdorf
implies that in War and Peace, Tolstoy demonstrates the huge divergence which one
may see between “a real battle” that has been actually experienced by all the
combatants, who cannot fully grasp and understand “the narrative of the same battle
put in fine logical and rational order by the historian”, who, accordingly, is
professionally aware of “all the turning points and the outcome of the conflict”.58
This quotation attests Gusdorf’s interest in determining what he called the
“autobiographer’s original sin”, his “dubious duty”, and the unifying “thread of the
narrative” that can deceive its reader. According to him, the “original sin” of this
genre of life-writing has to do a lot with logical inherence and rationalization.
Gusdorf holds that the narrative must be always necessarily conscious. This authorial
consciousness defines the resulting narrative, but, as Gusdorf says, it is clear that it
has actually also de facto construed the narrator’s own physical existence. Gusdorf
asserts that “the act of reflecting” is “essential” to any conscious awareness being
transmitted “by a kind of unavoidable optical illusion, back to the stage of the event
itself”.59 The scholar assumes that there might be a need for a sort of “Bergsonian
critique of autobiography”.
According to this view, Henri Bergson deconstructed the previously outspread
ideas which dealt with the universal religious concept of “free will” and clarified the
required grounds for analyzing the literal reconstruction of any memorized mode of
conduct. In wake of Bergson’s critique, Gusdorf argues that “at the decisive moments
there existed a clear choice among various life possibilities, whereas in fact actual
freedom proceeds on its own impetus and there is ordinarily no choice at all.” In this
respect, “autobiography is condemned to substitute endlessly the completely formed
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for that which is in the process of being formed”.60 It might be, therefore, important to
recall at this juncture that the philosophical oeuvre of Bergson was particularly
influential on Western literary Modernism in general and Russian in particular.61
Gusdorf’s final conclusion seems to offer the right approach to Lebenskunst
aesthetics of life-creation: “autobiography appears as the mirror image of a life, its
double more clearly drawn—in a sense the diagram of a destiny”.62

1.3. The different genre-variants of self-narration: James Olney and István
Dobos
In his studies on autobiography, the American scholar James Olney goes somewhat
further than his teacher and elder friend Georges Gusdorf: he distinguishes several
important types of autobiographical life-writing, maintaining the impossibility of
producing a definition that will successfully embrace the “wide range of practices and
intentions” that we allow to be covered by the term “autobiography”. He proposes to
outline a number of autobiographical sub-genres. Following Gusdorf, Olney
distinguishes the same central element (“bios”) which unites the general way this
mode of writing is accomplished into a “cohesive practice”, creating, many “subgenres”, such as “autopsychography and autophylography”. Autobiography, Olney
contends, may be initially “described as the writing of a life by the person who has
lived it”. There will always be a necessity to refer to the concrete variety of (physical)
human life that was “involved” in this writing. Olney calls this variety of life “the
specific kind of bios … individual or communal, mental or physical” which “will be
determinative for the written account not only in a substantive but in a formal way”.
Olney admits that the “hybrid terms” (including “autobiography”) which he employs
“are awkward and unequal and unliterary and woefully incomplete”, but, he insists,
“being all these things they may better reflect the true state of affairs with
autobiography than if they were otherwise”.63
Olney provides us with his vision of a series of specific genre “sub-varieties”
that autobiography can possibly have. In developing his theory of life-writing, Olney
proposes a number of solid component genres of which autobiography might consist:
“six, more or less arbitrary, sub-varieties of autobiography, six (from among many
more possible) terminological indications of the shape and direction an autobiography may take: autosociography, autoautography, autopsychography,
autophylography, autoobituography, and autosoteriography”. According to Olney, all
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these categories are meant to deal with autobiography as a unique “mixed breed” in
order to encompass all the “extra-literary, as well as (often) non-literary” qualities it
may exhibit. “One almost never has autobiography alone to deal with”. Instead of
this, he believes, the analytical scholar is always compelled to counterpose
“autobiography and psychology, autobiography and soteriology, autobiography and
politics, autobiography and sociology, etc.”.64
Olney sharpens and elucidates his point by refining the essence of
autobiography as a quasi-apologetical “self-saviouring” (therefore his reference to
soteriology) and an epistemologically refined genre. He approaches, for example,
“autobiography as synecdoche” from a hermeneutical standpoint, asserting that
autobiography “does, in fact, as Gusdorf says any autobiography will, add something
to this whole of which it constitutes a moment”. Developing this “partial” connection,
Olney concludes that “the relationship of autobiography to life is the synecdochical
relationship of part to whole”. He proves his case by asserting that “both part and
whole, the book and the life, are to be interpreted according to the principle of the
hermeneutical circle or hermeneutical spiral, a paradox that says that we can
understand the whole only if we understand the part(s) but we can understand the
part(s) only if we understand the whole, and so interpretation must proceed by
continual reference back and forth with a slight increment of comprehension here
producing a slight increment of comprehension there and so on”.65
In another essay, “Transmogrifications of Life-Writing” (1997), Olney discusses
the development of the genre of literary “confessions”, from Augustine to Rousseau.
In describing a favorite recurrent metaphor of “reciting a psalm”, Olney uses a model
of the human mind which posits that, “by means of its unique memorial capacity”, the
mind “can contain an entire life, primed for recitation”. Humankind may be regarded
as a “unique species”: it is “the only known narrating animal”. Olney quotes Brian
Stock (author of Augustine the Reader), who wrote that life is a text whose living is
its reading. And, moreover, “every act of reading is an act of interpretation,
performed according to the principle of the hermeneutical circle that would have us
understand the parts through the whole and the whole through its parts, so we go on
incessantly returning to the texts of our lives, revising, reinterpreting, and narrating
again the story so often rehearsed, in the mind if not on paper”.66 Olney observes that
the main metaphoric expression that Augustine uses for the function of human
cognition, and for the workings of the human mind in general, is “reciting a psalm”;
this entails a certain model of containers which are “on either side of the activity, one
holding expectation, the other memory”.67 The Augustinian psalm appears as a virtual
substitute for the idea of the text in general, the text of memory that characteristically
structures the continuous narrative of life.
Taking into account recent theoretical writings on autobiography by Gusdorf
and Olney, and, particularly, those of Lejeune, the Hungarian philologist István
Dobos has made some interesting remarks about the various autobiographical genres
and the author’s position and function in them. Dobos distinguishes autobiography
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from the closely related genres of memoir, diary and biography. According to him,
what differentiates memoir-writing from the other literary genres “is that a memoir
does not take one’s personal life for its subject matter, a diary is not necessarily
characterized by a look back upon past events, while in the case of a biography, the
author and the narrator is not the same person. However, a common feature shared by
all these four genres is that they are not purely literary genres. The reason for this is
that their authors are not automatically classified as belletrists”.68
In autobiography, Dobos maintains, literary artistic creation is of secondary
importance, “especially when compared with the psychological, historical, or other
aspects at work. The genre presupposes at least three kinds of selves: the self of the
author, the self of the autobiographical narrator, and the narrated autobiographical
self”.69 Following Lejeune, Dobos elaborates on his notion of the “agreement” made
in the autobiographical pact: “The most important condition and guarantee for this
agreement is that the author, the narrator, and the protagonist should be fully
identical”. Dobos observes that in order to comply “with the agreement”, the reader
“is supposed to read the text as a reliable account of events that have actually
happened, given by a real life, responsible person”.70 This conception may be also
relevant for the reading of autobiographically-based “poetic diaries” of all sorts that
indirectly tell the story of “real” events happened in the poet’s personal past. The first
name that comes over in regard of the same context in Russian Life-creation is
Aleksandr Blok, for as David Sloane once demonstrated, the entire narrated
“persona” of Blok corresponded to his poetically depicted “biographical self” which
he wanted to create with a new “biographical myth”.71
One the one hand, as Dobos suggests, the unbound freedom of “fictitiousness
in autobiographies” is somehow limited by the concreteness of the empirical facts
which are narrated. On the other hand, as he pointedly remarks, there is always and
inevitably a kind of durable uncertainty which he calls a “suspicion of fictitiousness”.
This concrete kind of “reading” must always somehow position and relate itself to
the main ideology of the voluntary “autobiographical pact”. Dobos remarks that “in
the case of fiction, the text does not state that the author, the narrator, and the
protagonist are indeed identical. In this case, the reader, in opposition to the author,
tries to establish similarities among them. As regards autobiography, the sameness of
the author, the narrator, and the protagonist is clearly stated”.72 The only
amplification one should consider here is the aspect of reader-response, which
contributes to a better vision of the universum of the autobiographical text. As Dobos
prefers to put it: “At the same time, the reader is inclined to find discrepancies
(defects or distortions) among them [i.e., ‘the author, the narrator, and the
protagonist’—D.I.]. That is to say, the perspectives of the author and that of the
reader do not necessarily overlap”.73
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Dobos contends that the notion of the “autobiographical pact” cannot really
compel the reader to “accept the prescriptions of the text”, the “understandings”
which emerge “from the common identity of the names”. After all, the critic asserts,
“everything depends on what the reader decides to accept”. Speaking about lifewriting in general, Dobos mentions one of the most wide-spread “stereotypes in
autobiographical reading”, relevant to the “events which are not created by language
but instead are immortalized as it were through the recording of the object of
reminiscence or observation in the text”. Dobos maintains that in an autobiographical
type of writing, “the role of language is constative rather than performative or
productive, unlike in the case of fictional genres”. How exactly do the events evolve
into a composition of a “life story”, and which perspective does this development
entail? Dobos holds that “self-expression and self-interpretation” both constitute “an
organic part of the autobiographical venture”. For him, it is “not incidental at all that,
in the histories of the genre, one frequently encounters the metaphor of the mirror”.74
Dobos chooses to work with the Lacanian metaphor of the mirror, as it
probably represents the best mechanism for analysis of the self (as it is also in
Gusdorf). He does so in order to elucidate the implicit dialogism of autobiographical
writing and to accentuate its complex and constantly “probing” narrative nature. The
need for “reflection” – another person’s (the reader’s) pair of eyes – produces a
physical resemblance to a mirror, justifying this comparison. The “speculative” nature
of autobiography championed by the post-modernist theory of Paul de Man and
Jacques Derrida75 garners its travestied “etymological” support in the term
“speculum” – the Latin word for the reflecting surface. In this view, autobiography
can actually be considered a writing genre that reflects and explores the spirituality of
the self, and in which one’s life and behavior are as if “seen” through both the eyes of
both the “scripter” whose life is being narrated and those of the outside reader who
gradually achieves a virtual familiarity with the life depicted.
Dobos attempts to expand upon the important semiotic observations made by
Roland Barthes regarding the textuality of a person and its involvement in the
complex sign-object relationship between the author and his autobiographical text.
The existence of the “undead” author (who has lived his life and is now speaking of
it) should pose a particular problem for the postulated idea of this author’s alleged
“death”. Dobos recalls that Barthes dealt with “the impossibility of establishing the
foundation for the unity of the text that exists as fabric of languages”. For Barthes,
however, an author will always remain to a certain extent fictitious, no matter how
“real” he might have been. The same was true (as Dobos does not fail to
acknowledge) for Michel Foucault and his choice to regard the “author’s name” as a
mere “function” of the text.
Those “postmodernist” relativist views, according to Dobos, diminish the very
“concept of the artist”, and the related “authorial personality”. The generally
influential idea of the “self”, that which Dobos highlights as the distinct “narrating
subject”, should be seen as the “central point of the autobiographical work”. The
same self is destined, according to Dobos, to evolve into a “textualized sign”, making
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autobiography not really distinguishable “from all other fictional texts”. The identity
“of the author, the narrator, and the protagonist in autobiographies” presents a
peculiar problem for Dobos. The main issue here relates to the general question of
affinity, “between the reminiscing self and the recollected self”. According to the
critic, “[one of the] essential guarantees of the authenticity of autobiographies is a
distance between the two selves, as long as we accept that the human personality
inevitably undergoes certain changes in the course of time”.76 The “two selves” of
whom Dobos speaks suggest a potential split that may occur in all autobiographers’
personalities. After all, they have to write about their own existence using a “double
vision”: the “writing body” is a unique essence that produces a testimony of its own
being, from both inside and outside its physical boundaries. In this respect, one must
not forget the evolving “transgressive” nature of any genuine “life-writing” as a genre
and literary activity that steps beyond the boundaries established by nature.
The various theories of life-writing contain many aspects that are valuable for
my description of Russian Lebenskunst. I can employ the suggestive notions of the
synecdochical nature of autobiography and of its self-apologetic and even
soteriological essence in order to discover the basis of the entire phenomenon.
Olney’s ideas about the genre varieties of autobiography are very useful, and equally
so is Dobos’ synthesis, which helps to establish a correct analytical path through the
bewildering thicket of theories and interpretations of autobiography. Particularly
interesting is the problem of the transformation of the “authorial personality” into the
“autobiographical self”, which Dobos connects with Paul Ricoeur’s ideas about
memory-writing. “One of the recurring questions” in the recent autobiographical
scholarship, he observes, is concerned with “the issue of the authenticity and
verifiability of autobiographical stories from the aspect of the world outside the
text”.77
Dobos is clearly skeptical about the fact that any “verification of texts from the
aspect of facts, even in the case of contemporary authors”, may be successfully
carried out. He then uses Paul Ricoeur’s book Soi-même comme un autre (1990)
which “can assist in further acceptance of a fact that there can hardly be a solid way
for verifying the events that occur in one’s soul. The reference of spiritual events is
available even for the person experiencing them as verbal reference and not as
factuality prior to language”.78 The fictive and the actual are almost always “textually
conditioned”.79
1.4. Paul John Eakin and the textuality of autobiographical self-positioning
Other useful theoretical ideas on the textuality of life-writing have been recently
expressed by American literary scholar Paul John Eakin in his article “Breaking
Rules: The Consequences of Self-Narration” (2001). Eakin takes issue with Lejeune’s
views on autobiography, and approaches autobiography “not as a literary genre but
instead as an integral part of a lifelong process of identity formation”. For Eakin,
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published autobiographies tend to demonstrate “…only a small if revealing part of a
much larger phenomenon, the self-narration we practice day in day out”. The critic
suggests to replace the question of “what is expected of this text in order for it to
‘count’ as autobiography?’” with another one of “what is expected of this individual,
as manifested in this self-narration, for him or her to ‘count as’ a person?’”.80
Eakin insists upon a constant set of “regulations” that form the basis of the
conclusive “identity” of any autobiographical narration. He argues that the main
regulations relevant “for identity narrative function simultaneously as rules for
identity, and the key to this hypothesis is the concept of narrative identity, which
assumes that narrative is not merely a literary form but a mode of phenomenological
and cognitive self-experience”81 (italics added – D.I.). For Eakin, the important
concept of “narrative identity” has the effect of “conceptualiz[ing] narrative as not
merely about identity but rather in some profound way a constituent part of identity,
specifically of the extended self that is expressed in self-narrations”.82
In an attempt to decipher autobiographical genesis and development, Eakin refers
to another researcher’s psychological understanding of what we might call the
“memorizing self”. He mentions the psychologist Ulrich Neisser (1988: 35-59), who
characterized the human “narrating self” as, primarily, the self of memory, as a kind
of self which exists “continuously across time”. Eakin labels this entity as the
“extended self” which comes into existence in close association with
“autobiographical memory” and, as he notes, “the acquisition of narrative competence
during a particularly rich phase of early childhood development”. During the initial
period of life lasting from “two-and-a-half to four”, young children actually “are
initiated into the narrative practices of their culture; they learn that they are expected
to have and to display in narrative form a set of autobiographical memories”.83
With reference to psychological understandings of autobiography, Eakin strives
to define “the source of narrative identity” within the psychological approach of John
Shotter, who argued that “we are disciplined to the practice of self-narration through a
process of ... ‘social accountability’: ‘what we talk of as our experience of our reality
is constituted for us very largely by the already established ways in which we must
talk in our attempts to account for ourselves –
and for it – to the others around us’”.84
Eakin emphasizes the relevance of the autobiographical “way of thinking”
(which, he says, has a sort of psychological, therapeutical value) to any self-oriented
human endeavor. By way of composing autobiographical text “we learn the rules”
which enable us to talk “about ourselves”; as grown-up people, Eakin holds, “we
continue to be called to account for our self-narrations”. The autobiographical writer
is supposed to “tell the truth”, which constitutes one of the most ingrained rules
which “we associate with autobiographical discourse”, according to Eakin. He
understands autobiography as a “literary genre” which has a “feature of truth-telling”
understood to be its “ultimate criterion”. Eakin believes that Elizabeth Bruss85 “made
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truth-value the centerpiece of her analysis of the autobiographical act”. For Eakin,
autobiography’s narrative rules “also function as identity rules, and ... when they do,
the rule-defined entity shifts from text to person”.86 This latter observation is of
particular value for Lebenskunst research, because of its preoccupation with the
mechanisms of transformation from the realm of aesthetics (i.e., the autobiographical
text) to that of physical “life” (i.e., the autobiographical “person”).
Since many of the Russian memoirs and diaries that I use in my discussion of
Modernist Lebenskunst contain more or less explicit erotic material, the question
arises whether it is ethically acceptable to publish “compromising” information about
the past of a person. Eakin speaks of writers who “break the second rule constraining
the practice of self-narration”: for him this rule is “respect for the privacy of others”
while one is engaged in the task of telling the empirical truth of the past. The
existence of “privacy rights” may, according to Eakin, “be at odds with telling the
truth–indeed, with telling one’s story at all. And since we insist on telling our stories,
I suspect that most of us break this rule of privacy almost every day, for as Philippe
Lejeune reminds us, ‘private life is almost always a co-property’ (Moi aussi ...)”.87
With both of the scholars one can agree that “autobiography involves inescapably the
display of privacy”, and, accordingly, “autobiographers lead perilous lives, morally
speaking, whether they like it or not”.88
1.5. Approaches to the theoretical study of diaries, memoirs and related writing:
some characteristic examples of recent scholarship
Howard H. Keller formulated several useful definitions that provide me with a good
conceptual framework to approach Russian modernist autobiographical memory. A
fitting case for study in this respect is Vladimir Nabokov, with his playful poetics of
memory. Keller asserts that the various uses of human memory always constitute
“major concerns of literary autobiography”. Therefore, the most influential and
“successful” Russian autobiographies reveal for him both “great concern with the
process of inserting information into the memory store for later retrieval” and all the
things related to the operation of memory in general: “processes of memory,
forgetting, memory control, memory clarity, and accuracy of recall”. The scholar
believes that there is “a great deal of reflection on the part of Tolstoy, Pasternak,
Mandelstam, and Nabokov concerning how memory works. Nabokov even goes to
the extreme of personifying Memory in the English title of his autobiography, Speak,
Memory”.89
Keller analytically scrutinizes Nabokov’s mnemomic and self-writing
techniques in order to examine closely the writer’s analytical principia and synthesis
describing the intimate process of the internal mental image-origin. A universal
principle of “mnemonics”, he believes, is founded on a sort of a constructive paradox:
“larger memory traces are easier to recall than smaller traces. The clinical explanation
of this paradox is that probe information is put into [short-term] memory in order to
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call up a particular memory... Nabokov alludes specifically to this process in Speak,
Memory: ‘And now a delightful thing happens. The process of recreating that
penholder and the microcosm in its eyelet stimulates my memory to a last effort’”.90
The understating of the same “memory-stimulation” mechanism was relevant to some
other Russian “recollecting modernists”, particularly, Andrei Belyi. This textually
prolific “stimulation” of memory was in some cases creating “simulations of truth” so
far as the evidence presented by Belyi was not really corroborated by any other
independent source.
In recent years, Russian diaries and memoirs have drawn much scholarly
attention. Most recently, Irina Paperno, in a special issue of The Russian Review
devoted to the memoir, has given an account that probes the very essence of this
tricky autobiographical genre of “diary”. Her essay, entitled “What can be done with
diaries?”, gives much useful information on the limits and advantages that the lifewritings present to a scholar of Russian culture. Like the earlier-quoted autobiography
theorists, Paperno is preoccupied with defining the place of the diary as a genre: “The
diary, as an uncertain genre uneasily balanced between literary and historical writing,
between the spontaneity of reportage and reflectiveness of the crafted text, between
selfhood and events, between subjectivity and objectivity, between the private and the
public, constantly disturbs attempts to summarize its characteristics within formalized
boundaries”.91
For Paperno, the diary has been “both condemned to exclusion from analysis as
a specific genre and privileged for its ability to reveal the tension between the
opposites and to highlight marginality. Yet, over the years, scholars have read, and
used, diaries as a historical testimony, a literary form, or an autobiographical
document”.92 The term “genre” she uses “in the broad, Bakhtinian sense” that was not
“limited to the belles lettres: as a complex form that shapes the representation of
experience into a whole. There is no consensus about the definition”.93
Paperno elaborates on her thesis, observing a particular evasiveness in this
self-reflecting mode of writing: “Many focus on the ‘elastic’ nature of this genre, its
‘hybridity and diversity’: the diary takes a variety of shapes, often incorporating other
genres; the diary has a capacity to include diverse materials; the diary is put to
different uses (serial autobiography, chronicle of current events, and so on). As one
self-conscious diarist put it, the diary is a ‘capacious-hold-all’”.94
Paperno quotes from a comment made by K. Eckhard Kuhn-Osius,95 who
reflects analytically on the very nature of the diary, starting with its name: “It is very
difficult to say anything about diaries which will be true for all of them”.96 Expanding
on this, Paperno deals with “a distinct narrative form” that according to her “writers
and readers alike associate with the word ‘diary’”. She then, meaningfully takes “a
cue from its name, English ‘diary’, or ‘journal’, German ‘Tagebuch’, French ‘journal’
(or ‘journal intime’), and Russian ‘dnevnik’ are all derived from the root meaning
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‘day’. Notwithstanding the diversity and variability of its form, the diary is committed
to the narration of calendar, day after day”.97
Paperno stresses the importance of the real “circumstances of writing” which
underlie the life of the diary as a “genre”. According to her, the diary must
necessarily entail “the first-person narrative” which highlights “the diary’s special
relationship to privacy, intimacy, and secrecy”. The scholar believes that “in terms of
their genesis, diaries have been connected to chronicles and annals as well as personal
and household account books”.98
Attempting to pin down the fundamental nature of the diary in terms of genre,
Paperno observes a technical functionality in the diary, and emphasizes the
importance of recognizing the multiple identities involved in its writing. She uses a
definition formulated by Lawrence Rosenwald, who suggested understanding a
certain “literary form” a diary when its writer “uses it to fulfill certain functions”.
Rosenwald then proposed to name these “functions collectively as the discontinuous
recording of the aspects of the writer’s own life; more technically we must posit a
number of identities: between the author and the narrator; between the narrator and
the principal character; and between the depicted and the real, this latter including the
identity between date of entry and date of composition”.99
The “psychology” of the memoirist or diary writer turns to be highly relevant
to this approach to autobiographical writing, which stresses the overall individualism
underlying each diary-like work. According to the point of view offered by Paperno,
the modern diary “has been described in terms of its significance in the individual
psychological and general philosophical sense: used to account for one’s time, the
diary stems from the fear of watching life grow shorter with each passing day.
Moreover, as it turns life into text, the diary represents a lasting trace of one’s being –
an effective defense against annihilation. In this sense, diarists use the ‘account book’
and, broader, the ‘book of (my) life’ as the governing metaphors of diary-writing”.100
Paperno apporves a well-established view according to which the diary “flourished in
the ages and cultures concerned with the individual. For scholars working with diaries
this means dealing not only with individuality but also with specific individuals”.101
This important stress upon the “individual” and “private” experience rather than on
collective/communal one was very much relevant to the life-creationist intentions and
practices of Russian Modernism as such.
Paperno apparently prefers to stress the important notion of a communicative
function imbedded into diary-like fiction. The resulting cultural “dialogism” reminds
us of the Bakhtinian understanding of every historical act of writing. In this culturalsemiotic wake, she argues that any diary will operate “as a form of communication –
by mediating between the private and the public”. The Berkeley scholar proceeds
with a quotation from another critic, observing that “while the experience itself in its
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privacy is speechless, the very act of writing drags it into the public realm”. She
argues that from the original “apprehension of experience by the diarist in the very act
of writing (and in subsequent reading) to the potential publication for reading by
others, the diary externalizes and objectifies the inner, socializes and historicizes the
intimate, essentially working as the archive of the intimate”.102 The Berkeley scholar
insisted also that the “value of the published diary largely stems from presumed
privacy”.103
The paradoxical nature of the diary does not go unnoticed by the critic. She
deals with the ultimate communicative problem that results from the dual nature of
the diary-text: its inward vector (the diarist himself and his individualistic conscience
that produces life-writing through introspection) versus the outward one (the potential
audience that may gain access to this text through subsequent publication). In her
reflections, we may notice an intention to point out an original “matrix” in lifewriting when she mentions the “communicative situation” of the diary that according
to her “rests on a paradox”. This paradox is represented in “the coexistence of the
presumption of privacy (the diary as a text not addressed to anyone but the diarist)
and the violation of privacy”. So far as the genre of diary “negotiates the relationship
between the categories of temporality and subjectivity, as well as the private-public”,
it also “creates a generic matrix for recounting personal experience in historical and
social context”. In this way, in the view of the scholar “the diary can be said to create
a space for ‘the intimate theater of history’[104].”105
According to Paperno, this “diary matrix” may uncover “a number of tensions
that ultimately reflect on the disjunction between living and writing: the rift between
a single and changing, or incremental, self; the paradox of privacy and writing; the
concurrence of the impulse to leave a record and realization of the inadequacy”.106 It
is by all means crucial to underline this kind of generic primeval discrepancy that all
the diaries share together: the privacy  public. This “inadequacy” creates a rather
ambivalent continuum of existence. The strictly “private” nature of the proposed
writing convinces the reader to “believe” in diary, but the openly “public way” of its
circulation undermines the authenticity of its “private” and supposedly intimate
creation.
Paperno also suggests a specific analytical technique used for dealing with a
standard literary diary in order to read it properly and responsibly. The diary, should
be perceived not just as a book with a beginning and end, but, rather, as “a process”
of analytical and meditative understanding. We should not ask according to her “what
can be learned from the text of the diary”, but, rather, what can be learned “from the
individual diarist’s work of recounting his/her life, in private, on a continuous basis
within a calendar grid”. How to read a diary, and what to do with diaries and other
intimate writings cannot be shown in “yet another survey, or in an as-of-yet
nonexistent theoretical work...”.107
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Another recent publication that has dealt explicitly with the autobiographical
and diaries-like modes of writing is Beth Holmgren’s collection of papers.108 This
collection illustrates the perplexing boundaries between what is considered “personal
fiction” and what is understood as real “history” when the genres of autobiography
and memoir are closely examined. Holmgren notes that modern theory approaches
memoir writing as a principally “undefined” sort of genre. She observes that “the
memoir may be filtered through the most idiosyncratic subject and as eccentrically
narrated, elaborately plotted and symbol packed as any work of fiction, but the
memoirist is nevertheless bound to worldly reference”.109 The difference between the
two close genres of life-writing may be contained, in the “non-similarity” of the
modulation which employs exposed descriptions of the “narrated self” in the cases of
both autobiography and memoir. The self-declared “ordinariness” of the “average
autobiography”, as distinguished from the more openly self-conscious memoir, may
be just a misleading pose; but if there is a defining feature of the memoir, it is most
likely found in the dependence of its author on some preexistent empirical “orders” to
which he should remain faithful in one form or another.
Holmgren uses her expanded editorial introduction in order to meditate on an
important fundamental question which might be plainly formulated as: Why did
Russians write so many memoirs, and why did the aims of these memoirists change so
considerably in the course of nearly three centuries? Although theoretically
interesting, Holmgren’s book lies rather beyond my “period”, since it is more focused
on later exemplars of Russian memoirs, notably those of Lidia Ginzburg.
For a detailed bibliography of Russian autobiographical writing – diaries
combined with memoirs – see Petr Zaionchkovskii’s compendium, “The history of
pre-Revolutionary Russia in diaries, memoirs, and reminiscences. Annotated index in
5 volumes” (“История дореволюционной России в дневниках и воспоминаниях.
Аннотированный указатель в 5ти томах”), published from 1976 through 1989.110

2.0. Western canonical texts responsible for the formation of the “confession
genre”
2.1. The role of memorized life-narrative in Augustine’s Confessions
As it was already briefly stated earlier, the two influential names that are largely
“responsible” for the formation of the narrative strategies of Western memoiroriented literary discourse, and hence for establishing the story-telling genre of
“confessions”, are St. Augustine and Jean-Jacques Rousseau.
With the intention of delineating the Augustinian views on narrative of memory,
James Olney starts by formulating the three observable ‘types of memory’ that can be
found in the oeuvre of St. Augustine, not forgetting the ever-fascinating point of the
refined “memorized reciting of psalms”, which the scholar believes to be an essential
technique, one that serves as a good illustration of the very essence of early-medieval
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(e.g., Augustinian) ideas of perfect memory. Olney holds that “it is necessary” to
differentiate several types of active uses of memory in the writings of St. Augustine.
One of these is “rote memory”, which is understood through the prism of
“memorizing” something. Olney typifies this with a psalm, which, if we know it “by
heart”, “we can bring it out in perfect, unchanged order whenever we like”. The
second type of memory Olney notes is the way we recollect our empirical experiences
“that have come to us through our various senses”. With the assistance of this kind of
memory “we can consciously return to [an experience], call [it] up, and then store [it]
away once again”. In this type of memory, “the probability of change in the contents
of memory is much greater than in rote memory”. The remaining, third type of
memory is a “more profound depth of our memory… that principal memory that
neither partakes of the mechanics of rote memory, nor depends on the external world
for sensory input and nourishment, but instead looks to an internal world and comes
to be shaped, in large part, by what psychologists would now term a ‘selfschema’”.111
Olney specifies his reasons for introducing this discussion on St. Augustine’s
types of memory, speculating that these three kinds of memory can be perceived “as
lying along a continuum from the fixed, ordered, and unalterable at the end of rote
memory to the inventive, plastic, and always-in-process at the end of principal
memory”. Olney emphasizes that all these differentiated types of memory could be
conceived of as a “continuum with no absolute divisions separating one from another
as to function in the psychology of memory”. He observes that when St. Augustine
recites a psalm “for the fiftieth time it is going to be different, however slightly,
however subtly, from the forty-ninth time, not to say from the first time and precisely,
in part, because there has been a forty-ninth time and a first time and all the times in
between”.112
According to Olney, the memory in Augustine’s religious philosophy was
perceived as a well-bounded theoretical “continuum”, which required a focused
attitude from anyone interested in the genuine mastery of its hidden realms of
remembering: “At the far end of the continuum, those more free-floating creations of
principal memory are not creations out of nothing – only God, in Augustine, creates
out of nothing – but are shaped according to a self already largely formed from
memorial acts earlier in time and further back on the continuum”.113
In agreement with the view articulated by Olney, which I will borrow for my
own subsequent “reading” of Russian memoirs and general methodological attitude,
the idea of “narrating” (narratio) was central to the European early literary canon. It
was particularly popular with the nascent medieval philosophy and intellectual life
represented in the texts of Augustine. For him “memory” is almost identical with
narration: “Augustine’s narrative has a will of its own and a memory that can do no
other than conform itself to that narrative will. I don’t think we need to suppose that
Augustine consciously changed – added or deleted – anything in his Confessions
account”.114
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There is a remarkable similarity between a “corporeal” species, purposely
organized around the issue of memory (which had already been noticed by the
Church Father) and the very idea of “narration” at its most basic – assembling
disparate parts into “the whole” (of a story). The capacity of memory is the unique
God-given trait that reinforces our humanity (as opposed to animals that presumably
lack this capacity for memory).
Meditating on the role of memory, Olney finds it remarkable that Augustine’s
observations extend “from animals, which have, as it were, no memory of memory”,
to the animals in us that can perform mental, memorial operations on “corporeal
things”, finally to the higher (or lower: the “more profound depth of our memory”)
capacity of our “principal memory” that combines “imaginary visions by taking
pieces of recollection from here and there and, as it were, sewing them together into a
story”.115 Honing in on Augustine’s words about “[T]aking pieces of recollection
from here and there and ... sewing them together”, Olney concedes that “this is the
operation of memory certainly,” but wonders whether it might also be “a complex act
of textual weaving, of narration and the simultaneous interpretation and
reinterpretation of the narrative produced”.116
Olney’s hermeneutical interest is to construct a well-wrought theoretical
system in which the veracity of proper interpretation can be responsible for the
relevant memory constructs. In light of this, Olney repeatedly emphasizes the
interpenetration of the interpretative mode of almost any intellectual narration and the
Augustinian philosophy of memory. He reminds us that, according to Augustine (in
The Literal Meaning of Genesis), “different visions” of things and matters may be
contained “in one and the same soul”. This suggests to Olney “the grounds for
‘interpretation’, both literal and figurative, of scriptural narrative or indeed any
narrative” but he cautions that “we must not imagine that there is no intercourse
between these different visions, even though they be ordered in a hierarchy of inferior
and superior”.117 The scholar presupposes that the mental faculty of memory is ready
to apprehend all the possible manifestations of the empirical and higher levels of
reality. To highlight this process of mental recognition, Olney again analytically
quotes Augustine: “[the soul] perceives objects such as the corporeal heaven and
earth and everything that can be known in them in the degree that they are capable of
being known; with the spirit it sees likenesses of bodies...; and with the mind it
understands those realities that are neither bodies nor likenesses of bodies. But there
is, of course, a hierarchy in these visions, one being superior to another. For spiritual
vision is more excellent than corporeal and intellectual vision more excellent than
spiritual”.118
Olney proceeds with a detailed epistemological discussion about the mental
nature that the knowledge of memory projects upon its bearer. He contends that he
“said relatively little” on the broad topic of the general human ability of cognition
when debating the issue of memory, “shading off” as he says, “into hermeneutics”.
The reason for that relates to his “Augustinian” view of things and his original
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subscription to Augustine’s system of views. Olney admits that the peculiar relation
of memory and knowledge in Augustine may be interesting to mention, because “it
bears very significantly on the issue of interpretation and how adequate our powers of
understanding and interpretation are to what we know or would know. Augustine has
been discussing the question of the knowledge we may have of God, saying that we
can, in fact, have some knowledge of God, ‘yet that knowledge is less than he,
because it is in a lower nature; for the mind is creature, but God is Creator’”.119
The compound self-reflective qualities of memoir-narrative are, in accordance
with Olney’s view of Augustine, a fundamental aspect of this epistemological
approach: “What then, of the mind’s knowledge of itself? [Augustine says:] ‘We
conclude ... that, when the mind knows itself and approves what it knows, this same
knowledge is in such way its word, that it is wholly and entirely on a par with it, is
equal to, and is identical with it, because it is not the knowledge of a lower essence,
such as the body, nor of a higher essence such as God’”.120 Olney addresses the
question “where does a mind discover itself and know itself except in memory?”. He
then proceeds to answer it with the same interest to medieval intellectual legacy
which offers numerous possibilities of original insight into that topic: “as Mary
Carruthers points out in the afterword to her fine Book of Memory, throughout the
Middle Ages all human learning was taken to be ‘memorative in nature’, and so too it
must be of the mind’s knowing of itself”.121
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2.2. The various intra-textual positions of the “main narrator” in the texts of
Rousseau (Confessions and Dialogues)
Olney comments on the possible scholarly correctness of the understanding of any
writer who chooses to work in the tricky genre of “confession”.122 Our analytical
judgment depends on grasping the distance the writer deliberately takes from his
“audience”. It is essential to be able to see whether the “public” was originally
included in the writer’s intention. The “genuine” confession was supposed to be
hermetical and have only the God or the confidential priest to be its exclusive
“listening” targets.
Olney gains his understanding of this genre from its first authors, and
especially from St. Augustine. Rousseau’s passionate and world-famous Confessions
is perceived as a natural extension of the same tradition of the intimately “revealing
self”. Together with Olney one may trace Rousseau’s work to the early examples of
European literary confessions. It was also important to stress the influence of this
French author on the subsequent literary traditions. Moreover, Olney also proposed
his set of arguments, proving Rousseau’s Confessions to be “the prototypical
Modernist Autobiography”.123 The central problem that arises in any in-depth
analytical reading of this text is that of the author and his concealed narrative
strategies. How does the writer portray his own image in this intimate
autobiographical diary? What grounds does he choose to illustrate and represent (or
“re-present”) the figure that he presents? James Olney proposed to address all these
issues using the example of the “classic” confessional text by Rousseau.
The scholar suggestively quotes from “the preamble to the preamble” to the
start of Rousseau’s narrative where we read: “Here is the sole portrait of man, painted
exactly according to nature and true in every detail that exists and, probably, will ever
exist”.124 This way of ironic “defamilarization”, estrangement from his own writing
self was, as Olney emphasizes, a very characteristic narrative feature introduced and
invented by Rousseau. In agreement with that, Rousseau usually perceived himself,
his personal existential and historic experience, abilities of his memory as virtually
“unique”. Stressing this extraordinary “singularity” Olney quoted from the studied
author: “‘I know my own heart and understand my fellow man. But I am made unlike
any one I have ever met; I will even venture to say that I am like no one in the whole
world’”.125 Apart from feeling himself so painfully different from all the surrounding
“public” Rousseau used his attitude in order to create additional artificial distance
between the narrating subject and the depicted matter itself – to strengthen the
illusion of truth established in the eyes of the faithful reader. (As if the story told was
actually “seen” by a second “objective” person).
Following Olney’s view, we can also see that Rousseau’s introductory
preamble contains many indispensable features that contribute to our better
understanding of Rousseau’s overall authorial intention and of his dissatisfaction with
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his original errant human nature. The main concern of Rousseau, according to Olney
was to try to communicate his “sins” to the very same public, to the entire mankind
that was suffering from the same condition of imperfect being, of unfortunate
remoteness from the blissful “nature”.126 The author intended to make his private
memory accessible to the others by means of his literary creation. That task as
Rousseau understood it was far from very easy.
Olney dealt with the problem of the “narrative language” which might be
specifically created for the corresponding type of confessional “memorycommunication” de-facto used by Rousseau. The major issue here was linked to the
immense distance which existed between the writing consciousness of the author and
his supposed target-public. Rousseau always doubted whether he might be adequately
understood by his peers, so long as they, not like him did not openly acknowledge
their original corrupted essence, their “primordial sin” of being away from the simple
and perfect “nature. Olney tried to enter Rousseau’s mind and formulated the relevant
question on how exactly it would be possible to “bridge the chasm between ‘moi
seul’, myself alone, as Rousseau proudly, frequently and pathetically proclaims
himself to be, and all the others”.127 There was no clear-cut and ready answer offered
for that major dilemma.
The “confessional mode” dictates its own projection that is cast upon the image
of the narrator – that is, upon the reader’s key to gain the correct understanding of the
text as a whole. How does Rousseau manage communication with “the other” via his
writing? Olney describes how Rousseau himself came to be realized as that curious
and unique Other, with respect to the attitudes of the audience of his contemporary
readers. As the scholar observes: “in the Neuchâtel preamble Rousseau takes it on
himself to be ‘un autre’ ... for all of humankind; in effect he will become, if his effort
succeeds, ‘the other’ for everyone else. He will be the one everyone knows best and
least; others will know everything about him, because he will tell everything – the
good, the bad, everything (‘Je serai vrai; je le serai sans réserve; je dirai tout; le bien,
le mal, tout enfin’...)”.128 Despite this obvious immense effort of the author, Olney
suggested that deep inside his mind Rousseau was absolutely sure that his confession
will eventually remain an annoying “puzzle”, since it will not be truly understood by
the public as far as “they” do not belong to the very same “species” as he did.
According to the point of view advocated by Olney, this well-cultivated
exceptional “singulariness” of Rousseau-the-writer served him well in his desire to
construct a fine didactic example of how life must not be conducted; therefore, being
both “useful” and “uncommon” helped him formulate his case: “What Rousseau
insisted on more than once – and here his paradoxes become confused and
irresolvable contradictions – was that his work was to be both (and simultaneously
and equally) ‘unique et utile’ (unique and useful)”.129
Summarizing this point, Olney observes that the quoted preamble to the
Neuchâtel manuscript in general proclaims Rousseau’s “unsurpassed” universal
uniqueness. According to this attitude, the author believed that there was no any other
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way for an author to succeed, if his memorized narrative will not claim for that
singular oneness. With Rousseau we are convinced that “‘it is certain then if I
accomplish successfully what I have undertaken I will have done something unique
and useful’…”. Bolstering this argument Olney observes: “in the note prefixed to the
Geneva manuscript Rousseau refers to the Confessions simply as ‘un ouvrage unique
et utile’”.130 Personal memory of the intimately “speaking self” must be always,
therefore, obviously exceptional and in principle un-forgeable attracting the reader by
the power of its overall explicit uniqueness.
It appears that Olney was one of the first contemporary Western scholars to raise
the issue of Rousseau’s creative and imaginative “instability” as an author and to note
his ambiguous methods of describing his first-name characters. This brings up the
complex agenda of the characteristic Lebenskunst which presents the notion of
“author-as-personage”, and the fragmentary merger of autobiographical writing with
an invented literary fiction. As Olney observes: “[this is a] situation of complete
ontological instability for characters, narrators, and authors, which is deliberately
created and extreme in the Dialogues, is not unknown to the Confessions, and I think
we would do well to take it up there first, where it is a relatively simpler matter,
before giving ourselves over unprepared to the snares and tangles of the
Dialogues”.131
The problem of the authorial identity arises then as a paramount one, demanding
its focalized resolution in this way or another. “In ‘Ici commence’” tells Olney, “I
have referred (as is conventional when discussing what one takes to be
autobiography) to the author, the narrator, and the protagonist of the Confessions by a
single name, Jean-Jacques Rousseau, with neither quotation marks nor any other sign
to suggest that there is anything other than a shared identity among the three, and also
with no suggestion that any of the three is a consciously designed fiction”.132 For the
scholar, therefore the point of determining the “real” identity of the formal narrator of
the text of the Confession is left conceptually unresolved. The question of what
“kind” of Rousseau was to be held “responsible for his ‘sins’” and his resulting text
remained as we see, more or less open.
A central question, therefore, which may be somehow distinct from the
scholarly deconstruction of the Confessions that Olney undertakes, is the problem of
the authorial “narrator’s voice” and identity: despite many years of close reading and
research, this still remains rather obscure been, perhaps not a readily subject to a final
and clear-cut answer. Of which “Rousseau” should we think, in any case? For, as we
know, many times the author plays games with us, taking upon himself some other,
out-of-character identities, entering the realms of mystification and carnivalesque
ludism.
Olney analytically observes this strange perplexing condition of authorship
and focuses his investigation on the issues of “narration” and the different acting
“voices”; he suggests, moreover, that “in discussing the Confessions it might be
strategically advisable to abandon use of the name ‘Rousseau’”. Olney proposes to
speak instead, in the narratological fashion, “only of a narrator or a narrative voice”
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(italics mine - D.I.). The main reason for doing this, he says, is to try to avoid the
unnecessary “personalism in writing about that ‘bad man’, Jean-Jacques Rousseau”
(italics mine - D.I.) and thereby to distance oneself from any form of evaluative
judgment.
At the same time, Olney admits that employing the “device of impersonalizing
and textualizing” may also introduce “some very troubling issues” that will
complicate our understanding of the authorial image in Rousseau even further. As the
critic contests, one of these issues, as it was proposed by Philippe Lejeune, is the one
“of the coincidence”, “in autobiography and especially in autobiography as practiced
by Rousseau, of the author, the narrator, and the protagonist – they are all three
together, Lejeune and others would say, one and the same in autobiography, and
without this coincidence what we are looking at is, generically speaking, not
autobiography”.133
This whole issue of determining the proper authorial identity remains relevant
not only to the text of the Confessions, but, as Olney demonstrates, to the closely
related autobiographical and self-reflective Dialogues, and, to a lesser degree, for
Emile, which is a thinly-veiled polemic and contest with Rousseau’s frequent
“competitor”, Montaigne. All these textual examples of self-writing raise issues of
identity doubles, stylistic playfulness, and a multi-mirrored image that is reflected in
the looking-glass of autobiographical prose.
Speaking of “splitting” as a kind of “gesture” which happens in the Dialogues,
Olney argues that Rousseau as author somehow “projects himself as a character into
the figure of the tutor, ‘Jean-Jacques’, responsible in Emile for executing the
educational ideas that would make his charge, as Rousseau thought, an exemplary
citizen of the world”.134 The critic points out several cases of what he links to an
authorial “crisis of identity” and calls existential “doubling”, when, as he points,
Rousseau states in the “Neuchâtel preamble to the Confessions, a kind of
Montaignesque doubling (although Rousseau neglects to name his famous
predecessor), that not only does not militate against singleness of being but on the
contrary, he claims, positively reinforces the integral oneness of his own being and
his writing. … [H]e intends to produce in his Confessions a portrait and not a book;
…Rousseau continues the portrait-painting analogy by the likeness that he seeks in
his self-portrait [which] will be more stylistic than referential”.135
Olney uses a brief exposition on the subject of Rousseau’s individualistic
“memorized narrative” in the Confessions as a basis for the more general
characterization regarding this classic, conventionally accepted autobiographical text
of semi-fiction and the ambivalent figure of the author who became a self-drawn
character. We deal here with the complex question of what really makes an exercise
of written self-reflection become an accomplished successful autobiography. The
main “nature” of any kind of properly constructed autobiographical narrative will be
related to the ability “to render a doubled self-portrait”, implemented “both in the
events narrated and in the style of narration”.136 This fascinating “doubling”, “takes
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on a new, a much greater and an often darker, significance in the Dialogues, where it
is on the one hand so profligate and on the other hand so uncertain of control and
intent”.137 Rousseau’s Dialogues does not present in itself an ordinary memorized
“narrative text”, and therefore “the issue of doubling through style and reference is
not so obviously ‘germane’”. According to this approach, “memory” in fact as the
scholar observes, plays only small “direct role” in the Dialogues. As we see, “events
are all too much present and swarming all over Rousseau in that text, so that there is
little reflecting back and forth between a present and a past self as there is in, say,
Augustine’s Confessions or Montaigne’s Essais ... or, in a slightly different way, in
Rousseau’s own Confessions”.138
The much-quoted autobiographical text of Rousseau’s Dialogues offers another
opportunity to refine our scholarly view on the mixed identity of Rousseau-theautobiographer who overturns the “grand narrative” of his life-writing and subjects it
to the artificial didactic ideology of the early Enlightenment. Utopian conceptions of
an “ideal world”, according to Olney, never ceased to occupy Rousseau’s mind; in
fact, this ideology contributed to intensifying the subversive fracture of the author’s
reflected identity. As the scholar remarks, “the Dialogues begins in full flow with
‘Rousseau’ exclaiming in disbelief what he has just heard from ‘the Frenchman’
about the diabolical evil of the ‘Author’ who is to be known between the two of them
as ‘J.-J.’ and ‘Rousseau’, who has read the writings ascribed to ‘J. -J.’, refuses to
accept that the man described by ‘the Frenchman’ as a monster of hypocrisy,
depravity, and misanthropy can be the same as the man who produced the books;
hence, a bit later he will posit two different individual fins dividing ‘J.-J.’, who has
already been split off from ‘Rousseau’ (or is it from Rousseau?), in two”.139 We may
here again ascertain the ultimate significance of the analytical attention given to the
“chosen” “identity” of the “self-named” author of any reminiscenting text, of any
work of writing that centers around the “speaking I”.

3.0. The development of the “confession” genre in Russian literary history
3.1. Brief notes on the poetics of Tolstoy’s “Confession”: self-revelation or
artificial ideology?
In his article “On the Poetics of Tolstoy’s Confession”, David Matual formulated
some interesting ideas about the poetics of memorized fiction that come very close to
being applicable to the earlier described materials of St. Augustine and Rousseau.140
Similarly to Rousseau-as-composer, Matual suggests, Tolstoy detects the importance
of musical arrangements for the eventual success of his literary endeavor. The topic
of religion becomes, as usual with Tolstoy, crucially important. There may be
observed a sense of formal “musicality” in this sort of writing, which is related to the
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perplexed religiosity of its famous author. Thematic development in the Confession
may be particularly compared to that of the “sonata form in music”. As the critic
shows, already in the opening chapter Tolstoy openly “states his major themes, which
are fully developed and frequently recapitulated in subsequent chapters. The first of
these principal themes is the loss and rediscovery of religious faith”.141
Matual also maintains that there is a natural link between Tolstoy and St.
Augustine. Tolstoy does exactly as St. Augustine did when he permits the praise of
others in order to undermine the overwhelming and universal goodness which is
characterized as “inherent in early childhood”. Tolstoy’s “degradation”, however,
“proceeds from passions to crimes to writing – all with the constant encouragement
first of his elders and then of his contemporaries”.142 The critic contends that further
developing the existential theme of the “loss and recovery of faith”, Tolstoy
understood that he was losing his own real inner “esteem” in proportion of increasing
of his “great fame” as an author. Using the befitting genre of “confession” Tolstoy
keenly strived to inform his readers with all the void of his intimate biographical
downfalls that he continuously struggled with. The confessional genre offered
Tolstoy additional useful possibilities to meditate on his inner “self” and the variety
of his committed personal “crimes”.
Matual illustrates to what extent similar Tolstoy’s writing was to the common
self-reflective mode of composing which was introduced in the “modern” literature
by Rousseau. The French author, too, demonstrated “how a man can become evil and
unjust in his actions without losing his love of virtue”. And, “it is precisely such
latent noble sentiments which rescue Tolstoy from his spiritual impasse, deliver him
from his inconclusive ruminations, and enable him to accept the faith of the Russian
people as the answer to his dilemma. To Tolstoy, this faith is an ‘irrational
knowledge’, which makes life possible despite the hopeless conclusions of the
philosophers”.143
As a matter of fact, throughout the text of his “confession” Tolstoy makes clear
reference to the highly personalized, self-descriptive, and, above all,
autobiographical character of his text, which was obvious enough for the sympathetic
readers of his time. By enforcing this highly “personal” impression the reader meets
with the figure of the “man lost in a forest” and many other corresponding “allusions”
that relate to Tolstoy’s “biological” age at the time of his spiritual quests. As the critic
noticed that was the symbolical “age of fifty”, the age of the biographical crossroad.
The moment of age was paramountly important for this confessional narrative as
Tolstoy in principle may have described himself “as a man lost in a forest in the
middle of his life”.144 The traditional trope of comparing life to a forest is well known
in the world literature.
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3.2. Maxim Gorky and the genre of “confession”. Ideology and religious quests:
God-building as life-building
The work of Gorky as a memoirist is well-known to the Russian readers. Nearly
anybody who has been at school in Soviet times will instantly recollect Maxim
Gorky’s extensive book/project of literary semi-memoiristic texts (written in 19131914 Childhood, In the World, My Universities: “Детство”, “В людях”, “Мои
университеты”), which have a noticeably didactic, moralizing bent, and which
received quite extensive attention from the Soviet literary establishment.145 Gorky’s
role in developing a Russian variety of the literary “confession” genre is, however,
less known, and has received rather less attention.
In his recent article “God-Building or God-Seeking? Gorky’s Confession as
Confession”, an American Slavist Barry P. Scherr deals with an intriguing Gorky text
entitled “The Confession” (“Исповедь”), which was conceived during the major
period of the Silver Age (it was written in 1908). Interestingly, this remarkable text
remained relatively under-researched and that is rather strange, since it gave rise to a
very heated controversy in Russia when it was first published. Debating this topic
Scherr underlines the importance of the ideology of Bogostroitel’stvo (“Godbuilding”) in understanding the main spiritual strain of this work. The concept of
“God-creation” (which can be extended from the notion of “God-building”) might
well be relevant to the chronologically parallel ideas of Russian life-creation,
developed in the Symbolist and Modernist milieu of that time.
Establishing his argument the scholar believes that it was here i.e., in the
Confession “that Gorky coined the term ‘God-building’, (богостроительство)
which was then applied to the ultimately abortive movement of several leading
political thinkers (most notably, Aleksandr Bogdanov and Anatolii Lunacharsky) to
combine religion with Marxism”.146 The scholar observed that the reactions of the
common Gorky’s contemporaries were rather mixed as they were virtually confused
by this “new” turn that the “writer of the poor”, the “socialist” Gorky decided to
take.147
While Anatoly Lunacharskii published a text in praise of Gorky (“Двадцать
третий сборник Знания” – “The Twenty-third issue of [the almanac]‘Knowledge’”),
other Marxist or quasi-Marxist writers who were previously considered among
Gorky’s admirers and followers received the novel with many reservations (like
Plekhanov in his article “On the so-called religious quests in Russia” (“О так
называемых религиозных исканиях в России”)). But most remarkably of all, the
metaphysical and idealist “younger” Symbolists like Blok and Belyi, who had more
or less ignored Gorky’s works in the past, suddenly found this text (written by a
declaratively non-Modernist author) to be of intrusive fascination to them, even if
they did continue to regard Gorky not as a natural part of their immediate interests.
Some of the principal members of the “new wave” of Russian critical thought
who at that particular moment of history were moving in a “mystical/religious”
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direction, such as Dmitry Filosofov,148 also found many aspects to praise in this later
work of Gorky’s. Filosofov’s text “Evsei and Matvei” (“Евсей и Матвей”),
published in 1908, offers a long quotation based on Gorky: “Matvei had searched for
God his entire life and had at last found him. His God is in the people and in the land.
People must themselves rise up and raise the land to the height of Heaven, must
destroy the gap between the earth and the sky. They are god-builders, god-creators,
and socialism is, in fact, a god-creating process”.149
Gorky’s God-building writing gradually became part of the Symbolist agenda of
religious experimentation and thus might be considered relevant to my discussion of
the religious quests of Russian modernist culture. Bringing Andrei Belyi into his
discussion, Scherr observed that the prominent Symbolist author “felt” that in this
novel “Gorky was in fact expressing views that approached those of the archetypal
God-seeker, Merezhkovsky”. Accordingly, in all likehood Gorky may have been
clearly influenced by Merezhkovsky, since as the critic observed, “the two were
reacting in similar ways to the spirit of the period in which both were writing”.150 The
competing concurrent movements of Gorky’s “God-building” and Merezhkovsky’s
“God-seeking” seemed to be relatively close in their declarative interests.151 The main
distinction may have been distinguished in the proposed “result” of the each teaching.
As the scholar noted, the God-building claimed to present a ready solution for the
believer, whereas, “the God-seekers like Merezhkovsky never quite seemed to find
the new deity they had hoped to discover”. As the critic observes, “the God-builders
knew the answer: God was to be located in the collective will of the common people,
the narod”.152
The main contribution and principal content of Gorky’s text may be
summarized with the direct regard to its declaratively “confessional” nature. As the
scholar noted, the novel describes “Matvei’s fall from grace”, his search for “a
redemptive knowledge”, and “the temptations of false piety”. It addresses “his driven
efforts to arrive at a meaningful understanding of his existence typify the quest of a
God-seeker. Only after this extended period of vain searching does he find, or more
precisely become guided toward, God-building, which satisfies his yearnings and thus
provides both solace and a sense of completeness”.153 The movement of God-building
might be regarded accordingly, “not only …as a new religion for the masses, but also
as the way out, the true path, for those immersed in the seeming labyrinth of Godseeking”.154
Considering further the moralistic categorical nature of Gorky’s Confession one
may indicate that it still depends a lot upon the previous historical genres that, as the
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critic observed, Gorky had already partially “employed before”. It is interesting to
note, at the same time that Gorky “ultimately decided not to call his book either a
saint’s life (zhitie) or a secular life (zhizn’–the first word in the title of three Gorky
novels, beginning with The Life of a Useless Man)” but instead, as the scholar
stresses, employs a term that “highlights the first-person quality of the narrative”. Not
accidentally that at the very end of his text, Gorky admitted that “the term
‘confession’ would be most appropriate”.155
We can discern a certain thematic resemblance between Rousseau’s and
Tolstoy’s later self-writing narratives, both in their own way preoccupied with a
spiritual “state of becoming” experienced by a “hero”, a “character”, or any important
narrated person who receives the highest degree of authorial attention and
manipulation. The spiritual and “God-seeking” theodicy-oriented self-narrative of the
first-person hero seems to be a feature distinctly common to the four texts of
confessions – those of St. Augustine, Rousseau, Tolstoy, and Gorky. Gorky’s
Confession provides a vivid example of the later treatment of the “traditional”
confession genre, which, given its author’s interest in narrating the life of a “holy
man”, bears clear links to Russian Orthodox system of attitudes and beliefs.
What may be also emphasized here is the ritually invented artificiality of a
“saint’s life” and a way of behavior as presented by an “ideal” [New] Man for Gorky:
“Significantly, Gorky uses [in a letter referring to the book-in-progress] the term
[zhitie] that in Russian specifically implies a saint’s life, thereby indicating that he
wanted his readers to conceive of his hero as a religious figure”.156
We also know that “Saints’ lives” were usually told in the third person
narration157 and, as the scholar observes, “have a rather predictable form: the saint is
born of goodly parents, undergoes monastic training, and performs notable feats of
asceticism or preaching; the saint’s death is marked by miraculous occurrences, and
at the end the biographer praises the saint”.158
This line of comparing thinking is further illustrated with an example taken
from the influential self-revealing narrative of Archpriest Avvakum (“Житие
Протопопа Аввакума”—“The Life of the Archpriest Avvakum”, 1672-75), which is
compared to the structure of narrated autobiography undisguised as a confession. As
the scholar remarks: “since Gorky refers directly to the genre, it very likely
influenced his writing of A Confession in various ways. An especially famous saint’s
life in Russia [i.e., Avvakum’s] is, atypically, autobiographical and in the first
person.... Admittedly, there is little if anything of Avvakum in Matvei, but that
work’s form could have inspired Gorky with the notion of saint’s life as
autobiography”.159
This subchapter in general may serve as a concise overview of the main sources
of influence on the autobiographical and self-reflective Augustinian-Rousseauvian
ideas which influenced the Russian literary universe as it existed by the time that the
modernist ideas were introduced in Russia. Russian life-creationist Symbolists could
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not really ignore Gorky or Tolstoy and their “self-narrating” meaningful exercises
which explored the genre of (“stylized”) confession.

3.3. Russian historical literary memoirs and Aleksandr Gercen
Russian memoir-writing encompasses a number of very influential and powerful
cultural “ikons” and literary landmarks. These texts created a sort of Russian “selfwriting canon” and their influence was felt further on the level of what Mikhail
Bakhtin called “memory of genre”. No Russian memoirist could possibly escape
entirely their direct or indirect influence. Among these self-reflective texts must be
mentioned: Sergei Aksakov’s The story of my friendship with Gogol’ (“История
моего знакомства с Гоголем”), Aleksandr Gercen’s Past and thoughts (“Былое и
думы”), Apollon Grigoriev’s My literary and moral wanderings (“Мои
литературные и нравственные скитания”), Ivan Turgenev’s Literary and everyday
reminiscences (“Литературные и житейские воспоминания”), Afanasy Fet’s My
reminiscences (“Мои воспоминания”), Avdot’ia Panaeva’s Reminiscences
(“Воспоминания”), Dmitry Grigorovich’s Literary reminiscences (“Литературные
воспоминания”) as well as some others. The best known are, perhaps, the
autobiographical writings of Aleksandr Gercen; they exerted a considerable influence
upon successive generations of Russian authors. Gercen wrote his memoirs over an
extensive period of about sixteen years, from 1852 to 1868. The first chapters of his
future book appeared in the popular journal Polar Star (“Полярная звезда”) in 1855,
and following chapters continued to be published there until the year 1868 (two years
before Gercen’s death). Interestingly, the complete text was not published as a book
until 1920. Among the parts omitted in earlier editions were those that dealt with the
more intimate and “juicy” details of Gercen’s perplexing personal life,160 in particular
the famous chapter known as A story about a family drama (“Рассказ о семейной
драме”) or “Oceano nox”.161
In my opinion, “Past and thoughts” could perhaps better be termed a memoir
than a classic, clearly and distinctly structured autobiographical document. This is
especially true if we consider the main part of the narrative, where, so far as I am able
to judge, the author focuses his omnipresent reflective attention outward rather than
inward. However, it is more difficult to draw a solid, clear-cut “demarcation line” in
the case of Gercen, as his text includes too many strange and not always
chronologically well-coordinated details about his personal life, apropos of which he
shares his thoughts and emotions with readers – which an autobiographer frequently
does. In fact, this feature may at least in part attest to Lejeune’s “pact” as described
above, which includes a complex of discursive means responsible for producing an
emotional “appeal” to the reader, evoking his responsive communicative involvement
with the autobiographical text. The “autobiographical pact” is, in its way – a good
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result of such a response of the reader.162 I believe we should perhaps designate this
text (ad hoc) a “personal memoir”, which should encompass all the relevant genre
features.
Gercen’s memoirs are one of the most famous and erudite examples of Russian
nonfiction par excellence composed in the nineteenth century. The fact that Gercen
was an influential dissident-like political thinker, a man of deep psychological insight
and had very strong intellectual abilities, no doubt assisted him and his work to gain
the special recognition he enjoyed both during his life and (particularly) later in his
posthumous “private mythology” (which benefited and “nurtured” from the same
legacy). His entire “biographical career”, his famous “life-project” was known for all
kinds of physically hazardous and often financially risky undertakings, vibrant
friendships, and various personal disasters and calamities that were often voluntarily
“organized” at his will.
Among all the other things he seemed to have had a particularly acute
awareness of what the most “progressive” and liberal forces in politics and culture
during his lifetime were. Gercen did his best in order to be appreciated and accepted
as an integral member of the Western “progressive political movement” and to
become formally connected to these exclusive circles. He therefore constructed his
model of behavior from what he thought to be the best examples of non-conformist
and experimental “public” lives known at the time. These different aspects of his
character and life are all to that degree or another detailed and reflected in Past and
thoughts. This text provides, therefore, a unique documentary resource for the
attentive student of the history of Russian and European life-writing. It would be by
all means valuable to examine Gercen’s masterpiece from the perspective of the
European history of “self-writing”.
With respect to what has been said about this genre earlier, it is important to
note that, in the introduction to his memoir, Gercen informs the reader that this work
is primarily a confession, which is enriched by the addition of general reflective
reminiscences and socio-philosophical ideas about diverse subjects. In addition to
this, Gercen undoubtedly wanted to share with his readers the emotional descriptions
of his personal marital and extra-marital difficulties that were gradually (as allowed
by censorship) included in the later editions of this work. He may have used these
personal and at times quite intimate recollections as a device to “seduce” the reader’s
attention sufficiently to pay heed to his detailed exposition of various ideas on life
that he intended to be left for posterity.
The concrete literary stylistic format which Gercen chose for his work had by
his time already become familiar and traditional in the memoir writings that preceded
his own endeavor. Having a clear textual “structure” in his mind, Gercen divided his
book into parts, which are then further subdivided into chapters, and these are
sometimes provided with descriptive and explanatory subtitles. Among the historical
sources that may have served as probable models for Gercen, are Sterne’s Sentimental
Journey and Chateaubriand’s Mémoires d’outre-toumbe.
Above all, Past and thoughts reminds some of its predecessors by the
vigorously expressed egocentrism that underlines a main motif – the crucial, as above
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discussed Rousseau would say “unique” importance of the author’s characteristic
“individuality” with its exceptional role in the life of his society. A common feature
of all the memoirs that possibly influenced Gercen is related to the idea of what in
Russian is known as “беседа” (conversation or table-talk) – the persistent desire for
the “direct talk between the subjects” of one particular discourse. Gercen
communicatively demonstrates the easy conversational tone that is cleverly
maintained by an author as he proceeds with the development of his main story. He
achieves the most notable (since Rousseau – see the preceding remarks of James
Olney) feeling of compassion strengthened by the dialogic effect of an imaginary
“conversation” by using a number of exquisite discursive tools. For instance, he quite
often uses the technique of posing a “misleading” rhetorical question that engages the
reader into a sort of cordial interaction with the (absent) author; this invites the reader
to try and address the emotional challenges that Gercen cunningly offered to him.
By teasingly addressing his readers with all kinds of tricky rhetorical questions
(using some colloquial speech to strengthen the effect of “immediate mental
response”), which only later receive their explanation and answer, Gercen succeeds in
producing a strong feeling of intimacy in his text when he points his remarks (as the
omnipresent narrator) directly to his audience. The very nature of the narrated
material sometimes assists the author to persuade and “recruit” his reader to “take a
side” and join the writer; that is, to engage the reader, so to speak, in the confidential
“autobiographical pact” as formulated by Lejeune. This occurs, for instance, in the
chapter entitled “Grübelei”, and in Story about a family drama, which are narrated in
a provocatively intimate, “private”, and perhaps very “keen” way (in the style of a
traditionally Russian, self-revealing confession), which leaves the reader with the
strong impression that he has just now miraculously experienced a real private “chat”
with the author.
Generally speaking, “Past and thoughts” employs various discursive devices
organized together in order to “decorate” the shrewdly included “ideological
material” and to make it look more engaging, appealing, and emotionally direct from
the point of view of the reader, as if the reader were able physically to take part in the
events narrated in the text.
In general, Gercen is usually considered among the subtle and most celebrated
literary/political liberal writers of his time. And in the way that his self-writing
supplies the readers with the invaluable intimate information about his personal and
family calamities and perplexities, he is a worthy heir of St. Augustine and Rousseau.
Precisely as the latter two did, Gercen was in no way “ashamed” of his past, to the
contrary, he wanted to expose all the private problematic events with a great degree
of sincerity and frankness.
In her article “On Reading Soviet Memoirs: A History of the Genre as an
Institution of Russian Intelligentsia Culture”, Barbara Walker explains163 the
extraordinary popularity of this genre among “progressive” Russian writers like
Gercen: “For aspiring intellectuals, writing memoirs served a multitude of purposes.
First of all, it was a means of earning some money, often desperately needed by those
who frequently had little enough of their own, and yet who had the wealth of the
gentry’s intellectuals ever before their eyes. The memoir also offered the ambitious
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an opportunity to get into print because they had been in the proximity of a
reasonably renowned person”.164
Walker links the persistent ideas about writing memoirs and autobiographies to
the widespread network of communal Weltanschauung of the Russian intellectual
“circle” (кружок) – an ingenious Russian development of the “enlightened” French
Salon. Walker believes that this “circle” was ideally adapted and applied to the
various activities of the Russian intelligentsia, and was in particular responsible for
the emerging life-creation practices,165 including the “artificial creation of
biographies” and other similar experimental pursuits. Walker describes how various
bits of memoir gossip and anecdotes entered the memoir literature of the circle. The
decision to tell a story involving the well-known and culturally prominent people
whom the writer happened to meet or to know was, according to Walker, “a way of
establishing one’s circle’s legitimacy and identity in a tightly ingrown circle culture:
one could demonstrate (indeed exaggerate) proximity to and intimacy with prominent
individuals and circles”.166 The critic emphasizes the extensive use of anecdote
(“анекдот”)-like narrations and related kind of fictitious intimate stories: “the ability
to pass on such “insider” tales was an indication of access to circle gossip. In a
curious way, the writing of such memoirs both reflected and reinforced a significant
emerging characteristic of intelligentsia identity in a growing, unstable, and insecure
social group: that this identity depended upon whom you knew”.167
Another concept that is useful for my study of life-creation is that of the
“living document”, reminiscent of the French naturalist school (“le document
humain”), which Walker finds in the Russian tradition of “ego-writing”. The scholar
observes that “the forces that drove” the writing of such memoirs “also operated to
strengthen that characteristic early established in the intelligentsia memoir tradition of
the ‘living’ document: in the process of celebrating one’s ties of the past, it did one a
great deal more good than harm to glorify those individuals or alliances. …By adding
to the prestige of those with whom you had been associated, you added to your own
prestige”.168
3.4. Discursive and narrative strategies in the poetics of memoir-writing.
In a brief characterization of the historical Russian literary memoir-discourse, it is
possible to point out two characteristic traits of memoirist narrative that distinguish it
from “ordinary fiction”. In autobiographical and memoirist writings we encounter
certain peculiarly organized “groups” or “clusters” of (authentically authorial) genrefocused “headlines” and very telling kind of titles.
This set of narrative strategies is clearly characteristic of all varieties of
autobiographical writing. The foremost principal strategy relates to what has been
called the “poetics of titles” (or the process of “entitling” => of giving “descriptive”
and very meaningful titles to the autobiographical texts). The schematically
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delineated developments of the lexical mechanisms underlying the creation of the
titles and subtitles in autobiographical and memoirist genres serve to designate the
proper way the reader should approach the text. The linguistic “constants” define the
“field of speech” (and thereby shape the ‘linguistic picture of the world) in the
memoirist and mnemocentric forms of literary discourses. The narrative strategy of
any self-writer originates, if we concur with Lejeune, in the particular choice given
for the right kind of title of the presented text. The “autobiographical pact” begins,
therefore, with a motivated decision to give the text a “telling” title. This “implanted”
title will make sense of the subsequent developments in the story represented. Hence
one of the explicit narrative strategies is the “title” given to the autobiography.
The other strategy relates to the different ways of designating the narrator’s
persona within autobiographical texts, and can be structured as follows:
- determination of the methods employed to depict the image of the speech’s subject.
- examination of the various points of view that structurally organize the narrative
recital.
- determination of the inner relationships and hierarchies of these points of view
within the structural interior of the text.
- discovery of the modes of speech expression of those points of view and of their
subject-discursive spheres of activity.
- reflective meditation on the techniques for rendering indirect speech.
4.0. Toward the typology of memoir’s writing
The broad scope of comparativist and cross-cultural strategic methods that I have
described, and the wide range of historical data that I will adduce, are both intended
to underpin the scholarly methods employed in this work, and to verify the
subsequent conclusions reached, providing an indispensable context to what has
already been done on the topic that I have undertaken. This will serve my agenda both
implicitly and explicitly when I focus on the main thematic debate of my thesis:
analytical descriptions of the Russian Modernist (Symbolist and Avant-Garde) lifecreationist strategies of fin-de-siècle Lebenskunst, examined in-depth from diachronic
and typological standpoints.
Happily, Russian Modernist memoirists did not neglect the purely “factual”,
intentionally accurate methods of composing their life-writings. The Modernists’
contemporaries were particularly interested in the environment that was instrumental
in shaping the phenomena a person experienced, the psychological complexities of
each unique individual, and—not least important—the mechanics of his artistry. They
wanted to explore (as Paul Verlaine expressed it in one of his poems) “the landscape
of the soul” through a careful record of their collective past, a pursuit that
occasionally emphasized the poet’s “passive” role as the receptacle of the “hidden
truths” of life that were passed on to him.
It was important for the Modernist memoirist to supply his readers with the
necessary (even if seemingly odd or obscure) details about his subjects’ physical
lives, not because these people played decisive roles in political or civil history, but
because the mysteries contained in their works could be unveiled through an adequate
comprehension of their creative lives. (It might have been interesting, too, to devote
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some attention to the pre-Modernist self-writing, such as Maria Bashkirtzeva’s or
Semen Nadson’s highly popular “intimate” diaries, which, although not directly
related to any of the Russian Modernist literary movements or circles, nonetheless
exerted a considerable influence on the customs of the general reading public of
Silver Age Russia, including particularly the leading members of experimental
Modernism.)
I mention here the most pertinent memoir/autobiographical/life-writing sources
that will be employed in my study. First and foremost are the numerous
autobiographical texts produced by the key Symbolist author, Andrei Belyi. They are:
Recollections about Blok (“Воспоминания о А. А. Блоке”), which appeared in the
Berlin journal Epopeia in 1922 and 1923, and are essentially a history of Belyi’s
intimate and turbulent friendship with Blok, spanning the years 1898 to 1912 and
providing a extensive account of the maturing process of two great Russian authors
whose lives were very closely intertwined, and whose influence on each other during
their formative years indelibly marked the course of their literary careers; the
monumental memoirist-trilogy: On the borderline of the two centuries, The beginning
of the century, and Between the two revolutions (“На рубеже двух столетий”
“Начало века”, and “Между двух революций”) that came afterwards, and which
has been researched, independently, by both A.V. Lavrov and Lazar Fleishman (see
Bibliography); the separate volume of letters of Blok and Belyi, recently published by
A.V. Lavrov without the previous “ethical” censorship; as well as partly published
life-writing materials by Belyi such as Attempt at a diary and Material for a
biography: intimate matters (“Ракурс к дневнику” and “Материал к Биографии:
Интимный”).
Then come other sources: the diary of Aleksandr Blok (together with his
notebooks and letters); the diary of Mikhail Kuzmin (and his private letters); the diary
(and numerous letters) of Valery Briusov; the diaries of Zinaida Gippius and Dmitry
Merezhkovsky (these, however, to a much lesser extent); the fragmentary diary of
Viacheslav Ivanov (and his letters); the diary of Maximilian Voloshin; the diary of
Kornei Chukovsky (for the latter period of the 1920s). (See Bibliography for full
details).
Besides these I include the quite extensive personal memoirs, reminiscences,
and “recollections” of varying sorts that most fortunately have been left to us by an
almost endless number of contemporaries of the Silver Age. To name only the most
significant ones that have recently been published or re-published in book form: the
personal “reminiscences” composed by Vladimir Piast, Petr Pertzov, Sergei Soloviev,
Margarita Sabashnikova, Liubov’ Blok, Ekaterina Bal’mont, Friedrich Fiedler,
Benedikt Lifshitz, and Nekropol’ of Vladislav Chodasevich.
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Concluding summary of chapter 1.
In the first chapter of the dissertation I provide the general theoretical overview of the
life-writing scholarship. I needed to gain the satisfactory understanding of this kind of
sources by carefully studying its nature and genres. The life-writing materials
occupied my main attention with regard to the behavioral patterns of Russian
Modernism and it was important to delineate a satisfactory methodological attitude
towards them. I start the chapter with debating the notion of “autobiographical pact”
as proposed by Philippe Lejeune. I consider this notion an important aspect of any
scrutiny of life-writing. We acquire insight in the autobiographical nature of the text
according to our ability to subscribe to this pact. The matter of our belief in the nonfiction essence of any piece of self-writing appears to be crucial and determines the
way we understand it. Apart from Lejeune I discuss several additional prominent
examples of scholarship that exist in this field. Most notably I deal with Georges
Gusdorf and his phenomenological way of theorizing about the self-writing. I also
mention the deep-delving contributions of James Olney and István Dobos who strived
to define all the intricacies of autobiographical modes of writing. In this chapter I
summarize the dominating views that exist in modern scholarship with regard to the
nature of the diary and all the adequate ways of its possible understanding. I rely on
the research conducted by Howard H. Keller and Irina Paperno. Debating the
formative texts of Western canon of self-writing I go back to St. Augustine and J.J.
Rousseau’s classical texts that I consider most influential for the entire canon of lifewriting in the West. Rousseau’s contribution to life-writing seems to be particularly
important given his immense popularity in the subsequent times of the postEnlightenment Europe. I summarize James Olney’s research that deals with
Rousseau’s confessional self-writing and put it in reference to the Modernist culture
of the later periods. The same “rousseauvian” genre of Confession is discussed in
connection with Maksim Gorky whom I consider to be a vivid heir of the great
Frenchmen. I also deal with the utopian aspect of Gorky’s life-writing that was
related to his God-building life-creationist interests correlating in turn to
Merezhkovskys current of the God-seekers. I continue the chapter with discussing the
most influential case of Russian life-writing of the 19th century – Aleksandr Gercen’s
monumental text of Past and thoughts. In many respects Gercen’s oeuvre can be
compared with the main agenda of Russian life-creation, starting from the basic idea
of life-shaping in accordance with his artificial ideological/ utopian concerns. The
chapter is concluded with a schematic model that may be discerned in the narrative
strategies of the poetics of life/self/memoir-writing.
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Chapter 2.
Russian Modernism and life-creation: Observations on the theory of life  text
sign systems with regard to the Lebenskunst.169
1.0. Defining Russian Modernism
1.1. What is Modernism? The issue of Modernism in European culture
The concept of Modernism might be understood as the totality of aesthetic
conceptions that began taking shape from the second half of the nineteenth century
onward. The most turbulent period of these aesthetic fashions coincided with the
interim years between the two world wars. I propose to trace Modernist culture from
its initial genesis related to the activity of the French poètes maudites (Rimbaud and
Verlaine), including their immediate predecessor, Charles Baudelaire, and in
particular, his highly influential and almost “cult” collection of poems known as Les
fleurs du mal (published in 1857).
As envisioned here, Modernism can be conceptualized as a kind of “megaperiod” that encompasses mutually hostile historical movements such as Symbolism
and the Avant-Garde. The onset of Modernism can be considered to occur
immediately after Realism. Modernism was emerging as a reaction to realist
rationalist aesthetics, as a negation of the overall dominance of realism. My approach
is partly dependant on the “theory of great styles” developed by Dmitry Likhachev.
This approach denies principles of cultural homogeneity, stating instead that “no great
style was ever really defined by the “cultural habits” of any epoch or any country”.
Likhachev formulated a significant model that assumed that “great styles can exist
simultaneously during the periods of transition from one style to another”.170 As
Katharina Hansen-Löve remarks, Likhachev’s theory may be compared with the
theories developed by an elder scholar, Victor Zhirmunskii, and a younger one, Igor
Smirnov. She notes that “All these scholars maintain that literary evolution is
characterized by a kind of swing-mechanism, by a continuous alternation of two
opposite principles. This form of dialectical thinking seems to be typical for a certain
branch of modern Russian literary theory, notably Structuralism and Semiotics”.171
Likhachev’s fundamental idea is that a “mega-period” consists of two
“styles”, a “primary” and a “secondary” one, and that in such a period there is always
a development from simplicity into complexity. “No style is really formulated
completely without any external influences, no style is totally self-sufficient… Every
style harks back to the preceding ones, seeking the necessary information…, The
development of each style, [both] the primary and the secondary, moves from the
simpler to the complex; this tendency is very evident in every pair of any two styles
(the primary and the secondary). The secondary style, taken as a unit, seems to be
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more refined and complicated. Ontogenesis is harmonious, therefore, with
phylogenesis”.172
Likhachev notices that “each new style in this evolutionary sequence takes its
bearings from preceding styles of the same type; he speaks of “kinship”,
(“родственная связь”), that accounts for the correspondences within each category
and explains similarities between styles that are separated in time; examples are the
orientation of both Renaissance and Classicism towards classical antiquity, or the
parallels between Symbolism and Romanticism”.173 Likhachev considers the
“primary style” of Realism as a kind of end-phase in the artistic development. I
propose to perceive Realism and Modernism as a unique kind of ‘mega-period’, in
which the process of increasing stylistic sophistication advances along a vector from
Symbolism to the Avant-Garde. The “connecting element” between Realism and
Modernism can be seen in the international Symbolist movement, which combines
features from both these styles.
Despite the absence of an all-embracing manifesto wherein the aesthetic
program of Modernism might have been stated, the resultant ideology demonstrated a
sort of relative consistency as regards both a number of artistic peculiarities and the
general method of creation. The central principles of Modernist culture heralded a
fundamental revision of all the major philosophical doctrines that had dominated
nineteenth-century culture and aesthetic thought. The idea of a vigorous break with
the positivist cultural heritage of the nineteenth century can easily be discerned in the
programmatic activities of Modernist movements such as Post-Impressionism,
Symbolism, Cubism, Imagism, Futurism, Dadaism, and Surrealism. Alongside all the
intrinsic contradictions (expressed in manifestoes and declarations) there is also one
common foundation seemingly shared by all the Modernist movements. This
foundation espouses a peculiar attitude toward the contemporary time as an epoch of
unprecedented clashes and cataclysms that destroy previously accepted universal
values and humanistic beliefs. These were the basic assumptions responsible for the
radical revolutionalizing novelty that combated the realist aesthetics of classical
realism.
Thus the first phase of European Modernism reveals itself in Symbolism. The
experimental creative work of Stéphane Mallarmé, the renowned French Symbolist,
might do justice to this idea. The innovative exploratory conceptions developed in the
natural sciences, as well as in other spheres of intellectual life, led to a significant
modification of Weltanschaung. This feature of European cultural history was further
realized in the art of nascent Modernism, disseminating as one of its principles a new
spiritualism and a quest for hidden realities (the a realibus ad realiora principle). It
reflected dissatisfaction with the dominant role played by positivist philosophy in the
nineteenth century. The evolutionary approach to the history of culture (and of
literature, religion, and so forth) was abandoned along with the rigorous empiricism
characteristic for the age. All the sensory faculties used previously for detecting
empirical data were now directed to and focussed on the invisible spheres of human
spirituality.
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The work of the American philosopher William James, and particularly his
Principles of Psychology (1890), greatly influenced the new adepts of Modernism
(James was one of the earliest to describe the “stream of consciousness” principle). I
should mention here, too, the teaching of Henri Bergson (Immediate data of
consciousness, 1889; Creative Intuition, 1907), which espoused human intuition as a
powerful tool for exploring the human mind and its potential creativity. Here also
should be noted the revolutionary doctrine developed by Sigmund Freud
(Interpretation of Dreams, 1908; Ego and Id, 1923). The “discovery” of the
unconscious and the subconscious produced a long-lasting impression on the entire
field of European art and literature. This aspect was evidenced in many
representational elements embodied within various products of Modernist visual and
literary art.
The theory of archetypes, promoted by Carl Gustav Jung, exerted a very clear
influence upon the maturation of Modernist art and thought. A somewhat similar
effect was produced by Emile Durkheim’s new anthropological theory of collective
representations.
Generally speaking, the entire technological progress (the telegraph,
automobile, and airplane, electricity and X rays, etc.), may be considered one of the
immediate reasons responsible for the emergence of a new Modernist culture. Many
fundamental Modernist philosophical and aesthetic ideas can be correlated to similar
trends that originated in the new theories in the natural sciences. The new physics,
particularly the theory of relativity advanced by Albert Einstein (1915), proposed
different assumptions about our comprehension of the fundamental “time and space
continuum” problem. Remnants of this approach might be discovered in Mikhail
Bakhtin’s formulation of the “chronotope”. In line with the thinking of many
scholars, we can conclude that Einstein’s “Copernican Revolution” in science served
as the foundation of cultural revolution in the Modernist period. The philosophical
relativist agenda that was more or less universally popular in Modernism, led to a
considerable change in the traditional subject/object relationship
In its historical development, Modernism constantly proposed basic precepts
that challenged the traditional principles of artistic mimetic representation. The mode
of “reality representation” favoured by Modernism accordingly rejected all the
familiar mimetic principles for dealing with surrounding reality as reflected in a work
of art. Modernism proclaimed a departure from the canonical mimesis cultivated in
art and literature. This feature becomes quite evident in early Symbolist art, with its
departure from the iconically correct representation of reality. The major path of
Modernism operated on denial of life-imitating techniques and approaches, instead
proposing irrationalism and alogism.
Modernism approaches the depicted “facts of life” in terms of a potential
“problem” that leads to subtle aesthetic experimentation. This potential axis of
life/art/experiment suggests the relevance of a “Lebenskunst” program for a great
many Modernist authors. In this context, such pre-Modernist writers as the naturalist
Émile Zola, author of Le Roman expérimental (1880), with all his interest in studying
the relationship between life and art should be mentioned here.
A typical Modernist way of describing reality is based on the idea that man is
“alienated” from its immediate social setting. The condition of alienation produced
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many quite characteristic works in which the “character” finds itself painfully
isolated, almost speechless, in the presence of the surrounding Others (works by
Franz Kafka, for example). This phenomenon creates a special complex of “deformed
consciousnesses” that is apparent in the inner speech of the character.
This type of context provokes rebellion against everything previously
considered “moral” or “righteous.” The Modernist character meditates on his/her own
self, seeks to consolidate his/her identity and overcome the multiple splits of this
identity. The previous image of a solid and single-meaning identity becomes
impossible and inadequate.174
Grotesque parody, accompanied by reverse order of values and carnivalesque
fashions, should also be listed as a characteristic Modernist device. The most popular
objects for parodic and carnivalesque treatment were related to the preceding culture
of realism. Such treatment was apparent in the theatrical creations of the early
Modernists Alfred Jarry and Guillaume Apollinaire, and it was a core component of
the later radical Modernism of Dada and Surrealism.
Many Modernists were re-reading and re-utilizing literary texts written by
previously acclaimed authors, in this way maintaining an unfinishable “dialog with
tradition”. The Russian Modernist Andrei Belyi was “comprehending” Gogol’ in this
manner and one may see how deep the influence of the classic Russian author on him
was. The similar thing occurs with Marcel Proust’s interpretation of Flaubert – the
younger author absorbs the narrative and stylistic achievements of the elder,
borrowing the “new” Modernist idea that literary creation should be free from all
ideological and didactical restraints. The literature and culture of the pre-realist
period, especially the idealist and metaphysical heritage of German Romanticism,
were also relevant to the Modernist canon. What attracted the Modernists was the
sense of personal estrangement, of grim and ambiguous irony, that was so
characteristic of Romanticism.
Another Modernist interest was related to the innovative work of G.E. Moore,
who proclaimed in his treatise Principia ethica (1903) a new relativist view of the
virtual impossibility of differentiating between the ethical criteria of good and evil
that were based on the doctrines of social evolution and on the conventional norms.
Many representative thinkers of the new times began to question the traditional
nineteenth-century doctrine of empirical sufficiency. Among them, we can mention
F.H. Bradley, whose neo-Hegelian treatise Appearance and Reality (1893) questioned
positivistic empiricism as the sole method of understanding reality. As the perception
of reality was dependant on the specificity of each concrete individual’s
consciousness, an undivided, universal truth was not possible. T.S. Eliot imbued the
concept of Modernism with greater concreteness and precision. He particularly
emphasized the idea that the main ideologies behind the artistic practices and skills
sanctioned by the previous eras (classicism and realism) had disappeared. With Eliot
and such contemporaries as Paul Valéry and Gottfried Benn comes a new confidence
in the beginning of a new era. The nineteenth century had been dominated by the rule
of positivistic and humanistic ideography. The new system of thought proclaimed by
the Modernist cultural heroes championed an active search for new artistic forms, for
174
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more suggestive means of creative expression. The new civilization led to a fierce
critique of traditional humanism and engendered an ardent quest for an entirely new
type of aesthetic product that would fit the demands of what was called (for the first
time in such a context) “the new age”.
A highly important aspect of this process was the appearance of an author
who was no longer restricted by any didactical or moralistic goals. This new author
was supposed to be able to reach previously inaccessible realms of the “superior
being”. The collapse of the traditional anthropocentric “Humanism” of the
Renaissance and the Enlightenment found expression in programmatic works of
Modernist prose. The severe defraction of the fictitious character and his resultant
behavior revealed the phenomenon of a “miserable consciousness”. The literary and
artistic creation becomes, as T.S. Eliot maintained, a sort of resistance to despair,
creativity points to a way out of human and civilizational deadlock.
The main concern of the Modernist culture is oriented toward the principle of
creation seen as a remedy for the catastrophic chaos of a new reality. This trend of
Modernist poetics resulted in a strange fusion of drama, lyricism, parody, and
imagism. One characteristic composition in this respect is T.S. Eliot’s programmatic
“The Waste Land” (1922). A crucial aspect of this approach is “neomythologism”, a
profound reliance on myth and mythical structures, which are responsible for shaping
the final artistic product.
Another important trait of Modernism is linked to the new way of perceiving
the world of human communication. For Modernists, the traditional cohesive
connections among people (“communicative vessels”) were disintegrating, which led
to universal alienation. The human persona as depicted in Modernist fiction felt
helpless and effete in the face of the newly constructed Powerful Nation-State and its
great Apparatus. The classic example of this unbalanced, almost paranoiac outlook is
Franz Kafka’s novel The Trial (Der Process, written in 1920 and published in 1925),
which tells the story of a character named Josef K., who after awaken one morning,
for reasons never revealed, is arrested and subjected to the judicial process for an
unspecified crime. (This same spirit pervaded another “alienation novel” by Kafka
that depicted a high degree of human despair – The Castle (Das Schloß, written in
1922). This “kafkaesque” Modernist notion of an absurd, unbearable reality, of stifled
human life and its tragic path in the new civilization, is fundamental to nearly all the
representative works of Modernist art and literature.
For the purposes of the current study, I will argue that each of the various
successive trends should be discussed within a single general framework of “Great
historical Modernism”. The Avant-Garde, as a kind of complex operating within a
multiplicity of aesthetic trends, should be placed in the Modernist cultural paradigm,
rather than isolated as a separate entity.175
As mentioned above, I consider both Symbolism and Avant-Garde to be part
of one mega-unit of culture which may be termed Modernism. The aesthetic and
cultural trends examined in this study are unequivocally linked to the idea of
experiment, of departure from tradition. They all express the deepest discontent with
the “realist tradition” of art. This “realism” was regarded as a quite inadequate
175
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method for dealing with the new realities of the surrounding world. Moreover,
“Realism”176 had espoused a highly paternalist way of “seeing” the human landscape
that avoided any possibly “unpleasant” or “inappropriate” detail that might be too
harsh for any potential “user”: it failed to depict all the paradoxical and irrational
aspects of human attitudes and behaviour. Symbolism and the Avant-Garde
constituted a cultural paradigm bent upon uncompromising and courageous probing
into the depths of human experience, and thus necessarily acquired many new
techniques for verbal and artistic expressive creativity.
Modernism as a peculiar cultural “construct” is sometimes equated to a
strange experience in which a human agent is trying to survive successfully under the
conditions of the “new reality of life”. According to Astradur Eysteinsson,
Modernism is viewed “as a kind of aesthetic heroism, which in the face of the chaos
of the modern world (very much a ‘fallen’ world) sees art as the only dependable
reality and as an ordering principle of a quasi-religious kind. The unity of art is
supposedly a salvation from the shattered order of modern reality”.177 Modernism, as
a distinct phenomenon, was, as Frederick Karl178 remarked, a “language within
language”, a peculiar type of “meta-language” that represented a whole system of
new cultural realities. This trait, hinting at the “new textuality” that was born together
with Modernism, has relevance for the preoccupation with text-life sign systems as
described in the context of Symbolist literary history by the Tartu school (see below).
Sometimes it is stated that the main principles of Modernism are founded on
the “Faustian pact”.179 This is presumed relevant to such characteristic features of the
new artistic habits180 as “relative waning of traditional representation”, “substitution
of color-masses to the colder geometrical form/shapes”, “difficulty in filling the entire
space of representation”, “loss of traditional narrative lines”, “absence of familiar
values”, “emphasis on the marginal, outlaw figures”, “total defamiliarization of
character”, “loss of accessibility”, “reliance on pure linguistic resources instead of the
human voice”. Probably the chief element among all these is, however, the
exploration of new narrative means. This overall stress on “novelty” is apparent in all
of the cultural products of the period, and is quintessentially embodied in the
synaesthetic musical creations of Arnold Schönberg181 and, in Russia, in the “sonoric
mysterium” of Aleksandr Skriabin’s Symbolist music; it is then developed further by
the best representative of Modernism in music – Igor Stravinsky.182 The other
important characteristic of Modernism that exerts a direct influence on the concept of
Lebenskunst is the shift toward the hyper-individualistic “ego,” when everything is
subordinated to the dictatorship of a character’s egocentric utterance. This particular
trait should in general be regarded as a vivid Romantic feature pushed to its farthest
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point.183 The notion of “form” starts to acquire a new integrity, independent and
dynamic.184 As a highlight of the preoccupation with the notion of “form,” one may
recall the pioneering essay by the German artist and sculptor Adolf von Hildebrand in
1893, “The problem of form in figurative art (painting and sculpture)” (Das Problem
der Form in der bildenden Kunst), wherein he utilized an experimental neoclassical
approach to the problem. The Australian cultural historian Bernard Smith, in his
monograph185 on the problem of Modernism, suggested a special term to designate
the entire range of Modernist preoccupations with art and its environment – the
“Formalesque”.186 In the same work, he also correlated the life-creational interests of
many key Modernists with various occult practices.187 Smith suggested a connection
between the Modernist fascination with the occult and the work of Francois Dupuis
(1742-1809), a professor of rhetoric at the Parisian Collège de Lisieux. Dupuis was
also a member of the French Academy, a Cavalier of the Legion of Honor, and a
renowned mathematician. Relating the study of astronomy and astrology to the
various mythopoetical aspects of human thought, he brought the realms of spirits188
and various esoteric doctrines189 to the attention of the cultural milieu. The panEuropean Modernist fascination with the mysterious world of the stars and their
impact on human destiny, centered on the mythology of the Zodiac, also has its
starting point in Dupuis.190 Dupuis can be credited for the modern preoccupation with
ancient Egypt:191 he believed that everything concerning European religion and
spirituality originated there. The popular Russian “Egyptomania” manifested in the
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poetic, occult, and life-creation trends of the Silver Age centered around one of the
most exquisite poets of the period – Mikhail Kuzmin.192
Many scholars of Modernism tend to stress the fundamental importance of
Charles Baudelaire, whose aesthetic is seen as a major precursor to many Modernist
cultural practices. Baudelaire’s dandy theory193 and the resulting interest in
dandyism,194 which championed the playful use of masks and theatrical roles in “real
life,” as well as his concept of the “artificial paradise”, were both extremely
influential in subsequent literary fashions. We might suppose, as does Frederic Karl,
that by 1890 Baudelaire’s aesthetic agenda was shared by the majority of artistic and
literary movements operating in Western Europe.195 The unique “synthetic” nature of
Baudelaire’s art being interspersed with a particular lifestyle led to his central
position among fellow artists during his lifetime, as the work of Lois Boe Hyslop has
shown.196
Another characteristic aspect of Modernist cultural habits had much to do with
the new horizon of sophistication reached by Western civilization. This resulted in the
emergence of a “new science” and of new human capacities, new mental and
intellectual abilities, including the individual’s creative manipulation of his/her life
(as a result of the new modernist paradigm). Elements of modern technical novelty
such as railroads, the telegraph and telephone, gas and electric lighting, photography
and cinema, X rays, spectrum analysis and other unprecedented breakthroughs like
the measurement of the speed of light – these “constructive,” positive aspects of
Modernism were for instance absorbed into early Soviet Russian experimental
culture, in which the Utopian ideology197 of “life-building” was dominant.
1.2. Russian Modernism
European Symbolism rather belatedly spread to pre-Modernist Russia, where its most
enthusiastic adherent, Valery Briusov, in 1894–95 edited and published an anthology
of Russian and French Symbolist poems. These were mostly his own texts and
modified translations.198 The new revival of “experimental” poetry in Russia
stemming from this movement had as its philosophical predecessor and spiritual
authority the philosopher and mystic poet Vladimir Soloviev.199 His metaphysical
poetry professes a coherent religious doctrine that entails probing the world as a
192
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unique system of symbols for certain nonempirical realities. After his death (in the
symbolic year 1900, the same in which Nietzsche died) Soloviev was succeeded by
another principal theoretician of the Symbolist movement, Viacheslav Ivanov, who
was a well-trained specialist in Greek and Roman history and philosophy 200 (like
Soloviev) and was much interested in Plato and the Neoplatonist outlook. In this
context I will also note the interesting cultural fashion in Russia that advocated a
certain degree of imitation of the lifestyles and “famous gestures” of influential
Western cultural icons. Many Russians in the late nineteenth century, and then in the
Silver Age, “fashionably” copied the life-practices of cultural heroes from the
immediate past of Western Europe.201 This fashion enables the scholar to characterize
the culture of the period as overloaded with life-creational behaviour.202
The main historical period that I propose to consider in the context of
Modernist chronology in Russia is the span of thirty five years from 1895 to 1930.
This period includes the early writings of the “elder” or “first-generation” Russian
Symbolists (Merezhkovskii, Gippius, Balmont, and Briusov) at the one end, and, at
the other, the Russian Revolutionary leftist radical artists and writers (LEFists and
Constructivists) of the mid-1920s. Traditionally, in this period the years 1895 to 1910
are allocated to Symbolism and the years 1910 to 1930 to the Avant-Garde.
A prior section has put forth the general reasoning why the Symbolists and the
Avantgardists are being described in terms of a single cohesive “whole.” I take the
phenomenon of “life-creation” (considering also the apt German word,
“Lebenskunst”) in both movements as the main rationale for “grouping” them
together.” The “pre-Modernists” of Russian Symbolism,203 as well as the “canonical
Modernists” of the Russian Avant-Garde,204 all demonstrated a clear interest in
“creating life” by means of their “art” and aesthetic programs. Hence, the concept of
“life-creation” itself, as exhibited in the overall activities of both the Symbolists and
the adherents of the Avant-Garde, should serve to justify discussion of these
antagonistic movements as if they had agreed to subscribe to the same cultural
pattern.
The other argument for grouping Symbolism and Avant-Garde together in the
case of Russia is the peculiar kind of “post-Romantic” affinity that was shared by the
key figures of both movements. One can discern from even a first quick glance that
Merezhkovsky, Balmont, Briusov, and Blok, on the one side, and Mayakovsky,
Khlebnikov, or the manifesto-oriented Kruchenykh on the other, all clearly owe a
debt to Romantic “cultus” and “spirit,” even though they make no clear admission of
it. Accordingly, “Romanticism” and “life-creation” are the main attributes that
200
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permit the present author to make a cautious generalization and to treat these
movements of Russian Modernist history in a somewhat inclusive fashion.

1.3. The Symbolist movement – The first part of the Modernist cultural
revolution
Scholars commonly describe “Symbolism” in Europe 205 as a literary and artistic
movement originating with a group of French poets in the late nineteenth century,
which gradually spread to painting and the theater, and then influenced the literary
history of the twentieth century to varying degrees. Symbolist artists sought to
express individual emotional experience through the subtle and suggestive use of
symbolic, hyperbolized “mythical” and “utopian” language and artistic devices.
Symbolist literary and cultural practice can be traced to the youthful rebellion
of a number of French poets, who opposed the traditionalist tastes and regulations that
had thereto dominated in mainstream poetry (especially the “Parnassian” type).206
Symbolism as a movement initially strived to emancipate art (and, in particular,
poetry) from the burden of the “dictatorship” of outdated regulative norms, by
propagating instead a revolutionary agenda of inner experience and existence. This
post-Romantic approach resulted in subject matter replete with many bizarre myth
structures and all kinds of obscure mysteries, metaphysical speculations, and playful
fantasies, which were introduced to aid perception of supernatural reality.207
The young members of the proto-generation of the Symbolists, Verlaine and
Rimbaud, were passionate life-creational homoerotic lovers. They had deliberately
erased any borderline between their physical bodies and their literary/aesthetic
production. These poets were most vividly influenced by the heritage of their alreadymentioned older contemporary compatriot Charles Baudelaire, in particular by his
verse collection, Les fleurs du mal (1857). The Symbolists embraced Baudelaire’s
notion of the correspondances occurring among the different human senses and the
morbid spheres of somatic behavior. The Baudelairian ideas operated harmoniously
with Wagner’s new monumental art, specifically with his ideal of approaching and
achieving a holistic synthesis among the arts, blended together in order to produce
previously unforeseen musico-symphonic parameters of poetry.208 A bit of verse,
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accordingly, could be “orchestrated” with sonoric harmonies and the sounds of
particular words.
In his “Symbolist Manifesto” (published in Le Figaro, September 18, 1886),
Jean Moréas sharply criticized the mechanical, traditionalist and “passively
descriptive” tendencies of the French “classical” Realist theater, linking the popular
novels of the “Naturalist School” (later affiliated with Émile Zola) to a Parnassian
mode of poetry, which he then also condemned. Moréas replaced the term
“décadence” (so firmly associated with Baudelaire) with “symbolisme”. Stéphane
Mallarmé, another radical Modernist writer, championed verbal experimentation in
his texts and became perhaps the most prominent and original of all the Symbolist
poets. Internationally, the French Symbolists strongly influenced European culture at
the end of the nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth century.
The key element in European Symbolist life-creational philosophy was
“Aestheticism”,209 which was “invented” and introduced into the cultural milieu
sometime after Baudelaire’s “dandyism”, and was then expanded into a greater
magnitude of “the artistic life-style” and artistic self-fashioning. With respect to the
Victorian atmosphere in England, I should mention here Walter Pater, whose various
essays published in the late 1860s reflected much of the artistic and literary tastes of
that milieu. Pater’s highly influential collection Studies in the History of the
Renaissance (1873) proclaimed that life must be actively reshaped by artistic
endeavor and, in a Renaissance fashion, should follow the ideal of difficult-to-achieve
sensuous beauty. Internationally, decadent authors and artists generally subscribed to
the well-known motto, “Art for Art’s Sake” (L’art pour l’art). This important notion
was put forward by philosopher Victor Cousin and supported by Théophile Gautier.
(Gautier was especially popular in Russian Silver Age culture).210 The main cultural
icons of this “Aesthetic movement” maintained that art may be a source of a powerful
gratifying pleasure, breaking with the realist claim that the subject matter of art
should contain a concrete moralistic message. The result of this idea was a new “cult
of beauty”, which the aesthetes believed to be the foundation of art and culture. The
most important factor in the context of our study was Aestheticism’s programmatic
notion that “life,” in order to attain a superior outcome, must copy “art,” and not vice
versa. This important semiotic notion informs the fundamental ideology that
underlies the structure of the phenomenon of Lebenskunst. I believe that Aestheticism
should be described as the quintessential factor responsible for the eventual
realization of Russian Lebenskunst in all of its specific fashions and configurations.
The major thrust of Aestheticism was to redefine the relationship between art and life.
This cultural trend regarded art as something that goes beyond the pure traditional
mimetic representational medium. As the work of Leon Chai 211 has evidently shown,
essays: Гервер 2001; Wachtel 1998; Фрумкин 1973; Steinberg 1982; Элик 1972; Тилкес-Заусская
1998; Кац 1997.
209
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Aestheticism (as a nascent Lebenskunst ideology) clearly sought to transform the
many aspects of physical life into a work of art.
I will use the term “decadent” together with “Symbolist” to denote the entire
fin-de-siècle cultural atmosphere, which was intensely felt during the last decade of
the nineteenth century. Decadence can be understood as a primarily transgressive
phenomenon that aspires to move unrestrainedly beyond all traditional boundaries.
According to this view, decadence (and Symbolism) might be perceived as a
transitional stage between pure Romanticism and the canonical Modernism of the
Avant-Garde. The period from the 1890s to 1917 was characterized by an intellectual
“overflow” in which mysticism, Aestheticism, dandyism,212 eroticism,213 Marxism,
apocalypticism,214 Wagnerism,215 Nietzscheanism,216 and other trends all combined
with each other. Let us not forget that one of the most influential figures for Russian
Symbolist life-creators was Friedrich Wilhelm Nietzsche – a poet among
philosophers and a philosopher among poets. According to Alexander Nehamas,217
Nietzsche, as a life-creator, constructed his life as a literary text par excellence, as an
actual “novel” that bore many of the features of an “artefact” (consider Ecce Homo).
In a somewhat similar way, a narratological approach to understanding Nietzsche’s
“text of life” is continued in the recent biography of the philosopher written by Curtis
Cate – currently the most complete of Nietzsche’s English-language biographies.218
In his extensive study of Russian mythopoetical symbolism, Aage Hansen-Löve
writes: “Undoubtedly, the figure of Nietzsche, albeit not untouched by a great degree
of ambivalence, established the paradigm for the symbolist myth of life. On the one
hand, Nietzsche was seen as a typical representative of the Decadent movement
(Belyi, Friedrich Nietzsche, 1907); on the other, he is praised as the true founder of
symbolist “life-creation”, even elevating him to the level of a mythic hero (Belyi,
Dionysus-Nietzsche)”.219
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1.4. The Avant-Garde
Symbolism as a historical cultural movement differs in certain important respects
from the Avant-Garde.220 Symbolist artists and writers were, generally speaking,
more dependent on the previous cultural milieu of Realism and, particularly,
Romanticism. This is clearly evident in one of the major figures of Symbolism,
Charles Baudelaire, whose personal creative outlook despite being chronologically
located in Realism readily demonstrates some clear Romantic facets. A characteristic
“Romantic” concern of the Avant-Garde (and partly Decadence) was to radically
extend the boundaries of what was then accepted as “the norm” according to certain
conventional definitions of life, art, and culture. This attitude can be seen as relevant
to the multifaceted activities of the various groups of intellectuals and artists who
were introducing all sorts of radical experimentation into their creative activities.
The Avant-Garde is chronologically the natural and for that reason also logical
successor of Symbolism. Just as Symbolism, the Avant-Garde may be linked to
movements concerned with the concept of “art for art’s sake”, focusing primarily on
expanding the frontiers of aesthetic experience. The term Avant-Garde also refers to
the intense promotion of or outright demand for radical socio-political change and
communal reform.221 The Russian Avant-Garde, like many other “national” avantgardes, was a diverse composite of intrinsically rather idiosyncratic and antagonistic
groups, each with its own programmatic, aesthetic, cultural, pragmatic, and poetic
aims and agendas.222
The first cultural current to propagate the ultimately Avant-Garde idea of a
combatant aesthetics was international Futurism (in Italian Futurismo, and in Russian
Футуризм), which, together with Cubism, should be seen as the first truly radical
phase of Modernism. International Futurism was an early twentieth-century extremist
artistic movement that originated in Italy a few years before it appeared in Russia.
The main Futurist agenda did much to re-define the problematic areas of the entire
artistic field, and championed some of the more vivid (even brutal) traits of the new
“technological” age, such as speed, “dynamism”, “energy”, “mechanical strength”,
“vigorous vitality,” constant change, and, above all, unprecedented physical activity.
On February 20, 1909, the French newspaper Le Figaro published a manifesto written
by Italian poet and critic Filippo Tommaso Marinetti, thus giving birth to the
“International Futurism” that would later become a coherent movement.223 The name
of the movement itself suggested its preoccupation with and emphasis laid on radical
disagreement with the past and combat against it, the vibrant heralding of future
220

Compare the balanced theory developed by Renato Poggioli (1968).
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manifestos.
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times, associated with the dominance of technology, machinery, and energy. This is
an important consideration in the study of life-creation, an aspect that highlights the
Futurists’ obsessive and jealous fascination with “life”, with changing its natural and
traditional developmental flow, and with merging artistic ideas with physiological,
biological and social agendas.
Marinetti vigorously celebrated the new technologies of “the machine” (and of
the automobile in particular), with their implied aesthetic of speed, power, and
strength. Equally important was open propaganda of warlike events, in which
physical violence was destined to overcome the diseases of the weak – those destined
to perish and eventually to fade away (a sort of Spartan outlook). Marinetti paid a
famous and important “historical visit” to Russia.224 Although it was not received
with great warmth, the Italian movement indirectly influenced the historical
development of Russian futurism. This influence may be felt in two important poets
of the Russian Avant-Garde, the utopian225 Cubo-Futurists Velimir Khlebnikov and
Vladimir Maiakovsky.226 During the initial phase the Russian Futurists boldly
acquired the name “Budetliane” (“Будетляне”: the Slavic – or perhaps Slavophil –
etymological equivalent of “Futurists”), published their own (partly life-creationist)
manifesto in December 1912, entitled “A Slap in the Face of Public Taste”
(“Пощечина общественному вкусу”), which was more or less dependant on the
Italian Futurist proclamations.227 The Russian Futurists explored a radical agenda in
their public activities, aimed at an “épater le bourgeois” mode of behavior. They
mocked and rejected the “holy icons” of Russian culture, such as Pushkin,
Dostoyevsky, and Tolstoy. Their attitude toward contemporary Russian Symbolist art
and poetry was similarly militant and hostile. Obviously, these avant-garde artists
were challenging the decadent Symbolists’ right to occupy the niche of public
attention and the general interest of the common people. Both the Russian and the
Italian Futurist poets rejected the conventionality of the “logical” sentence
construction and ordinary grammar with its transparent syntax. The Russian Futurists
(who later called themselves “Com-Futy” – Communists-futurists) intended to
integrate into the post-Revolutionary milieu and to produce new forms of art that
would answer the new demands of revolutionary daily life in the given period of
culture.
The other important Russian Avant-Garde movement was “Constructivism”.
This name had an obvious Latin root, and was meant to signify the life-creational
notion of “construction”, especially technical 228 productive creation. This was a
logical and “positive” development of the recurrent Modernist idea obliging the artist
224
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to “construct” art and to reconcile his art with his lifestyle. Constructivism as an
artistic and architectural movement was deeply influenced by European Cubism, and
simultaneously by Futurism; its symbolic origin may be traced to the year 1913 when
the revolutionary abstract “geometry-inspired” objects of Vladimir Tatlin were
created and the “Realistic Manifesto”229 appeared. Their passionate “futuristic”
admiration for machines and technology, functionalism, and all kinds of modern
industrial materials, such as newly invented plastic, steel, and glass, led them to be
called “engineers of art”. Subsequently the same metaphor was used when the Soviet
authors were designated as the “engineers of human souls” (relevant for the “lifebuilding” pathos of the nascent Soviet culture).230 Other important Contructivists
included the photographer and designer Alexander Rodchenko and the painter El
Lisitsky.231 As a recent study by Maria Gough232 has shown, one of the emphases of
this movement was on the new spatiality of forms, on merging artistic ideas with their
immediate real-life environment. It is important to mention here the general
“consumerist” (“utilisational,” “consumptionist”) aspects of Constructivism, the
natural parallels with the Bauhaus and De Stijl movements. The idea of total
“experimentation” pervades nearly every aspect of daily life in Soviet Moscow during
Constructivist times. The powerful concept of “zhiznestroitel’stvo” (“lifeconstruction”), a Constructivist notion (and generally “leftist”, as originated in Sergei
Tretiakov’s LEF organization and in the ideology of Osip Brik and Nikolai
Chuzhak),233 was succeeding the “decadent” (and therefore “bourgeois”)
“zhiznetvorchestvo” of the Symbolists. The new domain of the artist can be described
in terms of active and pragmatic concepts of life-construction such as “composition”,
“construction”, “faktura”, “tectonics”, “economy”, “modularity”, “purpose”,
“structure”, “function”, “production”, “creation process”, “object”, etc.234 One of the
major (though less celebrated) Constructivist activists, Nikolai Tarabukin, started a
characteristic discussion on the “ugliness” of ordinary Russian surroundings with
their traditional objects. Such objects did not have the right form, were not made of a
right material and were not quite functional. To replace the clumsiness of previous
Russian art design, Tarabukin suggested a new integrity and a genuine clarity, and,
above all, advocated a powerful functionality for every piece of art in the experience
of everyday life.235
An important avant-garde movement in Russia was “Suprematism”, one of the
first movements to advocate totally “formless” or purely geometrical abstraction in
painting. It was established by the prominent Russian (of Polish descent) painter and
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art theoretician Kazimir Malevich, around 1914.236 The Suprematist direction in the
Russian Avant-Garde seems, however, less relevant to the life-creational pattern that
interests us here. In the early 1920s the radical “ascetic” style, together with certain
other abstract trends in Russian art,237 was further popularized by Kandinsky and El
Lisitsky,who transposed it to Germany, particularly to the Bauhaus school.238 The
trends of Cubo-Futurism, Rayonism, Suprematism, Constructivism, Productivism,
Concretism, and Engineerism all reflected the turbulent community of the Russian
experimental artists. The preoccupation with the ideas of “total experimentation” and
of the profound reformation of life, shaped by the power of art, was the common
ground in all these Russian cultural currents.
2.0. Life-creation and self-fashioning
2.1. An interesting phenomenon in Russian Modernism
My aim here is to describe analytically the formal historical structure of the cultural
phenomenon of “zhiznetvorchestvo”, which I believe to be typical for the entire
period of Russian modernism.239 The Russian Symbolist Decadents and their
successors in the Avant-Garde extended the existing Western (mostly French and
English) aesthetic paradigms of what I’d like to term a “new somatics” that was
focused on building up the “Homo Somatikos”240 of their own culture.241 The
dynamic self-fashioning characteristic of this phenomenon (Modernist life-creation)
blurs the familiar traditional boundaries between the body and the text.242 This is why
in recent scholarship it is studied not only in literary history and theory but also from
the perspectives of philosophy,243 cultural studies,244 and art history.245
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In Russian Modernism there was an unprecedented interpenetration of social
and cultural reality, on the one hand, and the personal biographies and identities of
writers and artists on the other. In a deliberately conscious way, writers and poets of
the period tried to adapt their lives to already existing models or else created new,
original biographies – highly aestheticized “artists’ lives” – both in their works and in
their real lives. Many of them considered their own lives as actual works of art,
dressing in a particular way and changing the places they lived into a kind of
theatrical “stages”. Such behavioral patterns may be described in the context of the
semiotic idea of universal “play” as a fundamental cultural concept (cf. Johan
Huizinga). This implied an idea of the total theatricality that utilizes performative and
theatrical “masks” and of a turbulent aesthetic of the “private theater” (as developed
by N.N. Evreinov),246 and some related issues.
I propose to approach the semiotic nature of symbolist and avant-garde lifecreation in accordance with its most characteristic way of constructing literary texts.
This way of constructing literary texts can be represented by the concept of the
“plastic gesture”247 (“пластический жест”), which suggests the possibility of the
creation of a novel, unique modernist poetics.
In the context of the “plastic gesture,” two proponents of Russian Modernism
in general (and of Symbolism in particular) deserve special attention – Alexander
Blok and Andrei Belyi. The former forms a bridge to the romantic tradition, much in
the same way that Baudelaire was a romanticist while at the same time an important
part of the modernist canon. The latter – Belyi – already anticipates (and, in many
ways, transcends) the characteristic achievements of the Avant-Garde: his prose is
often almost more radical than that of the majority of the Avant-Garde writers –
consider, for instance, his works Glossolalia, The Christened Chinaman, Kotik
Letaev, and Masks, to name but a few. It cannot be denied, however, that both Blok
and Belyi belong wholly to the Russian Symbolist literary canon, and specifically to
its so-called younger generation. Especially characteristic of the work of these two
authors is the semiotically rich “plastic gesture” that transcends traditional textual
boundaries. In his article “A Semiotic Radical of Blok’s Semantics”
(“Семиотический радикал блоковской семантики”), Savely Senderovich observes:
“A sign is viewed as a gesture, resulting in three corollaries with major semantic
244
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significance. First, it is produced by a persona, and not necessarily a human one: it
can be an esoteric, mystical entity perceived as a person or personified as an
element… This means that a sign is seen as the means of a living, active
communicational strategy. Second, a sign has a dynamic character – it appears and
vanishes, one needs to wait for it patiently and grasp it; its existence is closely
associated with time, often as brief as a moment. Third, it exists in the visual modality
– all the characteristics of its appearance are visual. In this sense, a sign is the
opposite of a spoken word and is akin to a pregnant silence. Hence it is challenging, if
it is possible at all, to translate it into natural language”.248
Senderovich aptly points out that Blok often rhymes znak – “sign” – with zlak
– “grain” (злаки also mean cereals). Grain is the manifestation of the earth-based, so
to say “terrestrial” life of a sign, its final crown, as well as its primordial symbolic
origin:
“The silence of the dying grain
Is but a joyous time:
A dream where everything is a sign
That this day will pass as the one before.
“Stir a stalk of dewy grain,
Open your dead eye,
And give me a quiet sign.” 249
Speaking on Blok’s use of tropes in this respect Senderovich continues in his
observation: “As we can see, maki (“poppies”) and zlaki (“grains”) are not at all
interchangeable – for one thing, they belong in different contexts: poppies are being
set aflame (beginning to bloom), while grains wilt (die down). This pair of motifs
reveals one of the inner dualities of Blok’s ‘sign’: its ability to both provide a subtle
reference to some ancient secret and to aggressively impose dreadful apocalyptic
revelations. Nevertheless, even in the latter function the sign retains its mysterious
esoteric character: ‘Not everyone was reading / The signs at dawn’. In general, no two
signs are alike: while sharing many other common features, signs can play two roles,
as though oscillating between the two. Changing the motifs (maki – zlaki) within a
248

“<….>Знак мыслится как жест, из чего вытекают три следствия обширного
смыслообразующего значения. Во-первых его производит личность, не обязательно это
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Эта светлая в мире пора:
Сон, заветных исполненный знаков,
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“Шевельни смолистый злак.
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single semantic paradigm means a partial change in the semantic functions: different
situations call for different elements of the paradigm”.250
The “sign” in Blok’s texts is a sui generis, self-sufficient, and independently
acting “character.” Especially important is its “plasticity”, its transcendent capacity to
belong in “two worlds,” and its overall existential ambivalence. The inner dichotomy
of a symbolic “literary gesture” as a “sign” is vividly represented in Blok’s texts.
2.2. Yuri Lotman, the (Moscow) Tartu school of semiotics, and the cultural “text
of behaviour”
The Tartu-based school of semiotics, which originated under the guidance of the late
Yuri Lotman, extensively studied the relevant sign-structures and hidden meanings in
authorial behaviour. Lotman proposes to deal with a person’s “cultural biography” as
if it were a common sign-system or, more concretely, a “text” sui generis. In trying to
grasp this phenomenon, only certain specific considerations can be formulated with
regard to unique cultural “heroes”, such as “codes of conduct”, “reputation”, and the
“writer’s biography”. All of these characteristics are bound by their direct relation to
the way the creative construction of the author’s personal image is being achieved
(self-built). These various creative “literary masks” were very popular among the
Russian writers and artists that interest me here.
In her article “The Idea of Text and Symbolist Aesthetics” (“Понятие текста
и символистская эстетика”), Zara G. Mintz justly argues that ideas about the nature
of the literary text occupy a special place in the views and creative work of the
Russian symbolists.251 She dwells upon the concept of an inclusive “holistic” sort of
text that has several distinctive features or “properties”. Being loosely associated with
the “outer world” these properties are “imputed to reality itself”. The what she calls
“Universal Text” is realized in both the “texts of life” and in “artistic texts”.
In Mintz’ theory, the Universal Text and the personal texts of art are
harmoniously correlated. She was one of the first scholars to notice that the Symbolist
“picture of the world” is always constructed from two divergent tendencies. One of
these tendencies consists of the establishment of a “system of antitheses” that
organize the world in terms of space, value, and so on, and the other is directed at
reconciling opposites and establishing “a universal isophormism among all of the
phenomena of life”.252 She quoted Blok’s meaningful description of the universe as
250

“… маки и злаки отнюдь не взаимозаменимы; они принадлежат в одном отношении
противоположным контекстам: маки разгораются (расцветают), злаки увядают (угасают). Эта
пара мотивов обнажает одну из внутренних двойственностей блоковского знака: его
способность то привлекать внимание едва различимым намеком к далекой тайне, то агрессивно
навязывать страшные апокалипсические пророчества. Впрочем, и в последней функции знак не
теряет своего тайного характера, своей эзотеричности:
Но не все читали
Заревые знаки....
И вообще, нет двух типов знаков: обладая всеми прочими общими признаками, знаки могут
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“the world full of correlations”.253 Mintz’ important notion of the Symbolist world,
taken as an “art-like” text in general, explains well the origin of the symbolist idea of
“life-building”. According to the scholar the idea of life-building combines “naïve
utopianism” with the “pathos of the harmonious persona, historicism and the
preservation of culture”. 254
The semiotics of some peculiar forms of “masked behaviour” will frame my
discussion of the Lebenskunst of Russian Modernist authors. A theoretical text by
Lotman and Piatigorsky that deals with the functionality of the text and the related
mechanisms of the “signs of culture” 255 has described the primary semiotic rules
responsible for the management of cultural fashions and corresponding behaviour.
The degree of operational semiosis may vary considerably among self-conscious
individuals engaged in the aesthetic creation of their specific “life-texts”. In their
treatise on the corresponding problem Lotman and Uspensky observed: “When we
speak of the semiotics of behaviour we might have in mind, on the one hand, the
creation of some ‘behavioural text’, which functions as a meaningful sign in relation
to some other text, or, on the other hand, gives thoughtful recognition of certain
empirical phenomena (of our environment) as sign-constructions”.256 According to
the scholars, this particularly pertains to any conventional sign-system or to any
separate reality that in its turn determines the concrete meaning of these phenomena.
In each case, we are entitled to speak “about the two models of semiotic behaviour:
pro-creational and analytical. In both types the semiotics of behaviour might vary
considerably among the different living personalities”.257
The semiotic nature of one’s behavior depends, therefore, on the culturally
suggestive way in which this type of “text” is perceived by much of the potential
audience of the cultural hero. In the “real time” of this specifically occurring
behaviour, its “reception” and “perception” turn out to be possibly as meaningful as
the “action” itself. The way the mask is perceived by its audience is equally as
important as the author’s original intention. The principal point is, accordingly,
whether the “mask” and its creator can be perceived adequately and correctly.
According to most researchers, Symbolist life-creation was based on Western
prototypes and examples. The decadent style of writing and living was implanted in
Russian soil after it had achieved a certain level beyond which it could no longer
253
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256
“Говоря о семиотичности поведения, мы можем иметь в виду, с одной стороны, порождение
некоторого текста поведения, который выступает как знаковый по отношению к некоторому
другому тексту, или, с другой стороны, осмысление каких-то явлений действительности
(вообще - явлений окружающего мира) как знаковых”. See Пятигорский, Успенский 1967: 1920.
257
“…о порождающей и аналитической моделях семиотического поведения. И в том, и в ином
случае семиотичность поведения может быть существенно различной у разных индивидов..”.
See: Ibid.
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grow, making its further development difficult. The elements of life-creating practice
can be demonstrated in a large number of examples involving numerous figures of
Western art.
When debating the various biographical “constructs” (the so-called “texts of
life”), I would like to point out a particular type of original source – specifically,
diary prose – and connect this with the theory of memoir writing. In this context
mention can be made of diarists as Lidia Ginzburg, Petr Zaionchkovsky, Vladimir
Drobizhev, Andrei Tartakovsky, as well as of the theoreticians Boris Tomashevsky
and Boris Eichenbaum, who were the first in their time to recognize the importance of
the “biographical element” in the study of literature.258 Equally important is Yuri
Tynyanov’s concept of “literary persona”.259
In the West, the subject of “memoirist discourse” has been extensively
studied. Hundreds of titles have been written on the subject. In Russia the notion of
“human document”260 has been developed by Lidia Ginzburg. Presently “egodocuments” are studied as a part of the rapidly growing interdisciplinary field of
cultural narratology. A group led by the Moscow researcher Vitaly Bezrogov is
investigating the gender semantics of ego-documents.261
2.3. The problem of “myth” and “mask”: types of conscience vs. cultural
semiotics of behavior
Lotman and Uspensky argued that the self-apperception of each concrete
authorial/masked deed (“event” or “action”) is dependent upon the way the particular
individual perceives his own “I” (“собственное я”) and how he/she is engaged in the
self-modelling process of “mask-creation”. The authors give a good deal of thought to
the importance of “mask-conscience” (“сознание маски”) in any process of the
author’s self-communication in his various environments. In this process “external
perception” is of crucial importance. The Soviet semioticians believed that, “the
characteristics of different types of behaviour are controlled by a distinctive
258

See, respectively Гинзбург 1977; Тартаковский 1980; Дробижев 1987-1994; Зайончковский
1976-1989; Томашевский 1923; Эйхенбаум 1927(1976). For the debate on “memoirist” and
biography-centred types of discourse as applied to the study of ‘life-creation’, see the preceding
chapter. The field of “life-writing” is examined in many interesting works. See passim: Abbott 1984;
Swindells 1995; See also the Russian sources introduced and discussed in Гинзбург 1977: 27-109;
Житомирская 1976; Беленький 1998. See also: Church 1995; Marcus 1994. It is also important to
note the emergence of the “new public sphere” in the period directly preceding Modernism. The figure
of the manipulative “Salon Hostess” is highly important for this debate, transforming the “private
letter” to play a key role in this new societal development (see the contribution of Jürgen Habermas
(1991)). The image of the “letter-writing lady”, the salon or bohemian type of person, seems to be
applicable to such life-creational figurines of Russian Modernism as Cherubina de Gabriac, Zinaida
Gippius (indeed, a classic “Salon Hostess”), Nina Petrovskaia, Margarita Voloshina, Anastasia
Verbitskaia, Anna Mar, Nina Khabias, Irina Serpinskaia, and many others. For this particular topic see
the collection of essays rendered in Elizabeth Eger (2001). One might also consult: L’Épistolaire, un
genre féminin? (Planté 1998). See also (passim) Jensen 1995; Dowling 1991; and De Pree 1998. The
Russian context of this topic is studied in the monograph by Maarten Fraanje (2001); see also the
valuable monograph by William Mills Todd III (1999).
259
See: Тынянов 1977: 118-123. Consult also the essay by Irina Paperno. (Paperno 2004: 561-573).
260
See the reference above on the French historical provenance of this term.
261
For the bibliography of the debate on this topic, see the previous chapter.
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dependence on a concrete individual”. From their point of view, it was “also evident
that self-understanding, i.e., the comprehending of one’s own ‘I’, is determining the
general sphere where all the areas of analytical behaviour and, moreover, the
generation of this behaviour are intersecting and complementing one another”. 262
According to this view, the degree “of self-awareness” may vary considerably from
the point of view of a third observer and that of the second or the first. They defined
the semiotic nature of this process of the virtual construction of the “I”-image which
“gives its foremost explication in the problem of the ‘mask’”.263
The heterogeneous nature of the mask issue is important for a proper
understanding of the essence of Russian life-creation. The duality of the mask and its
complex archaic structure should be noted in connection with the mystical interests of
certain Russian cultural heroes of the Silver Age.
The importance of an indigenous “mask” rests on how the person’s solid selfimage can thereby be created: “Evidently, the ‘mask’ is needed by an individual, first
of all, in order to create a stable image of its own ‘I’ (in communication with itself
and with others. The ‘mask’, therefore, functions as a sort of stabilized static image,
that hides the constantly occurring changes of the ‘I’, just as a once and forever, in
endless repetitions, fixed ritual is an image that stabilizes the constantly changing
behaviour of a person and of the collective”.264
Because of this, the mask is used to maintain the generic energy and “statics”
of any particular “creative I” of a living author. This complex of ideas has much to
do with the problem of the “character” or, to be more specific – that of an author
acting as a character. 265 Whatever their specific identity might be, creative masks
usually hark back to the primordial or archaic times when they initially appeared. A
paramount role of the mask is to give a sense of continuity between the present and
the mythical beginnings of time, which is especially important for cultures with no
written history. The characters “played” are also prescribed by historic tradition, and
they enact certain roles to construct an artificial, genre-centered, fictitious plot. As we
know, the mask as a device for theatrical performance first emerged in Western
civilization in the religious practices of ancient Greece. For the study of Russian
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“Очевидно, между тем, что характеристики той или другой разновидности поведения
находятся в определенной зависимости от индивида. Очевидно и то, что именно
самовосприятие, т. е. восприятие собственного ‘я’, составляет ту область, где сферы
аналитического поведения и порождения поведения пересекаются и взаимно дополняют друг
друга”. See Пятигорский, Успенский 1967: 19-20.
263
“…степень семиотичности при само-моделировании образа ‘я’… выражается в проблеме
‘маски’...”. See: Ibid: 20.
264
“...Очевидно, ‘маска’ нужна индивиду прежде всего для того, чтобы создать фиксированный
образ своего ‘я’ (в коммуникации с самим собой или с другими). ‘Маска’ таким образом,
выступает как некоторый стабилизированный статический образ, скрывающий постоянно
совершающиеся изменения самого ‘я’ человека, подобно тому, как раз и навсегда
зафиксированный в бесконечных повторениях ритуал, обряд является образом,
стабилизирующим постоянно изменяющееся внешнее поведение человека и коллектива”. See:
Ibid.
265
On the interesting topic of “becoming a character” in the ethnographical drama, see:
Philipp Zarrilli’s essay “What does it mean to become a character?” (1990: 131-148).
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Symbolism (Viacheslav Ivanov, particularly) it could have been interesting to pay
attention to the cultic worship of Dionysus.266
The participants of the mystery (or Dionysian orgy) were attempting to
impersonate the deity by donning goatskins and consuming wine as well as using
“speaking” masks meant to portray Dionysus. The mask-identity, therefore, had a
high religious significance. The ceremony served the purpose of making the god more
“manifest”.267 The masked participant was inspired to speak in first person narrative,
traditionally starting in the very first act of the drama. The ritual drama in ancient
Greece manifested itself in highly formalized theatrical representations.268 The
original Greek mask seems to have been designed, as to, most literally, “throw the
voice” into the engaged public by means of a primitive built-in “megaphone” device,
in order to make clear at a distance the precise nature of the impersonated character.
These “playful” and life-inventing qualities of mask-behaviour (which accentuated
what Nikolai Evreinov characterized as the “theatrical instinct”)269 have been
particularly significant for Russian Lebenskunst.270
This notion of the personal (archaic) mask is relevant in the context of
Lotman’s article “The Decembrist in everyday life. Day-to-day behavior as a
historical and psychological category” (“Декабрист в повседневной жизни.
Бытовое поведение как историко-психологическая категория”), which postulates
complex relations between the “deed” (“поступок”) and its author. Lotman’s analysis
provides a basic framework for the examination of “meaningful elements” in personal
behaviour, i.e. in what way they can be considered as elements of Lebenskunst.
According to Lotman, the Decembrists used “private biography” as a form of “myth
creation”, leading to “texts of behaviour”. Lotman spoke of a certain “hierarchy” of
meaningful elements of behaviour, which forms a kind of sequence: “gesture –
>action –>text of behaviour”.271 The latter should be understood as a complete “chain
of the ‘sensible actions’ between intention and result”. Lotman believed that in the
real behaviour of people, complex and dominated by countless factors, the resulted
“texts of behaviour” may remain constantly unfinished, gradually change into new
ones, or mix with parallel ones. Accordingly, on the level of “ideal understanding” of
one’s behaviour, these always form sensible and complete narratives. Lotman
asserted that on the level of actions each text of behaviour corresponds with a
“specific program of behaviour” on the “level of intentions”.272
266
Relevant examples of the Russian Silver Age performative theory, the theatricalization of life that
relied on ancient and archaic models are: Иванов 1994 and Евреинов 1923.
267
On the various religious aspects of archaic masks, see (passim): Lommel 1972; Löhrer 1927(1968);
Pernet 1992; Emigh 1996; Napier 1986.
268
On the phenomenon of theatricality in Ancient Greece, see the following general surveys: Green
1994; Aylen 1985; Dobrov 2001; Sommerstein 2002; Lonsdale 1993.
269
See Evreinov’s programmatic essay “The instinct of theatricality” (“Инстинкст театральности”),
republished in a recent collection of his texts (Евреинов 2002: 39-48); On this topic see also ГалоциКомьяти 1989: 393-402; Утехин 2001: 80-84; and Sharon Marie Carnicke (see Carnicke 1989: 5-29).
270
In 1926, theatre-goers in the United States witnessed a memorable use of masks in The Great God
Brown, by American dramatist Eugene O’Neill, wherein actors wore masks on their faces to indicate
changes in the internal and external lives of their invented characters. On the concept of the “literary”
and “dramatic” mask in Bakhtinian theory, see: Осьмухина 1997: 119-127.
271
See: Лотман 1992-1993: 307.
272
See: Лотман 1992-1993: 307.
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Lotman’s idea of “gesture” deserves special attention. He uses this idea in
order to understand the initial state of a “cultural event” and, as its result, the
“behavioural text”. The appropriate “siuzhet” (“story” or “plot”) of a person’s selffashioning is behaviour. This “siuzhet” is crucial for conceptualising human
behaviour and understanding its semiotic structure. What is important from the
perspective of Lebenskunst research is the fact that Lotman’s theory denies the simple
dichotomy of fiction and empirical reality. In literature the sign-levels of the “actual”
and the “possible” can exist simultaneously.273
Important for an adequate description of the “texts of culture” is the
opposition between “myth” and “narrative”, a problem not neglected by the MoscowTartu structuralists. Lotman and Boris Uspensky have devoted 274 much attention to
this topic when they defined this opposition as “descriptive versus mythological
depiction” (“дескриптивное vs. мифологическое описание”), or, put differently,
descriptive narrative versus mythological narrative. By “descriptive” they mean the
so-called metalanguage (as in experimental Modernist “literature about literature”),
whereas “mythological” (in addition to this meta-textual function) is intended to
designate some other text dealing with the same object by certain auxiliary means.275
Lotman and Uspensky believed that the described object and the describing
meta-text belong to the same language. A mythological description is principally
monolinguistic, “the objects of this world are described by means of this same world,
are built in the same way”.276 Reflecting on these notions, they have postulated the
idea of the existence of a mono-linguistic character of a primary “mythological
narrative”, which offers a foundation for many further scholarly elaborations of
aesthetic or “creational” philosophies of culture or art.
The Moscow-Tartu semiologists insisted on the peculiar “poly-linguistic”
nature of the non-mythological variants found in any narrative description and its
direct relationship to the idea of mere technical “translation”. According to them, the
“non-mythological description” is, in a certain sense, poly-linguistic. The reference to
a meta-language constitutes an important link to another language (either a purely
abstract one or a foreign language: what is important here is the process of
translation-interpretation itself). Accordingly, sometimes the understanding is, in one
way or another, connected with translation (in the widest sense of the word), in other
cases with “recognition” and “identification”. Lotman and Uspensky asserted that in
the case of the descriptive texts the information is generally defined by means of
translation and vice versa. They also suggest that “in the mythological texts, however,
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The central paradigm of Modernist Lebenskunst is preoccupied with creating a certain type of “neomythological” texts and developing the new modes of consciousness assumed by the many Silver Age
authors See, for instance, Минц 2004-б: 59-95; and also: Фараджев 2000.
274
See: Лотман, Успенский 1973: 282-293.
275
On the philosophical problems consanguine to “meta-text”, see contributions in Couture, Nielsen
1993.
276
“…предметы этого мира описываются через такой же мир, построенный таким же образом”.
See: Лотман, Успенский 1973: 282.
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it is a question of transformation of objects, and the correct understanding of those
texts is, accordingly, connected with the understanding of this transformation”.277
The methodological and theoretical considerations have led the Tartu
semioticians to deal more closely with the complex aesthetic and social functions
related to biographies of leading Russian authors. As Lotman has shown in his essay
“Literary biography in cultural context. Toward a typological correlation of the text
and the author’s identity” (“Литературная биография в историко-культурном
контексте. К типологическому соотношению текста и личности автора”),
Pushkin’s biography in particular has played a tremendous role in Russian culture.
For Pushkin the creation of a biography became the object of the same constant,
focused effort as his “literary” work. According to Lotman, the writer’s right to a
biography was somehow “earned by Pushkin” and was gradually “accepted by early
nineteenth century readers”. This process meant public recognition of the “word as
act” and also created the idea “that the most important thing in literature is not
necessarily the literature itself, but rather that the author’s biography which is
sometimes more important than his work”.278
Lotman believed that this condition somehow “forced” the author to realize in
his life what he preaches in his art, and also connected all these issues with a deeplyrooted national tradition. This tradition meant “setting the writer apart from all other
artists”, entitling him to the right to a biography. It also created a notion that this
“biography should be equivalent to a hagiography, prompted by the fact that in postPetrine Russia, writers occupied a place which in the previous era was reserved for
saints, preachers, holy men, and martyrs”.279 Lotman focuses on the primary
importance of studying an author’s biography in order to gain a coherent and potent
understanding of a literary artefact.280 This newly-born critical tradition of
researching an author’s biography alongside the “literary byt” is very important in
understanding the life-creation phenomena in its totality.281
277

“… в мифологических текстах речь идет о трансформации объектов, и понимание этих
текстов связано, следовательно, с пониманием процессов этой трансформации”. See Лотман,
Успенский 1973: 283.
278
“…представление о том, что в литературе самое важное, не литература собственно, и что
биография писателя в некоторых отношениях важнее чем его творчество”. See Лотман 19921993-а.: 374.
279
“…эта биография должна быть житием подвижника, что связано с тем, что в культуре
послепетровской России писатель занял то место, которое предшествующий исторический этап
отводил святому, проповеднику, подвижнику, мученику”. See Лотман 1992-1993-а.: 374.
280
This idea relied on some relevant assumptions developed by Russian Formalists as Eikhenbaum,
Tomashevsky, Vinokur and (partially) Tynianov.
281
The importance of biography and the “human document” (“человеческий документ”) is evident in
the Russian critical tradition from the younger Formalists to Lidia Ginzburg. This concept should be
differentiated from the now-popular term “egodocument”. In contrast to the newer term, document
humain (as first coined in 1876 by Edmond de Goncourt) had certain specific distinguishing features of
its historical usage. In La Faustin (1882), de Goncourt asserted his personal “copyright” to this
particular expression, which was a sort of “formulaic” definition to be applied to his entire literary
school, that is, to the trend of “naturalism” that was striving to replace the earlier “Romanticism.” In
fact, de Goncourt essentially regarded “his” literary domain as the “school of the document humain.”
Accordingly, arranging “collections of human documents” was prescribed to be virtually the only
trustworthy approach for literary creation. Émile Zola was further developing this notion, and in his
1880 “Le roman expérimental” he articulated his vision of naturalism and the naturalistic novel with
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As Lotman justly stresses, in post-Petrine Russia the concrete life example of a
poet (or any other cultural figure) was just as important as that of a religious prophet
or spiritual leader whose personal behavioural example was worthy of imitation. In
the same article, Lotman characteristically quotes from the poet-Decembrist Ryleev
(a friend of Pushkin): “The saintly, sacerdotal posture of a singer / He must redeem
by active deed” (“Святой, высокий сан певца / Он делом оправдать обязан”).282
This “by active deed” (“делом”) evidently referred to “real life”, with its
biographical details. In Western scholarship these issues were addressed by, among
others, the literary historian Lawrence Lipking and Gregory Freidin in his book on
Mandelstam.283 In her study Death in quotation marks, Svetlana Boym compares
Russian Modernist quests for “life-building” and “death-planning” with those of their
Western counterparts.284
2.4. Philosophical and historical religious parallels of the “word/text as body”
problem
The study of the problems raised by the dichotomist symbiosis text/body has a rather
long tradition. The question arises: how can a discourse on “somatics of the word” be
possible in the light of humanistic concepts, in the context of either the intellectual or
folklore-oriented spiritual aspirations of an individual? According to the ethnologist
Albert Baiburin, the word is somatic by definition: “its initial locus is a body, it is
born out of a body and back into [a body] it returns”.285 Actually, according to sacral
“folk knowledge”, the logos/word is an inherent, physically tangible aspect of reality:
in particular, it is absolutely indispensable for incantations and sorcery rituals. A
word can be “digestible” as corporeal predicate: in Slavic folklore, verbal empirics is
favoured with an astonishingly “tactile”, somatic attitude from the immediate
“producers of discourse” – that is, the “primary craftsmen of the word”, the people
themselves, the “Adamic potters’ of the vessels of language”. Baiburin maintains that
the word penetrates the body “in any case”, “but not necessarily through the ears; a
peculiar word seeks a peculiar path. <…> The most widespread method is
swallowing (drinking) [the word], letting it into oneself in a literal sense. In this way
(through the mouth) a person acquires knowledge and skills”.286 Even one’s thoughts
this concept in mind. He further refined his aesthetic views on the “human document” in “Les
romanciers naturalistes” (“The Naturalist Novelists”, 1881). It is noteworthy that Zola had personally
visited the locations in which the action of his books took place, closely observed life in them, and
took copious notes. Zola’s concept of “naturalistic” theatre is also of great importance here, as it
emphasizes the notion of the document humain. The text of “Le naturalisme au théâtre: les théories et
les exemples” (1881) is available in the Universal Electronic Library: http://bibliotheq.net/emile-zola/lenaturalisme-au-theatre/index.html and http://www.philol.msu.ru/~forlit/Pages/Biblioteka_Zola_Naturalisme.htm
282

See: Лотман 1992-1993-а.: 375.
See, respectively: Lipking 1981; Freidin 1987.
284
See: Boym 1991.
285
“Cлово по определению телесно: его исходным локусом является тело, оно рождается из тела
и в него же и возвращается”. See: Байбурин 2005: 102.
286
“Cлово в любом случае входит в тело, но необязательно через уши; особое слово требует
особого пути. <...> наиболее распространенным способом является его [слова – D.I..]
проглатывание (выпивание), пропускание через себя в буквальном смысле. Таким образом
(через рот) человек обретает знания и умения”. See: Байбурин 2005: 106.
283
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“can be swallowed”. In this respect, fairly characteristic is the following comment of
a woman performing an incantation: I have eaten myself what I’ve thought, I have
eaten it myself [‘Russian Incantations of Karelia’, 2001, No,108].287 To initiate into
sorcery, “the sorcerer takes you to the bathhouse at dawn; he asks, it will leap out, the
frog; this frog you must swallow into yourself. <…> That is, in order to obtain the
sorcerer’s knowledge it’s necessary to eat something, too (in this case, a frog). It’s
indicative that in folk riddles a book is described in culinary terms: One had cooked
it, another had poured it, eat as much as you can but for the eager lot it will still last”.
[An obvious allusion to “The Revelation” – D.I.] Apparently, “the culinary code is
optimal for the description of such concepts as word and knowledge in folk culture.
Judging by the comments to incantations and medicine texts, word can be digested in
a tactile way”.288
The problem of the “shell” in the context of a text’s living reality, assimilating
a verbal construct to a somatic one, was partially elaborated in Ilya Utekhin’s essay
“Semiotics of skin in the East-Slavic folk culture” (“К семиотике кожи в
восточнославянской традиционной культуре”). There emerge intriguing references
to the notion of “colour” and, literally, its “physical carriers”, its sensually tangible
incarnations: “The normal colour of skin is white: compare the recurrent formula of a
‘white body’, from an incantation recorded in the twentieth century: and let the body
be white as white paper, and let the body be white as white bone, and let the body be
white as white snow. Amen! The anomaly of skin coverlets looks and is perceived
first and foremost as change of colour, in a literal sense, florescence of skin. It is
interesting to recall that Alexander of Aphrodisias, as is well known, compares an
animated soul, growing and withering, altering its flesh, with a leather hose
(σωληνος) through which liquids flow… When the matter flowing through the body
wanes, eidos by this matter lessens like a hose’s external shape, and vice versa”.289
The main issues of the analytical attitude toward the “human shell” (human
somatic identity), and of the organisation and articulation of certain intellectual
287

Quoted: Ibid.
“Проглотить можно даже собственные мысли. В этом отношении характерен комментарий
исполнительницы заговора : сама съела то, что подумала, сама и съела. [Русские заговоры
Карелии, 2001, № 108]. При посвящении в колдовство : колдун ведет тебя в баню на зори, он
просит, она выскочит, скакуха, эту скакуху нужно проглотить в себя. <…> Т.е. для получения
колдовского знания тоже необходимо что-то съесть (в данном случае лягушку). Показательно,
что в народных загадках книга описывается в кулинарных терминах: Один заварил, другой
налил, сколько не хлебай, а на любцю артель еще станет.<…> Видимо, кулинарный код
является оптимальным для описания таких концептов, как слово и знание в народной культуре.
Судя по комментариям к заговорам и медицинским текстам, слово может быть усвоено
тактильным путем”. See: Байбурин 2005: 107.
289
“Нормальный цвет кожи – белый, ср. устойчивая формула ‘белое тело’; из изговора,
записанного в ХХ веке: и будь тело бело как белая бумага, и будь тело бело как белая кость, и
будь тело бело как белый снег. Аминь! Аномалия кожных покровов и выглядит и
воспринимается прежде всего как изменение цвета, в буквальном смысле цветение кожи.
Интересно припомнить, что еще Александр Афродисийский, как известно, сравнивает
одушевленное тело, растущее и усыхающее, меняющее свою плоть, с кожаным шлангом,
кишкой (σωληνος), через которую течет жидкость... Когда материи, протекающей через тело,
делается меньше, эйдос при материи умаляется, подобно внешней форме кишки, и наоборот”.
See Утехин 2005: 122; see also Петров 2005: 590.
288
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reflections in regard to the problems it raises, were not at all “invented” by modern
science290 or Western philosophy of the “somatic” Early Modern Age, from René
Descartes to Maurice Merleau-Ponty. The implications of somatics were allotted
philosophical attention in Antiquity and Early Christianity. Interesting in this context
are, besides the ideas by Plato and Aristotle, the opinions of Saint Augustine and
especially of Plotinus, whose views had been in many respects formed and codified as
a result of these thinkers’ polemics with the “corporeal negation” of Gnosticism,
which was quite influential at the time. The extraordinary importance of somatics in
Gnosticism (as well as in the “heretical” systems adjoining it) is widely known.291 In
the context of the “heretical discourse” of late Antiquity, many texts by Origen,292
directly dedicated to this theme, are especially important. According to a
contemporary Russian scholar who dealt with ancient religious traditions in this
context, V.V. Petrov, in Origen’s oeuvre we come across actual philosophical topics
such as: “somatic eidos”, “seminal Logos”, “chariot of the soul”, “flesh of the World”
etc..293
Origen’s understanding of the soul as a corporeal being is reminiscent of
“verbal substance”. The antinomy of a soul and a word in the broad paradigm of
somatics is manifested as an essential contradiction between the “incorporeal” nature
of the soul (as well as of text, that is, of a to-be-named word) and the reality of its
“embodiment” in the pragmatic circumstances of life. Petrov remarks that a soul is
incorporeal by its nature and invisible, nevertheless almost always abides in corporeal
location, having each time a physical corpus appropriate to the nature of this location
(he mentions the tractate “Against Celsus”). Sometimes, Petrov observes, the soul
rejects the body it needed before since it ceased to correspond to its altered state and
replaces it with another, and sometimes “accepts a second body, in addition to the
previous one”.294 Remarkable, too, is the description of the neutralization of a
corporeal substrate during the apocalyptic End of Times, when there will be no more
“bodies of flesh” in the mundane, physical sense, when Astral Ether and its
projections will dominate Space. Petrov observes that in the “‘Commentary to the
Gospel of Matthew’ (Commentarium in evangelium Matthaei) Origen writes that,
after the resurrection from the dead, bodies of the just well become like those of
angels – like an ether light-being and radiance. One’s attention is attracted here by the
word ‘light-being’ [αύγοειδές], which is a technical philosophical term applied by the
Platonists to the pneumatic body of the soul or, more specifically, to the pneumatic
chariot, the carrier of the soul”.295 Return to Heaven (transition from an earthly body
into incorporeal state), doesn’t happen all of a sudden.
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For recent Russian examples of cultural research dealing with the problems of somatics and the
body in the traditional Slavic world, see in general: Быховская 2000; Мазалова 2001; Кабакова 2001.
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For preliminary information on the subject, see such surveys as: Heimerl 2003; BeDuhn 2002. For
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Origen of Alexandria (185 - 254 A.D.) (In Greek: Ōrigénēs).
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“…в сочинениях Оригена мы встречаем темы современной ему философии – ‘соматический
эйдос’, ‘семенной логос’, ‘колесница души’, ‘обогневение мира’ и проч…”. See Петров 2005:
577.
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See: Петров 2005: 578.
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“В ‘Комментарии на Ев.Матфея’ (Commentarium in evangelium Matthaei) Ориген пишет, что
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сиянием. Обращает на себя внимание слово ‘световидный’ [αύγοειδές], которое является
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According to Petrov, it’s impossible to get rid of a corporeal garment
(“indumentum corporeum”) at once, and corporeal nature is being withheld gradually.
Therefore, “the deceased appear in the guise similar to that which they had while in
flesh. After the departure from an earthly body, and still before resurrection, the soul
“possesses a certain body”. After death, but before the resurrection of bodies, the
soul, abides in a light-being body (just as bodies of angels in heavens are ethereal and
are light-being). Jesus’ body, soon after the resurrection, when he appeared before
His disciples and Thomas put his finger between His ribs (John, 20: 19-28), was in a
sort of an intermediate position between the solid body He had before the suffering
and the state the soul acquires after having departed from this body. Afterwards,
Jesus’ flesh altered its state and became such as to abide in the ether and above the
ether”.296
The importance of this extensive quotation about the special virtues of
Christ’s flesh lies in the concept of Jesus taken to be the incarnated Word, that is,
Divine Logos sent down to Earth. Any discussion touching on the complicated
interrelations between somatics and the paradigm of “word/text” interacting with it,
should take account of Origen’s original ideas. As Origen observes in his
fundamental treatise “De origine”: “Our bodies fall as seeds into the ground. Inherent
to these bodies is logos (‘insita ratio’) containing corporeal essence. Even if these
bodies have died, dissolved and dispersed, this very ‘λόγος’ that is always preserved
in corporeal essence will, obeying God’s will, raise them up from the ground, renew
and restore them, just like strength (‘virtus’) inherent to a wheat grain, after its decay
and death renews and restores grains within the body of stem and ear”.297
Similar ideas we find in the words of Apostle Paul in the New Testament (1
Cor. 15:44): “It is sown a natural body; it is raised a spiritual body”. Just before that
(15:38-39) he says: “And what you sow is not the body which is to be, but a bare
kernel, perhaps of wheat or of some other grain. But God gives it a body as he has
chosen, and to each kind of seed, its own body. For not all flesh is alike, but there is
one kind for men, another for animals, another for birds, and another for fish. There
are celestial bodies and there are terrestrial bodies; but the glory of the celestial is
техническим философским термином, прилагавшимся платониками к пневматическому телу
души или, более узко, к пневматической колеснице носителю души”. See: Петров 2005: 579.
296
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природа упраздняется постепенно. Поэтому умершие являются в облике, подобном тому, какой
они имели во плоти. При отделении от земного тела и еще прежде воскресенья... душа имеет
некое тело. После смерти, но до самого воскресения тел, душа обитает в световидном теле (так
и тела ангелов на небе эфирны и суть световидный свет. И тело Иисуса вскоре после
воскресения, когда он являлся ученикам и Фома вложил перст в его ребра (Ин. 20: 19-28),
занимало как бы середину между тем плотным телом, какое он имел до страдания, и тем
состоянием, в каком душа является по отделении от этого тела. Впоследствии плоть Иисуса
изменила свои качества и сделалась такой, чтобы пребывать в эфире и выше эфира”. See:
Петров 2005: 579.
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“Как пишет Ориген в трактате ‘О началах’: ‘...наши тела, как зерно, падают в землю. Этим
телам присущ логос (insita ratio), который содержит телесную сущность. Даже если эти тела
умерли, разложились и рассеялись, этот самый...., который всегда сохраняется в телесной
сущности, по велению Божиему возвдигнет их из земли, обновит, восстановит, подобно тому,
как сила (virtus), присущая пшеничному зерну, после его разложения и смерти одновляет и
восстанавливает зерно в теле стебля и колоса’”. See: Петров 2005: 583.
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one, and the glory of the terrestrial is another”. And further on (line 51), an Apostle
says: “I tell you a mystery. We shall not all sleep, but we shall all be changed”. These
canonical texts can reveal a great deal of fundamental information when dealing with
Symbolist life-creationist strategies, seen from the perspective of Vladimir Soloviev
and Nikolai Fedorov.
Johannes Scottus Eriugena298 had rather similar notions about the illusionary
corporeality of all living things – suggesting, however, that they were heading toward
the “eternal flame” of the End of Days. Petrov remarks that according to Johannes
Scottus, the return of human nature and of the entire visible world to their origin
begins from the resurrection of the human body. As Johannes Scottus himself
observes: “When we talk about the return of sensual creation, do we not speak of the
resurrection of bodies?” This return “is nothing other than restoration, since
resurrection from the dead is a return to the natural state”.299
Not all bodies are prone to the damnation of the Last Fire: following Augustine,
Eriugena is even ready to believe that “when the saints become immortal and
imperishable, even the very fire of conflagration will no longer be perilous to them,
since their new bodies will be unconquerable by flame, since in the world’s
conflagration the properties of perishable elements of our substance will be destroyed
and altered so as to conform to immortal bodies”.300 What is important for Eriugena is
the differentiation and segregation of the saints (the just ones) from the graceless
jumble of “sinning humans” who put their carnal bodies to evil uses. According to
him, the bodies of the wise and just will after resurrection become ethereal, and
sinners’ bodies aerial. As Petrov further notes: “Having declared the body’s ability to
change into the incorporeal, Eriugena is not content to refer to authorities, but tries to
provide a rational substantiation for this thesis… He attempts to introduce an
intermediate reality between the body and the incorporeal… Johannes Scottus
confines himself to a ternary scheme, postulating the existence of a ‘body’, an
‘incorporeal’ and an intermediate ‘corporeality’. This triad is named ternaria
proportionalitas, that is, ‘ternary proportionality’, whereas a middle term,
respectively, is proportionabilis medietas, a ‘proportional middle’. ‘Corporeality’,
being neither corporeal nor incorporeal, is perceived, however, only in connection
with bodies circa corpora intelliguntur”.301 A “body” can therefore be either physical
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Accoding to the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy Johannes Scottus (c.800 - c.877) is “the most
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“Согласно Иоанну Скотту, возвращение человеческой природы и всего видимого мира к
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Петров 2005: 635.
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or abstract, geometric; an “incorporeal” (such as a “soul”, “life”) has no spatial
dimension ; a “corporeality” is a certain attribute of a body, a certain “quality” (for
instance, colour, the physical shape of a body), it can be light, or visual rays, or
primary elements, or perhaps many other things. A “corporeal,” like the incorporeal
and the ethereal, is able to penetrate other bodies and everything that lies within its
reach.
The similarity between a body and a thing of verbal nature was for ages a
focus of attention for Ancient Greek philosophy of life and culture. “Body” (“thing”)
and “word” approach each other at the level of “creation” (= denomination), both
issuing, in the sense of emanation, from the Creator of all nature, following a
universal principle of imitation: “Whether Stoics reckoned that such an imitation of
things occurs spontaneously when ‘first words’ emerge, or, according to the theory of
‘verbal gesture’[302] stated in Plato’s Cratylus (422е-427d); the proximity between
sound and phenomenon is perceived by a ‘wise lawmaker’, who then utilizes
appropriate sounds to ‘create physical words’”.303

2.5. The European forerunners of Russian life-creation. The discursive study of
Lebenskunst
One of the first contemporary scholar to address the problems involved in the
discursive interaction between the “verbal text” and the “events in life” is (the late)
Paul Ricoeur. I am referring to his article, until recently largely overlooked in the
scholarship on life-creation, titled “The Model of the Text: Meaningful Action
Considered as Text”, included in his collection From Text to Action: Essays in
Hermeneutics.304
In this article, first published in 1971, Ricoeur examines the critical literature
that discusses the text as a full-fledged “life event”. Ricoeur points out that an “event”
is inevitably an “act of vocal expression,” and even in the sense used by John Austin
and John Searle, an “act of speech.” This contrasts with some of the ideas of Mikhail
Bakhtin, with whose work on the subject Ricoeur was probably not familiar at the
time.
Ricoeur proposes that we consider a “statement” or an “act of speech” as a
part of a life of meaning, or, as Bakhtin would put it, as a valid event. It is important
to stress here that, according to Ricoeur, any event shares the properties of a text in so
far as it is discursive. Setting aside the old structural genre divisions into “narratives”
and “myths”, Ricoeur, as an “underground” pioneer of narratology, proclaims the
unitary character of narrative – the cyclical form of a myth is not any less “narrative”
than the “classical” construction of literature by identifiable authors. In this regard,
пропорциональность’, а средний термин, соответственно, proportionabilis medietas,
пропорциональная середина. ‘Телесность’ не будучи ни телесным, ни бестелесным,
воспринимается, однако, только в связи с телами circa corpora intelliguntur”. See: Петров 2005:
635.
302
See the corresponding notions of the “plastic gesture” and the “semantic gesture” mentioned above.
303
See: Петров 2005: 635.
304
See: Ricoeur 1991: 144-167. At approximately the same time, the Swiss Slavic scholar Felix Philip
Ingold was working on the same subjects with reference to Russian culture.
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Ricoeur seems to be drawing close to Yuri Lotman’s well-known anthropological
views, that establish a connection between the conceptual apparatus of an “object of
culture” (or “culture as an object”) and the virtual constructs associated with this,
such as “text”, “memory”, and “behaviour”.
Ricoeur claims that an act of speech fully assumes the status of actual life – in
other words, the verbal-aesthetical becomes an integral component of the live,
systematic world order, subject to historical description. Ricoeur states: “…it is
necessary to understand by the meaning of the speech-act, or by the noema of the
saying, not only the sentence, in the narrow sense of the propositional act, but also the
illocutionary force and even the perlocutionary action in the measure that these three
aspects of the speech-act are codified, gathered into paradigms, and where,
consequently, they can be identified and reidentified as having the same meaning.
Therefore I am giving here the word meaning a very large acceptation which covers
all the aspects and levels of the intentional exteriorization that makes the inscription
of discourse possible”.305 According to the French philosopher, another trait which is
important for the “transposition” of the concept of fixation “from the sphere of
discourse to the sphere of action concerns the ontological status of the ‘complements’
of the verbs of action”.306 He differentiates between the terms “equally existing or
non-existing”, which designate “certain verbs of action” and also have a “topical
subject which is identified as existing and to which the sentence refers, and
complements which do not exist”. Such is the case, Ricoeur believes, “with the
‘mental acts’ – to believe, to think, to imagine, etc.”.307
Earlier in this chapter I have suggested that there is a “paradigmatic” change
from Russian Realism to Russian Modernism. However, there are, undoubtedly,
direct parallels between symbolism and the “romantic view of life”. Romanticism is
still distinct in Baudelaire, but it is also traceable in Blok. The Romantic worldview
can be found in all the major literary figures of Russian Modernism, from the quasiNietzschean Maxim Gorky to his antithesis, Vladimir Mayakovsky (whose
“theomachian”, dualist “Manichaeism” was full of hidden romanticism). Explicit
romantic motifs can be found in the “life agenda” of Velimir Khlebnikov, much of
which (for instance, his passion for the Orient308 and foreign travel), goes back to the
early “romantic” symbolist Gérard de Nerval (as well as to Rudyard Kipling, Lord
Byron, and Robert Louis Stevenson). The existential experiences of such figures of
Russian modernism as Valery Briusov and Nikolai Gumilev can also be seen as
romantic. The obvious connection between Russian symbolist life-creation and the
romantic lives of the authors of the European literary canon was argued by Yuri
Lotman and Zara Mints in their book “Essays on Russian and Soviet poetry”
(“Статьи о русской и советской поэзии” (1989).309
In the theses for her study “On the Third Wave of Romanticism in Russian
Culture at the Turn of the Millennium” Eugenia Miliugina (a Russian scholar from
Tver’), believes that the symbolic and neo-romantic understanding of the ontological
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bases of existence is typologically akin to classic romanticism. According to her “it
shows the same aspiration towards high spirituality and selfless discipleship, the same
understanding of the value of the human self in and of itself”. She then observes that
the same kind of “acceptance of responsibility for the actions and sins of the entire
world” (thus “the new Gospel” in Mayakovsky’s poem “Man” (“Человек”), the same
vehement distaste for stagnant ways of thinking and rigid canons of existence
(expressed in the new poets’ extravagance of expression)”.310
Lord Byron can, perhaps, be considered the first “life-creator” in modern
literature, for it was he, who, in his private letters and personal notes, presents such
important ideas for life-creation as the “myth of the author”,311 the artificial creation
of the author’s legend, the author who himself creates, shapes, and alters his own life,
and the important role reserved for the “author’s body.” Byron, with his rather playful
gender identity, is the classic romantic “hero-poet” who can become accessible to his
audience only through a generally holistic hermeneutical approach in which the
author’s biography and actions are as important as his literary text.
For the English and international audience Lord Byron presented a version of
the behavioral-creative life pattern, which influenced the formation of an entire
complex of life-creational practices and led to the definition of a commonly perceived
romantic paradigm (giving birth to a universally accepted “code of conduct” of any
future Romantic “cultural agent”).
Apart from Byron, the German romantics, with their profound interest in
religion and mysticism, also provided an impulse to life-creating practices in
Modernism. The Spanish modernist philosopher Ortega y Gasset, for instance, once
pointed out a disappointing “idiosyncratic” discrepancy in the lifestyle of the great
Goethe during his Weimar period: on the one hand, Goethe held a post in a ministry,
but on the other, he had an inspired, contemplative vocation as a poet, which created a
striking dissonance in his lifestyle. According to this view the biography of a
romantic poet is no longer the biography of an ordinary author, since his very life
turns into a “poem”. Gradually, this attitude led to the formulation of a certain series
of actions that a poet was expected to perform in order to fulfil his vocation. At the
end of the eighteenth century, the influential stereotype of the “dying poet” was
created. A young poet, having failed to overcome the adversities of existence, dies in
poverty before his time, without living to see his day of glory, which always arrives
too late. A poet’s life always fulfils some kind of literary purpose, and it is this
literary biography that the reader finds attractive.
In Romanticism the “code of conduct” became an important structural and
phenomenal notion.312 For the first time in European culture art was able to stand out
on its own. To fulfil itself as a valuable and independent form of socially significant
and widely accepted libertine activity, fully free of any external pragmatic
functionality. The scholars of romanticism have defined their period as a nominal
“borderline”, when art achieved a hitherto unseen aesthetic independence as a self310
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sufficient artistic sphere, attempting to transcend itself, and to transgress existing
literary conventions, and demonstrating in its ties to reality the relationship of not a
vassal but rather of a fully vested suzerain.
This unprecedented “self-assurance” of art, and of artists considering
themselves to be eerial concentrations of the most important “high” truths and varied
meanings of existence, is apparent in this period. The artist is no longer a skilful
mimetic master of artistic illusions of the surrounding real world, but rather a
gigantomachic Creator, a Gnostic ambivalent demiurge whom one can expect to act
accordingly.
The capacity for vivifying an imaginary “metaphysical event” was valuable
for romantics especially because in some way it gave back to mankind the sense of
personal “self-willed” significance. The artistically-creative attitude toward
surrounding reality eased one’s dependence on it and allowed one to transcend this
world; it led to the formation of certain universal “regulations” for romantic and postromantic life-creation.
According to Yuri Lotman’s typology of the various historical forms of
“cultural behaviour”, this obvious habitus (to use the coinage of Pierre Bourdieu) can
encompass everything that helps the author “distinguish” his physical life from
surrounding humdrum reality. This sort of Romantic behavioural mode always
attracted like-minded companions (both inside the artistic sphere and outside it). It
also proposed a new complex of norms to be obeyed in family life, pointing the new
way for the author to spend his time. Some of the elements were intended to stand for
the general “life principle”, to fit this model and to correspond to the author’s daily
activities.
A valuable discussion of the historical-cultural significance of the German
romantics and their mystical aspirations offers Zhirmunsky’s study German
Romanticism and Modern Mysticism (“Немецкий романтизм и современная
мистика”, 1914).313 Relying somewhat on a book by Nikolai Lossky, The Intellectual
and Mystical Intuition,314 which came out eight years earlier, Zhirmunsky skilfully
demonstrates from the example of the German romantic authors how one becomes a
visionary, able to “observe” not only actual reality, but also ideal reality, with the
help of intellectual “intuition”.
Zhirmunsky’s study of the romantic mystical experience is especially
important in understanding the fascination with the occult among Russian modernists,
which has recently been researched by Nikolai Bogomolov.315 Just as with Russian
symbolists, the poetic art of the romantics takes the shape of a kind of logomachia
(f.e. the explicit logomachia of Vladimir Mayakovsky who also had a strong romantic
slant). This was the constant struggle with “Word-Logos” and with all the ordinary
literary practices and conventions, attempting to transcend the traditionally accepted
limitations of the Word, as if charging it with more meaning than it is usually able to
contain. Following Friedrich Strich, Zhirmunsky debates the significant influence of
313
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Jakob Boehme’s theosophy on early Romanticism – in particular, on Ludwig Tieck
and Novalis. Zhirmunsky presents Boehme’s philosophy as a sort of a myth-creating
constant which unifies many authors of the movement. The remythologization of
poetry opens wide pathways for romantic life-creation: mystical-ecstatic worship of
the “divine fullness of being”, an enthusiastic rediscovery of ancient religious cults by
giving new life to their cultural practices. Zhirmunsky analyzes the elaborate
(neo)mythological structures in Tieck and Novalis, demonstrating the merging of
mythic images with real daily religious practice. Zhirmunsky linked romantic
mystical feelings of ambivalently “sublime” love with the specific pattern of the
contextual act of life.
Almost all the “sign-motifs” of German mystical Romanticism mentioned by
Zhirmunsky were re-enacted in Russian symbolism, particularly by the Russian
decadent life-creators. Apart from the Romantic poets, the French Symbolists,
Baudelaire, Rimbaud, and Verlaine, as well as their semi-deranged precursor (and the
inspiration for the surrealists) Isidore Ducasse (Comte de Lautréamont, author of Les
Chants de Maldoror), all in a certain sense represent a cultural model that became an
object of imitation for Russian Modernism. Both the apparent and the hidden
aestheticized self-fashioning of Arthur Rimbaud and Charles Baudelaire can be
viewed as a semiotically-rich environment that created the spiritual foundation for the
subsequent life-creational agendas of all generations of Russian Modernists.
The younger contemporary of the French decadents, Oscar Wilde, once noted
that in order for life to become notable, it must end in failure. His life-creating
concept of art can be summarized in a formula dear to the Russian Symbolists: “Life
imitates art far more than art imitates Life”. Oscar Wilde’s life-creation can be seen
as closely related with that of his French predecessors. Though far from claiming that
Wilde simply copied the practices and conventions of the French decadents and
proto-decadents, I nevertheless am ready to admit the obvious: the English writer
belongs to the French Modernist paradigm, structured around “life-creation”, when a
special role was assigned to the author’s actual life, behaviour, and the resulted
“legendary” biography. Recently, the grandson of Oscar Wilde – the English literary
scholar Merlin Holland – published the complete and uncensored text316 of the
verbatim report of The Real Trial of Oscar Wilde – a sort of a tragic culmination of
Wilde’s life-creation. It is quite appropriate that Wilde’s life journey, according to his
major biographer Richard Ellmann,317 seems to literarily be “programmed” by his
vocation, which Ellmann perceives as a trajectory of successes and failures rather
than as a steady path of rising to literary success. In this regard, the question of the
cultural ritual may arise together with the problem of understanding cultural behavior
against the background of the previously conceived mythopoetical models. I will not
focus, however, on discussing life-creation in context of “ritual theory”.318
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3.0. The main patterns and representatives of Russian life-creation
As has been discussed above, a good deal of scholarship has been dedicated to the
general theme of the “mask” – the phenomenon of a “persona” as an element of
ritualized, sign-creating behavior. The fixed mask-image of Viacheslav Ivanov – a
priest and a poet 319 thoughtfully fulfilling the role of a Hellenist Pontiff – can be
considered as among the most prominent. A theurgist (Mashbitz-Verov) 320 and
mystagogue, a refined “Phaedrus” and the leading master of the Symposium at “The
Tower”,321 in his articles “Two Spheres in Modern Symbolism” and “The Symbolist
Commandments”, written between 1907 and 1909, Ivanov eloquently provides a
comprehensive answer to the question of the nature of life-creation. The omnipotent
and all-knowing Tzar’-Baran, as referred to him by his young children, plays an
important role in the scheme of the interdependence of life and art. The entire
mythogenic life of “The Tower”, which continued to varying extents up to the
untimely death of Lydia Zinovieva-Annibal in 1907,322 can serve as a microcosm for
examining the entire complex of Russian life-creative ideas. Ivanov’s philosophically
theatricalized “Wednesdays”, represent one of the most valuable and vivid examples
of modernist life-creation.323
The “Friends of Hafiz Club,” feasting in the symposium-style “Hafiz Tavern”,
as described by Vladimir Bogomolov,324 provides an excellent idea of the Tower’s
life-creating “spirit of place”. Grecian masks, chosen by the main characters of this
milieu, portray quite vividly the variety of personas reigning there at the time:
Kuzmin as Antinous, Berdiaev as Solomon, Zinovieva-Annibal as Diotyma, Ivanov
as Hyperion, Bakst as Apelles, Walter Nouvelle as Le Rénouveau and Petronius,
Gorodetsky as Hermes, and Auslender as Ganymede. To the mask-centric aspect of
the Tower’s life-creating circle one should add the occult aspect as well, personified
in the rather mysterious figure of Anna Mintslova.325
Another important way of realization of mythogenic masks in Russian
symbolist life-creation was the “argonautism” of a circle of young people in the
capital that flocked around the figure of the (at the time) rather fashionable literary
innovator Andrei Belyi. This phenomenon was studied by Aleksandr Lavrov.326 The
collective effort of the inspired Muscovite youth of the first years of the 1900s,
directed on a quest for the healing “Golden Fleece”, whose acquisition signified
salvation for humankind, became a focus of symbolist life-creation. The quintessence
of this paradigm can be found in the poetic summons from Andrei Belyi, relying on
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his “spiritual brother/enemy” Aleksandr Blok: “Silently we will bind our hands
together// Let us fly off into the blue azure!”.327
Although he was not formally connected with the circle, the young Alexander
Blok was an important figure of inspiration – a “seraphic youth,” a “seeking poet,”
sanctifying a “maiden of rainbow heights” (“дева радужных высот”). Belyi and his
companions (and, more than any other, his nephew Sergey Soloviev) perceived Blok
and his young wife Liubov Mendeleeva as a messianic “Heavenly Bride and Groom”
(although without the couple’s explicit cooperating agreement).
An ideal case of semiotic life-creation can be found in the most prominent
figure of the post-symbolist “Adamism” movement of Nikolai Gumilev. Gumilev’s
entire career and work has a clear romantic element, e.g. The Journey of
Conquistadors, (“Путь конквистадоров”) his numerous exotic travels to Africa, his
deep appreciation of the bohemian Paris, the venture of the magazine Sirius, his
proclaiming himself a “prophet of the rank of Buddha, Christ, and Mohammed” etc.
Gumilev was also a heroic combatant in the First World War, and was awarded the
prestigious “Cross of St. George” for his military exploits. His artistic activity as
“Syndic” of the “Poet’s Workshop” and his death as a martyr in the monstrous hands
of the Bolshevik executioners serves as a “logical suicidal conclusion” of such an
“artificially constructed” poetical career.328
In Russian life-creation the “mask of a mad poet” (or the “image of a neurotic
artist”) has a special role. Many works have been written on the subject of the
connection between insanity and creativity.329 Among the “mad icons” of Russian
modernists, a number stand out as interesting characters. Mikhail Vrubel’ and Vasilii
Komarovskii are the clearest examples (they underwent psychiatric treatment for and
then even died of the consequences of this illness). The label of “insane” was attached
(in both memoirs and letters) to many other Russian modernists: for instance, Liubov’
Blok referred to Andrei Belyi in her memoirs as “crazy as ever”; the parents of
Tatiana Vechorka’s husband were convinced that Khlebnikov, when in danger to be
enlisted in the First World war, was clinically insane, requiring immediate
institutionalization (despite the fact that the Kharkov psychiatrist Anfimov had
officially proclaimed him mentally normal).330 We may mention here also Briusov’s
diary description on how his close acquaintances of that period perceived Argonaut
fantasies of centaurs and unicorns.331 In a letter of Sergei Soloviev of the same period
to Blok: “recently Bugaev made a scene with his unicorns and the like. They almost
called a psychiatrist, and there was much trouble for him and for us”.332
Also considered as mentally handicapped by many were Konstantin Bal’mont
and Sergey Esenin, on the basis of their excessive drinking, and Osip Mandelstam for
his peculiar behaviour. Mental problems are mentioned in discussions of practically
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all the participants of the OBERIU circle, and, above all, of Daniil Kharms; the most
vivid evidence of Kharms’s acute depression and a certain pathological malaise is
demonstrated in the recently published diary of Iakov Druskin.333
The list of “mad artists” –authors who exploited the general “mask of
insanity” on both personal and public levels – can be continued endlessly.
Semiotically speaking, the eccentric “mask of a madman” and the label of “mentally
ill” proved to be used rather widely and even came to be seen as “necessary” in the
whimsical world of Russian Modernism.
The most important method of defining a life-creating paradigm became, as
we have mentioned several times earlier, the “utopian-erotic” cultural lifestyle of
many Russian writers of our period (1890-1922). This being true, the creation of socalled “love triangles” or ménages a trois was a rather widespread model. The
Russian symbolists had such triangles in their lives, in many different
constellations:334 Merezhkovsky Gippius Filosofov;/ Ivanov Zinovieva
Annibal Margarita Voloshina (+ Gorodetsky);/ Osip / Lilia Brik Mayakovsky,
and also putatively in the permutations Blok Mendeleeva  Belyi;/ Briusov
Petrovskaya Belyi, and a few others.
The (homo)erotic “constant” proves to dominate the “life myth” of Mikhail
Kuzmin, fully narrated with an impressive degree of detail in his pseudo-intimate
diary). Kuzmin, the “Russian Oscar Wilde”, gathered around himself somewhat
similar “Wildeans” such as his cousin G.V. Chicherin, Walter Nouvel, and
Konstantin Somov, as well as a plethora of anonymous paramours (youthful men,
whose names, unfortunately, cannot always be identified with a great degree of
precision).335
The erotic construction of one’s own private life was in many ways typical of
the Mir iskusstva circle – as well as, by and large, of the “Diaghilev circle.” Apart
from Diaghilev, this latter circle included the aforementioned Somov and Filosofov,
and later also Nizhinsky.
Radical eroto-centric Life-creation can be clearly seen in the perplexed lives
and life-styles of Anna Mar, Zinaida Gippius, Nina Petrovskaya, Anna Radlova,
Nadezhda Sandzhar’, and the mysterious poetess Khabias (Хабиас), as well as those
of many other figures associated with the literature of the time.336 Apart of Blok’s
“Lady of the Opalescent Rainbowed Heights” (“Дева Радужных Высот”)337 there is
the mask of the so-called “demonic woman” with a complex of corresponding
behaviour patterns – for instance, as ironically portrayed by the contemporary
memoirist Teffi. In the usual satirical mood the author observed that: “a demonic
woman stands apart from a normal woman, first of all with her dress. She wears a
long black velvet coat, a chain across her forehead, a bracelet on her leg, a ring with a
hole… with prayer beads on her elbow and the portrait of Oscar Wilde on her left
garter. She also wears the regular female accessories but not on the places designated
333
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for the purpose. For instance, she will only wear her belt on her head, her earring on
her forehead or neck, her ring on the thumb…”.338
The culmination of “modernist erotic experimentation” can be seen in the
radical female revolutionary Alexandra Kollontai and her “glass of water theory”, in
the reduction of the “bourgeois” sexual experience to the “primitive” forms practiced
in archaic societies, and in the corresponding experiments of the formation of the
(post-Nietzschean) “New Man” during early Soviet history.339
The causal basis of such erotic fluctuations could have different origins, but
all had one common denominator: the utopian lifestyle. The triangles of the
“constellations” mentioned above were intentionally designed to bring the Kingdom
of Salvation to mortal Earth, to re-create an “ideal reality” that would enable the
conception of a new “ideal human super-being”, which could not have been produced
from the monogamous, sinful, corporeally-sexual union of only two people. Such an
approach to life-creation is confirmed by many interdisciplinary works by scholars of
various cultures in the last few years.340 As Aage Hansen-Löve puts it: “From the
symbolist perspective art is always ‘the art of life’ (‘art is art to live’ – Belyi, ‘Song of
Life’ (Песнь жизни), 1908), in the ‘realist symbolism’ ‘an artist himself becomes a
work of literature’ (Belyi, Briusov, 1907); poetry becomes ‘a religious personality
cult,’ a ‘theurgy’. Theurgical ‘life’ is a series of interconnected ‘experiences’, and is
therefore the product of ‘personal creativity’ (Belyi’s Art (Искусство), 1908). In
modernism, the actual religious experience has returned into the artistic sphere (Belyi,
Symbolism and Contemporary Russian Art, 1908)”.341
As Hansen-Löve justly stresses: “A central myth of modernism is the myth of
life as art. The artist’s life and work merge in the form of an artistic symbol (Belyi,
‘Emblematic strata of sense’ (Эмблематика смысла): ‘A form of the artistic creation
of life is the norms of behaviour’. The ideal incarnation of ‘life-creation’ – the image
of the ‘God-man’, the hero of a ‘wondrous life’”.342
The strategy of an artificial and aesthetical way of “creating life” is connected
with the Nietzschean-Fedorovian line of Russian cultural renaissance, which includes
338
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such diverse names as Soloviev, Gorky, Rozanov, Bogdanov, Malevich, Belyi,
Merezhkovsky, Kliuev, and many others.343 This fascination of Russian authors with
Nietzsche was undoubtedly fed by the “new religious consciousness,” the ideology of
“common action” (общее дело of Fedorov), and by Gorky’s dreams of the “New
Man” who would create a “New Society” (for a certain period did Gorky view Lenin
as such a “New Man”).
Utopian elements in Russian Modernism we see in the idea of physical
“overcoming death” by means of art and artistic activity (the “salvation myth”
described by Irene Masing-Delic),344 and in the creation of an “ideal man” by means
of (an apocalyptic) levelling of the differences between sexes, that were supposed to
be eschatologically re-united in the figure if an ideal “androgyny”. They are also
apparent in the cosmism of Konstantin Tziolkovsky, the “father” of Russian space
travel, and in the turbulent activities of the Russian Constructivism, which withered
under the Stalinist regime’s rigidity without getting a chance to be fully realized. The
totalitarian “New Order” of Stalin put an end to the Silver Age’s artistic utopianism.
3.1 Summarizing notes
In order to fully understand the literary and lifestyle practices present in Russian lifecreating modernism, there will be need to clarify further such notions as “literary
character,” “literary persona,” and “dramatic character”. Following the example of
several Western scholars, I would like to put forward the concept of the transgressive
“kinetic character”,345 living and functioning “on both sides of the text” as a literary
actor who does not fit into the verbal text (which lives its own “life” according to
“textual conventions”) and filling his own independent personal existence with purely
aesthetic gesture-meaning. Andrei Belyi was a clear example of such a “living
character-author” or “living literary hero,” but was not the only one: Valery Briusov,
Aleksandr Blok, Aleksei Remizov, and many other authors of the period can be
chracterized in the same way.
The semiotic nature of Russian Modernist life-creation can be summed up in
the following way:
1) Russian life-creating modernism was a logical continuation and development
of the pan-European fin-de-siècle post-romantic movement (international
Symbolism as the continuation of international Romanticism). This movement
is characterized by a cult of the author, which becomes apparent in artistic
personal behaviour and a carefully constructed biography.
2) The primary basis of the life-creating activity of Russian symbolists and postsymbolists was a semiotic “neo-mythologism,” based on the revival of ancient
(such as the cult of Dionysus), neo-ancient (“argonautism”), and new
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(“mystical anarchism”) behavioural and worldview patterns of a literaturecentric existence.
3) The ideas of constructing life in accordance with the principles of creative
aesthetics and artistic practice (the main postulates of “life-creation”) can be
viewed as a “universal semiotic activity” that is relevant to the entire historical
process of Russian modernism. It is precisely the life-creating impulse that
can considered the connective element that unifies such remote characters as
Viacheslav Ivanov and Vladimir Mayakovsky, Nikolai Gumilev and Velimir
Khlebnikov, Andrei Belyi and David Burliuk.
4) In the context of the total “theatricalization” of the lives of the Russian
Modernists, there appears a new paradigm of “somatic events”: the
“anatomical” theatre, the cult of personal “performance”, the attention to
one’s own cultural body, when art is always perceived as all-embracing
synthetic totality. The Russian modernist life-creator can be defined as the
Homo Somatikos of the new Cultural History.
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Concluding summary of chapter 2
The second chapter is devoted to a number of distinct topics relevant for my
discussion. I start the chapter with an analytical outline reflecting on the nature of
“Modernism”, using the approach of D.S. Likhachev as regards his interesting
periodization and categorization of Western culture. I propose an approach that
considers Symbolism as the “pre-Modernist” stage of culture. Symbolism “prepared”
the soil for the radical Avant-Garde of Futurism. I formulate the main characteristic
aspects of international Modernism that also directly correspond to the ideas of lifecreation. These principal notions are related to the idea of total experiment, of a
manipulative attitude to life and of building a work of art by non-traditional means. In
this chapter I describe several aspects of Modernist aesthetics corresponding to lifecreation. I view Russian Modernism as the logical division of the European tradition
that was preoccupied with the same ideas of experimentation with life and aesthetics.
I consider Russian Symbolism to be the initial phase of Modernism in Russia,
whereas Avant-Garde appears to be its strongest and most “typical” current. In my
definition of Russian Modernist life-creation I relied on the Moscow-Tartu school of
semiotics with their pioneering way of debating the issue of “texts of behavior”. The
semiotic rules responsible for the Modernist behavior are discussed there together
with the accompanying issues of the “myth” and “mask” types of creative
consciousness – these, according to this approach, should be noted as responsible for
the phenomenon of Lebenskunst in Russian culture. Referring to Lotman’s studies I
relate Pushkin’s Romantic behavior and the corresponding behavior of Decembrists
to the agenda of the later life-creation. A special section of the chapter contains a
concise discussion on the philosophical, historical, and religious parallels of the
“word/text as body” problem. Captivated by the extraordinary connection that existed
between the “verbal” utterance of Russian Modernism and the
“behavioral/physical/bodily” one, I intended to demonstrate the historical complex of
ideas expressed with regard the corresponding topic. I relate the Church Fathers’
understanding of Christ as “word” that became flesh as a prototypical instance of the
studied Lebenskunst. Another special section of the chapter is dedicated to the
European forerunners of Russian life-creation and to the discursive study of
Lebenskunst. I mention the canonical western life-creationists (like Byron, Rimbaud
and Wilde) and analyze the views of Paul Ricoeur on the “meaningful event” of the
verbal text. I conclude the chapter with formulating the main typological patterns and
semiotical nature of Russian life-creation.
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Chapter 3.
Life-Creation Strategies of the Russian Symbolists
0.0. Preamble
My understanding of the life-creation project of Russian modernism owes much to
the ground-breaking reflections of Vladislav Khodasevich, as he expressed them in
the essay “The End of Renata”, devoted to one of the most brilliant figures of Russian
life-creation, the prototype of the main female character in Valerii Briusov’s novel
“Fiery Angel” (“Огненный ангел”) Nina Petrovskaia, who was also connected by a
special relationship to Andrei Belyi. In this interesting memoir-style article,
Khodasevich tells: “The Symbolists did not wish to separate the writer from the
person, the literary biography from the personal one. Symbolism did not wish to be
only an artistic school or literary trend. It constantly strove to become a life-creation
method, and this was its most profound, though perhaps unrealizable, truth; but its
entire history, essentially, was spent in the constant pursuit of this truth”.346 In
Khodasevich’s understanding, this life-creation method was fully experimental or,
perhaps, exploratory; at its heart lay a fundamental idea of an elusive “synthesis” of
different components. As Khodasevich saw it, the alchemical crucible of this
phenomenon was in the context of the tragic nonrealization of the initial aspirations
of the Symbolist movement, its early confidence in the appearance of a Genius who
would combine the real-life and aesthetic layers into a single act of Creativity. In his
opinion, Symbolism’s life-creation consisted of “a series of attempts—at times truly
heroic—to find a fusion of life and creative work, a sort of philosopher’s stone of art.
Symbolism stubbornly sought in its milieu a genius who could merge life and creative
work into a single thing”.347
Khodasevich continues, amplifying his conception of Russian Symbolism’s
life-creation: “Within each individual, the person and the writer struggled to
predominate. Sometimes one was victorious, and sometimes the other.... If literary
talent proved stronger, the writer won out over the person. If the talent for living
proved stronger than literary talent, literary creativity receded into the background
and was subdued by creativity of another kind, the real-life kind. At first glance, this
is strange, but, in effect, it was logical that at that time and among those people, the
gift of writing and the gift of living were valued almost identically”.348
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Apropos of this, Khodasevich recalls that Konstantin Bal’mont, when
publishing his famous collection “Let us be like the sun!” (Будем как солнце) for the
first time, had printed in it a dedication that was quite characteristic in this respect:
“To Modest Durnov, an artist who has created a poem out of his own personality”. It
was important, Khodasevich believes, that for a “proper” Symbolist poet, “legends
should be created about his life, about his personality”. Hence, as Khodasevich
reasons, “an artist who creates a ‘poem’ not in his art, but rather in his life, was a
legitimate phenomenon at that time”. Here Khodasevich quotes the lines that appear
to be very relevant in the same context:
Out of a poor and random life
I made an endless trepidation 349
It is this “life-creation phenomenon” of Russian modernism to which the analytical
description (based on material from the most significant Russian Symbolist authors)
of this chapter is dedicated. The analysis of each of the relevant manifestations
adduced will not receive equal attention. I consider the centers of the Symbolist
phenomenon of life-creation to be the “examples” of Belyi and Blok, the idea of the
Eternal Feminine, the complex of the spiritual practices of Argonautism, and the
development of Vladimir Soloviev’s gnostic-androgynous ideas and expections as he
understood them through the prism of life-creational utopianism. Indeed, these
topics—“the feminine”, “eros”, and “physicality”—will be the focus of my
attention.350
1.0. The philosophical foundation of the phenomenon of life-creation
1.1. Nikolai Fedorov: a forerunner
The Russian philosopher Nikolai Fedorov exerted a considerable influence, it seems,
on the destiny of Russian modernism, especially on its “utopian” platform of a lifeaesthetic. With respect to life-creation practices, we can glean quite a bit of interest
from the philosopher’s treatise entitled “The art of likenesses (of imaginary artistic
restoration) and the art of reality (real resurrection)”.351 In Fedorov’s conception, the
“art of likenesses” needed to be transformed into the (utopian) “art of reality”; in this
context, the task of art was not the mechanical “reproduction” of life but a new
constructive “rebuilding” of it. Thus life must be created, including by the means of
art and aesthetics; life as a “project” would become the goal of the “common task”. In
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Fedorov’s words, an aesthetic relationship to reality352 suggests the restoration of
departed rational beings and their population of many heavenly bodies that are to be
fit for this. In Fedorov’s terms: “Aesthetics is a science about the reconstruction of all
the rational beings that have existed on the diminutive Earth (this droplet that
reflected itself in the whole universe and reflected the whole universe in itself),
rational beings for the vivification (and government) of all the immense heavenly
worlds that have no rational beings. Indeed, this reconstruction constitutes the
beginning of eternal bliss”.353
According to Fedorov, mankind must not be the complaisant slave of nature,
the executor/gravedigger for the deathly substance out of which, according to first
principles, grows the “putrid root of enmity” so odious to the philosopher, as it is
responsible for both the dissociation between persons and their relatively short-lived
physical existence. Mankind is destined to learn how to create “another organism” for
itself, which will manifest itself as “the union of knowledge and action”. The
nourishment of this organism will be “in a conscious way, through a creative
process”, in the course of which elemental cosmic substances will be converted into
mineral substances, then into the substances of plants, and, finally, into living tissues.
Fedorov advocates and foresees a sort of ideal new reality in which the new
kind of person that has come into existence, using his own organs, will make “the
aero- and etheronautical [“аэро и эфиронавтические”] means whereby he will travel
in the space of the universe and procure for himself the materials for the construction
of his own body”.354 As we may observe, the spirit and the letter of Fedorov’s
doctrine about resurrection are clearly life-creational, fixed on the notion of “creating
life” by means of speculation, aesthetics, and mental exertion. This approach and this
worldview must have been quite relevant for the majority of the figures active in
Russian Symbolism, especially the representatives of the “younger generation”.
1.2. Vladimir Sergeevich Soloviev: Instructive Prophet of Russian Symbolism
The wider philosophical legacy of Fedorov’s younger contemporary, philosopher
Vladimir Soloviev, served in turn as a spiritual and “practical” basis for an entire
“second generation” of Russian Symbolists. (Belyi, Blok and the the members of their
circles, and also for Viacheslav Ivanov, whose texts alone, among all of the
Symbolists, Soloviev “officially” praised in print).
Soloviev can be considered a sort of “spiritual bridge” between Fedorov and
the Russian Symbolists. Soloviev wrote a letter to Fedorov, in which he declared his
full commitment to the proposed complex of ideas. “I unconditionally accept your
Project, without any reservations, and there is no need to talk about the project itself;
but I need to talk about certain of its theoretical foundations or assumptions, as well
352

In contrast to the views of Nikolai Chernyshevskii, who studied the issues involved with the
relationship between “art” and “reality” in his dissertation. See: Чернышевский 1974.
353
“Эстетика есть наука о воссоздании всех бывших на крохотной земле (этой капельке, которая
себя отразила во всей вселенной и в себе отразила всю вселенную), разумных существ для
одухотворения (и управления) ими всех громадных небесных миров, разумных существ не
имеющих. В этом воссоздании и заключается начало блаженства вечного”. See: Федоров 1913:
240.
354
See: Федоров 1999: 289.
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as about the first practical steps toward realizing it... Since the time that Christianity
appeared, your ‘project’ is the first movement of the human soul forward, along the
path of Christ. For my part, I can only declare you to be my teacher and spiritual
father”.355
Soloviev’s metaphysical utopian ideology strives to transform, as it were,
existing physical reality itself, by means of a whole complex of religious and
aesthetic notions that he boldly advocates as a philosopher. Soloviev’s concept of the
“oneness of everything” (“всеединство”) has much in common with Fedorov’s,
being conceived as “the life of everyone is for each other in one” and as the “absolute
solidarity of all that exists, God is everything in everyone”.356
The material realization of the oneness of everything, in Soloviev’s opinion, is
possible only in the form of perfected beauty. In his 1890 article “The general
meaning of art” (“Общий смысл искусства”), the philosopher discourses on the
“natural beauty” that had already begun the momentous work of transforming the
physics of the world of things and of all life. This form of beauty is nothing more than
a cloak covering an evil (in the Gnostic “pleromatic” sense of the dark demiurge)
natural life, and not a genuine transfiguration of it (not a good transformation).
Transforming life is only within the power of a real person-creator, an originator of
new complex forms of existence. As Soloviev perceives it, the meaning of art is in
the fulfilment of this difficult task. “Perfect art, in its ultimate mission, should
embody the absolute ideal not in the imagination alone, but in actual fact – it should
animate, should transubstantiate our real life. If they say that a task such as this goes
beyond the limits of art, then one wonders: who set these limits?”.357 He defines this
kind of art as “theurgy” (god-operation or divine work): the realization of godlike
goals by a human being. The goal of human existence, Soloviev believes, is the
shaping of panhuman organization in the forms of integral creative work (free
theurgy), integral knowledge (free theosophy), and an integral society (a free
theocracy). The matching of the human being’s personal will to this common goal is,
at the same time, the common liberation of mankind as well.
Soloviev sums up the task of new interrelationships and of the complex system
of bonds between art and life: “This [real art, and its main goals—D.I.] is the
transformation of physical life into spiritual life, that is, the kind that, first, has its
own word within itself, and a Revelation, and is capable of directly expressing itself
outwardly; the kind that, second, is capable of internally transforming and animating
matter or being truly embodied in it; and, third, that is free of the power of the
material process and therefore lasts eternally. Complete embodiment of this spiritual
355

“Проект Ваш я принимаю безусловно и без всяких разговоров; поговорить же нужно не о
самом проекте, а о некоторых теоретических его основаниях или предположениях, а также и о
первых практических шагах к его осуществлению. ...со времени появления христианства Ваш
проект есть первое движение вперед человеческого духа по пути Христову. Я с своей стороны
могу только признать Вас своим учителем и отцом духовным”. Quoted via Никитин 1990: 281282.
356
See: Никитин 1990: 281-283.
357
“Совершенное искусство в окончательной своей задаче должно воплотить абсолютный идеал
не в одном воображении, а в самом деле, – должно одухотворить, пресуществить нашу
действительную жизнь. Если скажут, что такая задача выходит за пределы искусства, то
спрашивается: кто установил эти пределы?”. See: Соловьев 1988: 404.
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plenitude in our reality, the realization in it of absolute beauty or the creation of a
universal spiritual organism is the higher mission of art”.358 And with this Soloviev
concluded that the fulfilment of this mission will mean the factual “end of days”, that
is, the limit of the development of humanity.359
Aesthetic activity, according to Soloviev, should be used in order combine, in
a correct and harmonius synthesis, the immateriality of the “spiritual” and the physics
of real life, the physics of human flesh.360 Another important postulate came down to
the Symbolists via Soloviev: a mystical Christian religiosity, that which might be
called the “religion of Symbolism”.361 Soloviev’s concept of bogochelovechestvo
(“Godmanhood” or “humanity of God”) was, as it were, a new attempt to reanimate
the New Testament idea of “the Word made flesh”, in the form of materializing the
Word into the flesh of the Man-God. The emanation of divine higher powers—the
“Word”, according to New Testament and Gnostic/(Neo)platonist spiritual
traditions—becomes in the fullest sense “flesh”, reconciling thereby the boundaries of
the “speculation” of aesthetics and those of the real physics of life.
In the preceding chapter I already discussed the issue of the physical
materialization of the Word that was important in the historical perspective. I
mentioned there the concept of removing the dichotomous contradiction between a
“thing” and a “word”,362 when words acquire the status of physical things. This
complex process occurs within the suggestive notion of a “symbol” (which
constitutes the very essence of Russian Symbolism seen as a movement). The symbol
removes and levels the contradiction between a word and a thing, giving the impetus
thereby to a new life-creational reality.
By ascribing to art the role of a life-creating form of activity, Soloviev in his
own way “chartered”, steered, and defined the entire direction of the spiritualaesthetic quest of the Russian Symbolists. Art, according to Soloviev, was a unique
synthesis and fusion of the “material and tangible” and the “spiritual and ideal”. The
peculiar topography of “love”, as he saw it, was also a testimony to the life-creating
rationale of his theory. In his treatise entitled “The Meaning of Love” (Смысл
любви), written in the period from 1892 to 1894, Soloviev declared a peculiar eroticutopian philosophical system that he had developed from Plato (primarily from the
358

“Это …есть превращение физической жизни в духовную, т.е. в такую, которая, во-первых,
имеет сама в себе свое слово, и Откровение, способна непосредственно выражаться вовне,
которая, во-вторых, способна внутренне преображать, одухотворять материю или истинно в ней
воплощаться и которая, в-третьих, свободна от власти материального процесса и потому
пребывает вечно. Совершенное воплощение этой духовной полноты в нашей действительности,
осуществление в ней абсолютной красоты или создание вселенского духовного организма есть
высшая задача искусства”. Соловьев 1988: 398.
359
“A task not fulfilled by means of physical life must be fulfilled by the means of human creativity.
...Clearly, the fulfillment of this task must coincide with the end of the entire process of the world”.
(“Задача, не исполнимая средствами физической жизни, должна быть исполнима средствами
человеческого творчества... Ясно, что исполнение этой задачи должно совпадать с концом всего
мирового процесса”). Ibid.
360
See his “Readings in Godmanhood” (“Чтения о богочеловечестве”), written in the years 18771881. See: Хансен-Леве 1995: 58-109; Хансен-Леве 1998: 7-24, and Казин 1980: 143-154.
361
On this topic see: Хансен-Леве 1995: 63-91; Хансен-Леве 1998: 10-17; Казин 1980: 145-147.
362
The attitude toward a word as a thing was also later proclaimed by some of the major exponents of
radical Russian modernism – the Avant-gardists of Russian Futurism.
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Symposion) and from Neoplatonism. This included various late-antiquity Gnostic
beliefs recounting the possible material embodiment of originally nonmaterial ideas.
For Soloviev (and as further assimilated by the younger Symbolists), eros and the
physical sex act are endowed with some kind of special transfigurative and
“ennobling” meanings/functions that are far removed from the ordinary ones – the
procreational biological tasks connected with maternal reproductive capacity.
The ideal human being, according to the Gnostics and their predecessor Plato
as reinterpreted by Soloviev, is an androgyne that is equal to God or possessed of
Godmanhood—a unique creation that overcomes death.363 Connected to this, the ideal
figure of “Sophia” arises—the fountainhead of beauty, the source and meaning of life
for Soloviev, an image that also has obviously androgynous characteristics.
In the memoiristic text known as Recollections of Blok (“Воспоминания о
Блоке”) Belyi emphasizes the instrumental inevitability of the new Revolution of the
Spirit and of the entire human Transformation, to be related with a New Testament
exhortation. Belyi describes the Revolution of Spirit in these terms: “the Revolution
of the Spirit draws near: this is stated by the philosopy and poetry of Vladimir
Soloviev; the Third Testament still not known by anyone, but no less remarkable,
A.N. Shmidt;364 and the anthroposophic Western impulse that has not yet risen to the
surface of life but in its own way is leading up to an encounter with Sophia. Blok, in
his first book of poetry is a honer of [this] enormous impulse, approaching it
incomparably more decisively than Vladimir Soloviev.... To understand Blok is to
understand that everything for him is an explanation of the sound of the Dawn, which
is completely real; for him, our times are colored by concreteness; and the departure
of the poetry of Blok from the philosophy of Soloviev is a departure into the
concreteness of the ‘fact of the dawn’, into the embodiment of the Eternal in life: the
symbolists understood this; ...All of the searching for embodiment arose as a problem
in the connection of Soloviev and Fedorov with the philosophy of Russian social
thought (Lavrov and Gercen). The next stage is the union of Fedorov’s philosophy
(the resurrection of the individual) with the profound problem of populism
[narodnichestvo], the resurrection of the Collective of the people, like the chorus and
orchestra with which Faust ends:
Alles Vergängliche
Ist nur ein Gleichnis;
Das Unzulängliche,
Hier wird’s Ereignis;
Das Unbeschreibliche,
Hier ist’s getan;
Das Ewig-Weibliche
Zieht uns hinan.

363

See chapter 5 in Masing-Delic 1992: 105-129.
Anna Nikolaevna Shmidt, Soloviev’s mystically inclined follower, considered herself a real,
material incarnation of the Sophia about which he had written. See the electronic essay by A.P.
Kozyrev, “Sybil from Nizhnii Novgorod” (“Нижегородская сивилла”), which also includes Shmidt’s
letters to Soloviev: http://www.ruthenia.ru/marginalia/kozyreff.html . See also Булгаков 1996: 55-82.
364
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... ‘The cleansed Sun of love arises’(June, 1900) ... Because ‘The Eternal
Feminine is now a reality!’. In the month that Soloviev would die, Blok
wrote, Now the eternallyYoung Lady has passed forever, Into the
unilluminated mists” [“То вечно Юная прошла, В неозаренные
туманы”].365
Dealing with Soloviev’s real-life pursuit of the sacred image of Sophia, one of
the first independent émigré researchers of Soloviev, Konstantin Mochul’skii narrates
the corresponding biographical story: “He spent four months in Cairo. … He wrote
his mother that he was working on ‘A sort of work with mystical-theosophicphilosophic-theurgic-political content and dialogic form’”.366 Having left Egypt
Soloviev arrived at Sorrento (March), and afterward left for some time to work in the
National Library in Paris. As it was already observed by Mochul’skii, a direct echo of
Soloviev’s mystical encounter in the desert can be heard in this poem-in-prose:
“Covered with azure, appeared today in front of me/ My Queen,/ My heart started
beating with sweet joy,/ My soul was quietly shining under the rays of the rising day,/
Far away, fading fire was spreading a smoke/ Wicked flames of the earthly fire…”.367
Mochul’skii summarized this method of narration using the main Solovievian
“symbols” dominated there, creating a suggestive apocalyptic picture: “Azure, the
dawn, silence and this ‘wicked fire’ of the sun rising above the desert”.368 After
several years, a part of the famous poem “Three Encounters” (Три свидания) would
also develop out of these notes.369
Soloviev had already ‘glimpsed’ the vision of his divine Sophia in his
childhood years – as early as in 1862, at the age of nine:
Близко, далеко, не здесь и не там,
В царстве мистических грез,
В мире, невидимом смертным очам,
365

“Надвигается Революция Духа – так гласят философия и поэзия Владимира Соловьева,
никому не известный еще, но немало замечательный Третий Завет А.Н. Шмидт и еще не
поднявшийся на поверхности жизни антропософский западный импульс, подводящий посвоему к встрече с Софией. А.А. Блок в первой книге стихов заостритель огромного импульса,
подходящий к нему несравненно решительней Владимира Соловьева. ...Понять А.А.Блока –
понять: все есть для него объяснение звука Зари, совершенно реальной; конкретностью
окрашено для него наше время; и выход поэзии Блока из философии Соловьева есть выход в
конкретности факта зари; в воплощении Вечного в жизнь: это поняли символисты; ... все
искания и воплощения возникали проблемою связи Владимира Соловьева и Федорова с
философией русской общественной мысли (с Лавровым и Герценом). Следующая стадия –
соединение философии Федорова (воскресение индивидуального) с углубленной проблемой
народничества, воскресения народного Коллектива, как хора, оркестра, которой кончается
Фауст: Alles Vergängliche… …‘Всходит омытое Солнце любви” (Июнь 1900 года) ... Потому
что, – ‘Вечная Женственность ныне идет!’ В месяц смерти Владимира Соловьева Блок напишет
То вечно Юная прошла, В неозаренные туманы”. See: Белый 1997: 109-110.
366
See: Мочульский 1995: 100. (“В Каире он прожил четыре месяца; писал матери, что сочиняет
‘Некоторое произведение мистико-теософо-философо-теурго-политического содержания и
диалогической формы’”).
367
“Вся в лазури сегодня явилась / Предо мною царица моя, – / Сердце сладким восторгом
забилось,/ И в лучах восходящего дня Тихим светом душа засветилась,/ А вдали, догорая,
дымилось/ Злое пламя земного огня./ Лазурь, рассвет, тишина и ‘злое пламя’ взошедшего над
пустыней солнца”. See Соловьев 1974: 61. Quoted via Мочульский 1995: 100.
368
See: Мочульский 1995: 100.
369
For an additional perspective on reading this poem see Kornblatt 1998: 563-584.
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В мире без смеха и слез,
Там я, богиня, впервые тебя
Ночью туманной узнал.
Странным ребенком был я тогда,
Странные сны я видал … 370
(“Nearby and far away, neither here not there,/ in the realm of mystical dreams,/ in
the world unseen to mortal eyes,/ in the world of no laughter or tears,/ There, oh
goddess, I came to know you for the first time, one foggy night. / A strange child I
was then, / strange dreams I had...”).
His study of the life-shaping Gnostic literature about Sophia was reflected in
another Cairo- poem, written sometime between November 1875 and March 1876:
“My Queen has a high palace,/ It stands on the seven golden pillars,/ My Queen has a
seven-ends crown,/ There are countless jewels on it” (“У царицы моей есть
высокий дворец, / О семи он столбах золотых, / У царицы моей семигранный
венец, / В нем без счету камней дорогих”).371 Depicting Soloviev’s life
Mochul’skii tells, in a sort of ironical mood, that in “a mystical garden, amid roses
and lilies”, the princess, like a “Soul in Pleroma”, pines and languishes for her elect,
who disappears into a remote land. The princess yearns to go to him for help, but then
– “низринуты темные силы во прах” (“the dark powers are cast down into the
dust”). This narrative plot is closely linked to the biblical verse: “Wisdom hath
builded her house, she hath hewn out her seven pillars” (Proverbs 9:1)
(“премýдрость создà себΟ´ хрáмъ, и оутверди´ стóлпъ сéдмь (Притч 9, 1)”).372
Sophia is the Divine Wisdom about which King Solomon speaks in the Proverbs. An
important mystical document from about this period is the enigmatic “Prayer for the
revelation of the great mystery”, preserved in Solovi’ev’s notebook-album.
Father Sergii Bulgakov, when publishing this document for the first time, wrote
that the poems of the “Sophia” cycle sometimes do not only have a poetic, but also
an, as it were, incantational character. This impression according to him is “indirectly
substantiated”, by the fact that “in 1874, when Soloviev was experiencing the first
surge of sophian creativity (the second one was in the very last years of his life), he
jotted down this incantational ‘Prayer for the revelation of the great mystery’ in his
album”.373 In Bulgakov’s reconstruction it had the following form: “‘In the name of
the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit. Ayn-Soph, Jah, Soph-Jah. By the
unutterable, terrible, and all-powerful name I adjure gods, demons, people, and all
living things. Gather together the rays of your strength, stem the source of your
desire, and be the communicants of my prayer: that we may be able to capture the
pure dove of Zion, that we find the priceless gem of Ophir, and that roses join with
lilies in the valley of Sharon. Most Holy Divine Sophia, the essential image of beauty
370

See: Соловьев 1974: 63.
See: Ibid.: 65.
372
See: Мурьянов 1996: 25.
373
See: Булгаков 1996: 53. (“…в 1874 г., когда Соловьев испытывал первый подъем софийного
творчества (второй был в самые последние годы жизни), в альбоме его записана следующая
заклинательная ‘Молитва об откровении великой тайны’”).
371
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and the delight of God on high, the bright body of eternity, the spirit of the worlds
and the sole queen of all souls...’”.374 Bulgakov did not fail to notice further: “This
prayer definitely gives me the impression of being a translation of some Gnostic text,
perhaps one found by Soloviev during his studies in the British Museum”.375
Konstantin Mochul’skii was one of the critics to notice that in the name of the
Gnostic Sophia Soloviev adjures gods, demons, people, and, in general, all things
living at the surface of our existence. In Soloviev’s prayerful narrative we can easily
distinguish various biblical, gnostic-cabalistic, and Christian allusions or distinct
motifs, which create, as it were, a single spiritual continuum. The active expectation
of a miracle and the faith in the propinquity of the ‘revelation of the mystery’ merge
within a peculiar life-projecting exhortation. According to Soloviev, “Sophia contains
a possibility for self-affirmation or kindling of the will. By its own principle, Sophia
demands the real existence of individual essences; such an exist[ence] presupposes
their extreme self-affirmation, and presupposes Satan”.376
Soloviev’s life-creational metaphysics of love, especially in the Gnostic
context that it possesses,377 does not emphasize a total exclusion of its physical and
carnal hypostasis, but as it were delimits this issue conceptually. The goal of sexual
love (Eros) for Soloviev is not physical birth but spiritual trans-formation, bodily
metamorphosis, the apocatastasis of the resurrection of the dead. A.P. Kozyrev
meditates on the philosopher’s inner views and remarks that despite that Soloviev
clearly “struggles for transformed corporeality”, in fact “the corporeal state of
humankind itself, its mortal body, subject to the power of death and decay, does not
evoke love and ecstasy in him”.378
In his treatise entitled “The Justification Of The Good: An Essay On Moral
Philosophy”379 (“Оправдание добра: нравственная философия”), the Russian
thinker observed that ordinary childbirth and the emergence of children into this
world will become unnecessary, and will be overcome as part of the work of rising
above the existing ‘wicked’ reality. “In the struggle against an inimical reality, one
can be victorious only by having undergone martyrdom. From this perspective, the
374

“Во имя Отца и Сына и Св. Духа. Аn – Soph, Jah, Soph – Jah. Неизреченным, страшным и
всемогущим именем заклинаю богов, демонов, людей и всех живущих. Соберите воедино лучи
силы вашей, преградите источник вашего хотения и будьте причастниками молитвы моей: да
возможем уловить чистую голубицу Сиона, да обретем бесценную жемчужину Офира, и да
соединятся розы с лилиями в долине Саронской. Пресвятая Божественная София,
существенный образ красоты и сладость сверхсущего Бога, светлое тело вечности, душа миров
и единая царица всех душ…”. See: Булгаков 1996: 53. See also Соловьев 1991-1996. (This rare
text by Soloviev is available online: http://anthropology.rinet.ru/old/soloviov_sofia.htm and
http://anthropology.rinet.ru/old/7/sol_sofia.htm ) Concerning Soloviev’s reputation as a real “medium”, see the
recent monograph by A. Kozyrev (Козырев 2007 passim). About Soloviev’s mystical visions, see
Benz 1969: 586-590; Widnäs 1970: 125-140. See also Cioran 1977. For additional review of the
esoterical “sources” of Soloviev see: Суровягин 1998: 21-49.
375
See: Булгаков 1996: 54.
376
“…в Софии заключается возможность самоутверждения или воспламенения воли. София но
принципу своему требует действительного существования частных существ; такое
существов<ание> предполагает их исключительное самоутверждение, предполагает Сатану”.
See: Соловьев 1911: 200. Quoted via Козырев 2001: 191.
377
See: Козырев 1995: 59-78.
378
See: Ibid.: 63.
379
See the English translation in Soloviev 2005.
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fullness of satisfaction in life, embracing physical sexuality as well, is not connected
to lust ... [I]n consummated marriage, in which the inner fullness of human existence
is ultimately realized through the complete union of this existence with a spiritual
material essence, the external birth of children becomes both unnecessary and
impossible”.380
In his treatise “The meaning of love” (Смысл любви) Soloviev insisted that
physical incarnation and the carnal embodiment of real love can in a certain sense
ruin the lovers. Soloviev speaks of this kind of carnal love (“Astartic” love) as
something that must not interfere with the ideal, soteriological love, through the
agency of which the “ideal human being” is invocated to be conceived and born on
the planet.
The unity of the cosmos, that which has always been called the
“[feminine]Spirit/Soul of the World” (Душа Мира) in the world’s spiritual traditions,
according to Soloviev is by no means a formless and abstract concept, but is closely
connected with the image of the “Eternal Feminine”. Soloviev understood divinity, as
it were, dually – in a male/female sense of eternal opposition. In the foreword to a
collection of his poems, the philosopher illustrates the reasons why subsequently, his
followers Belyi and Blok had such wariness toward “carnal sex” and to all physical
manifestations and experience of love: “1) The displacement of carnal, animal-human
relations into the superhuman domain is a great abomination; 2) Adoration of the
feminine nature in and of itself, that is, of the principle of ambiguity and
indiscriminateness that is susceptible to lying and evil no less than to truth and
goodness, is a most great folly ... 3) True veneration of the Eternal Feminine as
having truly embraced the strength of the Divinity from the beginning, having truly
encompassed the fullness of goodness and truth, and through them the imperishable
radiance of beauty as well, has nothing in common with this stupidity and
abomination”.381
Prince Evgenii Trubetskoi, in his work entitled Vladimir Soloviev’s
Contemplation of the World (“Миросозерцание Владимира Соловьёва”), analyses
his teacher’s philosophy of carnal versus metaphysical love, and remarks upon the
overall programmatic utopianism of Soloviev’s views. Trubetskoi asserts that in the
thinker’s treatises devoted to love, many ideas enter into a complex interaction with
the conventional Christian worldview, giving rise to an approach to life that is new in
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“...въ борьбΟ съ враждебною дΟйствительностью можетъ побΟдить лишь пройдя чрезъ
мученичество. Съ этой точки зрΟнія полнота жизненнаго удовлетворенія, обнимающаго и
тΟлесную чувственность, связана не съ похотью <...> въ совершенномъ бракΟ, въ которомъ до
конца осуществляется внутренняя полнота человΟческаго существа чрезъ всецΟлое его
соединеніе съ одухотворенною матеріальною сущностью, внΟшнее дΟторожденіе дΟлается и
ненужнымъ, и невозможнымъ”. Quoted in Мурьянов 1996: 23.
381
“1) Перенесение плотских, животно-человеческих отношений в область сверхчеловеческую
есть величайшая мерзость; 2) Поклонение женской природе самой по себе, т. е. началу
двусмыслия и безразличия, восприимчивому ко лжи и злу не менее, чем к истине и добру, –
есть величайшее безумие... 3) Ничего общего с этой глупостью и тою мерзостью не имеет
истинное почитание Вечной Женственности, как действительно от века восприявшей силу
Божества, действительно вместившей полноту добра и истины, а чрез них и нетленное сияние
красоты”. See: Соловьев 1974; quoted via Мочульский 1995: 101.
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many respects, and conceiving a new kind of cogitation – a philosophy of universal
unity (“философия всеединства”).
In this context, Trubetskoi believes that we ought to consider the
overthrowing of death and final victory over it as a path to establishing special marital
relations. “The utopia of sexual love that provides immortality ... contradicts the very
basis of Soloviev’s contemplation of the world. [O]ne cannot simultaneously assert,
as he does, that a general path to resurrection, obligatory for all, is the life-creating
cross of Christ and that it is also sexual love—that Christ defied death by death, and
that we must conquer death through union with the beloved”.382
An important component here is Soloviev’s perception of the sentient essence
of God through love of an eternal and immutable image of the innermost Sophian
Soul of the World, from whence the salvation of mankind must come. From this also
follows the possible achievement of human immortality, triumph over the evil
materiality of life by means of “deep veneration of the Eternal Feminine as having
truly embraced the strength of the Divinity from the beginning, having ...
encompassed the fullness of Goodness and Truth, and through them the imperishable
radiance of beauty as well. Eternal beauty will be fruitful, and from it will come the
salvation of the world”.383 The Symbolist followers of Soloviev, just as their teacher
had done, took up the platonic notion of the duality of love – of the heavenly
Aphrodite (Aphodite Urania) and the popular Aphrodite (Aphrodite Pandemos).
According to the platonic myth, it is Pandemos who participates in the
continuation and the physical rebirth of the human race, and the mythological Urania
is, as it were, the opposite—barren—, but on the other hand, she feeds human fantasy
and philosophy and gives rise to beautiful artistic images. The herald of Urania, by all
appearances, could for the devoted Solovievians seem to be Blok at a certain stage of
his life, with his poetically expressed elevated visions, while they called Briusov the
materially-erotic and dark slave of Pandemos, with his fundamental bent toward
coarse sensuality.
An apologia for the purely spiritual (and, in a certain sense “out-of-body”)
principle of human love can be found in Belyi’s relatively early treatise entitled
“About theurgy”. It was published in 1903 in the journal Novyi put’, which Blok, as
far as we can tell, read attentively at the time. The “theurgical” theme of Belyi bears a
direct relation toward his theory of life-creation.384 E. Tarnovskaia points to the
dualistic basis of Belyi’s position, as Belyi seemed to be moving away from Soloviev
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“Утопия половой любви, дающей бессмертие, ... противоречит самоeй основе
миросозерцания Соловьёва: нельзя одновременно утверждать, как он это делает, что всеобщий,
для всех обязательный путь к воскресению есть животворящий крест Христов и что он есть
половая любовь, – что Христос попрал смерть смертью, а что мы должны победить смерть
через соединение с возлюбленной”. See: Трубецкой 1913: 621.
383
“…истинного почитания вечной Женственности, как действительно от века воспринявшей
силу Божества, ... вместившей полноту Добра и Истины, а через них – нетленное сияние
Красоты. Вечная красота будет плодотворна, и из нее выйдет спасение мира”. Quoted in Белова
2001: 84-94.
384
See: Юрьева 1992: 62. “Bely strived to push his art out of the close boundaries of traditional
aesthetics. He wanted to relate any art with the ‘supreme creation’ – that of God the Almighty”.
(“Белый стремится во что бы то ни стало вывести искусство за границы одних только
‘эстетических’ требований, связать его с высшим творчеством – творчеством Бога”).
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toward Friedrich Nietzsche,385 where the interlocking basis of all these worldviews
might have been a “theurgic life-creationism”, or a sort of “theurgic postulate”. A
new mission for the philosopher-artist will be to change life in according with the
principles of a new “spiritual” visionary aesthetics. Tarnovskaia notices that rejecting
Soloviev and following Nietzsche, Belyi approaches the solution to the problem
differently: “in order to complete the feat of rebirth of the world, mankind must itself
be reborn. The meaning of art is to re-create the nature of our personality”. 386 With
Belyi, Tarnovskaia maintains, human race must overcome the limitations of its
existence and become, for itself, “its own artistic form – that is, it must be capable of
transformation”. Belyi was comprehending life as “the creation of the artist” in the
broad sense of this term, as purely an “aesthetic phenomenon”. According to her
Belyi “dreamed” of overcoming the boundaries between life and art, of going beyond
the limits of art and creating life itself in reality. The critic maintains that of all the
forms of art, by far “the closest to realizing this ideal was drama—‘life, expanded by
the musical passion of the soul’”.387
In this fundamental early work, Belyi said that ascetic love “Ioannora”
(“Иоаннора”) is “the highest form of any love” and that “sensual love”, although it
does not in fact completely disappear in asceticism, in some sort of magical way is
transformed and becomes qualitatively new.388 In this essay, Belyi starts speaking of
a certain “dividing line”389 that, as it were, can occur within the mindsets of the most
advanced “movers of mankind” that find themselves on a path “to religious and
mystical methods”.390 According to Belyi, certain special combinations of words can
exist, words “converted into prayers capable of raising the dead; words spoken by
Christ, the apostles, and the prophets”.391 It is just these kinds of combinations of
words that contain the “capability of religious efficacy”; the spiritual science,
“theurgy”, contains them, and all the real art of poet/theurgist/life-creators should be
directed along this theurgic path, in accordance with its vision.392
Belyi and Blok found relatively similar ideas of worldview and life-shaping
ideas in Soloviev, and, accordingly, these issues were pondered in their Symbolist
circle of young life-creators. One of the central issues that arose in this context was
the concept of religious asceticism, which was one of the main pillars of Soloviev’s
philosophy of utopian life-creation and which the circle of young Symbolists for the
most part added to their repository.
Iosif Mashbits-Verov, one of the pioneers in the “theurgical” line of research
on Russian Symbolism, once remarked that for Belyi, “true asceticism was easy,
joyous, good, and convincing ... [and] a sort of spiritual epicureanism”.393 The scholar
385

About Nietszche in the context of Blok’s and Belyi’s circle, see Паперный 1979: 84-106.
For more details about this, see Тарновская 2003: 384-388.
387
See: Тарновская 2003: 385.
388
See: Белый 1903: 108.
389
Перевал – “a mountain pass”. An important term for Belyi’s aesthetics and poetics.
390
“…к религиозно-мистическим методам”. Quoted in Машбиц-Веров 1969: 78.
391
“…обращенные в моленья, способные воскресить мертвых, слова, сказанные Христом,
апостолами, пророками”. Quoted Ibid.: 79.
392
See: Машбиц-Веров 1969: 78-79.
393
“…истинный аскетизм – легок, весел, благ, победителен... это своего рода духовное
эпикурейство”. See: Машбиц-Веров 1969: 78.
386
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emphasized, however, that in addition to this, asceticism was a sort of “dam” against
which the troubled dark waves of a dangerous “orgiasticism” had to break. According
to Belyi, and completely in keeping with the general teachings of Soloviev, “in terms
of asceticism, the question of sex is projected, as it were, to a very great height, into
an extraterrestrial sphere; it it carried up into the very heavens, overcoming death. ...
[I]n Christianity, death is an external, almost nonexistent boundary ... Death does not
frighten us. Those exalted through death pass over into eternal rapture, but ... sexual
love becomes a particular instance of Johann’s love’ (‘любoвь Иоаннова’), a white
... higher form of any kind of love”.394
Asceticism and theurgy are the most secretive spiritual keys that, according to
Belyi’s theory, can and should create a new life and overcome the chaotic darkness of
entropy. In his aformentioned article “About theurgy” (О теургии), Belyi informs the
readers of Novyi put’ that “there already are victorious ones” that have “vanquished
chaos and darkness”.395 According to him, these enlightened “victors” are Soloviev
and Blok. Belyi tells how “the words of Soloviev, who has understood that the yet
unseen but imminent spring is heard already and that it breathes with the breath of
Eternity, resound with a cheerful summons”.396
According to Belyi, we can see in Soloviev’s poetry how “the conquered
chaos is growing bright (…) we are already beginning to understand that it is due to
HER, who renders help from there, from beyond the chaos... The spirit of music has
awakened, the spirits have begun to speak, the mask has been ripped away, and
mankind’s path into the heavens, into the absolute, has been signified, the path of the
inner conversion—spiritual, mental, physiological, and physical—of mankind... The
‘stairway to godmanhood’ is opening up, the old organization is perishing under the
burden of the development of spirituality, and the one who will embody within
himself all the power of theurgic hopes must be reborn, and in the state of elevation
above history, the door from the world to that which is beyond the world ..., the
eternal harmony of the feeling of sonship of God, is being opened”.397
As Mashbits-Verov rightly observes, theurgy is manifest in Belyi’s early
articles in its rather radical, archaic and partially romanticized form – right up to the
belief in the real possibility of changing the physical nature of a person and in the
potential life-creational “state of elevation” above history.398
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“…в христианстве смерть – граница внешняя, почти не существующая... Нам не страшна
смерть. Увенчанные через смерть переходят в вечное вознесение, а ...половая любовь
становится частным случаем любви Иоанновой, белой... высшей формой всякой любви”. Quoted
in Машбиц-Веров: 1969: 79.
395
“…уже есть побеждающие… победившие хаос и мрак”. See: Белый 1903: 109.
396
“…бодрым призывом звучат слова Соловьева, понявшего, что еще незримая уже звучит и
веет дыханием Вечности грядущая весна”. Ibid.: 109. See also Машбиц-Веров 1969: 80-81.
397
“…побежденный хаос просветляется, мы уже начинаем понимать, что это за ОНА, которая
подает помощь оттуда, из-за хаоса... Проснулся дух музыки, заговорили сущности, сдернута
маска, обозначился путь человечества в небо, в мировое, путь внутреннего изменения человека
– духовного, психического, физиологического, физического... Открывается “ступень к
богочеловечеству”, старая организация гибнет под бременем развития духовности,
переродиться должен тот, кто воплотит в себе всю силу теургических чаяний, и в вознесенности
над историей открывается дверь из мира к тому, что за миром... вечная гармония чувства
богосыновства”. See: Машбиц-Веров 1969: 81.
398
See: Машбиц-Веров 1969: 71-87.
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Another important thematical subject of Soloviev’s life-creational legacy is
linked to his lyrical poetry, to the obviously utopian component of this poetry, and to
its “Sophian” (so to speak) ingredient. Soloviev’s half-Christian, half-Gnostic Sophia,
as we are able to understand it, clearly coincides with the “younger Symbolist”
existential concept of the “Beautiful Lady” (Dama) (or “Maiden” – Deva) and of
Blok’s and Belyi’s quasi-apocalyptic “Woman clothed in the sun” (“Жена
облеченная в солнце”). Soloviev’s androgynous Sophia399 has a defining influence
on the “mystical” life-creation of Russian Symbolism, at least in its “younger”
offshoot (and in this we must include Blok and Belyi, and, to some extent Viacheslav
Ivanov as well).400
In one of the characteristic texts of the younger Symbolists dedicated to
Soloviev, Blok’s important essay “The Knight-Monk”(“Рыцарь-монах”), the
younger poet wrote about the life-creation Sophian ideal of the philosopher, bringing
this ultimate form of perfection together with the poetic Sophian “manifest” given by
Soloviev in the poem “Three Meetings” (Три свидания). Blok remarks that
“Soloviev’s poem, addressed directly from himself to Her, Whom he here calls the
Eternal Companion, proclaims, ‘I, Vladimir Soloviev, a native of Moscow, have
summoned You and have seen You thrice: in Moscow in 1862, after the Sunday
Eucharist, as a nine-year-old boy; in London, in the British Museum, in the fall of
1875, as a master’s degree holder in philosophy and an associate professor at Moscow
University; and in the desert near Cairo, in early 1876:
Eщe нeвoльник cyeтнoмy миpy,
Пoд гpyбoю кopoю вeщecтвa
Taк я пpoзpeл нeтлeннyю пopфиpy
И oщyтил cияньe бoжecтвa’”. 401
(“A captive yet to the mundane world/ under the coarse crust of substance/ I have
sighted the imperishable purple attire/ and sensed the radiance of the Divine”.)
In this essay, Blok debates the question of the roots of Soloviev’s life-creation
aesthetics in the mystical settings of the past, and in particular, in the Middle Ages:
“Look at the kind of inscription that we read above the portriat of the knight-monk.
Like medieval inscriptions, it serves not as an interpretation, but rather as an
affirmation of the whole picture...”.402 Blok contends that this poem written at the end
of Soloviev’s life indicates, actually, the new point where the (new) life begins. Blok
suggests henceforth that “approaching the study of Soloviev’s creations, we must not
399

See for example, Kornblatt 1991: 487-496.
The only Russian Symbolist poet of whom Soloviev publicly “supported”.
401
“…Пoэмa Bл. Coлoвьeвa, oбpaщeннaя oт eгo лицa нeпocpeдcтвeннo к Toй, Koтopyю oн здecь
нaзывaeт Beчнoй Пoдpyгoй, глacит: ‘Я, Bлaдимиp Coлoвьeв, ypoжeнeц Mocквы, пpизывaл Teбя
и видeл Teбя тpижды: в Mocквe в 1862 гoдy, зa вocкpecнoй oбeднeй, бyдyчи дeвятилeтним
мaльчикoм; в Лoндoнe, в Бpитaнcкoм мyзee, oceнью 1875 гoдa, бyдyчи мaгиcтpoм филocoфии и
дoцeнтoм Mocкoвcкoгo yнивepcитeтa; в пycтынe близ Kaиpa, в нaчaлe 1876 гoдa’”. See Blok,
“The Knight-monk” (“Рыцарь-монах”) first published in the collection entitled О Владимире
Соловьеве (Moscow, 1911). (Quoted in Блок 1962-a: 452).
402
“…вoт кaкyю нaдпиcь читaeм мы нaд изoбpaжeниeм pыцapя-мoнaxa. Пoдoбнo
cpeднeвeкoвым нaдпиcям, oнa cлyжит нe иcтoлкoвaниeм, нo yтвepждeниeм вceй кapтины”. Блок
1962-a: 452.
400
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rise up to it, but do the opposite: take it as a starting point; only in the light of this
image, which becomes clear after a second, derived one is extinguished by death, can
we grasp the essence of the teachings and personality of Soloviev. This image is
given to life itself; it is not an allegory in any sense of the word”.403
Blok’s very reference to this life-creational Gnostic theme in Soloviev, and
the peculiar spiritual accent that we can sense in this essay, as several studies have
shown,404 are far from coincidental. Blok himself, to no small degree, was also
interested in what we might call “Gnostic life-creation”—a complex of soteriological
ideas405 that speak of some sort of utopian physical salvation (or a Fedorov-style
resurrection from the dead) of the life of the world by means of summoning the
otherworldly feminine image of the incarnated Sophia. (Whatever she might be: the
Soul of the World languishing in Pleroma, or the Beautiful Lady, or the Woman
Robed in the Sun, or the mythopoetic whore-companion of Simon Magus (“СимонМаг. Волхв”), or the ambivalent “Neznakomka” => the Unknown Lady-whore, the
ephemeral visitor of the noctural dives and taverns of St. Petersburg).406
As Zara Mintz once observed, referring to the (Goethean) ideas of the “eternal
feminine” that Soloviev (and, through his inspiration, the later Symbolists)
403

“…пpиcтyпaя к изyчeнию твopeний Coлoвьeвa, мы дoлжны нe пoднимaтьcя к нeй, a oбpaтнo:
иcxoдить из нee; тoлькo в cвeтe этoгo oбpaзa, cтaвшeгo яcным пocлe тoгo, кaк втopoй,
пpoизвoдный, пoгaшeн cмepтью,- мoжнo пoнять cyщнocть yчeния и личнocти Bл. Coлoвьeвa.
Этoт oбpaз дaн caмoй жизнью, oн – нe aллeгopия ни в кaкoм cмыcлe...”. Ibid.: 452-453.
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See Magomedova’s chapter about Blok’s “Simonian Gnosticism” in her monograph: Магомедовa
1997: 33-59.
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About Soloviev’s soteriology, see in particular Сабиров 2003: 148-153. Another important Russian
Symbolist philosopher was also quite interested in the figure of the ideal creation of androgyne. A
regular at Ivanov’s “Tower” and the formal chairman of many of their famous meetings, Nikolai
Berdiaev wrote a special essay about Russian symbolism’s period of Sturm und Drang that was taking
place at the “Ivanov Wednesdays”. About this period, see the recent collection: Шишкин 2006.The
issue of Berdiaev’s mystical views on the questions of the “androgyny” and “sex” of the ideal person
was the subject of a recent monograph (Черный 2004). Exactly like Soloviev, Berdiaev was interested
in “Gnostic” life-creation, and pondered this aspect in his treatise The Meaning of Creativity: An
Attempt at Justification of Mankind, where he operates with such terms as “Adam Kadmon”,
“pleroma”, and the like. Both Berdiaev and Soloviev were attracted by the possibility offered by lifecreationist Gnosticism for an original discussion of the ideal quality of a new human nature, the
possibility of comparing and drawing it close to a perfect divine ideal. Distinct theosophist and
(incipient) anthroposophist overtones were already becoming remarkably and distinctly audible. Yu.
Chernyi observed that for Berdiaev the main goal of his creative anthropology was developed in the
idea of the divine Artist, a new person-Creator. It was also significant, as Chernyi observes, that this
implied “Anthropos” is an androgyne, a person combining the male and female natures within himself.
In reference to Berdiav’s Symbolist philosophy the scholar states that “the bisexuality of the androgyne
in Gnostic tradition is acknowledged to be the main sign of his wholeness and divinity”. See: Черный
2004: 23. Berdiaev (Бердяев 1930: 31-47) regards ideal Gnostic androgyny as a goal to which
mankind can aspire, also in the context of the German mystic Jakob Böhme, whose significance in the
history of worldwide esoteric thought can hardly be overrated. The Sophian landscape, directly
responsible for the life-creationist theory of Solovievan-symbolist androgyny, is a place where
Soloviev and Berdiaev intersect. As the latter wrote, “The teaching about Sophia is in Böhme
inseparable from the teaching about the androgyne, that is, about the primeval wholeness of man.
Sophianism is, essentially, androgyny. Man has an androgynous, bisexual, male-female nature. Sophia,
i.e., the Virgin, is intrinsic to man”. See: Бердяев 1930: 40.
406
On this subject, see my recent article on the theme of “urbanistic prostitutes” in Blok, Briusov, and
Baudelaire: Ioffe 2008: 19-47.
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developed, a clear connective link between the “ideal” image of the Russian
philosopher and the fundamental “aspirations of the symbolists of a certain period can
hardly be called coincidental”.407 These ideas, according to Mintz, had a completely
logical and fundamental basis in their general life-utopian metaphysical worldview.
The fundamental peculiarity of the symbolist sense of the world “defined the
orientation toward myth and ‘neomythological’ tendencies’”. Mintz stressed the
owerwhelming importance of “pan-aestheticism – the notion of Beauty as the
profound essence of the world (a notion most closely tracing back to Friedrich
Schelling’s ideas of Weltseele, Goethe’s diе еwigе Wеibliсhkеit, and Vladimir
Soloviev’s Sophia), as its higher value and the most active transforming force of
existence (‘Beauty will save the world’)”.408
Symbolist life-creation, according to Mintz (she was a pioneer of the scholarly
understanding of this phenomenon), directly arises from a purely Solovievan method
of thinking and, so to speak, from the whole structure of existence of this group of
people. Perhaps the most important feature for the Symbolist aesthetic utopia was the
equating of knowledge of the world with its figurative-symbolic form, visible to the
eye, and with the permanent process of creation, the creativity of everyday life. Art,
as indeed any creative effort, in and of itself always creates a new reality that
possesses, after the image is created, a sort of newly-objective realness that is then
more clearly accessible to the scrutiny of others.
This new reality, embodying the ideals of the artist, to a certain degree turns
out to be in many ways more forceful and perfected than natural reality; but, in
addition, symbolists allot it a peculiar capability of overcoming or triumphing over
the tragedy of material existence. A crude and poor life is transformed into a
“delightful legend”—into a created legend (so to speak, as for example in the terms
used by Fedor Sologub), not only in the artistic text itself but also in the realness of
empirical reality. At least, this is how it stands in the symbolist artist’s desired
understanding of this reality, in his sort of “transformed understanding” of it. I refer
here to a peculiar symbolist concern about the life-creator artist who engages
surrounding people in his aesthetic activity. And this life-creating concern opposes to
the traditional literary approach which first and foremost championed the
“introspection”, rather than the “outward” action of art.
This kind of transformation of the “the ideal” into the “everyday/real-life
reality” among the symbolists was at times directed toward a radical restructuring of
one’s way of life and of the real psychosomatic personality of the artist itself.409 In
this respect, Soloviev’s understanding of the world, as far as we can judge, took its
teachings about the utopian restructuring of the external empirical world of things
even further. We see that in many cases there is a specific interweaving of symbolist
aesthetic utopianism and Soloviev’s metaphysical philosophy. A most significant
aspect turns out to be the fundamental accent placed on the special transformative
power of art—that which would later be called “life-building” in the Russian avantgarde’s leftist aesthetics.410
407

See: Минц 2004-б: 67.
Ibid.
409
And also, frequently, of the “audience”—the reader or hearer—that interpreted the artist.
410
This question is addressed to some degree by the next chapter.
408
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2.0. The Elder Symbolists
2.1. The case of Valerii Briusov
A 1905 article of Briusov’s that is important to my discussion, “The Holy Sacrifice”
(Священная жертва), proclaims an ideal of art that openly stands in a life-creation
vein. As Briusov set forth in this article, art is obliged to actually work with the
physical existence of its creator for aesthetic praxis. Briusov demands of the poet to
“diligently bring forth his ‘holy sacrifices’ not only with the verses, but with every
hour of his life, every feeling – his love, his hate, his achievements and his
downfalls”.411 Briusov urges the poet to create not only his books, but rather his life.
Briusov calls the poet “to keep the flame of the altar ever-burning, like the fire of
Vesta, let him kindle it into a great bonfire, not fearing that even his life will be
consumed in it. We will cast ourselves onto the altar of our deity. Only the priestly
knife that cleaves the breast gives one the right to be called a poet”.412
In this context, I should also mention the deviant behavior of Briusov and
Bal’mont, their turbulent real-life activities that included episodes in which the two
together, attempting to imitate the “accursed” French poets, would make the circuit of
city bordellos celebrating a “decadent” practice of ultimate drunkenness. In the latter
half of the 1890s, they “demonically” went around to the bordellos during the nights.
(This is documented by the characteristic passages from the relevant days in
Briusov’s diary, and in several letters along with his autobiographical reminiscences).
The issue of Briusov’s life-creationist eroticism and his declarative decadent
style logically comes to the forefront of my discussion. The ultimate relation of lifecreational eroticism to the poet’s oeuvre was reflected already in his early
“monoverse” which became immediately famous. “Could you cover your pale thighs
please…” (“О прикрой свои бледные ноги”). This line was considered to be
schockingly provocative and frivolous for its time.
In his Diary, Briusov straightforwardly links his decadent life-creation interest
with unrestrained bohémien drunkenness and a fashionable at that time longing for
esotericism and spiritism.413 The documentary-style diary of the poet notes:
“Yesterday I returned home and lounged around. Had been with E.A. (and Julia,
apparently) at the Aleksandrovs’. I didn’t behave wickedly, but all right, only I got
drunk at dinner and made a sloppy end to it. If I learned anything at all at Christmas,
then it was to get drunk, or, rather, to drink vodka with a cool head. The devil knows
what happened. ... There was a séance on the 3rd (nowadays I’m harping about
spiritism everywhere). Almost the same as on 23.10.92. The only thing, I’m very fedup with the kisses. I’ve got to contrive a meeting, but that’ll be later. [...] ... 13th
411

“Мы требуем от поэта, чтобы он неустанно приносил свои ‘священные жертвы’ не только
стихами, но каждым часом своей жизни, каждым чувством, – своей любовью, своей
ненавистью, достижениями и падениями. Пусть поэт творит не свои книги, а свою жизнь”. See:
Брюсов 1905: 28.
412
“Пусть хранит он алтарный пламень неугасимым, как огонь Весты, пусть разожжёт его в
великий костёр, не боясь, что на нём сгорит и его жизнь. На алтарь нашего божества мы
бросаем самих себя. Только жреческий нож, рассекающий грудь, даёт право на имя поэт”. See:
Брюсов 1905: 29.
413
All the related contextual details see in Богомолов 1999-д: 279-310.
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[January] Yesterday at the séance, my heart trembled again”.414 The same attitude
towards “sex” and alcoholic adventures was quite characteristic of Briusov’s
behaviour during his youthful years. He would mention in his diary: “…Yesterday
after a meeting we went to a bordello, I was together with the same Sasha. There were
several comic occasions. On our way home we were reading a mourning poster
devoted to someone’s funeral”.415
Briusov’s decadent life-creation knew no restricting boundaries. His complete
detachment, according to his diary, with the “passage of time” and his “growing up”,
only intensified: “Yesterday I was at a party at the gymnazium, I even bought gloves
for it (alas, they should have been white, but I bought yellow ones). I was bored, of
course. The best time was when I was sitting downstairs with NN in the window and
we were kissing, I even got an erection then. In Turgenev’s language, I ‘felt as one
with...’ In Russian, ‘my pecker stood up’. We also kissed on the way back, but I was
already fed up with this licking, for some reason. [... Feb. 6th] Was at a séance
yesterday. Got brazenly fresh with El[ena] Andr[eevna]. It was good. I felt up her
legs, almost up to her cunt. By now, grabbing her tits is just a joke to me. We sat
down together at the table, and she pushed my hands away. I went for it again, she did
the same thing. Then, playing it cool, I slid over to Verochka and starting feeling her
up. She was glad; by the way, I was pretending to feel her up, more than anything.
Then I turned around to El. Andr. She had calmed down, and I started to [illegible]
her. I misbehaved with no limits. And to tell you the truth, it was so much more
pleasant with Verochka, even though she’s scrawnier”.416
Briusov’s fervently “symbolist” decadence comes across as a fusion of
worship of the French masters and of imitation of their “aesthetics of life”, boldly
mixed up with a most radically experimental (for the times) eroticism and overall
physiological “poetics of fleshliness”. Briusov observes: “After dinner, i.e., when we
had had some drinks, E.A. and I found ourselves alone. At first we hid under a map of
Moscow and kissed there, then we casually slipped out to another room. I remember
414

“Вчера возвращался домой и шатался. Были с Е.А. (и Юлией, очевидно) у Александровых. Я держал себя не блестяще, но хорошо, только за ужином напился и конец провел безалаберно.
Вообще если я чему научился на Рожд<ество>, то это пьянствовать или, вернее, пить
хладн<окро>в<но> водку. Черт знает что такое. ... Третьего дни был сеанс (я теперь всюду
твержу о спиритизме). Почти то же, что и 23.10.92. Только поцелуи мне уж очень приелись.
Надо изобрести свидание, но это в будущем. <...> ... 13 <января> Вчера на сеансе у меня сердце
опять задрожало”. Quoted via Богомолов 2004-a: 192.
415
“Вчера после заседания пошли в бардак, и я опять обретался с Сашей. Много комичных
случаев. Возвращаясь домой читали траурный плакат о смерти”. Quoted via Богомолов 1990:
151.
416
“Был вчера в г<и>м<на>з<ии> на вечере, даже перчатки купил ради этого (увы, следовало
белые, а я купил желтые). ... Конечно, скучал. ... Лучшее время - когда сидел внизу с Ел. Андр.
на окне и целовались, там даже была эрекция. На яз<ыке> Тургенева ‘почув<ствовал> себя
наедине с...’. По-русс<ки> - ‘хуй встал’. Целовались и на возвратном пути, но это лизание чтото уже очень приелось. <...> 6.2 Вчера был на сеансе. ... ... С Ел.Андр. стал нагло дерзок. Это
хорошо. Щупал ее за ноги, чуть не за пизду. Хватать ее за груди для меня уже шутки. ... Сели за
столом я с ней, а она отталкивает руки. Я еще, она опять. Тогда я хладнокровно отодвигаюсь к
Верочке и начинаю ее щупать. Она рада; впрочем, я больше делал вид, что щупаю. Потом
поворачиваюсь к Ел. Андр. Она смирилась, и я повел <1 нрзб.> нее. Безобразничал до
беспредельности. ... А правду сказать, насколько мне было приятней с Верочкой, хотя она и
костлявее.<...>”. See: Богомолов 2004-a: 192.
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we were lying in each other’s arms, and I was babbling some kind of incoherent
decadent explanation; I was talking about the moon slipping out from behind a cloud,
about a pagoda smiling in the streams, about the diamond of a fantasy that was
burning up in the form of an adolescent daydream. However, she agreed to see me on
Friday and Sunday. Today, under the influence of all that, [I was] in madly good
spirits, and even went myself to take my Mallarmé translations to the Russkoe
obozrenie editor’s office”.417
The entire life-creationist text of Briusov’s diary, which conveys all the erotic
details and perturbations of its author’s life, is in a similar spirit and style of the
overall narrative: “But be more careful... Be reasonable. Don’t allow yourself excess.
Kisses – that’s your limit. OK?... 15th [March] Well, we saw each other... We had a
room at Savrasenkov’s. That was brave for a young girl. We kissed endlessly and
crushed each other in embraces. I went so far as to unbutton her blouse and to kiss her
tits”.418
Alcohol-fed agitations, and all manner of nighttime adventures coupled with
erotic life-building, define Briusov’s entire “life text” of this period: “I left the house
at 2. ... At home I’d drunk beer and vodka, but that’s nothing. At the ‘Italia’ I drank
two belts of vodka, then a glass of wine, and at the ‘Bier-Halle’, there was a round of
beer. I got to the ed[itor’s office] in a good mood. They asked me to drop by
tomorrow. I left to go meet [E. A.]. Anything’s fine for a drunk. I was feeling like I
loved E. A. and believed in myself. We got to Savras[enko’]s. It’s even hard to
describe what we did. We didn’t fuck, only due to my discretion. We lay on top of
each other, side by side, and I took off her [illegible], I pulled up her skirt above her
knees. Hell knows what else! We left each other at 6:30”.419
Sex, the eros of bodily contact with a woman, and the “decadent” alcoholism,
all play a dominant role in Briusov’s diary. At times, it is “terrible” for Briusov to
think about and “describe” what he is doing in his real life, his “conquests” of the
alcohol narcotic and of erotic folly, which proceed in keeping with the French
bohemian-decadent model of life of a Parisian poet (or artist). Briusov tells in his
diary: “I sit down and get drunk specially for the tryst… 3 hours. I had about 10 shots
and I was already half in love with E. A. again. I’ll stop in at the ‘Italia’, too, and I’ll
417

“…после ужина, т.е. когда выпили, нам удалось с Е.А. остаться вдвоем. Сначала мы
прикрывались планом Москвы и целовались за ним, потом хладнокровно ушли в другую
комнату. Помню, что мы лежали в объятьях друг друга, а я лепетал какое-то бессвязное
декадентское объяснение, говорил о луне, выплывающей из мрака, о пагоде, улыбающейся в
струях, об алмазе фантазии, которая сгорела в образе юной мечты. ... Однако она назначила мне
свидание в пятницу и воскресенье. Сегодня под влиянием всего это<го> в безумно радостном
настроении духа, и даже лично отнес в редакцию ‘Русс<кого> Обозр<ения>’свои переводы из
Маллармэ”. Ibid.: 191.
418
“Но осторожнее... Будь благоразумен. Не позволяй себе лишнего. Поцелуи - вот твой предел.
Иди... ... 15 <марта> ... Ну-с, было свидание... Поместились мы у Саврасенкова. Для девицы это
смело. Целовались бесконечно и мяли друг друга в объятиях. Я дошел до того, что расстегнул
ее кофту и целовал грудь”. Ibid.
419
“Вышел из дому в 2 ... ... Дома выпил я пива и водки, но ничего. В ‘Италии’ выпил 2 рюмки
водки, потом стакан вина, в “Bier-Halle” - кружку пива. В ред<акцию> пришел навеселе.
Попросили зайти завтра. Пошел на свидание. Пьяному все хорошо. Чув<ст>вую: что люблю
Е.А. и верю в себя. Пришли к Саврас<енк>ову. Что делали, и описать трудно. Только ради
моего благоразумия не еблись. Лежали друг на друге, рядом, снимал ее <нрзб.>, задирал юбку
выше колен. Черт знает что такое! Расстались в 6 1/2. <...>”. Ibid.: 191.
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be completely in love. The hell with it. It’s a pity I had a wet dream at night (or in the
even[ing]) [...] 16th, Fr[i]d[a]y. At home. At the ed[itor’s office]. A tryst. We lay on
the bed in the hot[el] and felt each other up, but we didn’t fuck. Why not? I don’t
know. It was lucky, but I must confess that I’ve already lost my good sense and gone
that far. What we have done generally, is terrible to think about”.420 Briusov’s sincere
frankness reaches its apogee when he describes how he experiences an orgasm and
directs his semen directly into his pants, not even trying to hide this: “Could I really
not be allowed to call her Lelia now? Oh! Lelia! At first, it turned out lousy. I was so
tired, in tussling with her I let go about 5 times in my pants, so I hardly came
afterwards, but that’s OK”.421
Along these same lines, I would like to mention another Briusov text, first
published not so long ago, that is very important for the
“prostitution/bordello/erotica” topic. Briusov’s ‘autobiographical’ novella “The
Decadent” was written in the period of his “symbolist maturation”, when the poet was
still quite young.422 We adduce these fragments from Briusov’s intimate diary in
order to emphasize yet again the overall concentration of his “biographical practice”
on the sphere of the forbidden “underbelly”. We may easily distinguish there his clear
focus on the issue of sexual life and on the consequent disruptions of the taboos
accepted in the society at that time. With his concentration on corporal life-creation,
Briusov intentionally violated many established conventions of “accepted” and
“permitted” behavior, invariably following the French models well-known to him,
foremost of which were Baudelaire, Rimbaud, and Verlaine. The physical and
behavioral structure of his actions was conceptually parallel, as well as his verbal and
poetic sphere of working (wherein he had from the beginning followed the “French
canon” that he found so alluring).423
Bal’mont was perhaps Briusov’s closest companion in his nocturnal youthful
“decadent” “drunken” wanderings about Moskow in the 1890s.424 In Briusov’s diary
420

“Сижу и специально для свидания напиваюсь пьян. ...3 часа...Выпил рюмок 10 и уже
наполовину опять влюблен в Е.А. Зайду еще в ‘Италию’ и буду совсем влюблен. ... Черт возьми.
Жаль, что ночью (веч<ером>) была поллюция. <...> ... 16 П<ят>т<ница>. Дома. В ред<акции>.
Свидание. Лежали в № на кровати и щупали друг друга, однако не еблись. Почему? Не знаю.
Это счастливый случай, а должен сознаться, что я уже потерял благоразумие и добивался этого.
Что мы вообще делали – это страшно подумать”. Ibid.
421
“Неужели мне и теперь нельзя называть ее Лелей? ... О! Леля! ... Сперва вышло дело дрянь. Я
так устал, в борьбе с ней спустил раз 5 в штаны, так что еле-еле кончил потом, но это ничего”.
Ibid.
422
Богомолов 2004-б: 297-349.
423
On the strong connection between Briusov and the French poetry, see the general works of
Georgette Donchin and Joan D. Grossman (Donchin 1958; Grossman 1985). See also Briusov’s
correspondence with the French poet René Ghil, recently published by Roman Dubrokvin. See the
entire publication in Дубровкин 2005.
424
Briusov’s drunkenness grew into a pernicious habit, and then into morphine addiction as well. This
turned intonarcotic dependency (which the Bolsheviks partly used to their advantage when they
compelled him to work for them). This peculiar type of alcoholic intoxication was shared by
Konstantin Bal’mont. According to his wife’s reminiscences, even a small quantity of liquor led to
unpredictable and “tumultuous” consequences. There was one famous incident in the St. Petersburg
cabaret, “The Stray Dog” (“Бродячая собакa”), when the poet was honored upon his return from
abroad. The event ended with a scandal. See the description of this by Vladimir Piast (Пяст 1997: 181184). See also Шульц, Склярский 2002: 64-65.
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entry for September 28, 1894, we can read about the endless bohemian wanderings
and carousings: “With Lang I participated in [name of esoteric circle of Moscow
spiritists] [and] made the acquaintance of Bal’mont. After the carousing, after we had
finished the first session, Bal’mont and I wandered about the streets drunk until 8:00
in the morning, and we swore eternal love to each other”.425 A little later, in
December of the same year, “I was at Bal’mont’s and wandered around everywhere
with him, all night”.426 In December 1895, Briusov notes in his diary, “Bal’mont just
dropped by, exultant, delirious, and Poe-like. A lot of his mood was ‘put on’, of
course, but he cheered me up, distracted me. It was as if a ray of moonlight had
slipped out from among the clouds and and scorched the waves with a fleeting
kiss”.427 Still later, in the winter of 1896, this very same theme continues: “On
Sunday I had fallen into such despair that I couldn’t even read Edgar Poe... I found
my coat and decided I’d run somewhere, despite my rheumatism. I ran into Bal’mont
at the port. A delirious evening followed—people I didn’t know, taverns, wine,
arguments...”.428
It was Bal’mont in particular who encouraged the development and
intensification of Briusov’s interest in all kinds of “fallen women” (whom Briusov
called “boulevard fairies” / “бульварные феи”) that were later so significant for his
urban aesthetic. This has much to do with the later phases of Briusov’s “schoolboy”
interest in his own body, “demonic” prohibited contact between the sexes, and all the
issues involved with corporality and “ignoble” encounters with women. Briusov
wrote retrospectively, as a mature man, about his first youthful experiments in this
direction. He was eager to tell about the early steps he made in his youth that were
directed toward getting intimately close to the prostitutes of the city: “My hunger for
getting close to a woman finally vanquished all kinds of timidity. I had already made
an attempt in the spring. In the evenings I would go down to the school’s association,
and got quite a fill of seeing the boulevard fairies. I also familiarized myself with the
way to get to know them. ...A girl and I drank a bottle of port. Then, after I had paid
her two roubles, to her surprise, I left”.429
The very same obsessive erotic attitude towards women was cultivated by
Bal’mont in his famous poetry collection “Let us be like the sun!”). Two of the poems
in the original edition represented a life-creationist hymn to the feminine genitalia (a
topic that will be explored below in context of Aleksandr Blok). Bal’mont was

425

“Принял с Лангом участие в О.Л.З.Л. и познакомился с Бальмонтом. После попойки,
закончившей первое заседание, бродили с Бальмонтом пьяные по улицам до 8 часов утра и
клялись в вечной любви”. See: Брюсов 2002: 35.
426
“Был у Бальмонта и проблуждал с ним всю ночь”. Ibid.: 36.
427
“Сейчас заходил Бальмонт, ликующий, безумный, эдгаровский. Многое, конечно, в его
настроении делано, но все же он оживил, увлек меня. Точно луч лунный проскользнул между
туч и обжег минутным поцелуем волны”. Ibid.: 39.
428
“В воскресенье я дошел до отчаяния, даже не мог читать Эдгара По... ... я надел шубу и
решился бежать, несмотря на свой ревматизм. В дверях встретил Бальмонта. Последовал
безумный вечер, незнакомые мне люди, трактиры, вино, споры”. Ibid.
429
“Моя жажда сближения с женщиной, наконец победила всякую робость. Еще весной я сделал
попытку. Я ходил вечерами в гимнастическое общество и вдоволь насмотрелся бульварных
фей. Присмотрелся и к способу вступать с ними в знакомство. ... Мы выпили с девушкой
бутылку портвейна. Потом, заплатив ей два рубля, я ушел к ее удивлению”. Ibid.: 208.
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praising there the unique sensual beauty of female private parts, basing his narrative
on his real-life experience.430 Bal’mont wrote:
Мы с тобой сплетемся в забытьи:
Ты — среди подушек, на диване,
Я — прижав к тебе уста мои,
На коленях, в чувственном тумане.
Спущены тяжелые драпри,
Из угла нам светят канделябры,
Я увижу волны, блеск зари,
Рыб морских чуть дышащие жабры.
Белых ног, предавшихся мечтам,
Красоту и негу без предела,
Отданное стиснутым рукам,
Судорожно бьющееся тело.
Раковины мягкий мрак любя,
Дальних глаз твоих ища глазами,
Буду жечь, впивать, вбирать тебя
Жадными несытыми губами.
Солнце встанет, свет его умрет.
Что нам Солнце — разума угрозы?
Тот, кто любит, влажный мед сберет
С венчика раскрытой скрытой розы. 431
(“We’ll embrace in forgetfulness / You, among the pillows, on the sofa / Me, pressing
my lips upon you / On my knees, in a sensual mist / Pulled down are heavy curtains /
Chandeliers are shining in the corner / I will see waves, glimmer of morning / Barely
breathing gills of sea fishes / Infinite beauty and languor / of white legs, lapsing into
dreams/ The body twitching in convulsion / Surrendered to grasping hands / Loving
the shell’s soft murk / Searching for your distant eyes with mine / I will burn you,
imbibe you, suck you in / With my greedy, hungry lips / The Sun will rise, its light
will die away / What’s the Sun to us, threats of reason? / He who loves will gather the
damp honey / from the corona of an open, hidden rose”).
The other poem was banned by the tsarist censorship from the first publication (the
text was replaced by another one).432 Bal’mont tells there:
Как жадно я люблю твои уста,
430

This collection of poetry was initially dedicated to M. Lochvitskaia, a fellow poetess with whom
Bal’mon had a vibrant love affair at that time. See Фидлер 2008: 236-238.
431
Quoted via Богомолов 2005: 173.
432
See the details in Богомолов 2005: 167-182.
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Не те, что видит всякий, но другие,
Те, скрытые, где красота – не та,
Для губ моих желанно-дорогие.
В них сладость неожиданных отрад,
В них больше тайн и больше неги влажной,
В них свежий, пряный, пьяный аромат,
Как в брызгах волн, как в песне волн протяжной.
Дремотная, в них вечно тает мгла,
Как в келье, в них и тесно и уютно,
И красота их ласково-тепла,
И сила их растет ежеминутно.
Их поцелуй непреходящ, как сон,
И гасну я, так жадно их целуя.
Еще! Еще! Я все не побежден...
А! Что за боль! А! Как тебя люблю я! 433
(“How avidly I love your lips! / Not those that everyone can see, but other ones /
Those, hidden ones, whose beauty is of a different kind / That to my lips are precious
and desired / There’s sweetness of sudden pleasures in them / More secrets and more
moist bliss / There’s a fresh, piquant, heady fragrance in them / Like in the splashes
of waves, like in the slow song of waves / A somnolent haze perpetually melts in
there / Like in a monk’s cell, it’s tight and cozy in there / Their beauty is tender and
warm / And their strength waxes with every minute / Their kiss is lasting like a dream
/ And I fade kissing them so avidly / More! More! I am not conquered yet… / Ah!
What a pain! Ah! How much I love you!”)
Pursuing corresponding erotical sensations Briusov is realistically detailed in
the descriptions of his physical contacts with the representatives of the oldest
profession, fully in keeping with the same kind of experience as his friend Bal’mont
and their Western literary precursors and models of life-creation he imitated
(Baudelaire, Rimbaud, and others), who likewise took an interest in the decadent and
dissolute “life on the boulevard”. Briusov writes in his diary, “It was getting late. The
boulevard was almost empty. ... I went up to some girl that suited my notions –
strange ones, I must say – about loveliness. I’m sorry that I’ve forgotten her name.
...Finally, we came to an agreement, and left. We drank port again, then I sidled up to
her and started to unfasten her bodice. ... She pushed me aside and went behind a
partition to undress. I tried to make myself believe that this was the moment for
which I had so long waited, but everything was excruciatingly empty and stupid”.434
433

Quoted via Богомолов 2005: 174.
“Становилось поздно. Бульвар пустел. ... Я подошел к какой-то девушке, отвечавшей моим –
странным, впрочем, – понятиям о миловидности. Мне жаль, что я забыл ее имя. ... Наконец мы
сговорились и пошли. Мы опять пили портвейн, потом я подсел к ней и стал расстегивать ее
лиф. ... Отстранила меня и ушла за перегородку раздеваться. Я старался внушить себе, что это
434
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As a sober-minded child of his times, the pioneer of Russian symbolism was
constantly afraid of endangering his own health by falling victim to one of the
widespread venereal diseases usually associated with prostitutes: “I hungrily
memorized what kind of physical sensations that night had evoked in me, but I was
afraid that I would find out I had a venereal disease. ... I didn’t know much about
what the diseases were like, and I was blindly, stupidly afraid, I was afraid for several
months in a row. Hypochondria dozens of times made me picture myself sick. I fell to
my knees and prayed”.435
It is obvious that his entire erotic conception of the woman, the merging of
eros and potential “creativity”, gave Briusov’s aesthetics a powerful impulse toward
his elaborate “management” of his own physical life.
Along with Bal’mont’s lyrical excersises, one can justifiably conclude that
Briusov (particularly with respect to the excerpts from his diary given just previously)
can rightly be considered one of the central and most important Russian poetic
erotomaniacs. The most explicit of his texts, the poem “We are two trunks set ablaze
by a lightning storm” (“Мы два грозой зажженные ствола”), have been examined
by Nikolai Bogomolov.436 In my context several of his other poems are quite
significant as well, particularly, the notable poem “Violet”, first published by
Aleksandr Emel’ianov-Kokhanskii in a collection (without any indication of Briusov
as the real author):
Томимая засухой летней,
Фиалка в лесу погибала
И к небу с мольбою последней
Свои лепестки обращала…
По небу суровая туча
Без капли дождя проносилась,
И молния вспышкой могучей
Угрюмо по черни змеилась…
Но стало ей в роще зеленой
Цветок погибающий жалко,
И капельки влаги студеной.
Упали над бедной фиалкой. 437
(“Tormented by the drought of the summer, / a violet was dying in the woods / and
with her last prayer / turned her petals to heavens... / A grim storm cloud without a
drop of rain was sweeping along the sky / and lightning with a powerful outburst /
was gloomily writhing in the black firmament... / But it felt sorry for / the dying
flower in the green woods / and drops of cold moisture fell over the poor violet.”).
та минута, какой я ждал так давно, но было все мучительно пусто и глупо”. See: Брюсов 2002:
37.
435
“Я жадно изучал, какие физиологические переживания вызвала во мне эта ночь, но боялся,
что откроется венерическая болезнь... Я не очень знал, какие бывают болезни, и боялся слепо,
глупо, боялся несколько месяцев подряд. Мнительность рисовала мне десятки раз, что я болен.
Я падал на колени и молился”. Ibid.
436
See: Богомолов 1996: 317-335.
437
See: Брюсов 1998: 5.
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I will discuss later the hidden erotic connotations of the poetic image of the
“violet”, in the context of Blok and his poem with the similar name. Clearly
connected to this theme, too, is Briusov’s 1908 poem “The Scarlet Rose” (Алая
роза): 438
Лаской тайной и усталой
Дай прощанье обмануть!
Розой полной, розой алой
Над моей мечтой побудь!
Я целую утомленно
В предвкушении тоски
Розы нежно наклоненной
Огневые лепестки.
Как пчела, вонзаю жало
В сладко пахнущий цветок,
Розы полной, розы алой
Выпиваю пряный сок.
...
Ах! Как мигов было мало!
Как был краток каждый миг!
К розе полной, к розе алой,
Упоенный я приник.
Лепесток, другой и третий
Гаснет в жаркой ласке губ…
Ночь плывет. В холодном свете
Распростерта ты – как труп.439
(“Let me deceive the parting / with a secret and tired caress! / Be the blooming,
crimson rose / above my dream! // I tiredly kiss, / anticipating my yearning, / the fiery
petals / of the tenderly bowed rose. // Like a bee I insert my sting / in the sweetly
smelling flower, / drink the heady juice / of the blooming, crimson rose. // ... // Ah!
How few moments we had! / How short was each moment! / Enraptured, I nestled
close to / the blooming, crimson rose. // Petal after petal die out in the hot caress of
my lips... / The night floats. In the cold night / you lie outstretched like a corpse”).
It appears that Briusov, not camouflaging in the least, is describing some kind of
oral sex act. The nature of this erotic imagery may be guessed completely
unambiguously. This motif reaches a culmination in a true “hymn to cunnilingus”,

438

In his brief commentaries, Vasilii Molodiakov mentions the name of Mirra Lokhvitskaia, a
provocative writer of the same times, whose own poetical line “Embody me as a pale rose, a tea rose,
O poet!” (“Розой бледной, розой чайной, воплоти меня поэт!”) was addressed to Bal’mont.
439
See: Брюсов 1998: 28.
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being very close in its major metaphoric junctions to the Bal’mont’s texts quoted
above. In a poem written in 1910, entitled “At the Feast” (“На пиру) Briusov writes:
Придвинься, девушка, на ложе:
Здесь мало места для двоих.
Приятна пальцам ощупь кожи
Твоей и пух волос твоих.
Кругом все розами венчаны,
Рабы разносят кубки вин..
Но я сквозь дым благоуханный
Впиваю аромат один. ...
Что делит нас? – немного тканей!
Я слышу тела теплоту
Чрез них и яд благоуханий
Ловлю ноздрями на лету!
...
О, не вопью ль тогда всем телом,
Руками, грудью, языком,
Всем существом похолоделым –
Что скрыто в запахе твоем.
Он, едкий, он, паляще-острый,
Войдет мой рот, войдет в мой дух,
Мы будем сплетены, как сестры,
Единый трепет будет двух.
Вдохну и выпью аромат твой,
Упьюсь твоею влагой я…
Клянусь, клянусь, великой клятвой:
Я – твой! Иль, может, я – твоя! 440
(“Move over, girl, on this couch / There isn’t enough room for two / My fingers like
the feeling /Of your skin and the fluff of your hair / Around us all are wreathed with
roses / The slaves are serving goblets of wine / But I am, through the perfumed
smoke, imbibing just a single odour… / What comes between us? A few tissues! / I
can feel body warmth / Through them and pick up the poison / Of scents flying past
my nostrils /…/ Oh, will I not imbibe then with all my body / With my hands, breast
and tongue / With all my shivering essence / All that is concealed in your smell /
Acrid, full of spicy fire / It will enter my mouth, enter my soul / Like sisters we will
be intertwined / And quivering as a single being / I will inhale and imbibe your odour
/ With your liquid I will drink my fill… / I swear, I swear with a solemn oath: / I’m
your man! Or maybe a woman, too!”).
440

Ibid.: 28-29.
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In this text Briusov is celebrating a poetical act of oral sex with a woman. In
quite the same way as it was with Bal’mont, this poetical “act” arose from Briusov’s
overall life-creation system of the “biographical text”, revealing the poet’s intimate
communication with a “dear friend” whose identity might be the subject of further
speculations.
Briusov’s long and complex love affair with Nina Petrovskaia can justifiably
be called one of the important landmarks of the symbolist attitude toward erotic
“creation of life”. The corresponding empirical event passes through the prism of the
aestheticized (symbolist, decadent, demoniacal, erotomaniacal) ideas of the
person/artist (writer, poet, or creator). Briusov was eleven years older than
Petrovskaia (the wife of the future publisher of the “Gryphon” almanacs, Sergei
Sokolov), and, at the time they met, was at the real zenith of his fame as a publisher
of literary/artistic journals related to Russian symbolism. Their first meeting took
place in a mutual acquaintance’s sitting room, where the symbolists had occasionally
gathered in late winter of 1903.441
Using the general life-creational pattern Briusov also embodied the selffashioning role of “high priest of Symbolism”, making the myth of the Magus of
Decadence explicit, as it were. As a result of meeting Petrovskaia, Briusov sensed a
kindred spirit in her, and subsequently rendered her image and her “demonic”
feminine nature in his large-scale life-creational novel “Fiery Angel”. Briusov would
remark that: “in order to write Your novel, all I have to do is remember You, believe
in You, love You”.442 Later he would address to his loving friend: “Nina, I am
begging you, please have longing for something! This is my highest desire!”.443 And
Petrovskaia would later remark in return: “[Valery] please understand, simply
understand, – I am not capable of doing anything, when I am not with you”.444
Briusov realizes that utilizing the story of their passionate relationship he can in fact
try to create something substantial in length, and spiritually significant. The major
goal was to emplot all the existent Symbolist ideas about writing the “historical
novel” in concrete working practice. Briusov would not hesitate to immerse himself
into this demanding work. According to the proposed scheme, Petrovskaia was
summoned to serve as his inspirational decoy, his enlightening beacon, illuminating
the tricky novelistic path. In a well-known letter to her Briusov admits that ‘love’ and
‘creativity in prose’ became two new enchanting worlds for him. In one of these
worlds, he tells, “you have drawn me away quite far, into fairytale countries, into
unheard-of lands into which others rarely penetrate. Let us hope that it will be the
same in this other world as well”.445
441

See Aleksandr Lavrov’s introductory article in the new collection of Briusov-Petrovskaia
correspondence: Лавров 2004: 10. See also Гарэтто 1992: 8-129; see also another recent book-length
publication devoted to this topic: Kern 2006.
442
“Чтобы написать Твой роман, довольно помнить Тебя, довольно верить Тебе, любить Тебя”.
See: Брюсов, Петровская 2004: 624.
443
“Нина, Нина! Пожелай, наконец, что-нибудь! Это мое величайшее желание”. See: Брюсов,
Петровская 2004: 381.
444
“Пойми, просто пойми, – я не могу ничего, когда я не с тобой”. See: Брюсов, Петровская
2004: 625.
445
“в одном ты увлекла меня далеко, в сказочные страны, в небывалые земли, куда проникают
редко. Да будет то же и в этом другом мире”. See: Брюсов, Петровская 2004: 301.
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The outline of their life-creation novel began to be fleshed-out, and, as
Petrovskaia later observed, Briusov matered446 a large number of serious historical
studies and materials about medieval European history and forbidden magic. All this
was rethought, reconsidered and spilled over into the physical-life canvas of the
book’s resulting narrative. The ‘demoniacal principle’ that is so obvious in “Fiery
Angel” and portrayed in it in such a vivid way, could be evidently felt in the germ of
the personal relationship between Briusov and Petrovskaia. Petrovskaia herself
remarked that once she told Briusov, “I want to fall into your darkness, irrevocably,
for ever. ... You see, Valerii Iakovlevich, the background of ‘mute blackness’ has,
after all, surrounded us, and there is no way out of it, so I have to go into it. You are
already in it, and now I want to go to the same place’”.447 The dark world of
demoniacal decadence also served, as the foremost core of their “mutually
destructive” passion and of all their perplexed relationship which was a clear outcome
of the life-creation program of living.
The utmost flowering of this real-life literary/everyday demonism, of all the
erotic life-creation of Briusov and his muse, takes place in 1904, as Petrovskaia
subsequently recalled: “Towards the autumn [of that year] Briusov proffered me a
goblet of dark astringent wine, in which his soul was dissolved like Cleopatra’s pearl,
and said, ‘Drink!’. I drank it, and was poisoned for seven years”.448 Briusov observed
in his own diary, later published (in a slightly censored form) by Nikolai Ashukin,
“For me it was a tempestuous, dizzying year. Never had I experienced such passions,
such torments, such joys. The majority of the experiences are embodied in the poems
in my book Stephanos. Some of them became part of the novel Fiery Angel, as well.
At times I was quite ready to discard the former directions of my life and take up new
ones, to start my whole life over again. As far as literature went, I almost didn’t exist
for that year. ...Only the connection with Belyi remained, but the connection was
more that of two enemies”.449
Petrovskaia in turn recalled, “He divined in me the organic affinity of my soul
with one half of his, the ‘secret’ half that people around him didn’t know, the one that
he both loved in himself and, more often, fiercely hated”.450 To carry out his plan of
work on the historical novel that he had conceived, Briusov needed to not only study
446

On Briusov’s studies of history see: Гаспаров 1975: 543-557; Малеин 1930: 183-195; Лавров,
Гречишкин 1973: 121-137; Лавров, Гречишкин 1978: vol.1, 79-99; vol.2, 73-96.
447
“Я хочу упасть в Вашу тьму, бесповоротно и навсегда... Вот видите, Валерий Яковлевич, –
обступил ведь фон ‘глухой черноты’, и уйти некуда, – нужно, значит, войти в него. Вы уже в
нем, теперь я хочу туда же”. See: Петровская 1992: 67.
448
“В эту осень Брюсов протянул мне бокал с темным терпким вином, где как жемчужина
Клеопатры была растворена его душа и сказал – Пей!.. Я выпила и отравилась на семь лет”.
Ibid.: 69.
449
“Для меня это был год бури, водоворота. Никогда не переживал я таких страстей, таких
мучительств, таких радостей. Большая часть переживаний воплощена в стихах моей книги
Stephanos. Кое-что вошло и в роман Огненный Ангел. Временами я вполне готов был бросить
все прежние пути моей жизни и перейти на новые, начать всю жизнь сызнова. Литературно я
почти не существовал за этот год. ... Связь оставалась только с Белым, но скорее связь двух
врагов”. See: Брюсов 2002: 155.
450
“Он угадал во мне органическую родственность моей души с одной половиной своей, с той –
“тайной”, которой не знали окружающие, с той, которую он в себе любил, и, чаще, люто
ненавидел”. See: Петровская 1992: 56.
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and master a massive amount of literature about the every-day life of sixteenthcentury Germany, but also, more importantly, to create new veritable kinds of
prototypical, real-life models for the images that he intended to write about.
In the summer of 1905, Briusov and Petrovskaia took a trip to the Finnish
lake451 Saimaa, where Briusov was preoccupied with writing a cycle of his new
poems. Reminiscing about this later, he observed: “That was the apex of my life, its
highest peak, from which, like once for Pizarro, two oceans opened up to me—my
past and my future life”.452 Referring to Petrovskaia he wrote in his diary: “You had
raised me to the zenith of my heaven. And you enabled me to see the ultimate depths,
the ultimate secrets of my soul. And everything that was in the crucible of my soul
became superheated with frenzy, madness, despair, and passion, and was poured out,
as into a gold ingot, into a single, endless, eternal love”.453
Petrovskaia corroborates her own feelings of the total uniqueness of her reallife essence for the formation of the literary character of “Renata” in Briusov’s novel.
Her ruminations confirm the aptness and the success of Briusov’s choice in finalizing
his image of Renata after Petrovskaia: “He found much in me that he required for the
novel’s image of Renata: despair, a lifeless yearning for a fantastically beautiful past,
a readiness to fling my own devalued existence into any bonfire whatsoever, religious
ideas and expectations turned inside out, poisoned by demoniac temptations... a
detachment from everyday life and people, almost a hatred for the material world, an
organic spiritual homelessness, a hunger for death and dying; in short, all the favorite
poetic hyperboles and feelings concentrated in one creature—in a modest beginner
journalist”.454
Petrovskaia was to all appearances almost the most ‘classic’ femme fatale,
constructing and modelling her outer appearance severely, taking the need to
represent demoniac, romantic decadence as a point of departure. She figures just this
way in the memoir-style narratives of her contemporaries, for example, those of
Bronislava Runt (Pogorelova): “I hardly knew her at all, but I remember her from
casual meetings at lectures and assemblies. A deliberate languor, a decadent hair style
fluffed up from the part. Her attire had some pretension to stylishness and
originality”.455 Another contemporary, the critic A. A. Timofeev, wrote: “You know
451

See: Лавров 2004: 17-18.
“То была вершина моей жизни, ее высший пик, с которого, как некогда Пизарро, открылись
мне оба океана – моей прошлой и моей будущей жизни”. See: Брюсов, Петровская 2004: 418.
453
“Ты вознесла меня к зениту моего неба. И ты дала мне увидеть последние глубины,
последние тайны моей души. И все, что было в горниле моей души буйством, безумием,
отчаяньем, страстью, перегорело и, словно в золотой слиток, вылилось в любовь, единую,
беспредельную, навеки”. See Ibid.
454
“Во мне он нашел многое из того, что требовалось для романтического облика Ренаты:
отчаяние, мертвую тоску по фантастически прекрасному прошлому, готовность швырнуть свое
обесцененное существование в какой угодно костер, вывернутые наизнанку, отравленные
демоническими соблазнами религиозные идеи и чаяния... оторванность от быта и людей, почти
что ненависть к предметному миру, органическую душевную бездомность, жажду гибели и
смерти, - словом все любимые поэтические гиперболы и чувства, сконцентрированные в одном
существе – в маленькой начинающей журналистке”. See: Петровская 1992: 57.
455
“Я с ней почти не была знакома, но по случайным встречам на лекциях и собраниях помню
ее. Деланная томность, взбитая, на пробор декадентская прическа. Туалеты с некоторой
претензией на стильность и оригинальность”. See: Погорелова-Рунт 1953: 176-198.
452
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her, of course—this little ‘woman in black’, always in black. Luxuriant hair, combed
back from the part in the middle, a dark face, big black eyes, a black silk dress with a
train”.456
K.G. Loks, in turn, noticed that: “[She was] a young woman whose outer
appearance was impossible to define[, ... since] her face merged to such a degree with
all the peculiarities of her figure, clothing, and the way she carried herself. ... It was
all somewhat artificial, forced; you felt that, in a different situation, she was another
person. Totally in black, in black Swedish gloves, with her black hair combed back
over her temples, she was, so to speak, all one color. ... Someone called her ‘The
Russian Carmen’”.457 One might say that Petrovskaia made explicit in her own life
the very notion of the “demonic woman” of Russian decadence, the concept of which
emigrant memoirist Teffi would much later ridicule in her story of the same name.458
Petrovskaia planned her love-affair with Belyi to serve as an apparent
competing rival of Briusov’s, in part as an effective means of radical (and risky)
“reanimation” of Briusov’s affection for her. But her wily efforts to force Briusov to
ignite again his passion for her in a tempestuous way, was in vain. As Khodasevich
observed in “The End of Renata”, the essay devoted to Petrovskaia (quoted at the
very beginning of this chapter): “Briusov grew cold. ...Nina went from one extreme to
another, first loving Briusov, then hating him. But at both extremes she gave herself
over to despair. For two whole days, without food or sleep, she lay on a sofa, her head
covered with a black shawl, and cried. Her trysts with Briusov, it seems, took place in
an atmosphere that was no easier. Sometimes fits of rage would overtake her. She
would break furniture, beat on things”.459
One of the most undoubtably important incidents in this regard, and
specifically tinged in a “life-creationist” manner, was the abortive attempt on
456

“Вы конечно знаете ее – эту маленькую ‘женщину в черном’, вечно в черном. Пышные
волосы, расчесанные пробором посередине, темное лицо, большие черные глаза, черное
шелковое платье с шлейфом...”. See: Тимофеев 1908: 5.
457
“Молодая женщина, внешность которой нельзя было определить.... до такой степени ее лицо
сливалось со всеми особенностями фигуры, платья, манеры держаться... Все было несколько
искусственное, принужденное, чувствовалось, что в другой обстановке она другая. Вся в
черном, в черных шведских перчатках, с начесанными на виски черными волосами, она была,
так сказать, одного цвета. ... ‘Русская Кармен’ – назвал ее кто-то...”. See: Локс 1994: 79.
458
See her description in this text: “The demonic woman differs primarily from the ordinary woman in
her manner of dress. She wears a black velvet cassock, a chain on her forehead, a bracelet on her leg, a
ring with a hole in it ‘for cyanide, which they will surely will send her next Tuesday,” a stiletto behind
her collar, beads on her elbow, and a port of Oscar Wilde on her left garter. She also wears ordinary
objects of a lady’s attire, except that they are not in the right place, where they are supposed to be.
Thus, for example, the demonic woman allows herself to put a belt only on her head, an earring on her
forehead or her neck, a ring on her thumb, a watch on her leg. At the table, the demonic woman does
not eat anything. In general, she does not eat anything—why? The demonic woman can assume the
most varied positions in society, but for the most part, she is an actress. Sometimes, she is simply a
divorcée. But she always has some kind of secret, or else some kind of strain or breakdown that one
must not talk about, that no one knows and must not know—why? Her brows are raised in a tragically
pointed manner, and her eyes are half-lowered”. See original in Тэффи 1995: 19-20.
459
“Брюсов охладевал... Нина переходила от полосы к полосе, то любя Брюсова, то ненавидя
его. Но во все полосы она предавалась отчаянию. По двое суток, без пищи и сна, пролеживала
она на диване, накрыв голову черным платком, и плакала. Кажется, свидания с Брюсовым
протекали в обстановке не более легкой. Иногда на нее находили приступы ярости. Она ломала
мебель, била предметы”. See: Ходасевич 1992: 25.
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Briusov’s life, which took place in the Polytechnical Museum on 14 April 1907, at a
Belyi lecture (which is particularly symbolic in this context). Briusov wrote about this
to Zinaida Gippius: “At [Belyi’s] lecture, a certain woman (I don’t want to call her by
name) came up to me, suddenly pulled a Browning pistol out of her muff, put it up to
my chest, and pulled the trigger. This was during the intermission, there were quite a
few audience members around. ...Ellis and Serezha Soloviev managed to grab the
hand she was holding the revolver in and to disarm her”.460
Briusov’s life-creationist love affair with Petrovskaia, although it was the
strongest one for its heat of passion, was nonetheless not the only one of this kind.
Briusov’s life-creationist relationship with another of his tragic “flames”—Nadezhda
L’vova—ended with the girl’s suicide and the accusations against Briusov that the
dead girl’s brother levelled.461
Andrei Belyi, Briusov’s protagonist and his rival in the triangular “love affair”
with Petrovskaia, has also left us some observations regarding this life-creationist
topic. Belyi defined Briusov in these words (among others): “It was not easy for me
to fight with Briusov: at times, the ‘magus’ Briusov would be revealed to me, not
shrinking from hypnotism, and scouring through dubious occult books like a lynx
through the forests, in a hunt for methods for an extremely suspect psychological
experiment; his inner face was revealed to me—gloomy, reminiscent of the face of
the ‘stranglers’ that he portrayed in the drama Earth. He was alien, unpleasant, even
more than that—disgusting—this ‘Briusov’ that was settled inside Valerii Briusov, at
times making the great poet a vehicle of the demon-possessed man from Gadarah”.462
The whole plot of the ensuing poetic (and quite dramatic) “jousting” duel with
Belyi is also, undoubtedly, embellished with openly mythopoetic shades. Baldur and
Loki—Briusov and Belyi, that is—enact the symbolic exchange of “arrows” with
poems. In effect, this was in fact the conventional “denouement” of the love triangle,
which transitioned into a sort of virtual and conventional “battle” between Briusov
and Belyi over Petrovskaia.
We find a detailed description of all these collisions, although inevitably an
also indirect one, and, as it were, veiled, in Briusov’s Fiery Angel, as well as in the
reminiscences of the heroine herself—Petrovskaia. The issues surrounding this whole
“mythopoetic” duel-in-verse that arose from the complex relationships with
Petrovskaja and that was played out between Briusov and Belyi have been studied by
Vladimir Papernyi.463 In the context of Belyi’s aesthetic views, this type of
mythopoetic life-creation was fully justified in the discussion on the subject of the
460

“На лекции Бориса Николаевича, подошла ко мне одна дама (имени ее я не хочу называть),
вынула вдруг из муфты браунинг, приставила мне к груди и спустила курок. Было это во время
антракта, публики кругом было немало... Эллис и Сережа Соловьев успели схватить руку с
револьвером и обезоружить...”. See: Литературное Наследство, vol. 85: 694.
461
About this, see Лавров 1993: 5-11.
462
“Борьба с Брюсовым мне далась не легко: передо мною порой раскрывался ‘маг’ Брюсов, не
брезгающий гипнотизмом и рыщущий по сомнительным оккультическим книжкам, как рысь по
лесам, за отысканьем приемов весьма подозрительного психологического эксперимента;
открылся мне внутренний его лик, темный, напоминающий лик душителей, изображенных им в
драме Земля. Мне был чужд, неприятен и, более того, отвратителен этот ‘Брюсов’, сидящий в
Валерии Брюсове, делающий порою большого поэта носителем бесноватого из Гадарры”. See:
Белый 1997: 131.
463
See: Паперный 1997: 185-214.
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complex interrelations between the “ego” and the “alter egos” that function in the
permanent workings of the creative consciousness.
The division of the creative subject into a series of co-positioned ‘kineticcharacter’ hypostases allowed Belyi to focus on several myth-creating models that
were, as it were, “embodied” in the life of a poet. These models of the various
communicating “egos” symbolize, in part, the suggestive consciousness of a
transgressive life-creationist mask (mentioned in the preceding chapter). In Belyi’s
theoretical terms: “There is no ego that is expressed linearly in a personality, but
rather in the gradation of personalities, each of which has its own role; the problem is
direction, the harmonious dialectic in the currents of contrasts and contradictions of
the ego in the personality at stages of development, by degrees of understanding of
this ego by others. ... In every human ego there are two egos – an inert one, and a
higher one. The first step in ‘life building’ (since creation and life do not exist, but
rather ‘life-creation’) is the creation of a system of the world of art. The second is the
creation of oneself according to the image and likeness of this world. The inert ego
stands guard and does not allow life building to take place. Hence the dramatic nature
of life, the impossibility of making one’s way into the realm of freedom. Therefore
‘life-creation’ is an act of sacrifice”.464 To this might be added a variety of other quite
characteristic quotations as well, which convey approximately this same stance from
Belyi in the context of the Briusov erotic life-creation incident.

2.2. The Life-Creation Project of Zinaida Gippius and Dmitrii Merezhkovsky
The peculiar type of marriage-relationship of the Merezhkovsky’s couple raises the
primary question of the “gender identity” of Zinaida Gippius, which in the present
context is particularly important. Indeed, problems of gender and “corporality”
shaped practically the entirety of Gippius’s complex aesthetic system, beginning with
the masculine gender of her “lyrical hero” in poetry and her creation of a virtual
personality, the chronicler and essayist “Anton Krainii”, and extending to the deepest
layers of her creative work, which were densely entangled with everyday life and
behavior. Who was Gippius? More female, or more male? What accounts for the
masculine gender of the attribution of her many texts (both of poetry and prose), for
example, the said “Anton Krainii”? The issue of her sexual identity was a
physiological aspect that troubled a great many of her contemporaries. Let us recall
this comment by a female contemporary, Nina Berberova: “…she was not really a

464

“…никакое я по прямой линии не выражаемо в личности, но в градации личностей, из
которых каждая имеет свою роль; вопрос о режиссуре, о гармонической диалектике в течениях
контрастов и противоречий я в личности по эпохам развития, по степеням понимания этого я
другими.... В каждом человеческом я есть два я - косное и высшее. Первый шаг
‘жизнестроительства’ (т.к. нет творчества и жизни, но – ‘жизнетворчество’) - создание системы
мира искусства. Второй - создание себя по образу и подобию этого мира. Косное я стоит на
страже и не допускает осуществления жизнестроительства. Отсюда - драматичность жизни,
невозможность пробиться в царство свободы. Поэтому ‘жизнетворчество’ есть
жертвоприношение…”. See: Белый 1994: 420-421.
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female [woman]”.465 Dealing with the same topic, Friedrich Fiedler mentioned in his
diary that according to Semen Vengerov “Zinaida Merezhkovskaia was a virgin”.
Fidler recorded that “before they agreed to marry they allegedly decided to take oath
to live one with the other as brother and sister. No one, not even Flekser (i.e. Akim
Volynskii – D.I) had ever real sex with Zinaida. She is a virgin”.466
Commenting on strange bodily practices of this family Friedrich Fiedler
observed in his diary: “The Merezhkovkys also live in Paris. …When Gippius sits
down she has her husband on her right and Filosofov on her left. They put their hands
on Zinaida’s knees and raise their frozen gaze upwards. They recite for many times:
We are naked! We are naked! We are naked!”.467 Mikhail Zolotonosov (in his book
about Merezhkovsky’s brother)468 noted the presence, among Gippius’s female
accessories on her dressing table, of a strange glass dildo.469 The way how Gippius
perceived her “body” corresponds directly to the entire structure of her art, and is
fully in line with the whole complex of issues in her understanding of creativity.
Gippius’s aesthetic program, so it seems, was to a large extent aimed at
simultaneously being a “woman within a man” and “man within a woman”.
Enraptured with the “ideal” of the androgyne, she, without announcing this fact, came
close to Soloviev’s “Sophian life-creation”, wherein the universally important
function of saving the world is reserved for the androgynous image of Sophia, and the
ancient gnostic-soteriological tradition. To all appearances, Gippius possessed
physical and mental characteristics that set her apart, as it were, from the usual
“gender” aspect of other people, both women and men. Her appearance was at times
described by contemporaries with rather grotesque brush strokes that at the same time
hinted at a certain aspiration of Gippius’s toward a provocative “hellishness”,
emphasizing her extremely complex attitude toward her body. Many contemporaries
tried to pose and answer the question of what might actually be concealed “under her
skirt”. Apparently, the author of the following parody was interested in this last
question:
Я – молодая сатиресса,
Я – бес.
Я вся живу для интереса
Телес.
Таю под юбкою копыта
465

The full relevant quotaton is: “She created artificially all her outward traits, her calmness and her
femininity. Deeply inside herself she was not calm at all. And she also was not a female”. (“…Она
несомненно искусственно выработала в себе две внешние черты: спокойствие и женственность.
Внутри она не была спокойна. И она не была женщиной”). See: Берберова 1996: 187.
466
“Зинаида Мережковская – девственница. Перед вступлением в брак она и Мережковский
якобы договорились жить друг с другом как брат и сестра. Никто, даже Флексер, не имел с ней
половой связи. Она – девственница”. See: Фидлер 2008: 441.
467
“Мережковские тоже живут в Париже. … Когда Гиппиус садится, по правую руку от нее
сидит ее муж, по левую – Философов. Все держат руки на коленях у Зинаиды, поднимают
застывший взгляд кверху и без конца повторяют: Мы обнажены! Мы обнажены! Мы
обнажены!”. Фидлер 2008: 443.
468
The elder brother was convicted pedophile Konstantin Sergeevich Merezhkovskii, a biologist who
was scandalously judged for molesting minors.
469
See: Золотоносов: 2002: 340.
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И хвост...
Посмотрит кто на них сердито
- Прохвост! 470
(“I am a young female satyr, I am a petty devil/ I cultivate my interest in body and
sex/ I hide under my skirt hoofs and a tail/ If someone would care to notice this – he’d
be damned”).
The complexity of the corporeal and creative identity of Gippius is emphasized in her
diaries, for example in her 1893 diary published as Contes d’amour: “In my thoughts,
my desires, and in my soul, I am more a man; in my body, I am more a woman. But
they are so merged together, that I don’t know anything”.471 The tragic aspect of
Gippius’s “misalignment” with the “objects of craving” surrounding her is clearly
evident in her complex relationship with the “third member” of their quasi utopian
“Merezhkovskii commune”. As far as we are able to judge, Gippius was sexually
attracted to Dmitrii Filosofov, who, insofar as several memoirists tell, was a
homosexual.
The physical aspect of their relationship may become more evident from a note
Filosofov assertedly wrote to Gippius in July, 1905. Bringing that personal note to
public attention Zlobin informs that “when everyone else in the house was already
asleep, [Gippius] appeared in his room. He turned her back out rather roughly, and
afterwards wrote her a note: ‘The memories of our intimate encounters are physically
disgusting to me. ...Despite my terrible yearning for you with all my soul, with all my
being, a certain abhorrence for your flesh has arisen in me, rooted in something
purely physical. This is getting close to being a sickness. Here is an example: today,
you smoked with my cigarette holder, and I can no longer smoke with it, because of a
feeling of specific disgust’”.472
At a deeper level, Gippius’s attitude toward homosexuality was, we must
assume, extremely complicated. When she was travelling through Europe, she wrote
in her diary, “Oh, Taormina, white and blue city of the most laughable of all loves—
pederasty!”473 In fact, she and Merezhkovskii met two homosexuals there: a certain
von Gloeden (an older man, an artist-photographer, possibly of Dutch origin) and a
younger person named Henri Briguet, with whom, Gippius later confessed she,
“could very pleasantly fall in love”. This is how she narrates this event in her diary:
“Briguet’s slim, tall body, with incredibly blue eyes and a gentle face. Very, very
470

This poem is sometimes attributed to Aleksandr Amfiteatrov. The date of its composition could
possibly be 1907: in addition to the connection with Gippius, this was the year when the first edition of
Aleksandr Kondrat’ev’s mythopoetical novel Satiressa was published.
471
“В моих мыслях, моих желаниях, в моем духе - я больше мужчина, в моем теле - я больше
женщина. Но они так слиты, что я ничего не знаю”. See: Гиппиус 1999: 38.
472
“…когда в доме все еще спали, [Гиппиус] явилась к нему в комнату. Он довольно грубо
отправил ее назад и после написал ей письмо: ‘...мне физически отвратительны воспоминания о
наших сближениях. [...] При страшном устремлении к тебе всем духом, всем существом своим,
у меня выросла какая-то ненависть к твоей плоти, коренящаяся в чем-то чисто
физиологическом. Это доходит до болезненности. Вот пример: ты сегодня курила из моего
мундштука - и я уже больше не могу из него курить из чувства специфической брезгливости’”.
See: Злобин 2004: 326-373.
473
“О Таормина, Таормина, белый и голубой город самой смешной из всех любовей –
педерастии”. See: Гиппиус 1999: 39.
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beautiful. He’s about 24, no older. Faultlessly elegant, maybe there’s just a tiny, tiny
bit of something... another woman would say saccharine, but to me, no, it’s feminine.
I like this, and from their outer appearance, I sometimes relish gay people ...I like the
deceit of possibility in this: a hint of being both sexes, as it were, he seems both a
woman and a man. This is terribly familiar to me”.474 This “familiarity” of being at
the same time “a woman and a man” underlines once more the intense and constant
longing of Gippius toward the unreachable “androgynous ideal”. These “androgynous
ideas” correspond to the general program of life-creation in Russian modernism.475
Purely lesbian experiments were not alien to Gippius. What is more, the theme
of lesbian aesthetics is almost the first one to come to mind in the context of all her
creative work476 (both in poetry and in prose). Briusov notes in his diary, “Kartashev
was here, and m-lle Overbek, too, Zin[aid]a’s former lover”; and, elsewhere:
“Hanging around Zinochka, too, was Liza Overbek, a girl for lesbian petting; [she
was] scrawny, boring, and ugly, and prattled on in French. When she deserted
[Gippius], by the way, she showed up at Liudmila’s [Nikolai Minskii’s wife], offering
her services to her as well”.477 Referring to the same period of time Friedrich Fiedler
recollected: “Merezhkovskaia... was reciting her poetry; she was accompanied by Ms
Overbek. They arrived together with her from Italy not long time ago”.478 Further in
his diary Fiedler noted: “Zinaida is a lesbian. Her lover is the lady-musician Overbek.
And Zinaida does not hide that fact from no one. Once she made a clear scene of
jelousy to Overbek in front of everybody. Gippius had her reasons for that, as
Vengerov tells, he saw with his own eyes one personal love-letter written by Overbek
to some other woman. This letter had explicit content exposing the sexual nature of
their relationship”.479
Very little is known about Dmitrii Merezhkovsky’s sexuality, with the
exception of his “love affair in letters”480 (and, to all appearances, not only in letters)
with Liudmila Vil’kina. Friedrich Fiedler recorded in his diary: “Lately, Vil’kina
devotes to Merezhkovsky [her new] scalding poems. Zinaida Nikolaevna has all
474

“…тонкая, высокая фигура Briguet с невероятно голубыми глазами и нежным лицом. Очень,
очень красив. Года 24, не больше. Безукоризненно изящен, разве что-то, чуть-чуть, есть...
другая бы сказала - приторное, но для меня - нет, - женственное. Мне это нравится, и с внешней
стороны я люблю иногда педерастов [...] Мне нравится тут обман возможности: как бы намек на
двуполость, он кажется и женщиной, и мужчиной. Это мне ужасно близко”. Ibid.
475
On this see Григорьева 2008: 353-381.
476
Incidentally, this attitude should be balanced by reference to the self-fashioning “mythologem”
exploited in Western culture and literature in the figure of George Sand.
477
“Был Карташев и m-lle Овербек, бывшая любовница Зины [Гиппиус]”…; “При Зиночке
состояла и Лиза Овербек, девица для лесбийских ласк, тощая, сухая, некрасивая, лепечущая пофранцузски. Впрочем, она, перебегая, появлялась и у Людмилы [жены Минского], предлагая
свои услуги и этой”. See: Брюсов 2002: 144.
478
“Мережковская... декламировала... свои стихи; ее сопровождала мисс Овербек, с которой она
недавно приехала из Италии”. See: Фидлер 2008: 238.
479
“Зинаида – лесбиянка. Ее возлюбленная – музыкантша Овербек. Она сама (то есть Зинаида)
никоим образом этого не скрывает; однажды она устроила Овербек на глазах у всех
недвусмысленную сцену ревности. И у нее были для этого основания – Венгеров сам видел
любовное письмо Овербек к одной женщине, не оставляющее никаких сомнений по поводу
сексуального содержания их отношений”. See: Фидлер 2008 : 441.
480
See their correspondence published in Ezhegodnik Rukopisnogo Otdela Pushkinskogo Doma.
(Мережковский 1994: 107-153).
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possible reasons for jealousy. Before that time, Vil’kina was herself somewhat
jealous to Zinaida Nikolaevna, because Merezhkovsky was in fact flirting with her.
[Vil’kina] was, perhaps, the only woman whom Merezhkovskii really loved, - that
what was Vengerov said”.481 (A somewhat similar affair occurred between Gippius
and the literary critic Akim Volynsky).482 The Merezhkovskys circle in 1900 was
occupied in discussion of new forms of sensuality and sexuality, as (before them)
Soloviev had no less been, preoccupied with the possibility of creating a new, ideal
physical life by way of radical modifying human sexual practices.
Actively participating in the circle of Gippius and Merezhkovsky483 were the
most outstanding cultural heroes of their time. Such as Vasilii Rozanov, Aleksandr
Benois, Petr Pertsov, Vladimir Gippius, Walter Nouvel’, Sergei Diagilev, and Dmitrii
Filosofov. Many of them had an openly homosexual orientation. In her message of a
new type of love, Gippius precludes the necessity of the usual standard sex act,
suggesting that one experiment with the body in all possible ways, and allocates
special significance to “the kiss”. In kissing, both participants are “equalized”,
according to Gippius; that is, no matter which sex they are, they physically possess
the same organs—the lips and tongue (as opposed to the such different sexual organs
used by each of the participants in the usual sex act of copulation). The main idea of
the Merezhkovskys’ religious quest of that time was: with the help of an erotic utopia
and of the so-called New Church of Love, to save mankind and to offer healing from
the vicious circle of birth and death.484
2.3. The Special Status of Life-Creation in Fedor Sologub
Several types of extravagant mania, a penchant for perversity and a traumatic
childhood all imposed their noticeable stamp on Sologub’s identity as a writer. The
ambiguity in his sexual identification, his latent attraction to masochistic and sadistic
themes, and a special sort of transgendering, are all evident in many episodes of his
main novel, the most succesful of all of them, The Petty Demon (“Мелкий бес”).
In this major text, the important role that human corporality plays in
Sologub’s universe becomes manifest; this can be supported by a considerable
number of quotations. The most characteristic ones concern the incidents which in
one way or another are related to the various problems in the aberrant life of the main
protagonist of the novel, Peredonov, and of the majority of the gloomy inhabitants of
the narrated Russian provincial town.
Often, in Sologub’s work, in contrast to the vividly portrayed repulsive
abnormality, there also arises a sort of beautifully unattainable “classic” cult of
pristine, harmonious Beauty (in the Platonic-Solovievian sense). For the type of
symbolist writer that Sologub was, the contemporary age was perceived as an
abomination, an illegitimate distortion of the original (ancient) strict beauty of the
481

“В последнее время Вилькина посвящает жгучие стихи Мережковскому, так что у Зинаиды
Николаевны есть все основания для ревности. Ранее Вилькина испытывала ревность к Зинаиде
Николаевне, поскольку Минский за ней ухаживал. Она была, наверное, его единственной
настоящей любовью, - сказал Венгеров”. See: Фидлер 2008: 441.
482
See: Гиппиус 1993: 274-342.
483
See also Матич 1999: 106-118.
484
For the newly-published minutes of their religious-spiritual meetings, see Николюкин 2005.
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human body, and, as a result, of harmonious and happy human condition. In a widelyquoted citation Sologub tries to characterize the physical appearance of his heroine
Varvara. “Varvara was staggering out of drunkenness; her face would arouse disgust
in any new, fresh person, because of its flaccid expression of lust. But her body ...was
beautiful, like the body of a tender nymph, but stuck onto it, by the force of some
kind of despicable sorcery, was the head of a shriveled-up harlot. And this captivating
body, for these two drunks and dirty little people, was only a source of debased
temptation. That what happens in our days quite often: the beauty will lie scorned and
desecrated”.485 At the same time, and by quite the opposite “defamilarizing” contrast,
a certain young widow, the “petit-bourgeois” Grushina, in the masked costume of
Diana, demonstrates a body that was “boldly uncovered”. As Sologub puts it: “[...] It
was beautiful—but what contradictions! On her skin were flea bites; her manners
were coarse, and her words were of unbearable vulgarity. Yet again, physical beauty
was desecrated”.486
The entire world of Sologub’s female protagonist Liudmila is the blindly
insatiable worship of the bestial physicality of a despised human body. In the author’s
view it usualy was “shameful to have a body” and his heroine Liudmila tells,
therefore, that “even little boys cover it up”. We also see how “Liudmila hungrily
stares” at Sasha’s “naked back”. The voluptuous view of her wonders: “there is so
much beauty and corporal charm in this world ... People shut themselves off from so
much beauty—why?”.487 The utopian worship of an ideal, empirically unattainable,
and partially genderless, conventional beauty is inextricably connected with the ideas
of the elder Russian symbolists, participants of the journal Severnyi vestnik. They
wrote there about the new “rehabilitation of the flesh”, about a sort of “sanctity of the
human corporeality”, and related ideas. Sologub’s heroine Liudmila perceives the
same corporal worship as very attractive and seductive (“I am a heathen, a sinner. I
should have been born in ancient Athens”). As Zara Mintz and Masbitz-Verov once
observed,488 Sologub draws Liudmila together with paganism as an old sensual
religion being dominant and popular once: “Her hot lips kissed [him] as if [he were]
an adolescent deity, in a quivering, secret devotion to the Flesh that was bursting into
bloom”.489
485

“… Варвара шаталась от опьянения и лицо ее во всяком свежем человеке возбудило бы
отвращение своим дрябло-похотливым выражением, но тело у нее было прекрасное, как тело
у нежной нимфы, с приставленною к нему, силою каких-то презренных чар, головою
увядающей блудницы. И это восхитительное тело для этих двух пьяных и грязных людишек
являлось только источником низкого соблазна. Так это и часто бывает, - и воистину в нашем
веке надлежит красоте быть попранной и поруганной”. See: Сологуб 2004: 268.
486
“…тело … так смело открытое <…> было красиво, – но какие противоречия! На коже блошьи укусы, ухватки грубы, слова нестерпимой пошлости. Снова поруганная телесная
красота…”. Ibid.
487
“Сколько прелести в мире <…> Люди закрывают от себя столько красоты – зачем?”. Ibid.:
288.
488
See: Минц 2004-б: 59-96; Машбиц-Веров 1969: 171.
489
The full quotation of the relevant episode is: “In a hurry Liudmila was kissing Sasha’s hands from
shoulders to the tips of his fingers. Sasha was not preventing her from doing this, he was excited,
deeply immersed into passionate cruel desires. Liudmila’s kissess were heated with excitement… [she
felt like] her hot lips were fondling not just a simple boy, but an adolescent god, tenderly serving
blossoming of his mysterious flesh…”. (“…Людмила торопливо целовала Сашины руки от плеч
до пальцев, и Саша не отнимал их, взволнованный, погруженный в страстные и жестокие
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The universum of a “stylized” antiquity has yet another characteristic feature:
it appears to be closely linked with the real nucleus of art, with a sort of perpetual
festival, with a travestied game intended to sweep away the traditional boundaries
between life and a “performance”. Peredonov makes identification (partially
linguistic/poetic) of a festival [праздник] with idleness [праздность]. As Sologub
elsewhere observed via the Utopian inner speech of his character, in three hundred
years, “people won’t be working themselves”, since “there will be machines for
everything”. The human body will be therefore able to live longer and more happily.
Besides that Sologub’s oeuvre also offers a rich material for studying the
transformations of real life into a play, into a “whimsical” art, a sort if carnivalesque
masked theater. There should be remembered the writer’s main characters’ –
Liudmila and Sasha’s constant “ambiguous” games and stylization of the “antiquity”,
Sasha’s fanciful obsessive cross-dressing, and, in general, the whole ambivalent
theme of the masquerade.
The major novel of Russian symbolism, The Petty Demon, in general acquires a
utopian complex of ideas about the sensual transformation of the real world by
creative art. The novel turns out to be a part of the indirect context of symbolist “life
creation”, many of the episodes that are depicted in the novel relate to the
experimental theatricality in the Russian fin de siècle. We should adduce here the
“private theater for myself”, the reanimation of the commedia dell’arte, and of all
baroque theater in general, which was promoted in Nikolai Evreinov’s energetic work
of approximately the same period of time.
The illustration of one of the novel’s main parallel plots—the problematic and
“forbidden” liaison of Liudmila and Sasha offers a provocative stratum of ancient
mythology. As recent research shows, it has a complex, ambivalent and polysemantic
nature.490 Many of Sologub’s mythopoetic images relate to various Old and New
Testament concepts. A peculiar sign-system with a travestied life-creationist coloring
is created by many of Liudmila’s teasing games. In those games Sasha was compelled
to constantly undress and change his costume, to become, a “fisherman with naked
legs”, and then appearing in the “chiton of a barefoot Athenian boy”.491 One of the
central motifs here was undoubtedly the aspect of the physical “nakedness” of one or
another limb of the boy’s body. It may also be evident (as observed in scholarship),

мечты. Обожанием были согреты Людмилины поцелуи, и уже словно не мальчика, словно
отрока-бога лобзали ее горячие губы в трепетном и таинственном служении расцветающей
Плоти”. See: Сологуб 2004: 239.
490
See: Павлова 2007: 121-147.
491
Compare: “Seldom, Liudmila kissed his naked hands, Sasha did not resist, he was laughingly
looking upon Liudmila. Sometimes he was even putting hands to her lips and openly demanding: Kiss
me! … they especially liked those [masquerade] costumes sewed by Liudmila: dress of a fiaherman
with naked legs boy’s chiton which also left the legs naked”. (“Иногда Людмила брала его руки,
обнаженные и стройные, и целовала их. Саша не сопротивлялся и смеючись смотрел на
Людмилу. Иногда он сам подставлял руки к ее губам и говорил: - Целуй! …нравились ему и ей
иные наряды, которые шила сама Людмила: одежда рыбака с голыми ногами, хитон афинского
голоногого мальчика”). See: Сологуб 2004: 141.
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that the relationship between Liudmila and Sasha are revealed through the
iconography of the late-antiquity romance of Longus, Daphnis and Chloe.492
As it was already mentioned in previous scholarship the complicated
development of the relationship between a youthful adult girl and a younger
schoolboy may be projected onto the erotically provocative path of the “shepherd and
shepherdess” from idyllic childish friendship to the ambiguous mature physicality and
all the dramatic events of the characters. The “innocent”, relationship that occurs
before the “sexual awakening” prove to be for Liudmila and Sasha the source of
complicated experiences that are often at the limits of “the permissible”, which draw
the heroes and the reader into a sort of “rapprochement” with their constrained
passion. This “rapprochement” proceeds through a succesion of irresolvable and
incomprehensible yearnings: “they were both half-naked, and connected with their
liberated flesh was both desire and wary shame—but what was this mystery of the
flesh about? ... Sasha became afraid, and impossible desires painfully tormented
him”. The entire paradigmatics of sensual “body-love” becomes the most dominant
theme in Sologub’s text; the Symbolist quest for the “new sexuality” dictates his
major interests in the novelistic discourse.493
492

This work was very popular among the “elder symbolists” of the Severnyj vestnik circle, to which
Sologub belonged de facto. Merezhkovskii devoted his special essay to it. See this topic described in
the Sologub’s context: Левицкий, Мисникевич 2004: 171-184.
493
See the following characteristic description: “…Her body smelled with Iris, a bloom of a plant,
having showy flowers and sword-shaped leaves... That was a sultry, swelteringly hot scent related to
her flesh, and it was disturbing... This smell was casting drowsining somnolence over Sasha, it was
evaporating an exhalation of the unseen low moist... Liudmila was parching with thirst, pining and
sighing, looking upon his dark-skinned face... She put her head on his naked knees, her blond curls
were touching his dark skin. She kissed Sasha’s body. The aroma of his bare torso was strong. It
merged with the scent of his young skin, making her head giddy. Sasha was lying and ambiguously
smiling... An unclear longing was filling him up and was tormenting him with a sweet unknown
enjoyment. When Liudmila kissed his foot and knees, her tender touches were exciting his hidden
languid sleepy desires. He wanted to do something to her. But did not know what exactly to. To kiss
her foot? Or, perhaps, rather to beat her up, to strike her strongly with long elastic bushes... What
exactly does she want? Both of them were half-naked had their flesh liberated and uncovered. The
repressive abashment was related to that somehow. What is intimate the secrecy of the flesh? How it
may be possible to sacrifice one’s own body and blood as a sweet offering to the shameful desire?
Liudmila was languishing and rushing near his legs, she was pale because of her impossible desires,
simultaneously feeling hot and cold. She was passionately whispering: Don’t I have luxuriant hair?
Touch me tenderly, fondle me with your passion... Put away my bracelets, bangles and necklace! Sasha
was terrified, all the impossible desires were fiercely tormenting him”. (“…Ирисом пахло ее тело,запах душный, плотский, раздражающий, навевающий дремоту и лень, насыщенный
испарением медленных вод. Она томилась и вздыхала, и глядела на его смуглое лицо... Она
положила голову на его голые колени, и ее светлые кудри ласкали его смуглую кожу. Она
целовала Сашино тело, и от аромата, странного и сильного, смешанного с запахом молодой
кожи, кружилась ее голова. Саша лежал и улыбался тихою, неверною улыбкою. Неясное в нем
зарождалось желание и сладко томило его. И когда Людмила целовала его колени и стопы,
нежные поцелуи возбуждали томные, полусонные мечтания. Хотелось что-то сделать ей, милое
или больное, нежное или стыдное, - но что? Целовать ее ноги? Или бить ее, долго, сильно,
длинными гибкими ветвями? …Что же ей надо? Вот они полуобнаженные оба, и с их
освобожденною плотью связано желание и хранительный стыд,- но в чем же это таинство
плоти? И как принести свою кровь и свое тело в сладостную жертву ее желаниям, своему
стыду? А Людмила томилась и металась у его ног, бледная от невозможных желаний, то
пылая, то холодея. Она страстно шептала: ...У меня ли не пышные волосы! Ласкай же меня!
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Utopian and life-creational, particularly perverse, Sologub’s “created legend”
(творимая легенда) also made itself felt in the life and daily routine of the author
himself.494 In the form of a “sorcerer”, Sologub succeeded to “cast a spell” over
Viacheslav Ivanov and supposedly did not allow the latter to leave his own apartment.
Important to this topic are the memoirs of Elena Dan’ko, published in the almanac
Litsa, about Sologub’s “demoniac peculiarities” and his varied occult and unusual
odd jokes (“practical jokes”).495 Here I should also mention Sologub’s strange lifelasting obsession with young boys, whom, as the writer himself observed, “one often
has to flog”. The signs of concealed sadism mixed with repressed pedophilia in
Sologub’s life-creation find colorful affirmations in his various texts.496

3.0. The “Younger Generation” of Russian Symbolists
3.1. Andrei Belyi: The Helmsman of Russian Life-Creation
Highly important in the context of my discussion is Belyi’s programmatic article
“Art”. In this essay Belyi gives his original definition of art, with a direct reference to
life-creation. Belyi proclaims that “art is [should be] the art of living. ... I must define
art as the ability to live. ... Art is a totality of norms of behavior that predefine the
theoretical issues of reason. <...> Life is personal creation. <...> The ability to live is
unbroken creativity, it is an instant that stretches into eternity. The creation of life is
the secret of personality. The ability to live is individual creativity, and the obligatory
rules for living are but masks behind which personality hides. A life understood in
such laws is a jolly masquerade”.497
No less important for me is Belyi’s 1908 essay, “Symbolism” (published in
his book of essays, The Green Meadow (“Луг Зеленый”)), wherein he ruminates
specifically about how one should overcome, in an ideal artistic form, the
contradiction between “the word” and reality. He tells the readers the old maxim that
the form of a work of art is inseparable from the content. To him it means this: “a
creative image is a symbol, the content is already reflected in the form”. Bely
explains his position: “the experienced fullness of destruction or of living serves as
content and meaning; the prerequisite for any symbolist artist is the consciousness
from experience that humanity stands at a fatal boundary… the duality between life
and the word, between the conscious and the unconscious, has been taken to its limit;
...Сорви с меня запястья, отстегни мое ожерелье! Саше стало страшно, и невозможные желания
мучительно томили его”. See: Сологуб 2004: 191.
494
For a large number of the relevant examples from Sologub’s real biographical practice, see
Margarita Pavlova’s recent monograph: Павлова 2007.
495
See: Данько 1992: 190-261.
496
For additional material see the general introductory exposition in Greene 1986.
497
“Искусство есть искусство жить. ... Я должен определить искусство умением жить. ... Жизнь
– это совокупность норм поведения, предопределяющих теоретические вопросы разума. ...
Жизнь – есть личное творчество. ... Умение жить есть непрерывное творчество, это мгновение
растянувшееся в вечность. Творчество жизни есть тайна личности. Умение жить есть
индивидуальное творчество, а общеобязательные правила жизни – маски, за которыми прячется
личность. Жизнь, осознанная в законах, есть веселый маскарад…”. See: Белый 1994: 167; 241.
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the escape from duality is either death, or inner reconciliation of the contradictions in
new forms of living... Art is now an important factor in the salvation of humanity”.498
Other characteristic and relevant statements can be found in Belyi’s 1911 essay “The
Song of Life” (Песнь жизни): “Art (Kunst) is the art of living. ... But preserving life
is prolonging it; prolonging of any kind is creativity; art is the creation of life”.499
In that same year, Belyi spoke about his idea that the word must follow the
Gospels’ path of prefiguration. Literature as art must strive toward realization of
corporeal physicality, and the artist-creator himself will give birth, in a sovereign
way, his own form in this art. Belyi believes that the word of human consciousness
“must have flesh”. He then argues that this “flesh must possess the gift of speech”.
Following the gospel-tradition he openly writes that “the word must become flesh.
The word made flesh is both a symbol of creation and the genuine nature of things. ...
The two paths of art merge into a third path: the artist must become his own form: his
natural ‘ego’ must merge with his creation, his life must become artistic. He himself
is ‘the word made flesh.’ The existing forms of art lead to tragedy for the artist:
victory over tragedy is the transubstantiation of art into a religion of life”.500
Belyi’s ideas on life-creationist transformation/incarnation can be illustrated
by the examples from his physical behavior and his aesthetical programs “implanted”
into his “life-practice”. I shall try to create a picture of the special relationship
between “life” and “art” in his biography.
3.2. Argonautism
One important conceptual field of the mythogenetic masks of the Russian symbolists’
life-creation was “argonautism”, the unusual activities of a particular group of young
people who grouped themselves around the figure of the literary innovator Andrei
Belyi (he was quite “popular” and even “fashionable” at that time among the
advanced connoiseurs of literature).501

498

“Тезис – форма художественного творчества неотделима от содержания – означает
следующее: поскольку творческий образ есть символ, постольку в форме уже отражается
содержание: содержанием служит переживаемая полнота уничтожения или жизни; предпосылка
всякого художника-символиста есть переживаемое сознание, что человечество стоит на
роковом рубеже, что раздвоенность между жизнью и словом, сознательным и бессознательным
доведена до конца; выход из раздвоения или смерть, или внутреннее примирение противоречий
в новых формах жизни... искусство есть ныне важный фактор спасения человечества”. See:
Белый 1994: 257-258.
499
“Искусство (Kunst) есть искусство жить. <...> Но сохранение жизни – в продолжении ее;
продолжение чего бы то ни было есть творчество; искусство есть творчество жизни”. Quoted in
Белый 1994: 167. See also Юрьева 2000: 89-117.
500
“...Слово сознания должно иметь плоть. Плоть должна иметь дар речи. Слово должно стать
плотью. Слово, ставшее плотью, — и символ творчества, и подлинная природа вещей... ... Два
пути искусства сливаются в третий: художник должен стать собственной формой: его
природное ‘я’ должно слиться с творчеством; его жизнь должна стать художественной. Он сам
‘Cлово, ставшее плотью. Существующие формы искусства ведут к трагедии художника: победа
над трагедией есть пресуществление искусства в религию жизни”. Belyi’s essay “Symbolism”
was first published in Vesy (no. 12, 1908: 36-41). Republished in Белый 1994: 337-338.
501
Aleksandr Lavrov was the first who had studied this phenomenon at large: Лавров 1978: 37-170.
See also Keys 1996: 163-171.
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The “collective effort” of the inspired Moscow youth in the first half of the
1890s was focussed on the search for the miraculous “Golden Fleece”. They were
seeking after a metaphysical discovery which would determine the “salvation” of
humanity, and this quest later became the genuine jewel of symbolist life-creation.
The quintessence of this group paradigm502 can be found in Belyi’s poetic expression
of the challenge: “Let us fly off to reach the sky-blue cerulean azure!” (Oтлетим в
лазурь!). Quite a few curious details about the practical plans for outfitting the “Argo
vessel” (bound for the mythical “Colchis”) can be found in one of Belyi’s diaries,
which has thus far been only partially published under the title Material for a
Biography. Intimate one. (“Материал для биографии. Интимный”). Another
(indirect) source might be Belyi’s still not completely published notes that he had
given the provisional title “With a View to a Diary” (Ракурс к дневнику).
Additional illustrative material to that provided by Aleksandr Lavrov is
included in a multifaceted fundamental theme directly tied to argonautism – that of
the Wife-Sophia-Virgin (Жена-София-Дева), worked out by Blok and Belyi (the
younger symbolist adherents of Soloviev). What I have in mind here is Blok and
Belyi’s symbolist polysemantic life-creationist sign/concept of the “Woman Clothed
with Sun” (Жена Облеченная в Солнце). One can observe a relatively direct
apocalyptic reference to Revelations, Chapter 12 (KJV):
1
And there appeared a great wonder in heaven; a woman clothed with the sun,
and the moon under her feet, and upon her head a crown of twelve stars:
2
And she being with child cried, travailing in birth, and pained to be delivered.
3
And there appeared another wonder in heaven; and behold a great red
dragon, having seven heads and ten horns, and seven crowns upon his heads.503
The Woman clothed with Sun in the 12th chapter of Revelations can be seen
as a symbol of the Church, of the “mysterious presence” of Jesus Christ in the world.
Several details point to this, including the crown of twelve stars—a sign of the
completeness of the universal unity of people. At the same time, Christian poets and
thinkers from early antiquity have regarded this image to be a symbolic portrayal of
the Most Holy Theotokos, the Mother of Christ. From the times of the apostles, the
Most Holy Virgin is herself considered to be both a symbol of the Church and the
Mother of all who become, so to say, “sons of God in Christ”.
It is important to understand what the “semi-inexpressible” (полунесказàнный) life-creationist image of the Woman Clothed with Sun might mean in
Belyi’s particular context.504 This image can be interpreted in the historically unique
502

Lavrov’s pioneering article, which reconstructs the “Argonaut myth” of Russian symbolism and
uncovers many hidden peripeties of the “group-oriented” and “life-text” modes of Belyi and his
confreres, unfortunately does not analytically describe two important aspects. It does not address: a)
the essence of the Argonaut myth itself, in the classical (historical) consciousness and through the
Renaissance until modern times, and b) what published sources were available at the time, which Belyi
might have relied on when constructing his “group mythologem”.
503
The conventional Russian Synod translation (Откровениe Иоанна Богослова – глава 12) is: “1 И
явилось на небе великое знамение: жена, облеченная в солнце; под ногами ее луна, и на главе ее
венец из двенадцати звезд. 2 Она имела во чреве, и кричала от болей и мук рождения. 3 И
другое знамение явилось на небе: вот, большой красный дракон с семью головами и десятью
рогами, и на головах его семь диадим”.
504
For the “Sun-relation” of ancient Egypt in Belyi see: Schmidt 1986.
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chronotope contained within it, as well as in the broadly understood context of
Russian folklore. Moscow scholar Monika Spivak, in her article about Belyi’s
ambivalent “object of desire”, would ironically write “Someone else’s (чужая)
‘Woman Clothed in Sun’”.505
The multidimensional historical reality that corresponds to this topic is also
tied to Soloviev’s literary legacy, wherein his words about the denomination of the
Goethe-inspired “Eternal Feminine” are significant.506 It is important to remember
that, for Belyi (for example, in his poem “Christ is Risen”(Христос вокрес)), the
Woman Clothed with Sun is meaningfully personified with a feminine image of
Virgin-Russia. And it is just this Woman, according to legend, who conquers the
Dragon (or Snake, the Beast, or such like). Bely clearly equates Russia with the
image of this mighty lady:
Россия,
Страна моя Ты - та самая,
Облеченная солнцем
Жена,
К которой
Возносятся
Взоры...
Вижу явственно я:
Россия, Моя, Богоносица,
Побеждающая Змия...507
(“Russia, You’re my country, You’re the same, the [holy] Woman Clothed with
Sun…You hold the God within you, and you will defeat the [deadly] Serpent…”).
In order to understand this life-creationist topic in Belyi (and in Blok), we must not
fail to observe that the Woman Clothed with Sun represents a well-known apocalyptic
image (as well as icon). This theme can also be described in a historical505

See: Спивак 1999: 174-199. For the additional details see also Лавров 1995 passim.
Compare Soloviev’s “Preface to the third edition” in The Poems of Vladimir Soloviev, St.
Petersburg, 1900, XIV-XV: “The woman clothed with sun is tormented by births: she must reveal the
truth, give birth to the word, but the old serpent is gathering his last strength against her and trying to
drown her in the toxic floods of a specious lie and of plausible deceptions. All of this was foretold, and
the end was foretold: at the end, Eternal beauty will be fruitful, and from it will come the salvation of
the world, when her deceitful likenesses disappear like the sea-foam that gave birth to the vulgar
Aphrodite. My poems do not serve the latter with a single word, and that is the only inalienable virtue
that I can and should acknowledge in them”. (“Жена облеченная в солнце, уже мучается родами:
она должна явить истину, родить слово, и вот древний змий собирает против нее свои
последние силы и хочет потопить ее в ядовитых потоках благовидной лжи, правдоподобных
обманов. Все это предсказано, и предсказан конец: в конце Вечная красота будет плодотворна,
и из нее выйдет спасение мира, когда ее обманчивые подобия исчезнут, как та морская пена,
которая родила простонародную Афродиту. Этой мои стихи не служат ни единым словом, и вот
единственное неотъемлемое достоинство, которое я могу и должен за ними признать…”). See
also a recent Polish study: Rzeczycka 2002.
507
See: Белый 2006: 349.
506
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cultural/religious context,508 which would supplement and amplify the existing
interpretations (Minz and Lavrov). The whole concept of the multidimensional
“Feminine Sacral Image” is important for all the life-creation of the Russian
symbolists (archetypes include: Maria, Sophia, Bride, and others). Related to it are
the cult of the Great Goddess Cybele and the imagery associated with her.509 There
are also non-European religious/mythological narratives about the “Female Sun” that
are extremely interesting.510
The question of exactly which other scholarly works thematically relevant to
his topic (the reconstruction of Belyi’s argonautism) Aleksandr Lavrov might have
added to his description warrants separate discussion.511 The general history of the
Argonaut myth in the Middle Ages has been studied in various scholarly works,512
and the very concept of “argonautism”, including what I might call the “lifecreationist variant”, has been known for a long time in the humanities.513
I will point out several contextual peculiarities of the life-creationist myth
about the Argonauts and the Fleece that have not usually attracted attention in the
context of Belyi. According to esoteric alchemist legend, the Divine Dew descended
in the form of a peculiar “moist fog” and was “absorbed” by the wool of the Fleece,
which was in the house of the Christ’s “earthly father”514 the carpenter Joseph. The
Virgin Mary then lay against this Fleece, and was allegedly “imperceptibly
impregnated” by the Holy Spirit (in the form of the Divine Dew), which, of course,
did not thereby compromise her immaculate Virginity. It is well-known, after all, that
the tiniest particles of a moist substance (as in the case of sperm) can penetrate
through (or diffuse into) the hymen without damaging it, and, if the sperm reaches the
woman’s uterus, conception can ultimately result as well.515 It is precisely this
somatic, corporeal-“medical” theme that is exploited in the context of the Divine
Dew, the Fleece, and the Virgin Mary. Involved in this is an identification of the
biblical “Fleece of Gideon, the Jew” with the mythological “Golden Fleece” of Jason,
the Greek. There is a brief discussion of this issue in the work of the Dutch scholar
Helena Maria Elisabeth de Jong.516
508

See, for example, several contributions in Benko 1997. This interesting work of Stephen Benko
contains a relevant chapter, “The Woman Clothed With Sun and Pagan Mythology” (pp. 87-131),
which includes many interesting in our context smaller subchapters such as “Astral motifs”, “Water”,
and the like.
509
A subject studied by M.J. Vermaseren and his academic school. See Lane 1996 for some additional
material.
510
See, for example, the fundamental work: Никитина 2001.
511
Worth mention, for example, is the concise descriptive monograph by Antoine Faivre, retired
Professor of the History of Western Esotericism at the École Pratique des Hautes Études, Golden
Fleece and Alchemy, first published in French in 1990 in Paris and Milan (Faivre 1990). I have also
used the various supplemental “appendices” and invaluable illustrations of the English edition (Faivre
1993).
512
See (passim) Domínguez 1979, and Liez 1998. See also Célérier 1990.
513
For a scholarly bibliography of “international Lebenskunst” see: Иоффе 2005: 170-179. See also
Сарычев 1991.
514
As opposed to the “Heavenly” one i.e. God the Almighty.
515
To put that plainly: the hymen is “technically” not an obstacle to pregnancy, as contemporary
medical dictionaries and popular references specifically state.
516
See: De Jong in Maier 1969. For a discussion of her work in preparing this treatise, see Maier 1969:
8-9. (In particular, she bases her work on the treatise of Willem Minnens, Aureum Vellus.)
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In the time of the Russian symbolists there were known various accounts of
the Greek Argonauts (those of Apollonius of Rhodes and Valerius Flaccus), as well as
of the historical Burgundian “Order of the Golden Fleece”.517 These publications
could have been accessible to the symbolist life-creationists and to their “helmsman”
Andrey Belyi.518
3.3. Belyi, Margarita Morozova, and the Service of the Beautiful Lady
Belyi created his second Symphony approximately one year after the first one, and
this work, it would seem, offers testimony to the further development of the young
author in a philosophical and romantic/religious sense.519 As Aleksandr Lavrov had
pointed out, around 1901 the author’s consciousness appears to manifest a certain
ever-intensifying drift in the direction of mystic/apocalyptic and messianic
aspirations, toward some sort of undefined expectations, in a sense, of something
“totally new” and purifying. As Lavrov had noted 520 there was a younger-Symbolist
effort to “hasten the revolutionary upheaval” of all the foundations of the spiritual and
physical organization of human life. Belyi apparently conceived his “symphonies”521
which were so particularly radical for that time in the Russian tradition as a quite
adequate literary genre for expression of his feeling of, as Lavrov puts it,
“intoxicating novelty” he sensed “in the air”. Lavrov suggests522 that Bely perceived
his oeuvre of that period of time as a sort of future prototype of the imminent

517

Duke Phillip of Burgundy founded around 1420 a knightly order known as the “Order of the Golden
Fleece” (Ordre de la Toison d’Or). The French term “Toison d’Or” figured as a parallel title in Nikolai
Riabushinkii’s journal Zolotoe Runo. An order like this must have been the conceptual-historical
“prototype” of the Russian symbolist “Group of Argonaut-Seekers” about which Aleksandr Lavrov has
written. What is more, Lavrov himself clearly regards the group as an “order”: “the order of argonauts
at the dawn of the [new] century” (“...орден аргонавтов на заре века…”) see Лавров 1978: 145.
What kind of sources could have been known to the Russian symbolists on that subject? First, there
existed already the four-hundred-page book by Louis Amédée Achard. This voluminous description of
the nineteenth-century French author (a contemporary of the Paris Commune) was published in several
languages. See: Achard 1900. Second, and worthy of particular attention, was the small but interesting
(obviously life-creational in its own right and “magical”) book by Aleister Crowley, which also could
have easily been known and accessible to the Russian symbolists. See Crowley 1904. On Crowley’s
“Russian” journey during the times of the Russian symbolists, see William Ryan’s substantive article,
which was published in a Festschrift for Georgette Donchin: Ryan 1992: 137–161.
518
We might also point out several potentially available for the time of Russian Symbolists
publications (among these are the seventy-page 1904 brochure, contemporary to symbolist
argonautism, about the Order of the Golden Fleece, entitled Listе nоminаlе dеs сhеvаliеrе dе l’оrdrе
illustrе dе lа Tоisоn d’оr, as well as a number of other books of that time. See also publications such
as: Exposition de la Toison d’or, 1907, Bruges; Les chefs-d’oeuvre de l’art flamand à l’Exposition de
la Toison d’or, Les arts anciens de Flandre dédié a sa majesté le roi des belges, étudiés par un groupe
de savants sous la direction de Camille Tulpinck. Association pour la publication des Monuments de
l’Art Flamand, 1908, and some others.
519
About a similar type of poetic worldview, see Grossman 1973: 247-260.
520
See his pioneering article: Лавров 1991: 3-27.
521
And their highly experimental form.
522
See: Лавров 1991: 11.
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syncretic form of creative work523 that would satisfy the demands of a new mystical
transformation of life.
In August of 1902, Belyi wrote his friend Emilii K. Metner, the prolific literary
critic and also a musicologist: “The ‘symphonies’ have no future as they are now; but
as an intermediate stage on the journey toward the formation of some kind of
undoubtedly important form, they are significant. This is the beginning of the end of
poetry, properly speaking. In becoming ‘symphonicized’, does life not aspire to the
future?”.524
Scholars usually admit that as opposed to Belyi’s “First Symphony”, the
Second one is quite a bit more openly autobiographical;525 it is largely based on a reconceptualized notion of the “human document”, which should be important to
anyone studying the life-creation of Russian symbolism. Aleksandr Lavrov notes that
Belyi portrays everyday Moscow life, but also endows it with a sort of intimate
snapshot of his own inner life in 1901.526 For Belyi, this period signifies a sort of
beginning of the “Era of Dawnings” (Эпохa зорь), and symbolizes the next stage of
his multiplicate spiritual evolution. In retrospective analysis, as Lavrov observes, this
time was later to prove quite significant to his personal aesthetic and philosophical
outlook. Belyi later wrote the following in his memoirs, making a specific connection
between the apocalyptic figure of Margarita Kirillovna Morozova and the notion of
the Sophia of Wisdom: “That year, in my experience, was like the only year of its
kind ...[F]or me, that year was a year of maximal mystical exertion and mystical
discovery; all of summer 1901, I was visited by happy discoveries and ecstasies; that
year, I became fully aware of the spirit of the Invisible Friend, of the Sophia of
Wisdom. There was more: that whole year was colored for me by my first profound,
mystical love, the only one of its kind, for M.K.M., whom I did not, however, confuse
with the Heavenly Friend; in many moments, M.K.M. was only an icon for me, a
symbol for the face of The One whose spirit came down to me”.527
523

For more detail, in the context of the overall musical-synthetic spirit, see Olja Tikles’s book:
Тилкес-Заусская 1998. It would be tempting to tie the ideas of “synthetic” creation in the arts to
Russian Wagnerism (Gesamtkunstwerk), but we must not forget, also, that Belyi more than once said
that his early “symphonies” were inspired by Grieg’s music. See: Bartlett 1995: 141-147.
524
“Симфонии не имеют будущности как таковые; но как промежуточная стадия на пути к
образованию какой-то безусловно важной формы - они значительны - Это начало конца поэзии
в собственном смысле. <...> “Симфонизируясь”, жизнь не устремляется ли в будущее?” Belyi to
Metner, Moscow, 1902 (РО РГБ Ф.167. Карт.1. Ед.6. Л.1об) (Quoted via Лавров 1991: 19). For the
context that subsequently follows, see also Безродный 1998. The Belyi-Metner correspondence has
still not been published in full. See the fragments presented in Nivat 1977: 92-134. As Aleksandr
Lavrov notes, publishing the letters between Metner and Belyi would be a huge project: “The
correspondence of Andrei Belyi with Emilii Metner would occupy ... an enormous volume — one of
the most significant sources on the history of symbolism. This is about three hundred letters, and, what
is more, letters that are not random, not ordinary, but meaningful both in an idealistic-aesthetic way
and for a characterization of the journal-publishing activities of the symbolists” (conversation with
Lavrov, published by Nadezhda Grigor’eva in Zvezda, no. 12, 2000). For comparison, see Metner’s
correspondence with Blok in Фрумкина, Флейшман 1971: 384-399.
525
See for example, Силард 1967: 310-321.
526
See: Лавров 1991: 17.
527
“…Этот год, переживался мною как единственный год в своем роде <...> для меня этот год
был годом максимального мистического напряжения и мистического откровения; все лето 901
года меня посещали благие откровения и экстазы; в этот год осознал я вполне веяние
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Belyi also wrote later about his encounter with Morozova during this period,
which was so symbolically important: “My eyes fell upon M.K.M. at a symphony
concert, during a performance of a Beethoven symphony ... [H]ence the momentary
whirlwind of experiences that I described in the poem ‘First Encounter’. From that
moment, this was completely and concretely revealed to me: all of Soloviev’s
teachings about the Sophia of Wisdom, his whole cycle of poems to Her; and my
deep and pure love for M.K.M., whom I didn’t even know and whom I watched from
afar at symphony concerts, was becoming a symbol of superhuman relationships; it
was becoming clear to me that the mystery of new love is the mystery that constructs
the Future Church of St John with the offsprings of Love... A snowstorm, music, She,
M.K.M., the Revelation of John—these were the leitmotifs of that month”.528
Based on the observations of Lavrov and John E. Malmstad I can say that the
many romantic experiences in the “Symphony”, and the spiritual quest of its main
internal hero, the character Musatov, have an openly autobiographical subtext. The
abbreviation “M. K. M.” in this text is, of course, the object of Belyi’s mystical
infatuation, Margarita Kirillovna Morozova.529 He was not actually formally and
personally acquainted with her by the time, but she embodied the life-creationist
prototype of the author’s “Female fairy-tale” (Сказка). After Lavrov’s studies we can
take Musatov’s entire picturesque, mystical utopia in the “Symphony” to be a
reflection of the quite specific myth-creational expectations of Belyi and his circle,
especially those of Belyi’s close friend at that time, Sergei Soloviev.
Belyi will confess retrospectively that in February 1901: “Our hopes for some
sort of a Transfiguration of the world are maximal”. He unveils that he was
“beginning to think that we are on the frontier where history ends, where the
‘resurrection of the dead’ is beginning to take the place of history. … [T]he
newspapers say a new star is blazing up in the sky (it soon burned out); they print the
sensational report that this start is supposed the same one that accompanied the birth
of the infant Jesus; Serezha comes running up to me, excited, saying, ‘It’s already
started’. For three days we think that events of huge apocalyptic significance have
already begun; we mold our mystical symbolism in terms approximately like these:
the Comforter Spirit will have the very same incarnation in history that Christ had; he
will be born as an infant; his mother is a woman who will be the symbol of the
Church (The Woman clothed with Sun), giving birth to a new word, a third
Testament.... The blazing up of the start was a Sign for Serezha and me that the
Невидимой Подруги, Софии Премудрости. Кроме того: весь этот год для меня окрашен первой
глубокой, мистическою, единственной своего рода любовью к М.К.М., которую, однако, не
смешивал я с Подругой Небесною; М.К.М. в иные минуты являлася для меня лишь иконою,
символом лика Той, от Которой до меня долетали веяния”. Quoted in Белый 1989: 532.
528
“Моя встреча глазами с М.К.М. на симфоническом концерте во время исполнения
бетховенской Симфонии... отсюда мгновенный мгновенный вихрь переживаний мною
описанный в поэме Первое свидание. С той поры совершенно конкретно открывается мне: все
учение о Софии Премудрости Вл. Соловьева, весь цикл его стихов к Ней; и моя глубокая и
чистая любовь к М.К.М., с которой я даже не знаком и которую вижу издали на симфонических
концертах, становится символом сверхчеловеческих отношений; мне становится ясным, что
мистерия новой любви есть мистерия, образующая Иоаннову Церковь детей любви. ... Метель,
музыка, Она, М.К.М., Откровение Иоанна, – вот лейт-мотивы этого месяца”. See: Белый 1990:
566.
529
See: Малмстад, Лавров 2006: 2-3.
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‘infant’ had already been born; the debunking of Musatov’s utopia yet again has a
living prototype—March of 1901; ...I continue to write her letters, I walk by her
house, and sometimes I see a boy of amazing beauty in the window of the house; I
decide, ‘That is her son’; S.M. Soloviev jokes with me that ‘That is the infant who is
to feed the people with an iron rod’”.530
As Lavrov shows, the events occurred during March of 1901 provide a solid
gorund for establishing the connection between Belyi and Morozova in their
“mystical love affair”. This is how it appears in Belyi’s own extensive description,
when he narrates his life-creationist “chivalrous” service to his Beautiful Lady. Belyi
tells that “the leitmotif of my mystical love for M.K.M. is growing”. He observes: “it
is beginning to cover everything else; I hear Fet’s and Lermontov’s poetry in a
transformative way; in all of Fet’s love poems, there is the spark of a single love: the
love of the World Spirit for the Knight; I sense myself to be this knight—
simultaneously a knight of the Heavenly Vision and Its earthly icon; this earthly icon
is M.K.M. Besides at the concerts, I am starting to see her on the Arbat and on
Denezhnyj Lane, at the times that she returns home ... [T]he leit-motif of this is
Blok’s yet-unwritten line that I will encounter in seven months’ time: I am
illuminated: I wait for your steps. ... [I]n a perfect mystical state of illumination, I
write M.K.M. a long letter in which I initiate her into the object of my cult; I write
about Nietzsche in it, about Vl[adimir] Soloviev, and about the fact that we are
waiting for the events of an enormous future to be accomplished; I sign myself ‘Your
Knight’; and with dread, I wait for an encounter with her at one of the symphony
concerts; at the concert, M.K.M. casts a glance at me, from which it becomes clear to
me that she knows that I am the author of the letter, and that she is not angry with
me”.531
530

“…наши ожидания какого-то Преображения светом максимальны; мне начинает казаться,
что уже мы на рубеже, где кончается история, где за историей начинается ‘восстание мертвых’;
и тут-то по газетам на небе вспыхивает новая звезда (она вскоре погасла); печатается
сенсационное известие, будто эта звезда та самая, которая сопровождала рождение Иисуса
младенца; Сережа прибегает ко мне возбужденный, со словами: ‘Уже началось’. Нам три дня
кажется, что уже начались события огромной апокалиптической важности; мы формулируем
нашу мистическую символику приблизительно в таких терминах: Дух Утешитель будет иметь в
истории такое же воплощение, как Христос; он родится младенцем; его мать - женщина,
которая будет символом Церкви (Жены, облеченной в Солнце), рождающей новое слово, третий
Завет <...>. Воссияние звезды было Знаком для нас с Сережей, что ‘младенец’ уже родился;
развенчание мусатовской утопии опять же имеет жизненный прообраз - март 1901 года; ...я
продолжаю писать ей письма, я хожу мимо ее дома, и однажды в окне дома вижу изумительной
красоты мальчика; соображаю: ‘Это ее сын’; С.М. Соловьев шутит со мною: ‘Это и есть
младенец, которому надлежит пасти народы жезлом железным’”. Ibid. See also in the “sun”
context Aleksandr Lavrov’s essay about Belyi’s uncompleted, lost text, entitled “Sun – the divine
Child” (Дитя – Солнце): Лавров 2007-б: 89-104.
531
“…вырастает и начинает все покрывать лейтмотив моей мистической любви к М.К.М.;
поэзия Фета и Лермонтова мне звучит преобразовательно; во всех любовных стихотворениях
Фета – отблеск одной любви: любви Мировой Души к Рыцарю; я ощущаю себя этим рыцарем –
одновремененно рыцарем Небесного Видения и земной иконой Её; эта земная икона – М.К.М.
Кроме концертов я начинаю видеть ее на Арбате и в Денежном переулке, в часы когда она
возвращается домой... ... лейт-мотив этого времени еще не написанная строчка Блока, с которой
я встречусь через семь месяцев: Я озарен: я жду твоих шагов. ... в совершенном мистическом
озарении я пишу М.К.М. длинное письмо, в котором я посвящаю ее в предмет моего культа; в
нем пишу о Ницше, о Вл. Соловьеве и о том, что мы ждем свершений огромного будущего; я
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In Belyi’s second Symphony, the whole empirical world seems to be wholly
subordinated to the laws of time and causality;532 it is unusually suggestive and
alogical, essentially illusory, and, as it were, meaningless in terms of form. Lavrov
noted533 that in Belyi’s work, this world appears in a rather chaotic combination of
simultaneously existing phenomena not always connected to each other in any way
except for their identical inconsistency in the face of “great Eternity, reigning
Eternity”. Lavrov suggests that in the imagination of such a “mystical observer” as
Belyi was, all of everyday Moscow life rises up not only as a sort of allegory of
invisible higher meanings, but also as a collection of disorderly, mutually estranged
realia mated with each other either by the mediation of differing kinds of strange
associations or simply by random physical proximity. Belyi’s close associate and a
companion-in-arms of the time, Emilii Metner, would later write that “the motifs
weld phantasmagoria and everydayness into a single whole; in trying to understand
the impression, you notice with amazement that the former is no less real, and
sometimes indeed more real, than the latter”.534
As it can be noticed, in the second Symphony, the author’s ‘post-Romantic’
irony is somehow transformed into a multilayered complex narrative used for creating
of the “new Legend”. Lavrov points out how the ‘holy’ Symbolist harbinger and
“prophet” Vladimir Soloviev playfully appears on Moscow roofs, sounding a horn
and heralding the rising “sun of love”. Together with him traveling about the city’s
streets in a carriage is the ephemeral and indistinct beauty named
“Fairytale”(Сказка), an ephemeral “blue-eyed nymph” manifested in the mystical
aura of the “Eternal Feminine”.535 The portrait of this legendary “age of dawnings”
(Эпоха зорь) Moscow in Belyi’s Second symphony is tinged throughout by a certain
feeling of “Eternity”, by a vividly hinted attitude toward the life-creating plane of his
literary activities during that early period.
The Second Symphony, and Belyi’s early “not signed” letters to Morozova can
be interpreted as components of a certain “single text of behavior and life”, as
variations of differing genres on the life-creation theme that filled the entire inner
horizon of the author and of his lyrical hero. Belyi wrote Morozova in March, 1901:
“I have found a living symbol, an individual banner – everything that I was seeking
but for which the time of completion has not yet come. You are my Aurora, my vision
of the future. You hold within yourself events yet to come. You are the philosophy of
the new era. ...When I had approached the abyss, had reached the end, a great portent
appeared in the sky: a Woman clothed with sun; under her feet was the moon, and on
her head, a crown of twelve stars (John). The mystery has been revealed”.536
подписываюсь Ваш Рыцарь; и со страхом жду встречи с ней на одном из симфонических
концертов; на концерте М.К.М. бросает на меня взгляд, из которого мне становится ясным, что
она знает, что автор письма – я и что она не сердится на меня”. Quoted in Белый 2006-б: 6-7.
532
For the details of that view see Лавров 1991: 17-19.
533
See: Лавров 1991: 21.
534
“…мотивы спаивают в одно целое фантасмагорию и повседневность; пробуя разобраться во
впечатлении, с удивлением замечаешь, что первая является не менее, а иногда и более реальной,
нежели вторая”. See Метнер 1903. (Quoted via Лавров 1995: 75).
535
For the additional details see Лавров 1991: 21-22.
536
“Я нашел живой символ, индивидуальное знамя, все то, чего искал, но чему еще не настало
время свершиться. Вы – моя зоря будущего. В Вас – грядущие события. Вы – философия новой
эры. ...Когда я подошел к бездне, дошел до конца, явилось великое знамение на небе: Жена
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3.4. The Episode with the Eternal Feminine and the Blok family
Aleksandr Blok, his young wife Liubov’ Dmitrievna, and Belyi together represent
one of the fundamental episodes of symbolist life-creation. At first, Belyi and his
comrades in the life-creation circle regarded the Bloks as nunciates of a certain Ideal
Seraphic Luminiferous pairing for which they all had been hoping. As time passed,
Blok explicitly ceased to correspond to his own part of this ideal, and thus Belyi tried
to discern “independently” signs in Liubov’ of the Woman clothed with Sun and of
the Goethe/Soloviev Eternal Feminine character. All of this led to Belyi being innerly
erotically attracted to Liubov’ (Zinaida Gippius once had cautioned Belyi, in a letter:
“don’t get carried away with Blok’s wife”).537 This did not, so far as we can tell,
result in any genuine physical “consummation”. However: Liubov’ observed in her
memoirs, “I had let my hair down”538, and that she was already prepared to give
herself to the poet physically, but something did not go as it should have gone, and
she fled from Belyi before the two of them actually got into the clutches of a real
physical connection.539
In June 1905, Belyi left the Shakhmatovo estate, haven truly fallen in love
with Liubov’540 (as far as we can tell) and, in doing so, complicated his relationship
with the Bloks in many ways. As V.N. Orlov was first to notice, from that point
onwards, this “personal conflict” would be closely interwoven with
облеченная в солнце; под ее ногами луна и на голове венец из двенадцати звезд (Иоанн). Тайна
обнаружилась”. See Belyi’s letter in Белый 2006-б: 36.
537
In semi-apocryphal original: “Не очень там увлекайтесь блочьей женой”. This phrase was
rendered by Belyi himself in a personal letter, see Щербина 1993: 225.
538
Blok’s aunt will memorize her hair: “…Liuba was wearing rose-coloured dresses; she was braiding
her beautiful golden hair in a plait”. (“Люба носила розовые платья, а великолепные золотистые
волосы заплетала в косу”). See: Бекетова 1990: 61 . Shortly after this perplexed affair will be over,
Blok would compose a “golden hair-related” lyrical passage (October 1905):
…Осененная реющей влагой,
Распустила ты пряди волос.
Хороводов твоих по оврагу
Золотое кольцо развилось… (“Being touched by the moist nature of Autumn, you let your hair go;
the golden ring of this hair-dance was playing around in your gullies”). See Блок 1960-a: 24.
539
The relevant fragment of her memoirs goes as following: “…this dangerous and sweet poison of
mutual gazing… these sensless touches… can this happen again to me, but this time with another man?
… I was excited no less than was Boria (Belyi)…On all the occasions when we left were alone we
passionately kissing each other and could not get satisfied. …once I even came to his apartement…
Playing with fire I let him to take away all the combs and hair-pins… my hair let lose and fell down as
a golden rain… but then an awkward movement spoiled everything, I came to be sober again and
rushed to the staircase, hurrying to get out of his house…”. (“…отрава сладкая взглядов, это
проникновение в душу без взгляда, даже без прикосновения руки, одним присутствием – это
может быть еще раз и с другим? …Я была взбудоражена не менее Бори. Не успевали мы
оставаться одни, как никакой уже преграды не стояло между нами и мы беспомощно и жадно не
могли оторваться от долгих и неутоляющих поцелуев. …я даже раз поехала к нему. Играя с
огнем, уже позволяла вынуть тяжелые черепаховые гребни и шпильки, и волосы уже упали
золотым плащом... Но тут какое-то неловкое и неверное движение … – отрезвило, и уже волосы
собраны, и уже я бегу по лестнице...”). See: Блок 2000: 77.
540
See for instance: Орлов 1963: 447-517. Belyi was sending plenty of flowers to Liubov’
Dmitrievna, as she describes this later, saying that “not just [ususal small] baskets of flowers, but real
‘Bugaev’s forests’ were emerging in our living room” [because of Belyi]. (“Не корзины, а целые
‘бугайные леса’ появлялись иногда в гостиной…”). See: Блок 2000: 53.
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ideological/literary and aesthetic discourses and disagreements.541 At times, it would
be almost impossible to determine the boundary between the layers of aesthetics and
those of real life.
The memoirs and the diary entries of Evgenii Ivanov are quite helpful in
reconstructing all the real-life events in this triangle.542 As Orlov has observed, on the
one hand, Ivanov was one of Blok’s closest personal friends; on the other, he knew
much of the inside story of Liubov’’s affairs, and recorded much of this that is
significant to our subject of symbolist life-creation. In his published letters to Blok,
Belyi consciously tries to understand how it is possible to reconcile his poetic “ego”
and his overall utopian-metaphysical interests with ordinary married existence, and
how he can participate (given this existence) in reshaping the innermost nature of
humankind.
The final part of one of these letters is preoccupied with a more abstract
questioning of the concept of the “secret” that only Belyi and Blok could understand:
“I am talking to you as the one who is vested with the responsibility for the purity of a
certain Secret that you are betraying or getting ready to betray. I am warning you—
where are you going? Wake up! Or give up the Secret, forget it. You can’t be with a
god and with a devil at the same time”.543 Blok had an answer for this: “Where do
you get the idea that I am a mystic? I’m not a mystic, but have always been a
hooligan, I think. I am not sure, maybe my real place is not at all with you, the
Visionary the one who knows the way, but rather with Gor’kii, who doesn’t know
anything, or with the decadents, who also don’t know anything”.544 In response to this
missive, Belyi apparently was very upset, and announced, as it were, a break of all his
relations with the Bloks. As Vladimir Orlov once noticed, as a token of this new
situation, Bely had even symbolically posted to Liubov’ the lilies she had given him
earlier, which had long before shriveled up, wrapping them in black crepe paper.
According to her own later memorized account, Liubov’ supposedly decided,
remorselessly, to burn these lilies in the stove.545
Following Orlov’s narration of this “hostility-friendship”,546 despite all the
animosity and all the complications, by December 1st Belyi decided to come to St.
Petersburg, where, from his hotel on the corner of Karavannaia Street and Nevskii
Prospekt, he was sending Blok different kinds of emotional epistles. Some of them
were quite affectional: “I simply want to embrace you and kiss you fervently. I love
you, my dear”.547 Just after this, with the word “but” underlined thrice, Belyi
meaningfully wrote, “But, until I can see you outside of your home, I can’t be with
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See: Орлов 1963: 446-458.
See: Иванов 1964: 344-424.
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“…я говорю Тебе, как облеченный ответственностью за чистоту одной Тайны, которую Ты
предаешь или собираешься предать. Я Тебя предостерегаю - куда Ты идешь? Опомнись! Или
брось, забудь - Тайну. Нельзя быть одновременно и с богом и с чертом”. See: Белый, Блок 2001:
172.
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“Отчего Ты думаешь, что я мистик? Я не мистик, а всегда был хулиганом, я думаю. Для меня
и место-то, может быть, совсем не с Тобой, Провидцем и знающим пути, а с Горьким, который
ничего не знает, или с декадентами, которые тоже ничего не знают”. See: Белый, Блок 2001: 173.
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See: Блок 2000: 59-60.
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V.N. Orlov’s coinage: “hostility-friendship” (“дружба-вражда”). See: Орлов 1963: 470-509.
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“Хочу просто обнять и зацеловать Тебя. Люблю Тебя, милый”. See: Белый, Блок 2001: 181.
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you, I can’t see you”.548 Belyi understood that he could not afford really to face
meeting Liubov’. Nor could he really meet with Blok’s mother, Aleksandra
Kublitskaia-Piottukh, to whom he had also written numerous affectionate letters that
are quite interesting in the context: they emphasize the special connection between
Belyi and Blok’s mother, which was possibly even unwittingly erotic(!).549
As Orlov stresses, Belyi set up a meeting with Blok in, as it were, a “neutral”
physical territory, the famous Palkin Restaurant. Both of the Bloks came together
and, as far as we can tell, there was some sort of explanation and clarification of
relations, which apparently ended with yet another formal reconciliation between
Belyi and the Bloks. Nevertheless, Belyi still apparently preferred to draw his own
arbitrary “assumptous conclusions” from this meeting, to the effect that Blok
supposedly would not attempt to actively raise any obstacles to the development and
realization of Belyi’s romantic relationship with Liubov’. Belyi later sent Liubov’ a
whole hydrangea bush (= a “Куст”; a different “bush” would later appear in Belyi’s
life-creationist short story of the same name) as a token of their genuine Feeling and
their special astral connection.550
Both Belyi and Sergei Soloviev, during the initial stage of their creative work,
thought that Blok and his wife were consciously (and more than purposefully) trying
to create a sort of “myth” from their direct real life, to validate a new sort of mysticaesthetic program in the fabric of their actual daily existence. Belyi later missed
something that he had always esteemed and considered somewhat of a “big deal”—
this had actually been only an unsuccessful bizarre “comedy”. According to Orlov,
Belyi will be able to see how the Great Heavenly Queen and “The Woman” that he
(as well as Soloviev) so deeply esteemed, and which he so devotedly loved and
venerated, will transform herself into a laughable degenerate “comedienne”. Her
seraphic fellow-companion, a mighty theourgos was no longer a theourgos nor a
pale-visaged “Seraph”, for he had gone to a blasphemous practice and created the
disgusting (in Belyi’s and Soloviev’s opinion), grotesque, and insulting play, The
Puppet Show (“Балаганчик”). In this performative satirical text, related by its genre
to commedia dell’arte, Belyi and his friends were bitingly and mercilessly ridiculed
by Blok: their passionately high-flown ideas were denigrated and labeled in an openly
mocking and pejorative key, and they themselves were paraded in as caricatured
“puppet show mystics” (“мистики балаганчика”).
We can recognize the entire situation in which Blok, Belyi, and Liubov’ ended
up in the plot of the play itself, in the comic triangle of Pierrot  Harlequin 
Columbine. We also know that the Bloks’ aforementioned close friend, Evgenii
Ivanov, was keen to observe in a March 1906 diary entry spelling out that, as Orlov
suggests, might have been communicated by Liubov’ herself: “Sasha noticed where
the whole affair was headed, and portrayed all of it in The Puppet Show”.551
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“Но пока не увижу Тебя вне Твоего дома, не могу быть у Тебя, не могу Тебя видеть”. Ibid.
See the published correspondence between Kublitskaia-Piottukh and Belyi (1860-1923, 61 letters)
in Белый, Блок 2001: 523-582. As regards Blok’s perplexed relation to his mother see: Emerson 1990.
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This was Belyi’s ordinary habit of using “flower-messages” in his personal affairs. See the
previously mentioned quotations from Liubov’ Blok’s memoirs about the “Bugaev’s flowers”. In
Russian, one must remember, the word “bush” (куст) does not have the erotic obscene connotation it
has in English.
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“Саша заметил, к чему идет дело, все изобразил в Балаганчике”. See: Иванов 1964: 401.
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In her memoirs, which have now been published in relatively complete form,
Liubov’ notes that as spring of 1906 approached, her family life “was already
completely shattered”.552 As she later recalled it, from the very beginning, the basis of
her relationship with Blok had been somehow consciously “false” and bombastic.
From her recollections it becomes obvious that their marriage, on the sexual level,
turned out to be, mildly speaking, rather difficult: on Blok’s part, there was only, as
Liubov’ says, “a short flash of sensual enthusiasm”, but it “soon, in the first two
months, flickered out”.553 But Blok endevoured to, as he said, “devise a form”
suitable to the complicated situation of the interpersonal relations that they had.
The development of these relations, according to Blok, was according to the
original idea supposed to proceed in the same vein of Vladimir Soloviev’s lifecreationist metaphysics of a “carnal utopian program”. Blok’s detached semiromantic faith in a divine Lady as an “earthly incarnation of the Eternal Feminine”
came into irresolvable conflict with corporeal human physicality and with the bodily
functional form that the “palpably real” Liubov’ had in their empirical reality. One of
the characteristic “younger” symbolist Argonauts (although he failed to completely
materialize this way), Sergei Soloviev was very close at the time to both Blok and
Belyi. He wrote later to Blok, “May God bless you and your bride, and may no one
understand anything, and may people face what they will not understand with a
reproof”.554
Of no little interest here, too, is Vladimir Soloviev’s poem “The Three Feats”
(Три подвига), which, in a compressed form, encompasses the mystical lifecreationist conception of a religious and moral Transformation of the world, the
persistent dream of the young symbolists. The first feat, of the mythical Pygmalion, is
that of penetrating the “rough bark of matter” and “animating inert matter”; the
second feat, of the mythical Perseus, is the “destruction of moral evil”; the third feat,
and clearly the main one for our context, is that of the great mythical über-poet
Orpheus, is the victory over death itself. Besides this, Soloviev’s poem possibly
contains a certain supplementary meaning that bespeaks the contrast of a profound,
perfect Christian chastity (and fleshly asceticism) to a diabolical “Astarteanism”. The
path to a truly “higher”, “eternal”, and “holy” love, expressed in the conquest of
Eurydice, can be found only through the victory over, and the elimination of, the
venomous fire-breathing “dragon of lust”:
У заповедного предела
Не мни, что подвиг совершен,
И от божественного тела
552

See: Блок 2000: 52.
“My life with my husbnd during the Spring 1906 was already absolutely shattered. A short flash of
his sensual enthusiasm in my direction during the Winter and Summer before the wedding soon, in the
first two months, flickered out. This happened without taking my virginity away from me”. (“Моя
жизнь с мужем весной 1906 года была уже совсем расшатанной. Короткая вспышка
чувственного его увлечения мной в зиму и лето перед свадьбой скоро, в первые же два месяца,
погасла, не успев вырвать меня из моего девического неведения…”). See: Блок 2000: 52.
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“…пускай Бог благословит тебя и твою невесту, и пускай никто ничего не понимает, и
пускай люди встречают укором то, чего не поймут”. See: Соловьев 1980: 337. See also
Mantajewska 2002: 21-39.
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Не жди любви, Пигмалион!
Нужна ей новая победа:
Скала над бездною висит,
Зовет в смятеньи Андромеда
Тебя, Персей, тебя, Алкид!
Крылатый конь к пучине прянул,
И щит зеркальный вознесен,
И - опрокинут - в бездну канул
Себя увидевший дракон.555
(“At the secret precinct / Don’t think your great deed is accomplished / And from the
divine body / Don’t expect love, oh Pygmalion! She needs yet another victory: / The
cliff is hanging over the abyss / Distressed, Andromeda is calling / Upon you,
Perseus, upon you, Alkides! The Winged horse leaped to the brink of the chasm / The
mirror-shield is risen up / And having seen his own reflection / The overturned
dragon fell down into the abyss”).
Blok, so it seems, expressed to a greater degree the overall attitude556 of the
extraordinary significance of Vladimir Soloviev’s ideology of the Eternal Feminine.
This idea was perceived as a life-propagating essence summoned to transform the
entire world of living. Blok wrote about the considerable significance that Soloviev
had for the shaping of the poet’s aesthetic of feminine imagery. Speaking of
Soloviev’s philosophical program closely related to his identity as a person, Blok
tells: “Only in the light of this image, which became clear after the second, derived
one was extinguished by death, can one understand the essence of Vladimir
Soloviev’s teachings and personality. This image is provided by life itself, and is not
in any sense an allegory; even were it the object of scholarly study, its very essence is
nonanalyzable: it emanates an incorporeal golden light”.557
Insofar as we can judge, Soloviev considered sensual love to be a great
challenge to the human soul that unites the person with God and with what Soloviev
called the “universal being”. Plato, who was for Soloviev such an important
thinker,558 likewise described this function of love. “The world hungers for
redemption”, wrote Aleksei Losev, the indirect disciple of Soloviev (and of Plato!), in
his relative early programmatic article, “Eros in Plato”, which recalled the
Christian/Platonic hope for a new meaning of human love. “It is not within the
powers of a person to conquer evil matter, with its space and time demolished into
pieces. This redemption is only within the powers of God, who in his unbegotten love
would come down from the heavens and, becoming a man, would transform mortal
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See: Соловьев 1974: 131.
Held in common with Belyi himself, and with the whole Moscow group of young Argonauts.
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“Только в свете этого образа, ставшего ясным после того, как второй, производный, погашен
смертью, можно понять сущность учения и личности Владимира Соловьева. Этот образ дан
самой жизнью, он не аллегория ни в каком смысле; пусть будет он предметом научного
исследования, самое существо его неразложимо: он излучает невещественный золотой свет”.
See: Блок 1962: 452-453.
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See: Nethercott 2000: 251-265.
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human nature. This is true Eros, uniting two souls from the beginning, and then, all of
mankind, for universal unity”.559
The end result of the entire theurgic “Godmanhood” love affair was supposed
to be the complete deification of the person (“обожение человека”) which suggested
not only his spiritual immortality but also physical imperishability, that is, a kind of
transformation of the person’s nature whereby his spiritual and physical
characteristics would be retained in an eternity of objective-ontological integrity.
In accordance with this, Blok, from the very first months of his marriage,
insistently and consistently admonished his young wife and tried to convince here that
in harmony with his overall worldview, they should not desire physical intimacy: this
would imply a sort of animalistic and reprehensible “Astarteanism”, a descent into
everything “dark”, into dirty things that would profane their Spirituality. However,
we must particularly note that as Blok further developed his concept, he by no means
totally rejected the carnal aspect of relations with women. Although he followed a
straightforward logic of “non-desecration” of The One who must be Pure and Chaste
as a Wife, Blok nonetheless was quite interested in sharing his erotic pastimes with
various St. Petersburg prostitutes, the tavern denizens personifying his descriptions of
the appearance of his famous “Unknown Woman” (Незнакомка), who was
dichotomously from two worlds.
In St. Petersburg taverns and brothels of varying types and kinds, as Liubov’
herself later wrote, Blok discovered “the complete freedom to live out his earthly
passions on the side, under the sign of a vulgar Aphrodite”.560 Orlov observes how
Liubov’ Dmitrievna recalls Goethe’s “venomous observation” regarding “the
romantics’ mystical feeling of love” when an “unrealistic attitude toward women”
degenerates into dark erotic ambiguities and, inevitably, leads the poet into a brothel.
Summing this perplexed situation up, Orlov remarks that in late 1905 and early 1906
Liubov’ Dmitrievna was in the situation of a wife not desired erotically, sensually, or
physically, when Belyi re-appeared on the horizon of their family as a sort of
“demon-tempter”.561
Following Orlov’s recounting of this affair, we can note that from the point as
Belyi saw it, Liubov’ Dmitrievna should ultimately reject Blok, who in fact did not
desire her physically, and should join her life with Belyi. She must understand that
Belyi will not fail to esteem her fittingly as a real Woman, including the physical side
559

See: Лосев 1991: 207-218.
“Not the worshipped god-like female lover was introducing Blok into real life, but rather a
[purchased with money] randomized one, bought only for one night or for several minutes or hours.
And then came a shameful, firesome suffering… [Even] Aphrodite Urania and Pandemos, separated by
an abyss did not fulfil the needed role in his life…”.(“Полная свобода изживать свои земные
страсти на стороне, под знаком Афродиты площадной”. The same “Aphrodite-topic” was
continued: “Не боготворимая любовница вводила его в жизнь, а [купл.] случайная, безликая,
купленная на [одну ночь] несколько [часов] минут. И унизительные, мучительные страдания...
[Даже] Афродита Урания и Афродита площадная, разделенные бездной… не сыграли той роли,
которую должна была бы сыграть…”). See also other characterstic passages like: “Carnal love and
copulation with a woman for Blok meant only one thing since his school-years: paid sex with a
prostitute, and inevitable outcome, the [veneral] desease”. (“Физическая близость с женщиной для
Блока с гимназических лет это – платная любовь и неизбежные результаты – болезнь”). All
quotations via Мурьянов 1996: 51-52.
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See: Орлов 1963: 611.
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of her.562 Belyi tried to communicate with her like a real “earthly woman” whose
marriage to Blok was to a large extent a strange “lie”.563 We know that at this point,
Belyi had just come into his late father’s inheritance and gotten some money from the
sale of the family estate: he and Liubov’ planned to depart for Italy, they were
discussing the possibility of their going there together.
As Orlov narrates their story, based largely on the memoirs of Liubov’ Blok
and Blok’s mother, at some point, they were all on the way home from a performance
of Wagner’s Parsifal, Blok was riding with his mother in a sledge, and Liubov’ and
Belyi were together in a carriage on the wharf. Liubov’, it appears, confessed her love
to Belyi, and they began to plan their trip together. A love affair continued between
them. This relationship as Liubov’ Blok tells, included kisses, but was not taken,
however, to its logical physical conclusion, and the climax never came.
In his memoirs, Belyi in his turn wrote about Liubov’, denoting her with the
letter “Щ”. Belyi tells: “Щ confessed that she loved me and... Blok, too; the next day,
she doesn’t love me, nor Blok; the day after that, she loves him like a sister and me
‘in an earthly way’; the next day, everything is the opposite; my skull is cracking, and
my brains scrambled, from all these complications; finally, Щ loves only me; if she
says the opposite later, I am to fight her to the death (hers and mine); I swear an oath
to her that I will break down all the obstacles between us, or else I will do away with
myself. At this point, I go to Blok and say, ‘I need to talk to you’”.564
As Orlov notes, in the subsequent clarifying conversation, Belyi’s impression
was that Blok somehow absorbed and accepted everything, as everything was stated
relatively calmly. Blok supposedly may even have announced that he was almost
“glad” about what was happening between Belyi and his wife. Evgenii Ivanov had
seemingly recalled Liubov’s somewhat confused and involved account of things: “I
love [Belyi] and love [Blok] too, what am I to do? What can I do? If I go away with
[Belyi], what might [Blok] do? ... [Belyi] needs me more. Without me, he might die.
[He] and I have exactly the same thought: our souls are two halves that can be put
together. And I can’t stay together with [Blok] for who knows how long, any
more”.565
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As Liubov’ Blok will later memorize: “He (Belyi) was certainly right in telling that only he loves
and appreciates me as a living woman in flesh and blood, and only he will manage to surround me with
such veneration that every woman seeks, expects and desires”. (“Конечно, он был прав, что только
он любит и ценит меня, живую женщину, что только он окружит эту меня тем обожанием,
которого женщина ждет и хочет”). Блок 2000: 51.
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In Liubov’ Blok’s own description: “Belyi was tormented in despair, but he was ultimately correct
in observing a lie in our relationship with Blok”.(“…был прав А. Белый, который разрывался от
отчаяния, находя в наших отношениях с Сашей ложь”). See: Блок 2000: 51.
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день: она любит его, как сестра, а меня – ‘по-земному’; а через день все – наоборот; от эдакой
сложности у меня ломается череп и перебалтываются мозги; наконец, Щ. любит меня одного;
если она позднее скажет обратное, я должен бороться с ней ценой жизни (ее и моей); даю
клятву ей, что я разрушу все препятствия между нами, иль - уничтожу себя. С этим являюсь к
Блоку: ‘Нам надо с тобой говорить’”. See: Белый 1990-a: 77.
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Саша делать... Б.Н. я нужнее. Он без меня погибнуть может. С Б.Н. мы одно и то же думаем:
наши души это две половинки, которые могут быть сложены. А с Сашей вот уже сколько
времени идти вместе не могу.” See this rendered in Иванов 1964: 400; (Quoted in Орлов 1963:
627).
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However, after a relatively short time, Liubov’ wrote to Ivanov that she, in
spite of all this carnal temptation, had made a final decision and that a few days
earlier she had sent Belyi a letter in which “she said, firmly, that everything was
finished between them”.566 In the wake of all these events, Belyi wrote Blok in April
1906: “You know my attitude toward Liuba, that it is thoroughly saturated by the
ineffable. That Liuba is closer to me than any other person, a sister and a friend. She
truly understands me, I recognize myself in her, transformed and whole. I recognize
myself in Liuba. I need her spirit in order to climb out of those abysses where death
is: I always struggle with chimeras, but the chimeras have surrounded me”.567
Belyi continues, by now making a direct reference for Blok to the fact that
Liubov’ could be identified with the very idea of “physical salvation” for himself:
“My salvation has become embodied in Liuba. She holds my soul in her will. I
surrendered my very soul to Liuba, its death or salvation, and now, still not knowing
what she might do with my soul, I am soulless, tormented, and anxious. I need Liuba
for ineffable journeys ... in ‘Secret’ I have fallen in love with her”.568
It was also important for Belyi to try to shape in Blok what was, from Belyi’s
viewpoint, the right attitude toward what might happen on a “physical level” between
himself and Liubov’. In the same letter, he tells to his ‘enemy-friend’: “You should
regard my relationship to Liubov’ only from two opposite points of view, or believe
in the ineffability of my relationship to Liuba. ... But if one were to measure my
whole relationship to Liuba with an external standard (you have the right to do this),
then one would have to deny all the ineffability of my closeness to Liuba and would
have to say, ‘This is simply infatuation’. ... But I do not recognize your right to look
at it all ‘too simply’, to veto my relationship with Liuba. Then, Sasha, a drama would
begin, the one which would have to end with the death of one of us”.569 As Orlov
observes, about this situation Liubov’ Dmitrievna herself would later admit, “It was
very difficult... One of them is not a [real] husband. Belyi is a temptation”.570 After
some time, Liubov’ would “officially” inform Belyi that their relationship and their
“mystical love” affair was actually some kind of dissolute “nonsense” and that she
did not want him to be physically present in St. Petersburg in the autumn, as they had
566

See: Иванов 1964: 399.
“Ты знаешь мое отношение к Любе: что оно все пронизано несказàнным. Что Люба для меня
самая близкая из всех людей, сестра и друг. Что она понимает меня, что я в ней узнаю самого
себя, преображенный и цельный. Я сам себя узнаю в Любе. Она мне нужна духом для того,
чтобы я мог выбраться из тех пропастей, в которых - гибель. Я всегда борюсь с химерами, но
химеры обступили меня”. See: Белый, Блок 2001: 121.
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“…спасение мое воплотилось в Любу. Она держит в своей воле мою душу. Самую душу, ее
смерть или спасение я отдал Любе, и теперь, когда еще не знаю, что она сделает с моей душой,
я - бездушен, мучаюсь и тревожусь. Люба нужна мне для путей несказанных .. в ‘Тайне’ я ее
полюбил”. Ibid.
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“Ты должен взглянуть на мои отношения к Любови Дмитриевне только с двух
противоположных точек зрения, Или поверить в несказанность моего отношения к Любе; ...
Если же все мои отношения к Любе мерить внешним масштабом (Ты на это имеешь право),
тогда придется отрицать всю несказанность моей близости к Любе, придется сказать: ‘Это
только влюбленность’. ... Но я признаю Твое право взглянуть на все ‘слишком просто’, налагать
veto на мои отношения к Любе. Только, Саша, тогда начинается драма, которая должна
кончиться смертью одного из нас”. Ibid.
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apparently agreed previously; she told him that her life-creation heroine was Ibsen’s
Hilda, who, as she said, “has a healthy conscience that she obeys”.571
Many years later, Liubov’ retrospectively pondered the way her life had
unintentionally come to be structured in this episode, and wrote about it in terms that
were cruel and merciless to herself: “At that time, I strove to arrange life as I needed
it to be, comfortable. ... I only thought about how to avoid, as it were, this love that I
no longer needed”.572
As the events unfolded, the Bloks went away to Shakhmatovo, their estate;
there, rather heavy postal envelopes arrived, containing amazing letters that, as Orlov
points out, sometimes went to as many as one hundred pages.573 Among Belyi’s other
attempts to communicate with Liubov’ he accused her of “filthy”, dull philistinism,
and upbraided her for a behind-the-times, outdated predilection for all things
ordinary, and for the inability to comprehend the new revolutionary life-creation
philosophy that Belyi wanted to preach to the world at that time. He also announced
that he originally wanted to publish his “symphonies” with a dedication to his “sister
and friend L[jubov’]. D[mitrievna]. B[lok]”.574
At about this time, Belyi was conceiving his fourth “symphony”, entitled
“Goblet of Blizzards” (Кубок метелей) in the idea and subject-matter of which we
can detect hints of the emotional drama taking place in him at about the same time.
The main hero of this work, Adam Petrovich, who in a Belyi-esque chivalrous vein is
in love with the mystical “Fiancee” Svetlova, undergoes extremely painful ordeals,
such as old-fashioned madness and even temporal death, in order to find (in the spirit
of Fedorov and Soloviev) a sort of utopian “eternal life”.
Some time later, the Bloks decided to go to Moscow, in order to try to “have it
out” with Belyi in some way. Blok’s mother even feared that Belyi, being completely
insane, might even attempt to try to assassinate Blok, considering him his dangerous
direct rival.575 As we know, the three of them arranged a specific meeting in the
fashionable “Prague” Restaurant, which was located not far from the main root of the
Arbat Street.576 Their long conversation, as far as we can tell, was pointed at an
attempt to try to bring this whole perplexed and disturbing story to an end and to
soothe all these raging passions of the parties involved. At the Bloks’ demanding
request, Belyi was supposed to do his utmost to calm down and, generally speaking,
to leave them and their family in peace.577
After this meeting Blok wrote Belyi to inform him: “I had wanted to dedicate
my collection Unexpected Happiness (“Нечаянная радость”) to you, like the
previous work. This would be a lie now, because I have ceased to understand you.
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Only because of this am I not dedicating this book to you”.578 As Orlov observed,
Belyi rather bitterly and tragically perceived what was happening, and did not go out
of his apartment for days on end, lying on his bed in a mask that covered his face.579
All this was closely witnessed by the fellow symbolist Ellis, who at that time was
quite often among the persons of this circle. We can assume together with Orlov that
Ellis also had some part in Belyi’s subsequent emotional decision to proceed and
challenge Blok to a duel. Furthermore, Ellis, apparently as Belyi’s “second”, went to
Shakhmatovo himself in order to formally convey this challenge to Blok.
The combined efforts of the Bloks supposedly changed Ellis’s mind
fundamentally, and they dispelled the necessity of the very idea of such a strange
duel. Then Ellis in turn went back to Belyi’s, and probably convinced Belyi to back
out of the duel.580 In his later memoirs Belyi wrote that at the time, he was in a
terrible spiritual and real-life crisis and frequently considered suicide as a way out of
the situation that had arisen; specifically, he had even wanted to throw himself from
the Troitskii Bridge into the Neva, but then reconsidered this, thinking that it would
be better to wait for dawn and then attempt to drown himself by going out to the
middle of the river and jumping off a boat; he even wrote a farewell letter to his
mother.581
The three participants of this life-creational affair probably then jointly
decided that they should voluntarily refrain from seing each other for a year, and
“afterward” they would try to meet and attempt to start living “in a new way”
again.582 Belyi left for Moscow, and then made motions to go abroad, probably to
Munich. In August of 1906, Blok wrote Belyi quite sincere letters about their recent
past: “This summer, for the most part I have not thought about you at all, or when I
did, with boredom and hatred. The whole time, everything that involved your
relationship with Liuba was incomprehensible to me, and often inconsequential. I
cannot say even a word about this matter, and often, it is as if this hadn’t even
existed”.583
Shortly after this, Belyi’s quite interesting and vaguely allegorical short story,
“The Bush” (Куст), was published in the September 1906 issue of Zolotoe runo.584
Orlov, again, was the first to address this episode from the point of its “lifecreational” subtext, proposing a direct relation between the lives of Belyi + Bloks on
the one hand and the aesthetical plane on the other. A life-creative intention was
hidden in the rather strange creature “Johnny” (Иванушка), an imbecile character
578
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“with a tired heart” who has fled from the rostrum from which he had flung
“dynamite words” (динамитные слова) into the crowd, and who later retreats “into
the fields”. In the “untamed nature” (so to speak) of these same fields, Belyi’s hero
discovers some sort of strange magic bush, which the author has endowed with a
deformed, anthropomorphic appearance partially reminiscent of a caricatured and
grotesque image of Blok: “A dry reddish face, the crusty skin covered with
sunburn”.585
Then “a sort of unearthly beauty” appears in the story, that was a market
gardener’s daughter – “a ‘swan’ girl with ‘hair of greenish gold’”, who was “endowed
with a bewitching, ‘frightening charm”’.586 The ugly evil magic bush is persistently
holding the beautiful poor girl by force and hiding her from “Johnny-the-imbecil”
(Иванушка). It turns out, however, as the plot is developing, that the girl herself is no
more and no less than the very “twin-soul” of poor Johnny, who “is gripped by ‘the
heat of passion’”.587 And although the market gardener’s daughter tries to save her
‘twin-soul’ and push the naive Johnny away, he engages in a courageous and suicidal
battle with the diabolical bush, a battle from which, as one can imagine he will by no
means emerge victorious.588
This transparent and stylized allegory, presented in a grotesque and
exaggerated manner, was more or less incomprehensible at the time to everyone
except the concrete actors of these real-life dramatic events. Orlov justly points out
that when she read “The Bush”, Liubov’ Blok took it as a pointed insult and wrote to
Belyi to completely break off any relationship whatsoever. At this point, the “lifecreation episode” of Belyi’s attachment to Liubov’ as the earthly incarnation of the
“Eternal Feminine” in the physical body of a real woman, can be considered to be
completely finished.
3.5. The final episodes of Life-Creation in Belyi
A special esoteric variation of (meta-)symbolist life-creation finds its embodiment in
a “spiritual pairing”, in Belyi’s first “formal” marriage, to Asia Turgeneva. It is at
about this time that Belyi becomes, quite significantly, associated with the founder of
anthroposophy, Rudolf Steiner, and that his participation in the construction of the
Goetheanum began. For Belyi, anthroposophy was a sort of new continuation of all of
his previous life-creation, an attempt to build a “New Life” by means of the
synthetical anthroposophic art (or “cult”), and he wanted to participate in it as fully as
he could.
The latter life-creationist “passages” of Belyi’s biography are linked to the
small Swiss town of Dornach; during this period, Belyi actually became a true
“anthroposophic mystic”.589 It is well known that around the middle of the decade
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beginning in 1910, Dornach became a sort of center for various mystically-oriented
intellectual Europeans. It was in just this little town that Dr. Rudolf Steiner decided to
settle. Steiner was the creator of the anthroposophic movement, the adherents of
which strove to, insofar as they could, modify and free their consciousness and
achieve an enlightened knowledge of certain higher spiritual worlds that were
imperceptible to the ordinary “unsanctified” individual. The ideas in Steiner’s work
fit in splendidly with the life-creationist dreams of Russian symbolism, at least in the
recension of Belyi (and also, partly, that of Maksimilian Voloshin and Viacheslav
Ivanov).
In Dornach, under Steiner’s direction, a group of his followers from various
countries (including Russia) set about to empower his occult “idea” in materially
monumental forms, to transform his spiritual cultural message into life. Gradually
they all became involved in building the main anthroposophic temple known as the
“Goetheanum”. This building was designed to accomodate within itself the
speculations and hopes of many mystically inclined Europeans, and to present the
aspect of a majestic “temple of the Spirit”, destined to become a sort of universal
anthroposophic center. Belyi, too, was among those who directly participated in the
building of this life-creationist project. Belyi met Steiner for the first time in 1912,
and from that moment Steiner became a great practical and spiritual guide for Belyi.
Despite his somewhat poor knowledge of German, and taking advantage of the
support and favor of Steiner’s wife, Marie von Sievers,590 Belyi accompanied Steiner
through Europe, listening to his lectures and taking up his spiritual practices. By
1914, he had already settled down stably in Dornach along with his new wife, Asja
Turgeneva.
Together with Steiner’s other disciples and adherents, Belyi took a very active
part in the construction works involved in erecting the spiritual temple of the
anthrosophists. (It is known that Belyi devoted a lot of time, in particular, to the
carving of wood for cornices and other details of the Temple).591 During this period,
Belyi was actively engaged in the most diverse occult and anthroposophic practices:
he meditated, willfully trained his memory, and also, following Steiner’s instructions,
strove to draw nearer to the attainment of the secrets of the spiritual world and of the
functioning of the human ego.
In 1916, because of the continuation of World War I, Belyi returned to Russia.
His main literary archive, meanwhile, remained in Dornach. This included books
given to him and inscribed by Steiner and his wife, diverse manuscripts, letters,
photographs. As recent scholarship592 by Monika Spivak has shown, this archive also
included a large number of mystical drawings executed in color, in which Belyi
“Towards a Theory of Symbolism. Theosophy, Wilhelm Wundt, Dionysus” in Cioran 1973: 43-59. See
also Bely 1997: 5-131.
590
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(Kozlik 1983). See also Белый 1993: 198-215, Азадовский 2007: 209-215, and Коренева 1998: 305317. For comparison, see also Menzel 2007: 3-15. On relation that goes back to Vladimir Soloviev see:
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mirrored his anthroposophic visions, occult fantasies, and his experience of obscure
spiritual feelings. It was precisely in Dornach, under the influence of Steiner’s ideas
and instructions, that Belyi turned to the practice of intimately autobiographical
writing, closely starting to scrutinize his ‘pre-natal’ past. There he began his first
extensive autobiographical text, “Kotik Letaev”, in which he described the unique
sensations of a child stepping out into the huge unknown world and assimilating as
much of it as he could (the child senses warmth and light, his own body, and the
unexplored, cosmically immeasurable space lying beyond its limits). Many of Belyi’s
drawings from that time are devoted to the theme of individuation and the genesis of
a core ego.593 Spivak notes that there was a mystical background common to all
Belyi’s late creative work and his painterly drawings as well, the same source of
inspiration and of iconographic imagery should be traced to Steiner’s teachings.
Nikolai Vasilievich Kuz’min wrote in his reminiscences: “Once, on my way
to see [Belyi], in a newspaper kiosk I bought an issue of a particular German journal,
where they had published snapshots of Steiner’s ‘Revelations Building’ in Dornach,
and a group of builders – the admirers, male and female, of Steiner. Belyi had himself
once participated in the construction of the ‘Revelations Building’, then left
Switzerland for his homeland at the height of the building project, during the first
world war. Upon seeing the snapshots, [Belyi] became terribly upset. Especially
when, in the group of ‘builders’, he made out Asja Turgeneva, his first wife, who had
remained in Dornach ‘at the Teacher’s feet’. He looked at the snapshots, exclaiming
and commenting, trying to make out his acquaintances in the groups. In general, he
had avoided conversations about Steiner and his Dornach period, although the portrait
of the ‘Teacher’ hung above his writing desk”.594
Belyi’s marriage to Asja coincides with the period of his intense spiritual
quests. The feeling of a certain kind of esoteric emptiness that followed him in these
years found “appeasement” in Asja, who in and of herself was a sort of lifecreationist image of “the” Asja who was depicted in Ivan Turgenev’s texts, as if
incarnating her in the body of a real woman. In 1910, Belyi and Asja left Russia for
Europe – to go to Austria, and then to Italy. The “Musaget” publishing house, which
had been organized not long before that, rendered financial assistance in the
preparation and realization of this trip.
The recent study of Georgii Nefediev shows the mystical, initiational, and, on
the whole, clearly life-creationist nature of Belyi and Asja’s journey.595 A few years
after their voyage, the enigmatic lady known by the name of Anna Rudol’fovna
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Mintzlova appeared in the Russian capitals, an event of no little significance.596
According to the material presented by Nefediev, it was Mintslova who tried to
confirm Belyi in his path toward a Rosicrucian kind of antroposophic initiation,
which was supposedly to take place somewhere in Italy.597 In all likelihood,
Mintzlova’s shallow “fairy tales” (as Belyi called them subsequently in his later
memoirs, where Mintzlova is on the whole subjected to a rather pejorative appraisal)
about certain mysterious teachers and enigmatic Rosicrucian brothers drove Belyi to
engage in a genuine quest for these “paths” to esoteric initiation, which also
ultimately led him to his anthroposophic apprenticeship with Steiner in 1912.598
As Nefediev points out,599 the gist of Mintzlova’s suggestion, in Belyi’s own
words, was as follows: “Future events are calling for the rebirth of a new
Rosicrucianism, only illuminated by the forces of the old; a new chivalry is arising; in
Russia, the vessel must be a collective, a lodge sui generis; and in Moscow and St.
Petersburg there must be found two persons grouping [around themselves] the people
who will bind themselves as brothers to take their stand under the banners of spiritual
light. …Thanks to the efforts of Belyi and Emilii Metner, one lodge was in fact
created at the ‘Musaget’ publishing house, under the auspices of ‘Orfeus’ (the
division that published mystical-religious literature)”.600
A special chapter in the history of Russian symbolism’s life-creation is
concentrated in the notorious person of Mintzlova: this chapter has purely occult and
esoteric coordinates. The story shows how popular, in the symbolist milieu, the
expectations were for the possiblity of saving and illuminating the earthly flesh of
human nature through enigmatic occult knowledge accessible only to the chosen and
“initiated”. Not only Belyi and Viacheslav Ivanov aspired to be such “initiates”: other
symbolists wanted this, too – Voloshin, Briusov, Mikhail Kuzmin, and to some
degree, even Blok.
At the end of 1910, when Belyi and Asja had passed through Vienna, where
they had viewed the impressive Gothic cathedrals, they stayed in Venice for a while,
then proceeded to Rome and Naples, and afterward set out for Sicily, where they
spent some time in Palermo. In early 1911, they departed from Palermo, sailing to
Tunis. In his later conceived “Travel Notes”, Belyi tried to present the whole trip he
took in late 1910 and early 1911 in the form of a deliberate journey logically leading
596
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him to Dornach, to Steiner’s system of viewing the world. As Belyi himself wrote,
“The thread of events that were still fresh at that time and like a fairy tale drove us
through the [various] countries; after [seeing] the Lord’s grave, and after vast
Dornach, we can allow ourselves a little luxury: meditating a bit about Giordano,
Copernicus, and Galileo; at that same time, Ramón [Llul] tempted us; the spirit of
Dante beckoned, too; the mystical building of John the Baptist slowly matured”.601
As is well-known, Belyi’s dramatical split with Asja took place subsequently,
and a difficult time for Belyi ensued: his day-to-day misfortunes in Berlin, and the
eccentric, unsettled state of his domestic life (graphically described in the part of
Marina Tsvetaeva’s self-writing dealing with Belyi). Later on (during Soviet times)
came his second marriage, to the writer and eminent anthroposophist Klavdia
Nikolaevna Vasilieva. This marriage essentially continued and concluded the whole
theme of Belyi’s anthroposophic life-creation, but now in a much more secretly
hidden, veiled way, determined by the reigning totalitarian Soviet regime.602
3.6. Variants of Aleksandr Blok’s Life-Creation. His Heavenly Lady – His Wife,
Liubov’ Blok
As I already noted, one of Blok’s most important life-creationist ideals and
aspirations (in the beginning stage of his formal entry into literature) was the
“Solovievian myth”, with its mystical-utopian expectation of a Sophian Virgin-LadySaviour who would be able to break the vicious cycle of deaths (and births) and bring
human life to a new cycle of existence. Very instructive in this respect is a note that
Blok recorded in his notebook on September 26, 1901: “As a sign of this, I dreamed a
prophetic dream. Something had snapped in time, and She appeared to me plainly, or
else she was turned to me, and a mystery was revealed. I dreamed that my family had
walked away, but I had kept going, and I abruptly stopped in the doorway in front of
her. She was alone, and stood up to meet me and then suddenly reached out her hands
and vaguely said something strange about my coming with love to her. But I had
Soloviev’s poems in my hands, and gave them to her, but suddenly they were no
longer poems but rather a paltry German book – and I stumbled. But she kept holding
her hands out to me, and my heart lept. And at that second, on the border of
clairvoyance, I of course awoke”.603 Blok quite definitely associated the image of this
enigmatic luminous Maiden (in the conception of “young” symbolism, the Beautiful
Lady and the Maiden of the Rainbow Gates) with Liubov’ Dmitrievna MendeleevaBlok.
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When he met this interesting girl (from an estate next door to his
grandfather’s), Blok at once noticed something that from his point of view was
unusual in her face and in her “inner” comportment, something that corresponded to
and was in keeping with his profound and inexpressible spiritual aspirations at the
time. An (amateur) photograph has been. The photo shows a scene from their hometheater: a quite young girl (Liubov’) in the costume of Ophelia stands facing the
viewer, and, on his knees beside her, Hamlet (Blok) is contemplating her.
A memoirist describes this “home theater” as follows: “They both had
amazing faces. ...Never in any girl’s face had I seen such an expression of innocence
as there was in hers. That half-childish face, a little high-cheekboned, with
unattractive features, was beautiful. And his face was that of a man who had seen a
heavenly vision”.604 Significant here is the mention of Blok’s “heavenly vision” and
of its possible material embodiment in Liubov’s earthly image.
In a diary entry from 1902, Blok reveals his life-creationist attitude toward the
problem of the corporeal, toward the utopian striving to “overcome” all the baser
inclinations of the body and of “physical sexual contacts”, and to break through, with
the help of his own creative expertise, to a new form of life-creation that would not
consist only of words, would not be the hostage of “words” but would spill over into
a sphere of the “new” matter of some kind of enlightened existence. In a certain
sense, Blok was “rebelling” against “words”, in favor of the new creation of life that
he had just been contemplating and had proclaimed in the broadest strokes. He told
that: “I do not want physical hugs and embraces, because embraces ... are only a
transient shock. Later comes ‘habit’, a foul monster. I do not want words. Words have
existed, and will exist; words are endlessly fickle, and no end of them is in sight.
Anything you might say will remain in [the realm of] theory. There will be no more
fright. There will be no more CONTEMPT (in many forms). Is it true that I would
surrender EVERYTHING (i.e., the mystery and contemplation) for a single thing? It
is true. ‘Synthesis’—that is, of course, what you will achieve later. The main thing is
to assimilate ‘reality’ and further operate on it. Cоrpus ibi аgеrе nоn pоtеst, ubi nоn
еst! (The body cannot act in a place, where it is not! Lat[in].) I want über-words and
über-embraces. I want what WILL exist”.605
As we see, Blok, still at a rather early stage, is making an attempt to reach a
sort of “synthesis” of life-and-creativity; he says openly in his diary that he wants to
be able to operate with reality and to master a new capability for an enlightening
physical action. He perceives life through a prism of mystical aesthetics, through an
ambition for new forms of creativity that will present themselves if he succeeds in
604

“У обоих удивительные лица. ... Никогда, ни в каком девичьем лице я не видела такого
выражения невинности, какое было у нее. Это полудетское, чуть скуластое, некрасивое по
чертам лицо было прекрасно. А его лицо – это лицо человека, увидевшего небесное видение”.
See: Павлович 1964: 458.
605
“Я хочу не объятий: потому что объятия (внезапное согласие) - только минутное потрясение.
Дальше идет ‘привычка’ – вонючее чудище. Я хочу не слов. Слова были и будут; слова до
бесконечности изменчивы, и конца им не предвидится. Все, что ни скажешь, останется в
теории. Больше испуга не будет. Больше ПРЕЗРЕНИЯ (во многих формах) - не будет. Правда
ли, что я ВСЕ (т.е. мистику жизни и созерцания) отдам за одно? Правда . ‘Синтеза’ – то ведь
потом, разумеется, добьешься. Главное - овладеть ‘реальностью’ и оперировать над ней уже.
Corpus ibi agere non potest, ubi non est! (Tело не может действовать там, где его нет! лат.). Я хочу
сверх-слов и сверх-объятий. Я хочу того, что БУДЕТ”. See Блок 1963: 62.
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“acquiring” Liubov’;606 however, this conquest is to be achieved not through the
“physical embraces” that he rejects, but rather through a special kind of mysticalcontemplative feeling, which brings us directly to Vladimir Soloviev and his Sophia.
As is the case with Zinaida Gippius, much of the “mutual” erotic life-activity
for Liubov’ was also related to the principle of the “kiss”. Liubov’ Dmitrievna Blok
herself wrote: “It would not have been hard for me to surrender to the excitement and
ardor of this meeting, but the unfamiliar mystery of long-lasting kisses torrentially
brought me to life, conquered me, and transformed my fiercely proud young-girl
independence into a slavish womanly submissiveness”.607 Later on in this same
fragment of her retrospective self-narration, Liubov’ confirms what for us is an
significant “vector” of the life-creation phenomenon, when the “act” and “behavior”
pass from the text into life, from “words” and “aesthetics and poetics” into the
concrete reality of physical human beings.
In her perception, the entire atmosphere developing around her infused her with
a sense of an unusual ‘happening’, a sense of some kind of inner predestination to a
mutual existence with Blok: “The whole surroundings, all the words ... the world that
had been living only in words was now incarnated. As it was for Blok, too, all reality
seemed transformed to me, mysterious; it had burst into song, and was full of
significance. The air enclosing us rang with those rhythms and those subtle melodies
that Blok later captured and included in his poems. If earlier I had learned to
understand him and to live through his thoughts, now a tenth sense was also added,
through which a woman in love understands her beloved”.608 Or, in another place:
“Dear, dear beloved ... you should not kiss my feet and my clothes in your letters: kiss
my lips the way I want to kiss – for a long time, and ardently”.609
In his letters, Blok calls Liubov’ “The Dawn”, “Angel”, “Eternal Immutable
Truth”, “The New Triumph”, “Saint”, “The Sun of my World”, “Pearl”, and other
names characteristically in this vein. Especially important in the context of the overall
young-symbolist myth about the Burning Bush and the Woman Clothed with Sun are
the appellations that Blok gives his wife in 1903, with characteristic words that testify
to his conception of her in a strikingly “apocalyptic” context: “Your burning face ... I
kiss your burning footsteps. I passionately await you, my Fiery Princess, my
Blaze”.610
606

The voluminous correspondence between the Poet and his Lady was fully published in 1978 (in so
far as that was possible at the time) by V.N. Orlov in Literaturnoe nasledstvo, vol. 89. (See Блок
1978).
607
“…мне не трудно было было отдаться волнению и жару этой встречи, а неведомая тайна
долгих поцелуев стремительно пробуждала к жизни, подчиняла, превращала властно гордую
девичью независимость в рабскую женскую покорность”. See: Блок 1978: 56.
608
“Вся обстановка, все слова... мир, жививший тогда только в словах, теперь воплощался. Как
и для Блока, вся реальность казалась мне преображенной, таинственной, запевающей, полной
значительности. Воздух, окружавший нас, звенел теми ритмами, теми тонкими напевами,
которые Блок потом улавливал и заключал в стихи. Если и раньше я научилась понимать его,
жить его мыслью, тут прибавилось еще то десятое чувство, которым влюбленная женщина
понимает любимого”. Ibid.
609
“Милый, милый, ненаглядный... не надо и в письмах целовать ноги и платье, целуй губы, как
я хочу целовать – долго, горячо”. Ibid.: 163.
610
“Твое горящее лицо... я целую Твой горячий след. Я страстно жду Тебя, моя Огненная
Царевна, мое Зарево”. Ibid.
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In a letter of November 1902, Blok openly tells his beloved that she is, in his
conception, in fact the incarnation of all femininity (which recalls Goethe and
Soloviev): “You are all femininity, not having relinquished the woman, and a woman
who does not agitate femininity ... I love you so much, no matter what, knowing all
and understanding at least the immeasurability of your Superlative Beauty. ...You are
the Holy, Exalted, Unattainable One that I cannot think about without fear; you,
whose ‘wave of ringlets of light’ is like ‘ripe ear of grain’”.611 In Blok’s poetry
written in that year (1902) there is a perceptible correspondence between the poet’s
whole “biographical practice” and his deep inner worldview as reflected in his art.
This is evident, for example, in lines from his poem “The secret signs are kindled”
(“Разгораются тайные знаки”): “Убегаю в прошедшие миги, Закрываю от страха
глаза, На листах холодеющей книги – золотая девичья коса”. (“I flee into the
passed moments,/ I close my eyes in fear,/ on the pages of a book that becomes cold,/
there is a plait of a golden maiden”).612
It is interesting that during a certain point (roughly, May 1903) of his
“relationship” with Liubov’, Blok was willing nonetheless to think about combining a
physical aspect of their love with the exaltedly “unearthly” principle. Later on, the
physical component of their marital relationship began to gradually fade. However, in
May 1903, he wrote the following to Liubov’, from the German site of Bad Nauheim:
“You are lithe as a stem, in love, summoning the night—and that means there will be
quiet, the fires will be extinguished—and we will depart, and it will be night, and we
two will be alone, and no forces will separate us, and there will be ecstasy and all will
be oblivion, the strength of hands intertwined, your kisses, your white teeth, your
shoulders, your perfumed breath, movements standing still, beauty, passion, and the
madness of long-lasting moments”.613
With Blok, as with Belyi (in the episode with the Morozova letters, when the
author/narrator of these letters used verbatim fragments of them in his ordinary
publications), there is a very characteristic posture of the “poetic ego” that we can ad
hoc bring together with Iurii Tynianov’s concept of the “lyrical hero”. As I have
already briefly mentioned, Tynianov introduced the term itself in the context of Blok,
in his 1921 article “Blok”. Tynianov wrote: “Blok is Blok’s biggest lyrical theme.
This theme is compelling as the theme of the romance of a still-new, unborn (or
subconscious) formation. Now there is talk about this lyrical hero. He was inevitable,
the legend already surrounds him, and not only now—it surrounded him from the
very beginning, it even seemed that it anteceded Blok’s poetry itself, that his poetry
only developed and fulfilled the postulated image. All of Blok’s art is personified in
this image; when people talk about his poetry, they almost always involuntarily
611

“Ты – вся женственность, не оставившая женщины, и женщина, не возмущающая
женственности. ...Я люблю Тебя так, ни за что, зная все и понимая по крайней мере
неизмеримость Твоей Величайшей Красоты. ...Ты – Святая, Великая, Недостижимая, о Которой
я не мог мыслить без страха; Ты, у которой ‘волна кудрей света’, как ‘колос спелый’”. Ibid.
612
Text rendered in Блок 1978: 67.
613
“Ты, гибкая, как стебель, влюбленная, зовущая в ночь – и знать, что замолчит голос, потушат
огни – и мы уйдем, и будет ночь, и будем вдвоем, и никакие силы не разделят, и будет упоение
и все – забвение, сила сплетающихся рук, Твои поцелуи, Твои белые зубы, Твои плечи, Твое
благоуханное дыхание, замирающие движения, красота, страсть и безумие долгих мгновений”.
Ibid.: 140.
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substitute the human face for the poetry—and everyone has fallen in love with the
face, and not the art. ... It is this lyrical hero of which Russia now mourns the loss”.614
Subsequently, Tynianov clarified his view further on: “The lyrical hero is the artistic
‘double’ of the author/poet that emerges from the text of lyrical compositions (a
cycle, a book of poems, a long lyrical poem, the entire collection of lyrics) as a
distinctly outlined figure or a real-life role as a person endowed with distinction,
individuality of destiny, or psychological distinctness of his inner world”.615
At this point, I can also introduce Sergei Durylin’s description, quite apt in
this context, in which Blok’s face is being seen as extraordinarily similar to an actual
mask. Durylin recollects: “I once met Blok. At the ‘Musaget’ publishing house, on
rhythm [sic]. He sat at a desk and was silent all evening. His face was a mask – it
looked like something heavy, made of lime-plaster, permanently stuck to his face.
The mask was red and rough. Above it, there was a shock of curly hair. I had never
before seen anyone with a face so frozen and masked-over, like cardboard. It was
unbearably uncanny to look at him. ... Looking at this cardboard made from a face,
saturated with glue and white paint, and smeared with the colors of cheeks, I
understood why he had written The Puppet Show. Even snow—exuberant, pure white
snow – gave him only a snow mask. And behind the mask, no doubt, it was painful,
always painful, incurably painful. After all, it does not let the living body of the face
live and breathe”.616
Boris Eikhenbaum, one of Tynianov’s close colleagues, fleshed out the lifecreationist context of the “heroism” of Blok-as-Poet, as well as the meaning of the
significant real-life-theater component of all of Blok’s creative work. This approach
included that of the final years of the poet’s life: “For us, Blok’s poetry has become
the emotional monologue of a tragic actor, and Blok himself has become this actor
made-up as himself. And then the sudden end to this tragedy appeared: the staged
death that had all along been being prepared turned out to be a real death. ... And we
614

“Блок – самая большая лирическая тема Блока. Это тема притягивает как тема романа еще
новой, нерожденной (или неосознанной) формации. Об этом лирическом герое и говорят сейчас.
Он был необходим, его уже окружает легенда, и не только теперь - она окружала его с самого
начала, казалось даже, что она предшествовала самой поэзии Блока, что его поэзия только
развила и дополнила постулированный образ. В образ этот персонифицируют все искусство
Блока; когда говорят о его поэзии, почти всегда за поэзией невольно подставляют человеческое
лицо – и все полюбили лицо, а не искусство. ... Этого лирического героя и оплакивает сейчас
Россия”. See: Тынянов 1977: 118. See also Бройтман 1999: 148.
615
“Лирический герой – художественный ‘двойник’ автора-поэта, вырастающий из текста
лирических композиций (цикл, книга стихов, лирическая поэма, вся совокупность лирики) как
четко очерченная фигура или жизненная роль, как лицо, наделенное определенностью,
индивидуальностью судьбы, психологической отчетливостью внутреннего мира”. Тынянов
1977: 118-119.
616
“Блока я видел однажды. В изд-ве ‘Мусагет’, на ритме (sic.). Он сел у письменного стола и
промолчал весь вечер. Лицо его было маска – казалось она какою-то известковою, тяжелою,
навсегда прилипшею к лицу. Маска была красна и корява. Над нею был кудрявящийся вал
волос. Я никогда ни у кого не видал такого застывшего, омаскировавшегося, картонного лица.
Было нестерпимо жутко на него смотреть. ... Глядя на этот личнòй картон, пропитанный клеем
и белилами и смазанный румянами, я понял, почему он написал ‘Балаганчик’. Даже снег –
буйный, чистый белый – дал ему только снежную маску. А за маской, должно быть, больно,
всегда больно, неизлечимо больно. Она ведь не дает жить и дышать живому телу лица”. See:
Дурылин 2006: 114.
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are shocked, like the spectator is shocked when, before his very eyes, in the fifth act
of the tragedy, the actor bleeds real blood”.617
This was seconded by yet another scholar from the same group of Russian
formalists, Boris Tomashevsky. In his arguments about the “biographical lyricism” of
the symbolists in general Tomashevskii points out the following: “Blok was just this
sort of poet with a lyrical biography. It was not for nothing that in the very first year
after his death, we have gotten a rich memoirist and biographical literature about him.
And this is because his biography was a living and necessary commentary to his
works. ... The Blok legend is the inevitable fellow-companion of his poetry. The
elements of intimate confession and of biographical allusion must be taken into
account in his poetics”.618
Blok’s lyrical hero and his “poetic-lyrical” and mythological “self” depend on
a particular idea of the “Poet’s path”, an issue examined by Dmitrii Maksimov.619
Maksimov’s student Zara G. Mintz continued the research of her scholarly advisor in
her own later articles, which were devoted to the conceptual merging of life and art
among the Russian symbolists. In one such article, Mintz believed that the myth
about the path of the lyrical hero, in Blok, is part of the “mythologized concept of his
creative evolution”, which, in turn, is part of the “global” myth about the “world’s
path”. She thought that “the dialectical nature of Blok’s views is reflected in the
poetic symbols of his oeuvre”.620 The special context of Blok’s ideas about the path
goes directly back to Vladimir Soloviev and to the way that Blok understood
Soloviev in the context of the Poet/Knight/Monk, whose poem-prayers are a visible
form of Service to Beauty. The Poet’s peculiar prayerful-knightly manner of living
should directly bespeak the kind of unique theurgic-lyrical synthesis in which the
author’s specific real-life acts are superimposed upon the telos of his texts, shaping a
peculiar continuum of symbolic life-creation.
The first example of Blok’s poetry that established a mutual, two-way vector
of correlation between the empirically real and the literarily conceived was, without
doubt, his poetic cycle of Poems about the Beautiful Lady. (Indeed, this is possibly
also the only pure example, in a conceptual sense, of Blok’s authentic life-creationist
interest, that is, in the way it merges life and creative work, art and reality.) Earlier,
Valerii Briusov expressed his own thoughts about the roots of this cycle in Blok’s real
life: he observed a sort of reflection of something biographically real, which in his
words was “not mysticality, but rather something not fully spoken”.621
617

“Поэзия Блока стала для нас эмоциональным монологом трагического актера, а сам Блок этим загримированным под самого себя актером. И вот – наступил внезапный конец этой
трагедии: подготовленная всем ее ходом сценическая смерть оказалась смертью подлинной... И
мы потрясены – как потрясен зритель, когда на его глазах, в пятом акте трагедии, актер истекает
настоящей кровью...”. See: Эйхенбаум 1921: 45.
618
“Таким поэтом с лирической биографией был Блок. Недаром за первый же год после его
смерти мы получили богатую мемуарную и биографическую литературу о нем. И это потому,
что его биография была живым и необходимым комментарием к его произведениям. ...
Блоковская легенда - неизбежный спутник его поэзии. Элементы интимного признания и
биографического намека необходимо учитывать в его поэтике”. See: Томашевский 1923: 5.
1923.
619
See: Максимов 1972: 25-121.
620
See: Минц, Пустыгина 1975: 149-151.
621
“не мистичность, а недосказанность”. See: Брюсов 1912: 160.
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In his aforementioned book, Dmitrii Maksimov contends that the connection
between early twentieth-century lyricism (and Blok’s lyrics in particular) and an
“autobiographical documentary element” is a characteristic new feature of the poetic
art of this era.622 The concept of Poems about the Beautiful Lady as a “lyrical diary”
helps us to advance to the level of studying the real artistic relationship of denotative
reality to the lyrical text of this whole post-romantic cycle. Blok’s Sophian-Gnostic
interest in an appropriate female image also harks directly back to Vladimir Soloviev.
The poetic echo of Blok’s “Queen” and “Princess” with the corresponding images
from Soloviev’s poetry is obvious. In the Soloviev model, for example, there is the
ecstatic poem preserved in the poet’s notebooks from November 7/8, 1902, which
begins with exclamations in the spirit of the philosopher’s Cairo visions: “Осанна!
Ты входишь в терем! / Ты – голос, Ты – Слава Царицы!” (“Hosanna! (singing
praises), you enter the tower-chamber/ You are the voice, You are the Glory of the
Tsarina”).623
It would seem that the essential meaning of Blok’s life-creationist poetic cycle
takes its principle from Soloviev’s ideas about the incarnation of the ideal and its
future “synthesis” with the material and about the earthly embodiment of an
abstractly ideal higher Beauty. M.F. Mur’ianov observes that Blok compared
happiness in love, in a Byzantine or Mediterranean sense, with the anointing of a
divine king,624 quoting a Blok verse from October 14, 1902: “Как с жизнью
страстной я, мудрый царь, Сочетаю Тебя, Любовь?” (“How can I, a wise king,
combine You, O Love, with passionate life?”).625
In the context of this same “Mediterranean/Gnostic” interest of Soloviev’s,
Belyi in his reflective memoirs stated, in his characteristic lyrical tone: “We
considered that for Blok, meeting [Liubov’], or the Queen’s Princess, was a reflection
of the beloved Sophia in an earthly mantle”.626
Belyi, in my estimation, was completely justified in insisting on a direct
connection between (or even a sort of dependency on) the Gnostic popular interestes
of the time and the poetic worldview of the younger Blok. These cultural fashions
were also traceable to the spirit of Soloviev: “It is striking how Valentinus’s lyrical
philosophy is echoed in Blok’s lyrics, down to the finest strokes! ... The Queen is
Wisdom, and the Princess, Achamoth ... Everything is that way: even the colors (gold
and blue) are the traditional colors of Wisdom ... Languor accompanies Achamoth...
The ‘eye’ [око] toward which the Queen extended herself is from our ‘window’
[окно], meaning the blue eye via the Gnostic path; yes, the ‘spiritual love affair’
between the Princess and the Gnostic is envisioned: and the Princess is the Intended;
she [says] ‘He will beg forgiveness for your numbers, o queen’. Again—why? Only
when Achamoth is in our consciousness transformed into the pleroma will the world
and world history end, or the consequences of the imbalance of our once-fallen

622

See: Максимов 1975: 18.
Quoted in Мурьянов 1996: 27.
624
Ibid.
625
Ibid.
626
“…отображением милой Софии в земной оболочке для Блока считали мы встречу с
Л<юбовью> Д<митриевной>, иль с Царевной Царицы”. Quoted in Мурьянов: 29.
623
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queen. ... Look at what Blok’s images are transformed into when you approach them
with the key of Gnosis”. (Belyi composed these lines as early as year 1922).627
This type of Gnostic-“dialectical” world outlook (which gives rise to a
dichotomic relationship to the material world) apparently implies an asssumption of
the existence of two types of “the phenomenal”. 1) phenomena that mirror the
essences of a higher order and 2) phenomena in which the “ideas” of an imagined
“fantastic reality” are embodied (the latter can be understood either as “empty
ideas”—delirious fantasies, illusions that have only a “mental” or subjectively
psychological reality—or as “ideas” from the (“demonic” or “diabolical”) world that
stands in opposition to the divine). Both types, however, are phenomena embodied in
the “earthly” forms of time and space, and are perceptible to the senses; they can be
“contemplated”. The desire to physically embody the initially incorporeal phantomlike illusion of a poetically intended image is what lies at the heart of the Blok’s main
idea for writing his first published poetic cycle. There, in particular such lines as these
occur: “О, взойди же предо мною / Не в одном воображеньи!” (“O come forth
before me / Not only in my fantasy!”).628
As Belyi noted in his aforementioned 1921 memorial speech to Blok,
Vladimir Soloviev in a most powerful and profound way shaped the life-creationist
world of Blok’s early poetry, the poetic universe that was born close on the heels of
the end of the Russian philosopher’s earthly journey. (Soloviev died within one year
of Nietzsche).
Belyi tells: “Soloviev soon died, in June of 1900. By the time of Soloviev’s
death, [Blok] had already realized all his continuity with the entire philosophical path
[of Soloviev]: the sounds of the ‘Beautiful Lady’ come out for the first time (‘You,
Ever-Young, have gone on to undawned shades’). ...A short time before that, if I am
not mistaken, in the beginning of 1900, he had written: ‘I seek salvation! My fires are
burning on the mountaintops...’, and it ended like this: ‘There you will come down
from distant bright mountains. I await you. I have cast out my soul to you. In you is
salvation!’. Who is this ‘you’? Whether it is humanity, or culture, the new era,
theocracy, or the feminine principle of divinity, is another question; the fact is that at
this point, he had assumed the tone that subsequently organized the whole movement
of symbolists”.629
627

“Поразительно: какъ повторяется въ лирикΟ Блока лирическая философія Валентина: до
мелкихъ штриховъ! <...> Царица – Премудрость, Царевна-же – Ахамотъ <...> Все – такъ: и цвΟта
(золотой, синій) – традиціонные цвΟта Мудрости <...> Томленье сопутствуетъ Ахамотъ... ...
‘око’, которому вся протянулась Царевна – изъ нашего ‘окна’ понявшаго синее око стезею
гностической; да, загаданъ ‘духовный романъ’ межъ Царевной и гностикомъ: и Царевна –
НевΟста; она – Твои числа замолитъ, царица. Опять – почему? Лишь тогда, когда Ахамотъ въ
нашемъ сознаніи перенесется въ плэрому, окончится міръ, міровая исторія, или послΟдствія
неравновΟсія нΟкогда падшей царицы. … Смотрите во что превращаются образы Блока, когда
подойдете вы къ нимъ съ ключемъ гнозиса”. Quoted in Мурьянов 1996: 30.
628
See: Блок 1997-а: 97.
629
“Вскоре умирает Вл. Соловьев, в июне девятисотого года. К моменту смерти Соловьева
Александр Александрович уже осознал всю преемственность свою со всей его философской
линией, - впервые проходят звуки ‘Прекрасной Дамы’… – ‘Ты, Вечно-Юная, прошла в
неозаренные туманы’. …Уже в скором времени, если не ошибаюсь, в начале девятисотого года
он пишет: ‘Ищу спасенья! Мои огни горят на высях гор...’; и кончается это так: ‘Там сходишь
Ты с далеких светлых гор. Я жду Тебя. Я дух к Тебе простер. В Тебе - спасенье!’ Кто это - Ты?
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Blok, believing in Soloviev’s utopia, doubtlessly imagined the ultimate
earthly embodiment of the ideal to have been manifested “in reality” in the world.
This gives rise to a quite peculiar “attitude of art toward reality” in Blok’s cycle—a
punctuated correspondence between a given image in the text to a certain unique
phenomenon or event of (external or psychological) reality. In this context the
correspondence is established with the artist’s maximal precision, the super-artistic
precision of the Real Witness of the unspoken materia. Furthermore, it is assumed
that the symbolist lyricism of the younger Blok is more closely linked with its
specific real-life prototypes than one would expect. With Blok we seem to have a
more complex tonality of “everydayness”. The fundamental distinction of this kind of
poetics from a purely realistic poetics is self-evident. What is remarkable here is a
significant broadening of the ways “the imaginary” has been interpreted. Maksimov
defines this as a transition from social-historical narrative to metahistorical
mythologicalization.630 Accordingly, a dilution of the specific, ‘unrepeatable features’
of the artistic image in the generality of the “universal”, should be seen as a
significant aspect of the young Blok’s symbolism.
Belyi tells in the fourth chapter of his Recollections of Blok: “In 1901, ‘Her’
enlightenment is revealed in full force to Blok. At first he does not name ‘Her’ at all;
‘She’ has no image nor likeness. ‘She’ is ‘She’. The ‘You’ is a radiant vision—
‘Eternally-Young’, ‘And You in the distance’, ‘I awaited You’. At first, ‘She’ is for
him epithet-less and image-less. The first definition of the Eternally-Young that is
more distinct, is: ‘She is the Sunset Maiden, and Mysterious’. ‘Reveal yourself to me
without wrath, O Mysterious Sunset Maiden...’. ‘Ever in a single face do I presage
You’. What is this face like? ... Radiance, gold and cerulean. ‘You are a radiant
vision’, ‘And radiance is near’, ‘You are a radiant temple above the grave’, etc. ...
Gold and cerulean are the iconographic colors of Sophia. These colors accompany the
icon’s image of Sophia; and in Vladimir Soloviev, She is permeated with a golden
cerulean: ‘Oh, how much cerulean there is in you!’. In Vladimir Soloviev, she
descends from heaven to earth, bringing her gold and cerulean to us here:
Acknowledge the fact that the Eternal Feminine, in an incorruptible body, is presently
descending to the earth. In this pre-annunciation of ‘Her’ descent to earth, Aleksandr
Blok, along with Vladimir Soloviev, is a spiritual maximalist. There is a yearning to
combine the summit of thought with the highest point of personality; to embody the
philosophy of the new age in life”.631
человечество ли, культура, новая эпоха, теократия, женственное ли начало божества - это уже
другой вопрос; факт тот, что в эту эпоху была взята им нота, организовавшая впоследствии
целое течение символистов”. See: Белый 1997: 479.
630
See: Максимов 1979: 5-6.
631
“…в 1901ом году раскрывается во всей силе ‘Ее’ озаренье для Блока. ‘Ее’ – не называет
вначале никак он; ‘Она’ – не имеет ни образа, ни подобия. ‘Она’ есть ‘Она’. ‘Ты’ – лучезарное
виденье, Ты – ‘Вечно-Юная’, ‘И Ты вдали’, ‘Я ждал Тебя’. Сначала ‘Она’ для него без-эпитетна
и без-образна. Первое более внятное определение Вечно-Юной: ‘Она Дева Закатная и
Таинственная’. ‘Явись ко мне без гнева Закатная Таинственная Дева...’. ‘Все в облике одном
предчувствую Тебя’. Каков этот облик...? ... Лучезарность, золото и лазурь. ‘Ты – лучезарное
видение’, ‘И лучезарность близко’, ‘Ты над могилой лучезарный храм’ и т.д. ...Золото и лазурь
– иконописные краски Софии. Иконное изображение Софии сопровождают те краски; и у
Владимира Соловьева Она пронизана лазурью золотистой, О как в тебе лазури много. У
Владимира Соловьева она опускается с неба на землю, перенося свое золото и лазурь к нам
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Belyi emphasizes that “for Aleksandr Blok, the revelation of Her face is not a
mystical act, but a work of culture that is forthcoming, perhaps even tomorrow, to
everyone”.632
It is obvious and reasonable that the main life-creationist heroine, empirical
and prototypical, of the Poems about the Beautiful Lady is Liubov’, Blok’s future
wife. It is she whom the Knight-Monk Blok, in the most direct way, “worships” and
“serves”. The uniqueness of the world of the “Maiden” simultaneously implies the
Soloviev-style “universal” meaning of her “appearance” (or “revelation”). The
relationship between what is actually portrayed and biographical reality is meant to
guarantee the conscientiousness of the “witness to events”, to be an indication of the
“universal” and symbolic meaning. The mechanism of the ‘symbolist interpretation’,
especially in the first parts of these Poems, is first and foremost grounded in a
mythologizing assumption that what is portrayed and its mystical prototypes are the
same. This also relates to what Zara Minz called “the poetics of references,
rephrasings, and mythologems”.
Tartu scholars often suggested that the image of Blok’s dialogic “You” is
characterized in a series of decorating comparisons. In its direct referent, accordingly,
we recognize both the “soul of the world” and the Eternal Feminine of Goethe and
Soloviev, as well as the Holy Maiden (“The mysterious sunset Maiden”, “Maiden,
Dawn, Burning Bush”),633 and some other epithets that we also find in Blok’s letters
to his wife). These comparisons, which suggest the New Testament concept of the
“Virgin Mary”, are indeed capable of establishing the identification of this intimately
lyrical “You” with the Immaculate Virgin-Theotokos. (The image of dawn is often
compared to the Mother of God in the Russian folklore tradition).634 At the same
time, as Mintz points out, this poetic “You” also turns out to be the apocalyptic
Woman Clothed with the Sun (in such Blok texts as “Where the testament was, we
bowed down ...” (Мы преклонились у завета…), and others), as well as the
Beautiful Lady of the “poor knight” (“I enter the dark temples...”) (Вхожу я в
темные храмы…).
In the expanded version of his Recollections of Aleksandr Blok, Belyi
provided a precise and accurate description of Blok’s poetic cycle (possibly one of
the most characteristic of life-creation in general). Belyi placed Blok’s poetry in the
traditional context of the “eternal-feminine” Gnostic mysticism stemming from
Soloviev (and, partially, from Schelling and Goethe as well). In the sixth chapter of
his Recolections Belyi summarizes: “The Poems about the Beautiful Lady are tinged
with a distinct and extremely significant content ... [T]he poet celebrates the advent of
the eternally feminine principle of life. In this, he is the continuator of quite a number
of figures. Interwoven into the aromatic garland of his poetry are the meditations of
Plato, Philon, Plotinus, Schelling, and Vladimir Soloviev, and the hymns of Dante,
сюда: Знайте же, Вечная Женственность ныне в теле нетленном на землю идет. В этом
предвозвещеньи схожденья на землю ‘Ее’, Александр Блок вместе с Владимиром Соловьевым –
духовный максималист. Является стремление соединить вершину мысли с вершинною точкою
личности; воплотить философию нового времени в жизнь”. See: Белый 1997: 107-108.
632
“…для Александра Блока выявление Ее облика есть не мистический акт, а культурное
делание, предстоящее, может быть, завтра же – каждому”. Ibid.: 109.
633
In the relevant terms: “Закатная, таинственная Дева”, “Дева, Заря, Купина”.
634
See: Самарин 1918: 24–25.
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Lermontov, and Fet. The ancient gnostics, alongside Greek philosophy, thoroughly
developed a doctrine about the soul of the world and the eternally-feminine principle
of Divinity[635]. In his Weltseele, Schelling attempted to provide a natural-sciences
foundation for the doctrine about the world’s soul. Goethe, Dante, and Petrarch were
able to create a symbol of the eternally feminine from any image, combining the
universalism of gnostic dogmas with individual experiences. ... Vladimir Soloviev, by
combining the reflections of the gnostics with the hymns of the poets, gave us a new
account of the descent of the visage of the Eternal Wife. That is where Blok’s poetry
began. His theme is profound. His goal is significant”.636
3.7. The Life-creationist Eroticism of Blok
The final stage of Blok’s life-creationist practice unfolded in tragic circumstances, in
the world of “dreadful” St. Petersburg urbanism. Blok would be mythopoetically
stamped (by Akhmatova) as the “tragic tenor of the Age”(“трагический тенор
эпохи”). The Blok of this era is the sad and tragic poet of the “Terrible world” (певец
Страшного мира), the frequenter of alehouses and bordellos; in this, Blok emerges
as the obvious continuator of the tradition of Charles Baudelaire.637
Also obvious is the fact that the entire “symbolist eros” had a most direct
relationship to the major life-creation phenomenon of both younger and older
symbolists. We may note here the “bohemian” triangles of Merezhkovskiis
(Merezhkovskii, Filosofov, Gippius, Zlobin), as well as those, involving Ivanov,
Zinovieva-Annibal, Margarita Sabashnikova, Voloshin, Belyi, Petrovskaia, Briusov,
and, later on, Gumilev, or Cherubina da Gabriak (pseud. of Elizaveta Dmitrieva) and
others. All these constitute the framework of the intentional penetration of a real-life
text into a literary text, and vice versa.
We must take particular caution in the conclusions we draw, however, as we
might fall into a sort of methodological reduction. Neither Blok nor Belyi described,
for example, the female body or sex organs as such. Any kind of direct reference to
them would apparently have contradicted the (young) symbolists’ entire system of
perceiving and representing the world. Intimate texts of diaries (those of Briusov, for
example) not meant for publication are an exception. (I should add that, as is apparent
from Belyi’s treatise “Emblematics of Meaning” (Эмблематикa смысла), a symbol
is an interweaving of sense and form, and therefore direct reference must be merely to
one of the forms.) We might assume that it does not even function as a circumlocution
635

For an additional perspective see: Finlan 2006: 168-184.
“…Стихи о Прекрасной Даме окрашены определенным и весьма значительным
содержанием... поэт воспевает приближение вечно женственного начала жизни. Здесь он
является продолжателем целого ряда имен. В ароматный венец его поэзии вплетены раздумья
Платона, Потина, Шеллинга, Владимира Соловьева и гимны Данте, Лермонтова, Фета. Древние
гностики вместе с греческой философией всесторонне разработали учение о мировой душе и
вечно-женственном начале Божества. Шеллинг в сочинении Weltseele пытался дать учению о
мировой душе естественно-научную подкладку. Гете, Данте, Петрарка сумели из любимого
образа создать символ вечно-женственного, соединяя универсализм гностических догматов с
индивидуальными переживаниями. ... Владимир Соловьев, соединяя размышления гностиков с
гимнами поэтов, сказал новое слово о сошествии нам лика Вечной Жены. Тут началась поэзия
Блока. Тема его – глубока. Цель его – значительная”. See: Белый 1997: 210.
637
On this topic see Ioffe 2008: 19-45.
636
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(or a statement of the Other). What occurs in Blok’s creative work is a completely
different type and level of deformation of the reality of the “horrible world” from that
of, for example, the “last” Russian avant-gardist Daniil Kharms. The connection to a
specific object of denotation is so attenuated that it can be interpreted more as an
impulse and less as a specific denotatum.
In the latter half of November 1905, Blok began to compose one of the first of
his Poems, “Night Violet” (subtitled “A Dream”) (“Ночная фиалка”: “Сон”). The
completion of this text dates to the beginning of May 1906. The text is a reflective,
somewhat burdensome (for both writer and reader) swampy description of a
dreamlike journey undertaken by the author either while awake or sleeping.
The poetics of the “night violet” has hardly been studied in Blok
scholarship.638 As regards life-creation it is, however, an extremely important one.
The dream to which the subtitle of the poem refers probably actually took place (on
the night of November 16, 1905) and was relevant t Blok’s “real life” experiences at
this time, such as his nocturnal haunting of “watering holes” and other seedy places,
and his sexual contacts with prostitutes. That is, the dream does not so much emerge
in the poem in the role of a singularly important impulse, but rather functions as a
part of the entire system of things that influenced Blok.639
This “life-creationist” poem of Blok was the subject of a special essay by the
late Sergei Jasenskii.640 Quite valuable in this article is the linkage of the genesis of
the poem to the life-creationist creative work of Heine overall, and in particular to the
book Pictures of Travel. Part Three: Italy (1828). As Jasenskii informs, Blok’s
personal copy of this book had the words “night violet” underlined in Blok’s hand.641
As the scholar cautiously formulates it, this is where the latent trail begins, the one
that leads to the postulated “necrophiliac substrate” of the “night violet” theme on the
level of poetics. Jasenskii believes that “the daydream/recollection of the narrator [in
Heine’s text] about his beloved Maria, about the night spent beside her body, and
about the ‘strange aroma’ of the night violet, apparently intersected in Blok’s
consciousness with Her death. (To mention the poems ‘Here it is, the Row of Steps to
the Coffin’, 1903 and ‘With a Thin Cloth, the Bride’s Coffin...’, 1904 (‘Вот он – ряд
гробовых ступеней”, “Гроб невесты легкой тканью’)”.642 It goes without saying
638

The most eminent contemporary Blok specialists until recent times were Zara Mintz, Avril Pyman,
V.N. Orlov, and D. E. Maksimov. Their works are exemplary of Soviet-style textual studies, in which
quite a lot in Blok’s personal life is not named. As a rule, authors of traditional Blok monographs have
not really tried to interpret Night Violet imagery at all. See, for example, Pyman 1979 v.1: 226-227 and
Reeve 1962: 80-81. Bogdan Sagatov has pointed this out, indirectly, in the notes to his own article
(which, along with the late Sergei Jasenskii’s text, is, as far as I am aware, the only study dedicated to
the iconography of this poem). See Sagatov 1984: 271-287.
639
To a large degree, the monograph by L.K. Dolgopolov (1964), in the sections devoted to analysis of
the poem’s text, strives to describe the boundary between the author’s “life” and the artistic text of the
poem. This is done very carefully and thoughtfully and, despite the limitations of the Soviet
censorship, the author succeeds in formulating a relatively adequate interpretation of the text he
examines. Dolgopolov argues that “the allegory of Night Violet ... is an allegory of thoughts and
sensations. It is not an outright parable. The hero of the poem finds himself in the power of the most
diverse influences evoked by what is occurring in real life. ... Night Violet is a poem of impressions”.
See: Долгополов 1964: 60.
640
See: Ясенский 1991: 70-78.
641
Ibid.: 71.
642
Ibid.
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that I will not try to declare Blok to be a definite “necrophile eroticist”. There is not
sufficient proof for such a striking conclusion; notwithstanding, the presence in his
poetic universe of the “theme itself”, so it seems, can be assumed on rather legitimate
grounds.
It would not be inappropriate (following Jasenskii) to link the overall poetics
of “Night violet” to the mystical and life-creationist aesthetic of the German
romantics.643 In addition to Heine, Blok also evidently warmed to a character from a
work of the German life-creationist poet Novalis (one of the pioneers of European
romantic life-creation), the eponymous hero of Heinrich von Ofterdingen who spent
his life “in pursuit of the blue flower”. Blok himself summarized this (in a similar
spirit) in his marginal notes, “life will become a dream, and a dream will become
life”.644
The “German” influence in Blok’s poem is made clearer, as Jasenskii
justifiably observes, by the fact that the Russian title of the poem itself, “Nochnaia
Fialka”, is a calque from the German Nachtviole; in Russian, the flower is called
вечерница. Noting in passing that this word is also a designation for the planet
Venus, Jasenskii demonstrates a fundamental identification of the “nighttime flower
of the violet” with the longed-for maiden—essentially, the mysteriously-seen object
of Blok’s intimate desire. Nonetheless, he unfortunately does not establish any logical
connection between the “Venus flower” (the night violet) and the whole cultic
complex of ideas and aspectual characteristics that are naturally prevalent in the
religious “sphere of Venus”. In addition to the usual details of the (Veneric) discourse
of love, I would like to call attention to one special aspect, specifically what the
Romans called mons Veneris, the mountain of Venus: is it (and generally, the whole
perineal area of the female body, covered with a moss of hair) not the most natural
place for the flowers of Venus—namely, the night violets—to grow?
One cannot but agree with Jasenskii’s observations, expressed in these
reflections: “Essentially, it [“Night Violet”] is the autobiographical reminiscences of
a personal, real-life text”.645 Also valuable is the conceptual juxtaposition that
Jasenskii makes between the poetics of “Night Violet” and the moist topography of
the swamps, the Shakespearean “bubbles of the earth” – the marshy and sultry
dominant of Blok’s poetry of this period.
Blok’s close friend Evgenii Ivanov observes in his recollections of the poet,
somewhat enigmatically, about another erotic, life-creationist biographical aspect of
the poem: the peculiar “astringency” of the Night Violet’s “wine”. The “mystery” of
the night violet is directly correlated with this gustatory astringency. We read that
Ivanov and Blok are drinking wine in a certain “public house” (a tavern): “the wine
wasn’t expensive, but it was ‘astringent’, mainly, with the ‘purplish sheen’ of the

643

It would be logical to recall here the important book that was published during Blok’s life time (and
to which Jasenskii does not refer). As might be imagined, this work reflected many “collective ideas”
of (among others) the Russian decadents about the mystical layer of German Romanticism. The
publication to which I refer is the book (in fact, the debut one) of the 23-year-old Victor Zhirmunskii –
German Romanticism and Contemporary Mysticism.
644
“…жизнь станет сновидением, а сновидение – жизнью”. Quoted via Ясенский 1991: 71.
645
Ibid.: 66.
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night violet, and the whole mystery was in this”.646 One can only guess, of course,
exactly what kind of enigmatic gustatory astringency is concealed in the whole
mystery of the night violet. It is well-known, for example, that at the time Blok was
writing this poem, the process of creation itself was for him, in his own manifestolike words, his “anatomical theater” (“мой анатомический театр”).647 In this same
source, we find Blok’s paradigmatically significant declaration: “In other words, I
have already made my own life art”.648 What exactly does Blok’s “anatomical
theater” mean, and how his poetic predilections for certain parts of the female
intimate apparatus, among other things, are relevant to it? It is impossible to deny the
quite significant real-life subtext of the poem, both on the level of its genesis of
creation and from the angle of the specific psychosomatic events that accompanied
the writing of it.
To carry out a supplemental attempt at interpreting Blok’s somewhat nebulous
life-creationist text, I might utilize the particular memoiristic reports that, in part,
served as the original inspiration for my analysis.
In 2001, the Moscow publisher B.S.G.-Press issued a reprint of the threevolume memoir-epic of Roman Gul’, entitled I Took Russia Away: An Apologia for
Emigration. In the third volume of the work, entitled “Russia in America”, we find a
646

“…вино недорогое, но ‘терпкое’, главное - с ‘лиловатым отливом’ ночной фиалки, в этом вся
тайна”. See: Иванов 1964: 406.
647
“Thus, it was accomplished: my own magical world became the arena of my personal actions, my
‘anatomical theater’ or puppet show, where I myself play a role alongside my amazing puppets (ecce
homo!).” (“Итак, свершилось: мой собственный волшебный мир стал ареной моих личных
действий, моим “анатомическим театром”, или балаганом, где я сам играю роль наряду с моими
изумительными куклами (ecce homo!)”). See Блок 1962-a: 429.
648
The complete quotation: “In other words, I have already made my own life art (a tendency that is
quite strikingly permeating all of European decadence). Life has become art, I have said the magic
words, and, at last, what I (personally) call the Unknown Woman has arisen before me: a puppet
beauty, a blue phantom, a miracle of the earth”. (“Иначе говоря, я уже сделал свою собственную
жизнь искусством (тенденция, проходящая очень ярко через все европейское декадентство).
Жизнь стала искусством, я произвел заклинания, и предо мною возникло наконец то, что я
(лично) называю Незнакомкой: красавицa кукла, синий призрак, земное чудо”. See: Блок 1962б: 429. Blok links the infernally-erotic, purely demonistic image of his “real-life” heroine to the
tradition of Russian artistic diabolicism, which with him acquires an additional connection to his own
life-creation, that is, the creation of life through the means of art and the transformation of his own life
into art: “The Unknown Woman. She is by no means simply a lady in a black dress with ostrich
feathers on her hat. She is a diabolical fusion of many worlds, predominantly of a blue one and a violet
one. If I possessed the means of Vrubel’, I would create a Demon; but everyone does what he is
allotted to do. What is created in such a way—by the incantational will of the artist and the help of the
many minor demons that wait attendance on any artist—has neither beginning nor end: it is not alive,
not dead. ... It is the creation of art. For me, this is a fait accompli. ... [W]hat am I to do with these
worlds, what must I do with my own life, which from now on has become art, for alongside me lives
my creation—not alive, not dead, a dark blue phantom”. (“Незнакомка. Это вовсе не просто дама в
черном платье со страусовыми перьями на шляпе. Это – дьявольский сплав из многих миров,
преимущественно синего и лилового. Если бы я обладал средстами Врубеля, я бы создал
Демона; но всякий делает то, что ему назначено. Созданное таким способом – заклинательной
волей художника и помощью многих мелких демонов, которые у всякого художника находятся
в услужении, – не имеет ни начала ни конца; оно не живое, не мертвое. ... Это – создание
искусства. Для меня это свершившийся факт. ... что мне делать с этими мирами, что мне делать
и собственной жизнью, которая отныне стала искусством, ибо со мной рядом живет мое
создание –не живое, не мертвое, синий призрак”.) See Блок 1962-б: 429-430.
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description of the encounters between Gul’ and Nikolai Valentinov (pseud. of Nikolai
Vol’skii), the author of various books including Two Years with the Symbolists. (In
that collection of memoirs the curious panorama of Valentinov’s personal contacts
with the famous figures of the “younger generation” of Russian symbolists in the
1920s unfolds).
In the third volume of his recollections Gul’ writes about his conversation with
Valentinov, which touched on Blok and his “Night Violet”: “To the same degree that
Valentinov had a positive attitude toward Belyi and forgave him everything, he hated
(truly hated) Aleksandr Blok. [Valentinov] himself told me how he, as the editor of
Russkoe Slovo, had imposed a ‘taboo’ on Blok. ... Not understanding this at all, I
persisted with [Valentinov] to explain to me the reason for this hatred. One can like or
dislike Blok, I said, and there are certain things of his that I don’t like, for example,
the ‘Woman clothed with sun’, but Blok is a great poet, and there is no disputing that
he, of course, would be an embellishment for Russkoe Slovo. ‘The poet is not the
problem. The person is,’ Vol’skii said. ‘I despised him!’ ‘But why?!’, I persisted.
Finally, Vol’skii relented. ‘OK, I’ll tell you, but let this be between us. Once, when he
was quarreling with Blok and not seeing him, Belyi told me what the “night violets”
were meant to imply in Blok’s work. And after that, Blok was physically repulsive to
me.’ ‘I can’t imagine what ‘night violets’ are meant to imply’, I persisted. Vol’skii
didn’t at all want to say it, but he finally did: ‘OK, I see you’re so intrigued by these
‘night violets’ that I’ll tell you. The ‘night violets’ are supposed to imply a certain
small part of women’s genitalia, which, medically speaking, is the clitoris. In vulgar
terms, it is the ‘s—l’.[649] And it was these ‘night violets’ (of the prostitutes) that he
was so interested in, he loved them. As soon as I heard this from Belyi, of course,
Blok physically repulsed me”.650
Blok’s poem, although it is rife with obscure passages, nonetheless allows the
reader’s attention to focus on a number of recurrent aspects of color, mood, scent, and
the general moist, marshy, boggy environment surrounding the journey described by
649

What is elided here is the word “сикель” (or “секель”), as the clitoris is called in a more “archaic”
Russian. See Blinkiewicz 1911: 24-27. See also Drummond and Perkins 1980: 71. The word “sikel’” is
found, in particular, in Pushkin’s lycee poem, “Barkov’s Shadow”. See Philologica, 1996, v.3, 187: “И
стариц нежный сикилек / Зардел и зашатался” => “the old ladies’ clitoris grew ardent and aroused”.
650
“Насколько хорошо Н.Валентинов относился к Белому и все ему прощал, настолько он
ненавидел (действительно ненавидел) Александра Блока. Н.В. сам рассказывал, как в Русском
Слове он, как редактор, наложил на Блока ‘табу’. …Ничего не понимая, я пристал к Н.В., чтоб
он объяснил мне причину этой ненависти. Можно любить или не любить Блока, я тоже в нем
кое-чего не люблю, говорил я, например, эту ‘Жену облеченную в солнце’, но Блок – большой
поэт, и тут нет никакого спора, он, конечно, был бы украшением Русского Слова. – Дело не в
поэте. А в человеке, – сказал Вольский. – Я его презирал! – Но почему же!? - приставал я.
Наконец Вольский сдался. – Хорошо, я скажу, но пусть это останется между нами. Как-то
Белый, когда был в ссоре с Блоком и с ним не встречался, рассказал мне, что у Блока
подразумевается под ‘ночными фиалками’. И после этого Блок мне физически опротивел. – Не
представляю себе, что же тут может подразумеваться под ‘ночными фиалками’ – приставал я.
Вольский никак не хотел говорить, но, наконец: – Хорошо, я вижу, вы так зинтригованы этими
‘ночными фиалками’, что я скажу вам. Так вот, подразумевается под ‘ночными фиалками’ некая
небольшая часть женских гениталий, по-медицински это – клитор. А по простонародному –
с...ь.… И вот этими ‘ночными фиалками’ (конечно, у проституток) он и занимался, их любил.
Как только я услыхал это от Белого - кончено, Блок мне физически опротивел”. See: Гуль 2001:
156-157.
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the poet, the journey which the lyrical hero or Blok’s lyrical double makes. In it, we
encounter key elements of the poetics of this text: moisture; the sponginess and
marshiness of the swamp; softish, flexible broken edges; redness, purplishness,
blossoming. Prostituted women—women “for sale”—crop up here and there in the
poem.
Дождь начинал моросить.
Далеко , у самого края,
Там, где небо, устав прикрывать
Поступки и мысли сограждан моих,
Упало в болото,Там краснела полоска зари.651
(“Rain was starting to flow,/ far away, near the border,/ where the Sky got tired to
cover/ all the actions and thoughts of my compatriots/ the Sky there fell into a swamp,
/ there was a reddish strip of the Dawn”).
The allegory of the female erotic organ (if we examine the physiological aspect
of the problem) here might be represented by the reddening band of the dawn’s light.
The accent Blok puts seems to be on the prostitute-like females which emerge at the
very beginning of the poem (“women abusively decorated with make-up”):
...Разное видели мы:
Он видел извощичьи дрожки,
Где молодые и лысые франты
Обнимали раскрашенных женщин...
Над равниною мокрой торчали
Кочерыжки капусты, березки и вербы.
И пахло болотом.652
(“We saw it all differently: / He saw a cab / where young and bald dandies / were
hugging made up women… / All over a wet plain / Cabbage stalks, small birches and
pussy-willows were bristling / And it reeked of swamp”).
Alongside the particular significance of the swamp-like imagery in Blok’s
poetics,653 we should also pay attention here to such physiologically denoted markerwords as in the “moist plain”, and the “protruding cabbage stalks”. The moist plain
embeds the cabbage stalks into itself. Perhaps one could speculate here about the
poet’s unconsciously mythopoetic recourse to the archaic erotic mythologem of
“moist mother earth”—including a representation of the earth as the female sex organ
(the uterus).654 Similar motifs continue later on: “...На болоте, от кочки до кочки, /
651

See: Блок 1960: 26.
Ibid.
653
Among the characterististics of the swamp are the fluid sucking of an object into itself, as well as
moisture – a sultry moisture that originates from rising vapors and inner liquid discharges.
654
See: Рабинович 1994: 466-467. V.I. Zazykin’s recent article is important, with its essential up-todate bibliography on this issue: Зазыкин 2002: 39-88. Compare Zara Mintz’s more “chaste”
interpretation of the earth in the context of Blok’s poem Her Arrival (Ее прибытие): “[In Blok’s text],
‘earth’ is not only the traditional romantic image of happiness achieved and the antonym of the ‘stormy
652
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Над стоячей и ржавой водой…” (“Near a swamp, on hummocks and tussocks, upon
the stagnant and rusty waters…”)
The urban prostitutes turn out to be definitely significant to Blok’s “late”
(life)creation. These antinomically infernal Unknown Women are latently present in
many of Blok’s creations,655 and even here, do not allow themselves to be ignored:
В час презренья к лучшим из нас,
Кто падений своих не скрывая,
Без стыда продает свое тело
И на пыльно-трескучих тротуарах
С наглой скромностью смотрит в глаза, Что в такой оскорбительный час
Всем доступны виденья.
Что такой же бродяга, как я,
Или может быть ты, кто читаешь
Эти строки с любовью иль злобой,Может видеть лилово-зеленый
Безмятежный и чистый цветок,
Что зовется Ночною Фиалкой.656
(“In the hour of contempt to the best among us / Who, never concealing their
downfalls / Sell their bodies without shame / And on dusty and stridulous pavements /
Look straight into eyes with impudent modesty, / That in such an insulting hour / All
can see visions / That a vagabond just like me / Or maybe you who are reading /
These lines with love or rage, / Can see a lilac-green / Serene and innocent flower /
That is called a Nocturnal Violet”).
sea’ or struggle and sufferings. ‘Earth’ here is also a concept derived from a democratic, realistic
understanding of the world, the antonym of ‘sky’... ‘Earth’ is also the motherland, an image ... that
would be destined to occupy such an important place in Blok’ poetry”. See: Минц 2004: 63. The
literature devoted to the chthonic aspect par excellence of the mythology of the earth, its rootedness
and native connection with the “lower” pantheon of the world of the dead and with the subterraneam
realm, is incredibly extensive (going back as far as Altheim’s older study: Altheim 1931). In his wellknown monograph about the enigmatic Dacian god-figure Zalmoxis, Mircea Eliade linked the chthonic
nature of this character (found at least as far back as Herodotus) to the etymology of its name, deriving
Zalmoxis from the common root zamml- ‘earth’ (Thracian zemelen) - from the common Indo-European
indication of‘soil’ or ‘earth’: ghemel -zam. It is also no coincidence that this god, as he was “dying
away”, escaped underground – via a cave. See Eliade 1972: 44-45.
655
See the series of measuredly skeptical articles by Mikhail Bezrodnyi: Безродный 1986; 1987;
1988; 1989. Hilary Fink’s essay provides a possible intuitively-philosophical subtext to the image of
Blok’s Unknown Woman: Fink 2000: 79-91. Among other things in this essay, the “Kierkegaardian”
pun in Blok’s famous “they shout in vino veritas” (p. 81-82) is extremely interesting. See also
Йованович 1980: 43-58; and Bowlt 1975: 352-359. Compare Mintz’s summarizing statement: “The
heroine of the ‘second volume’ [Unknown Woman] is indeed closely connected to her predecessor, The
Beautiful Lady, while at the same time clearly separated from her, counterposed to her as a sort of an
‘antithesis’”. See Минц 2004: 77. In some other place Mintz tells: “Her [i.e., the Unknown Woman’s]
innocence and modesty turn out to be a sham; she is a prostitute, a ‘licentious maiden’; her lodging,
which had seemed like a temple, is now a bordello, a house with red doors. For Blok, the appeal of the
‘fallen maidens’ is one of the chief motifs”. See: Минц 2004-a: 40-41.
656
See: Блок 1960: 26.
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Without doubt, this fragment is central to my analysis, since, in one section, it
unambiguously links into a single whole both of these constituent elements: 1)
essentially, it is all about prostitutes; 2) in direct conjunction with them, it mentions
some kind of purple/lilac flower called the “Night Violet”. The allegorical naming of
the female sex organ with an archetypical word for a flower is in fact completely
normative in literature, having become almost a sort of “commonplace”. Furthermore,
Roman Gul’ (according toValentinov) mentioned precisely this: the “night violets”,
which symbolized the clitorises of the prostitutes. To those Blok was so strongly and
obsessively attached. And, in fact, as we see, the act of knowing the “Night Violet”
through vision and touch can take place, according to Blok, precisely at a certain
prostitutes’ time—which is, of course, predominantly at night, not in the daytime.
And the Night Violet, in particular its swampy flowering, as we can see, is in some
imperceptible way connected to prostitutes and their activities—to the physical scent
of their essence.
I should add that a whole series of Blok’s alliterative self-characterizations in
the text (for example, “a wanderer, like me”, which apparently reflects Blok’s wellknown nocturnal “wanderings” among the seedy places in St. Petersburg; his visits of
the licentious maidens; alcoholic frenzy; and others) allow us to conclude that this
“literary text” represents a living correlate to the “real-life biographical text” of its
author, portraying, as we can assume, certain real circumstances enveloping the poet
at this period of his life. By this I mean the circumstances attendant to his writing of
the poem, wherein were reflected the poet’s real life and concrete details that in
particular describe what really occurred (as previously mentioned) on November 16,
1905, as well as the dream that he dreamed around that time.
Also important is the text of a letter Blok wrote to his close friend, Evgenii
Ivanov, on December 3, 1905: “Dear Zhenia, I am now happily sitting at home and
not going to see Merezhkovskiis. And you are probably there. If you only knew what
has happened to me this week! I have gone out twice a day: first to the Public Library
(Vengerov gave me work, and then [I went] to the ‘literary meetings’), from which I
came home in the morning, drunk. ... On November 16th, I dreamed something that I
am still feeling even now. Such amazing dreams happen only once a year or two”.657
Russian Authors of the 20th Century: A Bibliographical Dictionary658 has a
detail about the period of interest to me that establishes a more acceptable scholarly
consensus that is relevant at least to Russian authors as regards the topic of eternal
feminine imagery. The dictionary states that the single and all-encompassing image of
the Eternal Feminine “disintegrated in Blok’s consciousness” into various feminine
aspects. These include “the enigmatic ‘Unknown Woman’, the ‘vulgar prostitute’,
and simply a woman he might meet”. And with an “inexorable logic”, the veil falls

657

“Милый Женя. Сейчас с радостью сижу дома и не иду к Мережковским. А ты верно там.
Если б ты знал, что было со мной всю неделю! Два раза в день ходил: сначала в Публичную
бибилиотеку (Венгеров дал работу, а потом на ‘литературные собрания’, откуда пьяный,
возвращался утром. ...16 ноября мне приснилось нечто, чем я живу до сих пор. Такие
изумительные сны бывают раз в год - два года...”. See: Блок 1963-б: 141-142.
658
Second volume (Москва, Просвещение, 1998).
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from Blok’s eyes, and the “inexorable features” of insane deformity “torment the
beautiful face”.659
Let me add, however, that the image of “Unexpected joy” (Нечаянная
радость) was far from unambiguous to Blok. Without doubt, part of the construct of
this issue was the paradigm of an iconic conceputualization of the Theotokos, relating
to the famous icon of “Unexpected Joy” (a joy that there were no hopes of achieving).
The popular tradition holds the icon of the Divine Mother called “Unexpected Joy”
that usually depicts a kneeling youth at prayer. The story about the healing of this
youth of his carnal passion through this holy icon is described in the works of Saint
Dmitrii of Rostov, The Drenched Fleece (Руно Орошенное). In this story, the youth
was as usual praying before the image of the Immaculate Virgin when he suddenly
noticed that the picture had, as it were, come to life: the wounds of Jesus Christ had
opened, and were really bleeding. And then the youth saw the abyss of his descent
into sin revealed, then, in tears, lenghthily begged the Virgin and the Savior to forgive
him. Finally he was given the gift of the unexpected joy of forgiveness and
abandonment of his sins.660 Obviously, the issue of a carnal fall from grace, and the
complex of ideas about overcoming the “bodily passions” disturbed Blok quite a bit.
We should also consider the symbolic characterization of Blok’s Unknown
Woman prostitute by Iurii Annenkov: “Students in St. Petersburg, all sorts of
students, knew Blok’s ‘Unknown Woman’ by heart. Also the ‘girl’ Wanda, who hung
about the entrance of the ‘Kvisiana’ Restaurant and whispered to the young
passersby, ‘I’m that there UnKNOWN Woman. You wanna get ta KNOW me?’ The
‘girl’ named Murka from ‘Jar’, who would cajole on Bol’shoi Prospekt, ‘Pencil-guy!
Would you please treat your Unknown Babe? I’m freezing’. Two girls from the same
household on Pod’iacheskaia Street, Son’ka and Laika, dressed like sisters, would
wander down Nevsky [Prospekt] (from Mikhajlovskaia Street to Liteiny Prospekt and
back) with black ostrich feathers attached to their hats. They would smile and say,
‘We’re a pair of Unknown Ladies. You can get an electric dream while you’re awake.
You won’t regret it, you, a cucumber-with-a-beard…”.661
Remarkably, in her commentaries to the Unknown Woman O.A.
Kuznetsova662 did not include the significant list of published scholarly or any other
extensive materials about this suggestive text. Characteristically, the commentators to
Blok’s collected works edition interpret the “Unknown woman” in a strange and quite
limited way. Several times, they recall the query of N. Abramovich, “Who is this
659

Ibid.: 183-184.
On the importance of the “drenched fleece” story for the development of Russian life-creation (in
the contexts of alchemy and Argonautism) see my article: Иоффе 2005: 129-135. There are several
Russian icons called “Unexpected Joy”.
661
“Студенты, всяческие студенты, в Петербурге знали блоковскую ‘Незнакомку’ наизусть. И
‘девочка’ Ванда, что прогуливалась у входа в ресторан “Квисиана”, шептала юным прохожим: –
Я уесь Незнакоумка. Хотите познакоумиться? ‘Девочка’ Мурка из ‘Яра’, что в Большом
Проспекте, клянчила: – Карандашик, угостите Незнакомочку. Я прозябла. Две девочки от одной
хозяйки с Подъяческой улицы, Сонька и Лайка, одетые как сестры, блуждали по Невскому (от
Михайловской улицы до Литейного проспекта и обратно), прикрепив к своим шляпам черные
страусовые перья. – Мы пара Незнакомок, – улыбались они, – можете получить электрический
сон наяву. Жалеть не станете, миленький-усатенький (или хорошенький-бритенький, или
огурчик с бородкой)...”. See: Анненков 2001: 31.
662
See: Блок 1997-б: 760-763.
660
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unknown woman?”, but for some reason do not seem to want to find a firm,
comprehensible answer to it. American scholar Daniel Rancour-Laferriere analyzed
the antinomic poetic metaphysics of many Russian authors in his essay, “Reconciling
the Genius of Pure Beauty with the Babylonian Harlot”, where he provides a
psychological basis for the possibility of a one-time existence in Pushkin’s
consciousness of a “delightful vision” and of “Miss Kern, who with God’s help I
screwed the other day”.663
In her recent work Olga Matich quite deliberately insists on the “fallenness”
and overall antithetical “infernal” quality of the image of Blok’s Unknown Woman,
which I also mentioned just previously: “The poet identifies the antithesis of
symbolism with his lady under a veil. She is called the ‘Unknown Woman’, a
mysterious woman from a St. Petersburg street through whose modern-day face the
ancient Maiden shines. ... She arrives clothed in silk garments, in mists and perfume
that suggest antiquity. ...Symbolizing her connection to the underground world and
death, the feathers on her hat are ‘funereal’. She is the dead body of history, the
resurrection of which the poet discovers behind the dark veil”.664 The image of the
“Unknown Lady” is therefore closely related to the urban eroticism of Symbolism.665
Taking this conceptualization of the life-creationist “Night Violet” text as a
point of departure, in the light of Blok’s theme of the prostitute clitoris (feminine
sensuality) as discussed above, I can now attempt to look into other selected aspects
of this poetic text.
И запомнилось мне,
Что в избе этой низкой
Веял сладкий дурман,
Оттого, что болотная дрема
За плечами моими текла,
Оттого, что пронизан был воздух
Зацветаньем Фиалки Ночной,
Оттого, что на праздник вечерний
Я не в брачной одежде пришел,
Был я нищий бродяга,
Посетитель ночных ресторанов... 666
(“And it stuck in my memory / That in this squat log house / A Sweet, befuddling
haze was hanging / Because the marshy drowsiness / Was flowing behind my
shoulders / Because the air was full / With the blossoming of Nocturnal Violet /
663

“…г-жи Керн, которую я с божией помощью на днях уёб”. See: Rancour-Laferriere 1977-а: 4878.
664
See: Матич 2004: 102-103.
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Quite significant appears to be the connection between mythopoetic images of the “whore” and the
urbanistic poetry of the internation symbolist movement in Sharon Hirsh’s book, recently published by
Cambridge University Press, Hirsh 2004. (See especially, the fourth and fifth chapters, “The Sick City”
and “The City Woman”, 103-217.) I also analyze the topic of the “urban woman” and the poetics of
European symbolism in a recent essay: Ioffe 2008: 19-47. There exists a scholarly bibliography on the
theme of “cities-as-harlots” (important since biblical times). A characteristic and successful example is
the recent article by Sergei Nekliudov, which studies this issue based on Russian materials: Неклюдов
2005: 361-386.
666
See Блок 1960: 27.
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Because to that evening festival / Not dressed for a wedding I came / A tramp and a
beggar was I / A regular of night taverns…”).
In the context of the woman’s sexual scent, which accompanies any adequate contact
between the active “objects of desire”, it is interesting to note expressions of the
ambivalently designated sexual presence of a woman in an enclosed space, such as
these: “the sweet thorn-apple”; the “swampy slumber” of the evening celebration,
permeated with the flowering of the night violet. With this last expression (flowering
of the night violet), in my opinion, Blok had in mind the implicit arousal of the female
genitalia of a particular woman—perhaps one that he had met during his usual urban
wanderings. Further on, following the development of the theme of the “night violet”,
we encounter another telling scene:
....и прядет и прядет королевна,
Опустив над работой пробор.
Сладким сном одурманила нас,
Опоила нас зельем болотным,
Окружила нас сказкой ночной,
А сама все цветет и цветет,
И болотами дышит Фиалка,
И беззвучная кружится прялка,
И прядет и прядет и прядет.... 667
(“…And the princess keeps spinning / bowing her parted hair over her work / She has
befuddled us with sweet sleep / Besotted us with the potion of mire / Encircled us
with her nightly tale / While herself she keeps blooming / And the Violet is breathing
with mires / And her soundless distaff is spinning / And spinning and spinning and
spinning..”).
Spinning and the rotation of the spindle have an explicitly sexual overtone in
general,668 and particularly in this text, since the violet begins to open and blooms as
if in parallel to the whole process of spinning. This nocturnal tale has a perceptibly
“swampy taste”.
Я сижу на болоте.
Над болотом цветет,
Не старея, не зная измены,
Мой лиловый цветок,
Что зову я - Ночною Фиалкой.

667

Ibid.
The sexually marked allusiveness of the image of the spindle can be speculatively discerned, for
example, in fairy tales. This is particularly true of the tales of Charles Perrault, wherein the famous
initiational “puncturing” of the girl has a peculiar sexually marked meaning of phallic penetration. On
the mechanism through which this psychology is shaped, see (in addition to the well-known work of
Erich Fromm), for example, Дикман 2000 (especially the chapter “Fairy tale motifs in dreams and
fantasies”, 62-87). For an analysis of the poem’s images using various elements of Jungian philosophy
and psychology, see Sagatov 1984: 271-287.
668
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(“I sit by a swamp / Over the swamp is blossoming / Knowing neither age nor treason
/ My lilac flower / That I call The Nocturnal Violet”.)
In my opinion, Blok metaphorically compares the lilac flower of the night violet to
some sort of feminine corporeal nature:
Но Ночная Фиалка цветет,
и лиловый цветок ее светел.
И в зеленой ласкающей мгле
Слышу волн круговое движенье,
И больших кораблей приближение..
Так заветная прялка прядет...
...Что нечаянно Радость придет
И пребудет она совершенной.
И Ночная Фиалка цветет.669
(“Yet Nocturnal Violet blossoms / And fair is its lilac flower / And in the green
caressing haze / I can hear the round-going motion of waves / And the big ships
approaching… / This is how the secret distaff is spinning… / …That the Joy will
suddenly come / And abide forever in perfection/ And Nocturnal Flower is
blooming”).
We can only speculate about the precise nature of this “joy” that will come and
that will be perfect. Alongside the explicit reference to the Icon of the Mother of God,
an entire suggestive array of intersubjective meanings arises here.
This would be an appropriate point at which to turn to Belyi’s Berlin memoirs
about Blok. Belyi’s reminiscences are remarkably in tune with the statements of
Roman Gul’, which in fact constituted the basis for my interpretation of “Night
Violet”. In the first issue of the émigré journal Epopeja, of which he was the founding
editor, Belyi consciously sets aside a certain space for a description of the text of this
poem. From these meditations on Belyi’s friend/enemy, we can draw out something
that is significant to the subject of the nature of Blok’s night violets.
Belyi emphasizes the importance in Blok’s poem of the sultry “slippery
swamps” for the growth of the Night Violet.670 In a special section of his memoirs,
titled “Night Violet” in a way suggesting a small subchapter, Belyi describes a certain
episode from his association with Blok that, in my opinion, can be regarded as a sort
of reconstruction of that which Valentinov much later recounted to Gul’.
Belyi observes in his memoirs: “on one occasion, Blok was especially trusting
with me. We were having tea in the dining room; he took me to his bedroom, saying
that he needed to impart something to me privately, without Liuba there; he sat me
down on the sofa and then tried to express to me that he had just arrived at an
amazing, very important inner realization; this realization was tied to his perception
of a dark purple flower that smelled strongly of violets: ‘You know, it smells so
sultry: the purple color is so night-like...’”. Belyi goes on to develop this subject
further (he refers to Blok as “A.A.”): “A.A., bending down to me with excitement,
669
670

See Блок 1960: 27.
See: Белый 1922-б: 264.
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kept trying to tell me that he had learned a lot from live-entering [вживание] a acridsmelling violet-colored or dark-lilac shade; this shade somehow strangely distracted
him from what was happening; and some kind of dark, lilac-colored, new, most
enormous world was revealed to him. What was this violet color? And then A.A.
looked at me inquisitively. But I was confused”.671
Subsequently, the scene intensifies: “While Blok was quietly and excitedly
telling me again about his experience of that dark-lilac color, I was feeling uneasy: it
was if someone had put a brazier full of coal in the room; I could smell the fumes; it
was like Lucifer’s fumes; I glimpsed a second time the ‘jaws of the night’ that had
once before burst open before me, from having a conversation with Blok in a
meadow; I saw Blok receding into deep night; I knew that I couldn’t answer him,
because Blok wouldn’t believe me, and would be offended; I answered, ‘Yes, that
lilac shade has the utmost exquisiteness’”.672
Nonetheless, the situation was far from improving, and Belyi started to feel
even worse: “And it got stuffy again; ... and this confusion—the dark-lilac shade, the
violet color, the infernal smell; I felt crushed by A. A.’s frankness with me. ... [H]e
didn’t see my secret thoughts: consternation for Blok, being led into the ‘dark-lilac’
night from the blinding rosy-gold atmosphere; then he read ‘Night Violet’ to me in its
unfinished form; in it, he expressed the experience of the ‘lilac’ color and of the new
realizations connected to this ‘lilac’”.673
Belyi continues: “The Night Violet, and the sensation of the lilac color was a
maturing leitmotif for Blok at that time; and the Night that he wrote was born from
that leitmotif. ... I sat on the sofa with Blok for a very long time that night; he read the
draft of ‘Night Violet’ to me, excitedly emphasizing his perceptions of the lilac color;
and I was suffocating; ... We sat there together for a long time; then it got quiet, and
we returned to tea; he was silent: the sensation of what I had learned was weighing on
me; [Liubov’and Blok’s mother] were looking at us; they knew: they must not ask
671

“Однажды Блок был особенно доверчив со мною; сидели в столовой, за чаем; повел в свою
спальню, сказав, что ему нужно что-то поведать, отдельно, без ‘Любы’; меня усадив на диван,
он пытался мне выразить, что теперь он пришел к удивительному, очень важному внутреннему
узнанью; узнанье связалося с восприятием сильно-пахнущего фиалкою темно-лилового цвета:
– ‘Ты знаешь, он пахнет так душно: лиловый цвет такой и ночной...’. И далее Белый продолжает
и развивает всё ту же тему: ‘...А.А., наклоняя лицо надо мною с волнением все пытался сказать,
как он много узнал от вживания в едко пахучий фиалковый, темно-лиловый оттенок; оттенок
его как-то странно увел от прошедшего; и открылся ему такой темный, лиловый и новый,
огромнейший мир. Что такое фиолетовый цвет? И – А.А. посмотрел на меня испытующе. Я же
смутился”. See: Белый 1922-б: 264.
672
“…пока А.А. тихо, взволновано пересказывал мне восприятие этого темно-лилового цвета, я
чувствовал нехорошо себя: точно поставили в комнату полную углей жаровню; угар я
почувствовал; тот угар Люцифера; “пасть ночи”, которая мне распахнулась однажды от
разговора с А.А. на лугу, я увидел вторично; увидел А.А. уходящем в глубокую ночь; знал:
ответить ему не могу, потому, что А.А. – не поверит, обидится; я ответил: – Да, в этом лиловом
оттенке - предел утонченности”. Ibid.: 278-279.
673
“И опять стало душно; ....и это смешенье - темно-лиловый оттенок, фиалковый,
люциферический запах; так откровенностью со мной А.А. был раздавлен. ... не видел моих
тайных мыслей: испуга за Блока, ведомого в ‘темно-лиловую’ ночь из слепительной розовозолотой атмосферы; тут он прочитал мне ‘Ночную Фиалку’ свою в неотделанном виде; он
выразил в ней переживанье ‘лиловогo’ цвета и новых узнаний, соединенных с ‘лиловым’”. Ibid.:
281.
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about the conversation the two of us had had; I was unhappy, and suffocating; and I
left as soon as I could. Blok still hadn’t noticed anything; he had evoked an
oppressive impression in me by acquainting me with his ‘lilac secret’”.674
There is also the fragment from the “Berlin” edition of Belyi’s memoir
entitled Beginning a Century (“Начало века”), which helps to clarify some of the
significant events in this context. Belyi wrote (again, referring to Blok as “A.A.”):
“And indeed, it was not without reason that A. A.’s obsession with the VIOLET
SHADE frightened me in 1905: just six years later, his inhalations of the SHADE into
himself expelled a most bitter phrase about the identification of this colorful tint that
had taken place within him: ‘LILAC WORLDS engulfed Lermontov, too... And
Gogol’. THEY ALL DIED FROM THEM: And Vrubel’, and Komissarzhevskaia’. I
remembered all of this in my conversation with A.A.; and I toyed with the thought
that these LILAC worlds carried him off into the night! Night became a threshold and
an ordeal... I recalled what Mintslova had said about the forces that destroy us: and
about the ENEMY that destroys us, I knew, A.A.’s obsession with Strindberg, the
author of HELL, was an attraction to a person that had experienced something akin to
what A.A. had... This HELL, and all the DEVILS connected to it that were
HAUNTING HIM, manifested themselves in my imagination as the experience of a
threshold”.675
As we can see in Belyi’s reminiscences, as well as in the text of the poem
itself, the concealed unnamable “thing” has at least two perceptible and significant
qualities: a dark-purple color and a pungent odor that can be associated with a
“slippery swamp”, which causes a suffocating effect on a person that “sniffs” it.
Moreover, when one takes into account the things linked with the images of
night life and “sex for sale” in Blok’s creative universe,676 one may believe that what
is meant is indeed the clitorises of prostitutes—of these infernal urban “unknown
women” in whom, as far as we can tell, Blok was so obsessively interested. On the
basis of the junctions of motifs and semantics, we can conclude that this
“purplishness” and these “night violets” are in fact related to the theme of
“frightening” femininity perceived as “hell”, “mother earth”, and a muddy/slippery
674

“Ночная Фиалка, и восприятие лилового цвета – вызревающий лейтмотив того времени для
А.А.; и из этого лейт-мотива рождается Ночь, им написанная. ... Очень долго сидели с А.А. на
диване в ту ночь; он - читал мне набросанную ‘Ночную Фиалку’, взволнованно посвящая в свои
восприятия лилового цвета; а мне было душно; ... Долго мы просидели вдвоем; после тих
вернулись мы к чаю; молчал: восприятие узнанного давило; Л.Д. с Александрой Андреевной
посматривали на нас; они знали: нельзя расспрашивать о разговоре вдвоем; было грустно и
душно; и я поскорее ушел. А.А. так ничего и не заметил; тяжелое впечатление вызвал мне он
знакомством с ‘лиловой тайной’”. Ibid.: 286.
675
“Недаром же в 1905ом году увлечение ФИОЛЕТОВЫМ ТОНОМ меня за А.А. испугало:
через шесть лет уже те вдыхания ТОНА в себя у А.А. ведь исторгли горчайшую фразу о
состоявшемся в нем опознании этого красочного оттенка: ‘ЛИЛОВЫЕ МИРЫ захлестнули и
Лермонтова… И Гоголя. ОТ НИХ ПОГИБЛИ: И ВРУБЕЛЬ, И КОМИССАРЖЕВСКАЯ’. Все это
мне вспомнилось в разговоре с А.А.; и подумывал я : ЛИЛОВЫЕ-то миры завели его в ночь!
Ночь оказалась порогом и испытанием… Припоминались слова Минцловой о губящих нас
силах: и о ВРАГЕ, нас губящем, я знал, увлечение А.А.Стриндбергом, автором АДА, есть
пртияжение к человеку, переживающему родственное с А.А… Этот АД и все
ПРЕСЛЕДУЮЩИЕ ЕГО ЧЕРТИ, с ним связанные, в представлении моем объяснялись
испытанием порога…”. Ibid. See also Богомолов 1999-а: 186-201.
676
See: Мурьянов 1996: 50-53.
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chthonic swamp. Furthermore, I should add that (as is well-known) the subject matter
of swamps is usually linked to the wider mythological complex of St. Petersburg and
the “Petersburg text”.677 It is quite likely that precisely this connotation is specifically
to be found in Night Violet. As Zara Mintz observed, Blok’s themes of the city, the
swamps, and all sorts of poisonous effluvia, combined with love for sale, can refer
back to the quite real contaminations and textual subcurrents from Gogol’ and
Dostoevskii and their descriptions of “infernal” Petersburg.678
This is how Blok’s life-creationist mode is pieced togther, a mode in which he
approaches quite closely in his erotic-somatic and poetic creativity the additional
strategies of mystical gnosticism, which combines the vulgar matters of physiology
with a mystical (and literal) deification of a human.679
The theme of the “frightful” violet-colored narcotic mist from which the Night
Violet flower grows is far from isolated in Blok. In his article, “From the Square to
the Green Meadow” (“С площади на Луг Зеленый”), he in particular records: “The
rider sees a milky fog with a violet-colored gleam. A gigantic unheard-of flower—the
Night Violet—is staring him straight in the eyes with the gigantic wide-eyed gaze of a
bride. And there is beauty in this gaze, and despair, and happiness such as no one on
earth has known, since when one has known this happiness, he will forever circle and
circle around the swamps, from hillock to hillock, in a violet-colored fog, under a big
green star”.680
There exists an extensive scholarship devoted to the semantics of color which
relate to those “lilac worlds” of Blok.681 Blok himself would write about all the
relevant poetic “counterparts” and about “life that becomes art” in his article, “On the
Current State of Russian Symbolism”. One cannot understand the detailing and
emphasis on the physical pungency of the Night Violet’s lilac color in isolation from
Blok’s symbolist perception of the world, which theurgically constructed these most
“frightening lilac worlds”: “If these worlds exist, and everything described could have
and did take place (but I cannot know that), then it would be strange to see us in a
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Scholarly concept developed by the late academician V.N. Toporov.
See: Минц 2004-б: 173. This topic is explored to a wider degree in an essay by the late Serbian
philologist Milivoje Jovanovich: Йованович 1980: 43-58.
679
In the context of the “Simonian” construction of the poetic “lyrical myth” in Blok, we must
remember the work of D.M. Magomedova, which provides the reference to the poet’s autobiographical
myth-creation: Магомедова 1997: 70-77.
680
“…всадник видит молочный туман с фиолетовым просветом. Точно гигантский небывалый
цветок – Ночная Фиалка – смотрит в очи ему гигантским круглым взором невесты. И красота в
этом взоре, и отчаянье, и счастье, какого никто на земле не знал, ибо узнавший это счастье
будет вечно кружить и кружить по болотам от кочки до кочки, в фиолетовом тумане, под
большой зеленой звездой”. See: Блок 1962-б: 75.
681
Blok describes his views on the symbolism of color with regard to ‘Russian Symbolism’ in his
apocalyptically-tinged 1905 text “Colors and Words” (which can also be compared to Belyi’s treatise
entitled “Sacred Colors”). For a general descriptive account that enumerates all the basic colors
encountered in the three volumes of Blok’s collected works, see Миллер-Будницкая 1930: 79-144.
See also N.A. Fateeva’s recent article “Три цвета: голубой, черный, красный. Поэзия Блока как
источник интертекстуальных заимствований” (elctr. pub. http://www.humlang.newmail.ru/articles/blok.htm ),
as well as Kirill Taranovsky’s seminal studies rendered in Тарановский 2000. Also important, in the
context of the general discussion of Blok’s color worlds, is the systematic overview in a German
monograph: Peters 1981.
678
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different state from the one in which we are now; drink, be happy, and call out to life,
they invite us—but our faces are scorched and distorted by the lilac twilight”.682
This is probably a reference to the same ‘hellish flame’ that Blok recalled in
his article, using Briusov’s imagery: “Like Dante, the subterranean flame must burn
your cheeks”. Blok dauntingly asks, “Why has the golden sword grown dim, the lilacblue worlds surged and merged with this world, producing chaos, making art from
life, banishing the blue phantom from its depths and desolating the soul?”.683
Thus Blok’s lilac worlds are explicitly “evil signs” of an erotic Inferno, of the
“symbolic diabolicalness” as it was studied by Aage Hansen-Löve.684 Scrutinizing
the poetical imagery of Russian Symbolism, Hansen- Löve discusses the lilac theme
in the second volume of his Russisсhе Symbоlismus.685 I will quote here some of his
observations that link the mystically perceived demonic violet color (that of a violet)
with the “unexplained” lilac worlds (including those described eschatologically in an
apocalyptic transgression) of what Hansen-Löve defines as Russian “cosmic and
mythopoetic symbolism”. The German scholar argues that “the violet or lilac color
begins to acquire significance only at a critical moment for mythopoetical symbolism,
in the transition toward carnivalesque destruction”. Here one cannot help but think, he
holds, of “the predominance of the violet and brownish-gold semitones in symbolist
painting, for example in Vrubel’, in the distinctness of such semitones as there are in
Blok’s destructive palette. With Bal’mont and [Sergei] Gorodetskii, this process is
still hidden in the even-valued multicoloredness of the world of colors, in which the
lilac color of the violet is only one of many sign-bearing colors; in Blok, Belyi, and
Voloshin, the violet (or lilac) color early on is the most general reflection of a sort of
demonic darkening of the dark and light blue colors”.686 Further on in the same text,
the author speaks of the special transformation to which the symbolic series of colors
in the poetics of these artists is subjected: “Blok’s poem To Boria (‘Боре’)
demonstrates the transformation of mythopoetic color symbolism into a grotesque,
carnival form”.687 As Hansen-Löve points out, some scholars trace the unique color
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“…если эти миры существуют, а все описанное могло произойти и произошло (а я не могу
этого знать), то было бы странно видеть нас в ином состоянии, чем мы теперь находимся; нам
предлагают: пой, веселись и призывай к жизни, - а у нас лица обожжены и обезображены
лиловым сумраком”. Blok, “О современном состоянии русского символизма”, in Блок 1962-a:
432. On this subject, see also Богомолов 1999-a: 186-203.
683
“Как Данте, подземное пламя должно тебе щеки обжечь… Отчего померк золотой меч,
хлынули и смешались с этим миром лилово-синие миры, произведя хаос, соделав из жизни
искусство, выслав синий призрак из недр своих и опустошив душу?”. See: Блок 1962-б:148.
684
See: Hansen Löve 1987: 61-104. See also his more extensive monograph: Hansen-Löve 1999.
685
See: Hansen-Löve 2003.
686
“Фиолетовая или лиловая окраска начинает приобретать значение только в переломный
момент для мифопоэтического символизма…. Здесь невольно приходит на ум преобладание
фиолетово- и коричневато-золотистых полутонов в символистской живописи, к примеру, у
Врубеля в точности таких же, что на деструктивной палитре Блока. У Бальмонта и Городецкого
этот процесс еще сокрыт в равноценной многоцветности мира красок, где лиловый цвет фиалки
– лишь один из многих значащих цветов; у Блока, Белого и Волошина фиолетовый (лиловый)поначалу самое общее отражение некоего демонического потемнения синего и голубого”. See:
Hansen-Löve 2003: 448-449.
687
“A sparse snow is falling; The light signal is in front of us; the light is green; the sky is burning
wuth lilac; the violet color is on the snow”. (“Редкий падает снежок /Перед нами-
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symbolism of Blok’s cycle Bubbles of the Earth (“Пузыри земли”) and particularly
the use of such colors as black, violet, and light blue, to the overall symbolism of
(Free-)Masonry, noting the fact that at the time Blok was actively studying the works
of 18th-century Freemasons (namely, Bolotov and Novikov’s 1904 article). It will be
interesting to note, together with the German scholar, that “the main symbolic color
for the Freemasons was in any case not violet, as the researchers suggest, but light
blue or turquoise”.688
And thus, if we regard “Night Violet” as being equal to a lilac color,
alongside the “clitoral” version, we must necessarily, by all means correlate this with
Blok’s symbolist ‘diabolical’ views. This complex period was directly contiguous
with the notion of “eschatological” passage of time, the period of “the threshold” –
the time of the first Russian revolution.
In his analysis of Blok’s essay “On the Current State of Russian Symbolism”
(О современном состоянии русского символизма) Bogomolov observes: “Coming
to the forefront are visual images forced to depict the new [lilac] worlds in which the
artist ended up. Let us recall that their original color was purplish-lilac, but later,
bluish-violet twilights begin, signifying chaos and even death. Nonetheless, Blok
decisively insists on the objectivity and reality of these worlds”.689
It appears that Blok’s overall utopian life-creationist aspirations, which I have
traced from the early stage of his creative work, gradually develop into new forms of
“hidden” intent and of the clandestine desire to reconstruct life with the aid of
available material (the physical body and the verbal sign of poetry). Night Violet,
which I have analyzed sub specie Blok’s life-creation and the physiological “esthetics
of the lower part of the body”, might be just such an example.
3.8. Life-Creationist Transformations in Viacheslav Ivanov
In borrowing and developing Soloviev’s idea of mystical theurgy as a “re-creation” of
existing reality, Ivanov shares all the symbolist ideas (of the Merezhkovskiis and their
circle) about creating a New, Ideal, God-Equal man. In a similar way, he experiments
with “sexual triangles” and uses (although possibly only on the level of intent)
homosexual experiments as well. His wife (a writer completely in her own right),
Lidia Zinovieva-Annibal, participated in these experiments, supported him in them,
and they both attracted various meaningful participants.
After the relative failure to attract the poet Gorodetsky into their sensual lifecreationist triangle, they took Margarita Sabashnikova, the young wife of poet
Maksimilian Voloshin, into this arrangement. After Zinovieva-Annibal’s death,
Ivanov distanced himself from the theosophic-anthroposophic circle symbolized by
the figures of Anna Mintzlova and Sabashnikova, her ward. Ivanov selected his
семафора./Зеленеет огонек./Небо в зареве лиловом,/Свет лиловый – на снегах”). See: HansenLöve 2003: 449.
688
See: Hansen-Löve 2003: 474-475.
689
“…на первый план выступают образы визуальные, долженствующие обрисовать те новые
[лиловые] миры, в которых оказался художник. Напомним, что их первоначальный цвет –
пурпурно-лиловый, но позже начинаются сине-лиловые сумерки, означающие хаос, а то и
гибель. При этом Блок решительно утверждает объективность и реальность этих миров”. See:
Богомолов 1999-а: 194.
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stepdaughter Vera as a continuator of the “spirit” of his late wife, as a mystical
“channel” for connecting to her “life beyond the grave” (a role that earlier had been
filled by Mintzlova herself).
The myth-creating lifestyle690 at the Ivanovs’ “Tower” house on
Tavricheskaia Street (House 25, Apartment 24) led to the rise of the peculiar meetings
known as the “Wednesdays” (or “Ivanov’s Wednesdays”), codified by their frequent
chairman, Nikolai Berdiaev. It is well-known that these “Wednesdays” were a
“unique” sort of literary-philosophical meetings that took place at this house in the
early 1900s. Ivanov and his family had moved to St. Petersburg in July 1905, and
already by September, the Ivanovs had begun to arrange friendly meetings for guests
on Wednesdays. In this context, Ivanov wrote Briusov on September 20, 1905:
“Wednesday is our friends’ day”.691 The first “Wednesdays” had taken place at the
end of August.692
As time progressed, the friendly creative gatherings at the Ivanovs’ “Tower”
(so called because guests were received in the angular semicircular room on the sixth
floor) began to be transformed into rather well-attended nighttime meetings with a set
order and well-defined playful rituals.693 The meetings very soon became quite
famous among all the “fashionable” circles of St. Petersburg at the time. Guests
usually arrived at the Tower no earlier than eleven o’clock at night, and dispersed “[at
the hour of guests’ leaving] when the fat old sun beat down on the roofs”.694 The first
of these “Wednesdays” to be conducted in the spirit of the “new style” of which Belyi
also speaks in his memoirs, took place on December 7, 1905; Zinovieva-Annibal
described this evening in a letter to M.M. Zamiatnina dated December 11, 1905.695
The essence of this “new style”, apparently, was the establishment of a special duty
for the formal “front-man”, who steered the course of all the intellectual disputations
taking place (the meetings usually began with these disputes). We know that Nikolai
Berdiaev often assumed the role of chairman at the meetings.
Among the themes that immediately began to play a role in these
“Wednesdays”, some were very significant to life-creation. Concepts such as “art and
socialism”, “romanticism and the contemporary soul”, “happiness”, “individualism
and new art”, “the actor of the future”, “religion and mysticism”, “solitude”, and
“mystical anarchism” were passionately debated and discussed. After the
disputations, poetry was usually recited, often in a theatrical fashion. Most of the
reminiscences state that almost all of the poets who attended the meetings read their
own works. A notoriously famous “Wednesday” took place on the night of December
28, 1905. On that Wednesday a police squad unexpectedly showed up at the Ivanovs’
and subjected the twenty-seven guests participating in the meeting to a meticulous
search.696 This nighttime search occasioned Merezhkovskii’s writing of a famous
690

See the recent informative collection: Шишкин 2006. See also Бердяев 1916: 95-100.
“Среда день наших приятелей”. See: Литературное Наследство, vol. 85 (1976), 485.
692
See: Бердяев 1916: 96.
693
See Ханзен-Леве’s essay “Искусство как игра” (1996: 8-21).
694
“…в час расхода гостей, когда толстое солнце палило над крышами ”. On this see Belyi’s
memoirs (1990-a: 82).
695
See: Литературное Наследство, vol. 92/3, (1982), 233.
696
Vladimir Piast’s letter to Belyi see Ibid.: 236. See also later recollections about this event in Пяст
1997: 107-118.
691
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newspaper pamphlet, in which he requested that the Minister of Internal Affairs
return his hat that the soldiers performing the searches had allegedly stolen.
A good description of the makeup of the participants in the Tower meetings at
this period is given by a letter written by Zinovieva-Annibal to M. Zamiatnina. This
letter is dated January 19, 1906, and describes the meeting on January 18. One can
learn many interesting “insider” details from this text and build one’s understanding
of what was usually happening there during the weekly meetings. Also important in
the context of this letter is the list compiled by Ivanov of all the participants who were
present at the meeting. Among the names we find many ‘cultural heroes’ of the era
like Berdiaev, Blok, Briusov, Filosofov, Gorodetskii, Kuzmin, Sologub, Aleksandr
Kondratiev, Walter Nouvel’, Vladimir Piast, and Aleksei Remizov. Those present
were divided in the list by conventional ‘professional’ categories such as
“composers”, “artists”, “actors”, and “poets”.697
Besides the people who were already named, there were of course, many
others who were part of the cultural, philosophical, and artistic elite of the era who
frequently attended Ivanov’s Tower. Andrei Belyi in his memoirs noted that “poets,
sectarians, philosophers, god-seekers, and correspondents” had all been present. Piast
remarked that, in time, “meta-artists”, “meta-musicians”, and “meta-writers” (as he
labelled them)698 began to show up. After some time passed, Berdiaev wrote that the
meetings at the Ivanovs’ “lost their intimate character and became too wellattended”.699 The “Wednesdays” continued up until December 1906, when
Zinovieva-Annibal became seriously ill with pneumonia. After her return from the
hospital in the spring of 1907, only a few scattered meetings were held. In the fall of
that year, on October 17, Zinovieva-Annibal died after contracting scarlet fever; as
Berdiaev had put it, “the soul [of the ‘Wednesdays’] died” along with her.700
In 1908, the “Wednesdays” were temporarily resurrected, but by then their
original character had clearly changed. Blok wrote in a letter to his mother, “The
Wednesdays are not the same any more – they are dull and somewhat boring”.701 The
general makeup of the attendees changed, as well: particularly, future participants of
the Poets’ Workshop began to show up, people such as Anna Akhmatova, Nikolai
Gumilev, E. Ju. Kuz’mina-Karavaeva, Osip Mandel’shtam; Aleksei Tolstoi and
Velimir Khlebnikov also came. Khlebnikov satirically and allegorically described one
of these latter-period “Wednesdays” in his poem, “I Saw the Pitch Boiling” (“Передо
мной варился вар”).702
We can conclude that Ivanov’s Tower was one of the most significant centers
of St. Petersburg’s literary and life-creationist bohemian life,703 a place where writers
together with all kinds of other artists were meeting, living and discussing their
aesthetical and philosophical issues.
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In the Tower, but outside the “serious Wednesdays”, several other aesthetic
circles of a bit more playfully “secret” and “intimate” nature also took shape. One of
these was the myth-creating and life-creationist “Hafiz Tavern” or “society of
Hafizites”.704 Each one of the participants in this “society” played his or her own role
and had a special mythological name attached to him or her—that is, a sort of
theatricalized life-creationist mask. All of this theatricalization of everyday life, like
the so-called “Tower Theater” (in which Meyerkhol’d took part) that grew out of it,
comprised the essence of the model of life-creation that Ivanov (and his wife, when
she was alive) took out into the world. In general, it is firmly established and known
that the “friends of Hafiz” constituted a sort of friendly literary circle that existed in
1906 and 1907 in St. Petersburg.
As it is reported in various sources, among the regular members of the
Hafizites’s circle705 were Sergei Auslender, Lev Bakst, Berdiaev, Gorodetskii,
Zinovieva-Annibal and Ivanov themselves, Kuzmin, Nouvel’, and Konstantin Somov.
The meetings (or “suppers” [вечери], using the word usually limited to The Christ’s
Supper) took place in the Tower. The first convened on May 2, 1906, and the next
four followed in quick succession. Judging by the correspondence of the participants
in the “society”, the Hafizites’ meetings continued on through the first half of 1907.
The circle is mentioned for the last time in an August 20 1907 letter from Nouvel’ to
Kuzmin: “So, there will no longer be any Hafiz. That’s certain. But maybe something
will come up to ‘take its place’. That would be interesting”.706
In contrast to the “crowded” “Wednesdays” that were taking place in the
Tower in about the same time frame, the “society of Hafizites” kept its more intimate
nature. The nature of this “society” had all the features of a sort of closed “circle of
initiates”, and in the organization of the meetings, one can observe many formal
aspects of a mythopoetic and literary game. Nikolai Bogomolov, who has extensively
studied the Hafizites phenomenon, observes that the participants created their own
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mythology for the circle, with reference to the ancient Eastern and Greek cultures of
“merrymaking” and “love poetry”. The most important aspect of the life-creationist
activities of the circle, it seems to me, is the fact that practically all the members had
their own attached mythopoetic masks and aliases. Accordingly, Ivanov was called
“al-Rumi” or “Hyperion”; Zinovieva-Annibal imagied herself to be “Diotima”;
Berdiaev, “Solomon”; Kuzmin was either “Antinous” or “Charicles”; Somov,
“Aladdin”; Nouvel’ was known as “Petronius”, “Corsaire”, or “Renouveau”; Bakst,
“Apelles”; Gorodetskii, “Zane” or “Hermes”; and Auslender, “Ganymede”.707 In
keeping with this new mythology, St. Petersburg was called “Petrobagdad”, and
Ivanov’s apartment ascended to the rank of “tabernacle” of Hafiz. [Double
apostrophes in entir paragraph]
This circle of participants was roughly portrayed in Ivanov’s poetic narrative,
“To the Friends of Hafiz”, which was subtitled “Second Supper. May 8, 1906, in
Petrobagdad. Meeting the Guests”:
Ты, Антиной-Харикл, и ты, о Диотима,
И ты, утонченник скучающего Рима –Петроний, иль Корсар, и ты, Ассаргадон,
Иль мудрых демонов начальник - Соломон,
И ты, мой Аладин, – со мной, Гиперионом,
Дервишем Эль-Руми, – почтишь гостей поклоном!
...
Друзья-избранники, внемлите: пусть измена
Ничья не омрачит священных сих трапез!
Храните тайну их! – Ты, Муза-Мельпомена,
Ты, кравчий Ганимед, стремительный Гермес… 708
(“You, Antinous-Charicles, and you, oh Diotyma / And you, an aesthete of bored
Rome – / Petronius, or Le Corsaire, or you, Assargadon / Or you, the master of wise
demons, Solomon / And you, my Aladdin – with me, Hyperion, the Dervish El Rumi
/ – Will honour the guests with a bow! /…/ My friends, the chosen ones, hark: may no
one’s treason / Overshadow these sacred meals! / Pray, keep them secret! – You, the
muse named Melpomene / You, Ganymed the cupbearer, and you, swift Hermes...).
Those attending the “suppers” were artististically dressed in a corresponding
playful manner, and the setting and atmosphere were extremely theatricalized and
unusual. Kuzmin noted details appropriate to this atmosphere in his diary: “Ivanov
was already dressed, and Somov was dressing others; he is a born costumer. Perhaps
more decorative than anyone was Berdiaev, disguised as Solomon. ... The clothes,
and the colors, and sitting on the floor, and the semicircular window in the
background, and the lights below, all disposed us to a certain freedom of speech,
gestures, and feelings. The clothing, the unusual name, and [addressing each other
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informally as] ‘Ty’ [instead of using the formal ‘Vy’], all change the relations [among
the participants]”.709
In 1906, Kuzmin dedicated his own playful poem to those “suppers” where he
describes the setting and the nature of the meetings. It is titled “In a Dainty Garland,
the inscription on the Frieze tells ‘This is the Tavern of the Sage and Poet Hafiz’”
(Нежной гирляндою надпись гласит у карниза: ‘Здесь кабачок мудреца и поэта
Гафиза’):
Мы стояли,
Молча ждали
Пред плющом обвитой дверью.
Мы ведь знали:
Двери звали
К тайномудрому безделью.
….С новым зельем
Новосельем
…Тут улыбки лишь пристойны.
Нам утеха Привкус меха,
И движенья кравчих стройны.
В нежных пудрах
Златокудрых
Созерцаем мы с любовью,
В круге мудрых,
Любомудрых
Чаши вин не пахнут кровью.
Мы - как пчелы,
Вьемся в долы,
Сладость роз там сбираем,
Горы - голы,
Ульи - полы,
Мы туда свой мед слагаем.
Двери звали
(Мы ведь знали)
К тайномудрому безделью…”. 710
(“We were standing / We were waiting / At the door adorned with ivy / Since we
knew: / The doors were summoning / Us to secret and wise idleness / With a new
potion / And a new Home / Only smiles are here becoming / Our delight / Is a taste of
fur / And the cupbearers moving nimbly / Tenderly powdered, golden-curly/ We are
watching with love / Within the circle of the wise / Of the wisdom-seeking / Cups of
wine don’t smell of blood / Like bees we / Swarm in valleys / Gathering there the
709
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sweetness of roses / Mountains are naked / Beehives are hollow / It’s in there we lay
our honey / The doors were summoning / (Since we knew) / Us to secret and wise
idleness…”).
Intrinsic to the assembled “suppers” of this group were the distinct features of
an artistic extravaganza that combined literature, music, and visual art into a
synaesthetic life-creationist work of art. In his fragmented diary, Ivanov observed on
June 17, 1906: “Hafiz should be made completely an art. Each supper should be
contemplated in advance and should flow according to the program we have jointly
developed. Socializing among friends should be periodically interrupted by the
performance of the next scheduled ‘numbers’ in this program, which are meant for
the attention of everyone in the society as a whole. These numbers will be poems,
singing, music, dance, storytelling, and the delivery of maxims that can serve also as
theses for debates; likewise, several collective activities, the devising of which will
also be a responsibility of the organizer of the soirée”.711 The private mythology of
the circle was reflected in Ivanov’s poetry,712 as well as that of his “confidants”—
Gorodetskii and, as introduced above, Kuzmin. In this life-creationist context,
Auslender’s short story “Notes of Ganymede”713 is very telling. Gorodetskii has been
completely re-embodied there into his character’s mask and has developed a
corresponding playful aesthetics of behavior and life.
On the level of truly “open” eroticism, however, not everything in the life and
functioning of the circle was so unambiguous. Judging, for example, a 1934 note in
Kuzmin’s memoirs, one should not exaggerate the ‘true’ sexual aspect of the circle.
Kuzmin was keen to confess that “if one excludes the fact that [Zinovieva-Annibal]
was sniveling at Bakst, and [Ivanov] was awkwardly sidling up to Gorodetskii,
giggling and losing his pince-nez for a moment, then there was no particular lechery
or debauchery that was contrary to ordinary drinking parties”.714
As Manfred Schruba has observed, the intent of the “Hafiz parties” was rather
more evident in the intellectual and spiritual sphere.715 The participant in the circle
was offered a commented reading, with annotations, of a variety of poems. There
were frequent further discussions of various artistic projects that had failed to
materialize along with conversations on various themes touching on the general place
of religion in the life. Endless discussions were devoted to meditating on the essence
of the creative work of the artist, on archaic paganism, Eros, and the like. Not
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insignificant in all this, of course was the life-creationist physical context involved in
the inter-personal experimental system of relationships and liasons.
In the context of the activities of the Tower and the “Hafiz group”, there were
also supplementary developments in the triangular sexual relationships between
Ivanov, Zinovieva-Annibal, and Gorodetskii, as well as with Voloshin’s nominal
wife, Sabashnikova; here, also, the homosexual romance between Kuzmin and
Somov arose.
Not a few self-fashioning myths took shape around the “Hafiz group”. Quite a
bit of rumor and gossip about the “Hafiz parties” arose both in the literary and metaliterary beau monde of St. Petersburg–Moscow and that of the Russian emigrants in
Paris. For example, Gippius wrote to Briusov: “I received your brief letter from St.
Petersburg, but I still don’t have the ‘Petersburg impressions’ you promised. And I’m
waiting impatiently, because from who but you would I enjoy hearing about
Viacheslav Ivanov’s new ‘secret’ society? ... [I] thought that you would amuse me
with none other than those secrets”.716
To a great extent, the conception of another, very original “Tower” group
called “Phias” was close to the ideas and spirits of the “Hafizites”. As Manfred
Schruba has pointed out, in opposition to the “Wednesdays” and the “Hafizites”,
“Phias” was more clearly delineated as a “women’s” kind of group.717 This circle
‘lived out’ its existence in November and December of 1906, also in St. Petersburg,
and its meetings were a bit more selectively and intimately “constricted” in their
nature. The meetings were organized by Zinovieva-Annibal and took place in their
apartment in the same Tower, in parallel to the “Wednesdays”. The name of the group
came from a Greek word designating a “bacchic dance” or “a triumphant procession
of male and female bacchanalians”.718 The predominantly female character of the
activities of this group theoretically allows us to suggest the possibility of a lesbian
component in its functions.719 One of the related proofs of the immense significance
of the Bacchic ideas in Ivanov’s private mythology as represented via this circle is
depicted in Ivanov’s poem “Quiet Phias”.720 On his May 4, 1906 gift inscription to
Konstantin Siunnerberg in the poetry collection entitled Transparency
(“Прозрачность”) we read: “For the dearest Konstantin Aleksandrovich Siunnerberg,
[a fellow poet and fellow participant in the Phiases, and torchbearer, Tsakles]”.721
According to Sabashnikova, Zinovieva-Annibal aspired to “bring together a
closed group of women, a sort of constellation that would help each soul to freely
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disclose something natively its own”.722 In a letter of November 11, 1906 to M.M.
Zamiatnina Zinovieva-Annibal wrote: “My women’s Phias took shape almost by
accident, or rather elementally, in and of itself. I’m waiting for you participate in
it”.723 These meetings were initially conceived to be similar to those of the “friends of
Hafiz”. Sabashnikova in later life reminisced about that time and that group: “We
were supposed to be called by other names and to wear different clothes in order to
create an atmosphere that would elevate us above ordinariness”.724
Among the women in the group were also Liubov’ Blok (who used the name
“Beatrice” in the group), Sabashnikova (“Primavera”) and Georgii Chulkov’s wife
Nadezhda. Zinovieva-Annibal continued to use her “Hafizite” name, “Diotima”, in
this circle as well.725 There were also occasional visitors, apparently, like “a certain
teacher from from the people’s school, who, misunderstanding the essence of the
affair, behaved rather bacchically”.726 The “Phias” group was yet another attempt, so
to speak, to embody in life the utopian ideas of myth-creation and life-building
connected to Ivanov. However, according to Sabashnikova’s regretful and
melancholic words, “no new spirituality whatsover came [out of these meetings]”.727
3.9. The Communal Life-Creation of Maksimilian Voloshin
Maksimilian Voloshin is particularly interesting in my context as a personification of
the self-fashioning mask of the Poet who plays the role of the “ancient god”.728 I will
also pay attention to the peculiar commune of the Koktebel’ “blockheads” (коммуна
коктебельских обормотов), where we see the all-encompassing theatricalization of
daily life that close resembles that in Ivanov’s “Tower”.729 Voloshin’s “Poet’s House”
functioned in this respect as a peculiar aesthetic continuum of a holistic kind of “life
activity”. This “asylum” (in the desert-like [at that time] area of Koktebel’ and Kara
Dag Mountain) played a significant role in Russian cultural life in the first three
decades of the twentieth century. The myth-creationist “Crimean text” is particularly
interesting in Cherubina de Gabriak’s case.
In her infamous “Confession” Cherubina de Gabriak characterizes the lifecreationist conflict that arose between Gumilev, Volsoshin and herself, all
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participants of the “Koktebel’ commune”. This conflict would later lead to Voloshin
and Gumilev’s real duel.730 In her text Cherubina tells “I found out that [Voloshin]
loved me, and had loved me for a long time; [but] I laid it all out to him, and did not
hide anything from him. He said to me, sadly, ‘Choose for yourself. But if you go to
Gumilev, I will despise you.’ The choice was already made, but [Gumilev]
nonetheless was still like a sort of perfumed scarlet carnation to me. I kept thinking, ‘I
want both of them, why do I have to choose?!’ I asked [Gumilev] to leave, without
telling him anything. He took this to be a whim, but he left, and until the autumn
(September), I lived the best days of my life. It was then that Cherubina was born. I
became totally off-limits to [Gumilev], torturing him and teasing him; but he was
patient, and kept asking me to marry him. But I was getting ready to marry
[Voloshin]. Why did I torture [Gumilev] so? Why didn’t I make him leave me? This
was not greed, it was also love. I have two hearts, and one of them faithfully loved
one of them alone, and the other [heart], the other [man]”.731
The Crimea and Koktebel’ were of paramount importance to Voloshin. As
Lavrov, who has carefully studied the poet’s relation to this geographical space,
observes: “the Cimmerian expanses revealed to Voloshin-as-wanderer not only their
timeless features but also the possibility of traveling through time: the poet perceived
the Crimea as a part of the Mediterranean that revealed layer after layer of the legend
of bygone eras and as a crossroads between the different cultures that left their mark
here. For Voloshin, Koktebel’ gradually came to be a symbolic image of creation in
which all the various ‘faces of the earth’ and the traces of its history and culture
accumulated, and the ‘Sad region of Cimmeria’ a universal paradigm of an existence
that presented all the unity of diversity and of the unity that absorbed all diversity”.732
Koktebel’ gave Voloshin a chance to escape from the ‘mechanical’ civilization that
was alien to him into a world of nature, of natural human relationships, and of a
connected, organic culture”.733 To this we should add the well-known statement that
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мучила его, смеялась над ним, а он терпел и все просил меня выйти за него замуж. А я
собиралась выходить замуж за М.А. Почему я так мучила Н.С.? Почему не отпускала его от
себя? Это не жадность была, это была тоже любовь. Во мне есть две души, и одна из них верно
любила одного, другая другого”. See her text in Волошин 1990-б: 197.
732
“Киммерийские пространства открывали Волошину-странствователю не только свои
извечные черты, но и возможность путешествия во времени: поэт воспринимал Крым как часть
Средиземноморья, открывающую слой за слоем предания ушедших веков, как перекресток
дорог между различными культурами, оставившими здесь свой след. Постепенно Коктебель
становится для Волошина символическим образом мироздания, в котором аккумулируются все
многоразличные ‘лики земли’, следы ее истории и культуры, а ‘Киммерии печальная область’ универсальной парадигмой бытия, являющего все единство разнообразия и вбирающего все
разнообразие единства. ... Коктебель дает возможность Волошину уйти от чуждой ему
‘механической’ цивилизации в мир природы, естественных человеческих отношений и
преемственной, органической культуры”. See: Лавров 2007-а: 261.
733
See: Ibid.
731
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the uniqueness of the Crimea lies in, among other things, its special topography and
geography. A mini-model of “planet Earth”, “planet Crimea” has within itself almost
all the applicable types of spaces: there are mountains, deserts, sea, forests, lakes, and
steppes. That is, “all the earth” is literally in it, only compressed, as it were, in
miniature.
“Quite seriously”, Voloshin wrote, “I really think that the Koktebel’ landscape
is one of the most beautiful landscapes on earth that I have ever seen. Actually, not
only should one think about the landscape a lot: one should also do a great deal of
comparison. And from all of my extensive wanderings in life, more than anything, I
have compared just that – the landscape. Landscapes have the most diverse ages.
There are quite young landscapes as well as those of remote antiquity. This is why the
landscape, as the face of a country, can also be as diverse as the face of humanity.
Everything that the earth has experienced in reflected in the landscape. ... In quite a
few aspects, Koktebel’ is reminscent of the landscape of Greece. It is quite bleak, but
at the same time, quite varied”.734
For Voloshin it became vital to emphasize that the specifics of the
geographical life of Koktebel’ as it were voluntaristically shaped from themselves a
peculiar repository of life-activities; the Koktebel’ landscape, in a myth-creating
fashion, resurrected a history lost in time, which conferred a unique and special lifeshaping functionality upon the Koktebel’ “blockhead colonists”. It gave them a kind
of special energy that was essentially impossible to find in other parts of the Russian
Empire. The Koktebel’ poet-colonist was supposed to consider him- or herself,
depending on the context, an ancient Greek, or an Italian peasant, or a Genoese
merchant. “Kara Dag, with its snowbanks and peaks, is situated in the same position
with respect to the Kerch Peninsula as Vesuvius is to the Phlegraean Fields. And its
jags and peaks, visible from the deepest Kerch steppes, are a portal to some kind of
unknown fantastic country of which one can form an impression from Bogaevskii’s
painted landscapes”.735
The “Koktebel’ summers” of the communal life-creationists were described
insightfully (although in a relatively cursory way) in the memoirs (recently published
in full) of a young observer, Leonid Feinberg.736 These sojourns should be mentioned
as a most significant element in the construction of the “Koktebel’ myth” (and text)
within the more widespread “Crimean myth” (and text), both created by Voloshin in
those years. The “Poet’s House”, hospitably open to the “erratic stars” of Russian
modernism who yearned to visit “planet Koktebel’”, in my opinion becomes the main
734

“…Я все-таки совершенно серьезно думаю, что коктебельский пейзаж - один из самых
красивых земных пейзажей, которые я видел. Вообще, о пейзаже нужно не только очень много
думать, но и много сравнивать. А я из всех своих обширных странствий в жизни больше всего
сравнивал именно пейзаж. У пейзажа есть самый разнообразный возраст. Есть пейзажи совсем
молодые и есть - глубокой древности. Потому что пейзаж, как лицо страны может быть также
разнообразен, как человеческое лицо. Все, что пережито землей, все отражено в пейзаже. ...
Коктебель очень многими сторонами напоминает пейзаж Греции. Он очень пустынен и, в то же
время, очень разнообразен. See the “Diary of the Poet’s House”. See: Волошин 2000: 287.
735
“…Карадаг находится в таком же положении к Керченскому полуострову, с его увалами и
сопками, как Везувий к Флегрейским полям. А его собственные зубцы и пики, видимые из
глубины керченских степей, являются порталом какой-то неведомой фантастической страны, о
которой можно составить представление по пейзажам Богаевского”. Ibid.
736
See the new edition of his reminiscences: Фейнберг 2006: 9-172.
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“nucleus” of this context. In Feinberg, we find a quintessential description of the
features of Voloshin’s external appearance that shaped the general outlines of his
personal life-creationist myth. There we meet the important topic of “resurrecting”
remote antiquity737 and recreating ancient poetics in the personal example of
everyday behavior: “The massive solidity of his whole body was striking: not
excessive corpulence, but rather strength. He was dressed in some sort of chlamys,
brownish-purple in color that went down to his ankles and was belted with some sort
of thick cord that was almost like rope. On his bare feet, he had Caucasus-style
slippers... One more thing: his thick hair, not curly but with smooth waves in it, was
tied back with braided grass. ... [H]is mother was like the leader of an ancient Gallic
tribe, and Voloshin himself reminded one of a head Druid priest”.738
Ekaterina Bal’mont reminisced about Voloshin’s Paris period, emphasizing
the peculiar eccentricity of his external appearance, which never remained unnoticed
by people he met (she refers to Voloshin as “Max”): “We lived at her [i.e., the
landlady’s] place for two years, and grew quite close to her. She was a Polish woman
living in Paris, an intelligent and educated woman. She was very interested in Max
when she got to know him better, and she confessed to me that she had not wanted to
let us live there because of “ce drôle de bonhomme” (that strange fellow). She was
struck by his strange appearance. Despite her experience, she didn’t know what
category of people to put him in. Everything about him seemed puzzling and
contradictory to her. ...Max would wear wide velvet pants like the workers used to
wear at that time, and despite that, he would wear fashionable vests and jackets, but
instead of a coat over them, he would wear a hooded cape and a top hat. ‘He looks
like a good guy, but there’s something of the charlatan and mesmerist [magnetizer] in
him’. In answer to that, I told her that Max really did have a magnetic force in him,
by his bare hands he could cure nervous disorders, and that I and many of my
737

Comparisons of Voloshin to the mythogenic hairy, bearded, and powerful figure of Zeus or Jupiter
are remarkable frequent. Here for example, is a remark made by Evgeniia Gertzyk, who knew
Voloshin well: “It was not in a noisy environment that I best remember the solitary, wintry Max—
Jupiter Fluxior [Jupiter, Radiating (light)]. He was always so like his stone look-alike—the idol of
Zeus—when, in a long period of motionlessness, he would hang his grayed mane over tiny
watercolors”. See the excerpt “From a book of Memoirs” by Gertsyk in Волошин 1990. I would like
also to mention a line of Velimir Khlebnikov’s, “The Zeus sculpted from the manor’s mortar,/ does not
want to pull out his garland from the silence of curtains”; all things considered, it referred specifically
to Voloshin, as it was made in connection to the “Garland of sonnets” entitled Corona astralis, which
was written by Voloshin in August 1909 at Koktebel’ and dedicated to the Apollonian Koktebel’ figure
of “Cherubina de Gabriak” (= Elizaveta Dmitrieva). (“Из теста помещичьего изваянный Зевес / Не
хочет свой ‘венок’ вытаскивать из-за молчания завес”). This is from Khlebnikov’s satire,
“Карамора, № 2-ой”, first published in November 1909, and reproduced in Хлебников 1928-1933-б:
80. Aleksandr Lavrov notes that “Voloshin’s appearance most often evoked ancient, ‘heathen’
associations, which could also be explained by his favorite form of unusual dress (a shapeless white
linen garment similar to Greek garb) and his iconic resemblance to the bust of Zeus of Otricoli, which
he himself noticed: ‘I recognize myself in the features / Of the Otricoli idol’”. See: Лавров 2007-а:
262-263.
738
“Поражала массивная плотность всей его фигуры: не чрезмерная полнота, скорее - мощь.
Одет он был в какую-то хламиду, коричнево-лиловую, доходящую до щиколоток, подпоясан
каким-то толстым шнуром, почти веревкой. На босых ногах – чувяки... Еще одно: его густые
волосы, не курчавые, но плавно-волнистые, были перевязаны жгутом из трав. ... его мать была
похожа на вождя древнегалльского племени, сам Волошин напоминал главного друидического
жреца”. See: Фейнберг 2006: 71. See also Волошин 1990-a: 271.
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acquaintances had personally experienced that. Once, while examining our landlady’s
palms, he half-jokingly started to talk about her personality and her past, “things that
nobody, I mean nobody, knew”; after that, she was convinced that Max was an
extraordinary person, a true original, but nonetheless sincere and truthful, which
surprised her more than anything else”.739
Various sources of memoir evidence attest to Voloshin’s “assuming a role” in
the context of his external appearance. The following, for example, was in an account
by Aleksandr Amfiteatrov: “‘For pity’s sake!’ exclaimed M.A. Potapenko (the wife
of the famous novelist). What’s he like? A peasant!—shoulders wide as a door, a big
old beard like a robbers’ boss, enough red in his cheeks for a whole bunch of country
girls doing a round dance, and a booming voice – like he could yell from the left bank
of the Seine over to the right bank. And he’s alway talking about mysticism and
occultism, and in such a dying-out whisper, as if he were worn-out and any moment
might die right there in front of you and himself turn into a ghost. You really can’t tell
about him—is he putting on airs, playing a role, or is he really crazy? Some kind of
miracle-worker he is!”.740 The term “miracle-worker” is worth noticing here: later, it
would become central to the life-creationist “image” of Voloshin’s younger
contemporary, Daniil Kharms.741
In this sketch of Voloshin’s character and personal manners, the memoirist
explains one feature of his existence as a man and a creative person that is quite
pertinent to my description: “His behind-their-backs love affair with the imaginary
countess [Cherubina de Gabriak] is the best proof of a basic feature in Voloshin’s
nature, which I’d call his ‘imagining everything’”.742 Amfiteatrov continues: “There
was a need to ‘imagine’ in him, which he couldn’t help, and completely at odds with
739

“…мы прожили у нее два года и очень сблизились с ней. Она была полька, жившая в
Париже, умная и образованная женщина. Она очень заинтересовалась Максом, когда
познакомилась с ним ближе, и созналась мне, что не хотела пускать нас к себе из-за ‘ce drole de
bonnhomme’ (Этот чудак). Он поразил ее своим странным видом. Несмотря на свой опыт, она
не знала, к какому разряду людей его отнести. Все в нем казалось ей непонятным и
противоречивым ... Макс ходил в широких бархатных брюках, как носили тогда рабочие, и при
этом - в модных жилетах и пиджаках, а поверх надевал вместо пальто накидку с капюшоном и
цилиндр. ‘Похож на доброго ребенка, но есть что-то и от шарлатана и магнетизера’. На это я ей
сказала, что у Макса действительно есть магнетическая сила, он наложением рук излечивал
нервные боли, что я и многие мои знакомые испытывали на себе. После того как он однажды,
рассматривая ладони нашей хозяйки, стал полушутя говорить о ее характере и ее прошлом
“вещи, которые никто-никто не знал”, - она убедилась, что Макс - человек необычайный, на
самом деле оригинал, и притом искренний и правдивый, что ее больше всего удивляло”. See
Ekaterina Bal’mont: “Редко кто умел так слушать, как он” in Волошин 1990-a: 97.
740
“…Помилуйте! - восклицала М.А.Потапенко (супруга знаменитого романиста). – На что
похоже? Мужик – косая сажень в плечах, бородища – как у разбойничьего есаула, румянца в
щеках достаточно на целый хоровод деревенских девок, и голос зычный – хоть с левого берега
Сены на правый кричать. А говорит все о мистицизме да об оккультизме – и таким гаснущим
шепотом, словно расслабленный и сейчас пред вами умрет и сам превратится в привидение.
Даже не разберешь в нем, что он – ломается, роль на себя напустил, или бредит взаправду?
Чудодей какой-то!”. See Амфитеатров: in Волошин 1990-a: 133.
741
For some examples of life-creationist theatricalization of his appearance by Kharms, in the context
of a “play”, see: Иоффе 2006-б: 325-347.
742
“Заочный роман с небывалой графиней (Черубине де Габриак) - наилучший показатель
основной черты в характере М. Волошина, я назову ее воображательством”. Амфитеатров in
Волошин 1990-a: 135.
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his happiness to be alive, to imagine mainly anything weird, supernatural, or mystical.
He imagined with such strength and vividness that he could convince not only others
of the reality of his fantasies and illusions, but himself, too, which is quite a bit
harder”.743
The whole spirit of life at the Koktebel’ house (or, as Barbara Walker prefers
calling it, the “colony” or “circle” of the eccentric “blockheads” assembled there) was
literally permeated with life-creationist theatricalization.744 Feinberg confirms this
fact from the minutest details of representation of the blockheads’ life at that time (the
early 1910s): “Elena Ottobal’dovna came down into the garden from the terrace and
started blowing into her little trumpet. Sounds came out of it, some clear and some
raucous, devoid of any musical sense at all. It was the call to dinner. I understood this
when some woman brought out a pile of dishes”.745
Voloshin was perceived and “described” by those around him quite in the spirit
of an exhilarating theatricalization, which accentuated the fundamental directions of
his mythopoetics. The same attitude can be traced, for example, in the remarkable
travestied “Sonnet” written by the fellow-artist Yuliia Obolenskaia:
“Всевластный Киммерии господин, / Средь обормотов ревностного клира / Ты
царствуешь, как властный бог Один, / Ты - Коктебеля пламенная лира. /
Поутру к морю ты идешь один, / Из темноты всходя как солнце мира, /
Косматая волочится порфира / За шагом бога скандинавских льдин. / Как
шпагою, владея всяким метром, / Ты средь поэтов пребываешь mаitrе’ом. /
Гостеприимен твой убогий кров. / К тебе спешат неведомые иксы, / И, тайны
с них сорвав глухой покров, / Из них являешь миру фернампиксы!”.746
(“The all-powerful master of ancient Cimmeria,/ Among the blockheads of the
zealous clergy/ you reign, as mighty god Odin, you’re the One,/ You are the fiery lyre
of Koktebel’,/ You go to the sea alone in the morning,/ You emerge from the dark
like the sun of the world,/ The hairy purple is dragged after you/ After the step of the
God of Scandinavian ice. / You master metre as you master sword,/ You’re a true
maitre of all the poets./ Your squalid abode is always hospitable./ The unknown X-s
hurry to you,/ You tear off the impervious cover of mystery,/ And then you show the
world the precious stones from Koktebel’”).
Emphasizing the global character of Voloshin’s propensity toward the
“playful mystification” of Koktebel’ life and its atmosphere, Feinberg observed:
743

“В нем жила непреодолимая потребность “воображать” - и, совсем вразрез с его
жизнерадостностью, воображать по преимуществу что-нибудь жуткое, сверхъестественное,
мистическое. Воображал же он с такой силой и яркостью, что умел убеждать в реальности
своих фантазий и иллюзий не только других, но и самого себя, что гораздо труднее”. Ibid.
744
Typical in this respect is the title of Elizaveta Krivoshapkina’s memoirs, “The Jolly Tribe of
‘Blockheads’”. Кривошапкина: 1990: 310-314. For Barbara Walker’ views on the problem of
Voloshin’s “colony” see her 2005: 41-65.
745
“Елена Оттобальдовна сошла с террасы в сад - и начала дуть в свою маленькую трубу.
Раздались звуки, то -звонкие, то - хриплые, лишенные какого-либо музыкального смысла.
Призыв к обеду. Я это понял, когда какая-то женщина принесла груду тарелок”. See Волошин
1990-а: 272.
746
See Волошин 1990-a: 673.
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“Max was amazingly gifted with an ability and an inclination to mystify: to devise
some mystification, and to organize it, and to be an active participant in it. ... [O]nce,
in 1913, a stunningly executed mystification, of which I was lucky enough to be a
witness (but not a participant), ended with the attack of hysteria of the ‘Free Theater’
actress Subbotina, who had come to Koktebel’ at the invitation of her friend Vera
Efron. ...The mystification brought Max squarely together with the group of
participants, although his basic tendency was to be the observer from the sidelines. ...
During the mystification ... the barriers partly broke down. Apart from that, the
accomplices in the mystification discovered themselves, their abilities, and their
nature, with particular clarity. In a game like that, Max ‘communed with existence’,
so to speak”.747
Thanks to the successfully planned real-life experiment (truly a “miracle”) and
several favorable circumstances, the “blockhead tradition” (обормотская традиция)
of Voloshin’s life-creationist “Poet’s House” continued on even into the postrevolution years, right down to the onset of the dark, ruinous Stalinist ‘thirties’. In
those more “vegetarian” times, the relatively young “New Regime” of the Bolsheviks
watched the figure of Voloshin quite amicably and even somewhat interestedly, since
any culturally significant figure from the “ruined world” that did not fight against the
new power was not devoid of a certain symbolic value.
The experimental ambitions of “cultured Bolsheviks”, structured around the
ideas of building a New Man, which in the ‘twenties’ had still not lost their utopian
747

“Макс был изумительно одарен умением и склонностью мистифицировать: и задумывать
мистификацию, и организовывать ее, и быть ее активным участником. ... однажды, в
тринадцатом году, потрясающе проведенная мистификация, свидетелем которой (но не
участником) мне удалось оказаться, завершилась истерическим припадком артистки
‘Свободного театра’ Субботиной, приехавшей в Коктебель по приглашению своей подруги
Веры Эфрон. ...Мистификация вплотную сводила Макса с кругом участников, в то время, как
основное его настроение – быть сторонним наблюдателем. <…> Во время мистификации ...
преграды частично разрушались. Кроме того, соучастники мистификации обнаруживали себя,
свои способности, свой характер с особой четкостью. В такой игре Макс словно бы причащался
к бытию”. See Волошин 1990-a: 135. The inner meaning of this mystification was related to one of
the female inhabitants of Koktebel’, Maia Kjuvilie, who had had typhus, wore a wig over her cleanly
shaved head. In his memoirs Feinberg tells: “They took Maja’s wig off and put a severe black man’s
suit on her. I believe it was a Parisian suit ... A white shirt with a starched collar. A severe necktie,
probably black. They put a pince-nez on her nose. They might have made her just a tiny bit brown with
makeup. The result was a person that didn’t exist. Not a person—a phantom. Ageless: with a young
reddish face, with the skin of a ten-year-old boy, and to go with it, a pince-nez and not a single hair on
her head. There was something frightening in this serious, unsmiling half-apparition. What is more,
this apparition had nothing like the height of a grown man, but nonetheless, it was announced to
Subbotina that this was the poet Sologub. Vera must have asked Subbotina earlier if she had ever seen
Sologub. No? ...Well, just imagine, he’s here, and is a bit odd person... What’s more, he usually loves
to read his poems”. (“С Майи сняли парик и надели на нее строгий черный мужской костюм.
Полагаю, что это был парижский костюм Пра. Белая рубашка с крахмальным воротом. Строгий
галстук, вероятно - черный. На нос одели очки-пенсне. Возможно, ее чуть-чуть подрумянили. В
результате получился человек, какого не бывает. Не человек - фантом. Без возраста: с юным
румяным личиком, с кожей десятилетнего мальчика и вместе с тем - пенсне и на голове ни
волоска. Что-то страшное было в этом серьезном, неулыбчивом полупривидении. Кроме того,
это привидение не вышло ростом со взрослого мужчину, но Субботиной, тем не менее, было
объявлено, что это – поэт Сологуб. Должно быть Вера заранее спросила у Субботиной, видела
ли та когда-нибудь Сологуба? Нет? ... Ну так вот, он здесь, немного странный... Зато охотно
читает свои стихи…”). See all the details quoted in Фейнберг 2007: 159-160.
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urgency, were perceptible in various arenas of the newly-Soviet life and “daily
grind”.748 Against this background, Voloshin’s “creative colony” (or “almost
commune”) in Koktebel’ did not look as strange as it might seem to be to someone
today. The prominent visitors to the Koktebel’ colony were so numerous that even an
‘approximately complete’ list of these personages would hardly fit the present work. I
will only say that an impressive number of “cultural heroes” of the Silver Age visited
Voloshin at Koktebel’ over all the years that the house operated. It would be much
easier to say who was not in this “blockheads” group. Leading this list are Blok and
Sologub – they never visited Voloshin’s Koktebel’.
As Lavrov observed: “Voloshin’s house gradually became a densely
populated retreat and a vacation spot for writers..., the ‘Koktebel’ Volkhoz’, as
Evgenii Zamiatin defined it—‘Voloshin’s Free Magical Farm’. On September 13,
1925, Voloshin informed prose writer A.A. Kipen, ‘I have turned my house into a
free colony for writers, artists, and scholars, and this gives me the chance to see
Russian literature at my home, without traveling to Moscow and [St. Petersburg].’ ...
A stay at Koktebel’, as Voloshin promised in a 1924 letter to A.I. Polkanov, offered
its guests the prospect of “free friendly living with a roommate, where everyone ‘fits
in’ and becomes a fully legimitate member. But for this, one needs: a joyous
acceptance of life, love for people, and contributing one’s share to intellectual life”.749
As the years passed Voloshin’s Koktebel’ garnered fame as a unique cultural center
that had no analogues in the country. Poet and translator Georgii Shengeli called it
‘The Cimmerian Athens’. Voloshin once said that Briusov, when he was talking
about Koktebel’, declared that ‘nowhere in Russia at present is there such a
concentration of remarkably interesting people’”.750
Lavrov suggests a very interesting analogy, comparing the activities at
Voloshin’s house with the unique Order of Thelemites, which trace their etiological
beginnings back to a François Rabelais text: “Voloshin’s Koktebel’ house was an
analogue of the utopian monastic brothers’ Thelemite monastery from Rabelais’s
novel; the spirit of creativity and playfulness lived in it, unconstraint prevailed, as did
mirth and freedom—the indispensable attributes of a genuine culture. ... Andrei Belyi
was right when he called Koktebel’ ‘the whole of the unique life’ of Voloshin, and
the poet himself, ‘the creator of byt’ and ‘the host to the only combination of people
of its kind, who knew how to unite the most contradictory ambitions by uniting souls
in a human way like the mosaic artist composes an unrepeatable picture of the whole
from precious stones’”.751 Lavrov observes that it was here, in this rather strange and
desolate corner of Eastern Crimean region known to almost no one, that by the will of
the fates, Voloshin succeeded to the fullest in realizing “the symbolic precept
formulated in the famous lines of Sologub: ‘I take a piece of life, coarse and poor, and
I create from it a delightful legend, for I am a poet’”.752
The unique setting and the extraordinary hospitality of the hosts who
themselves became a treasure of Art much more valuable than all the everyday and
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formal amenities of the place, played more than a small part in the unique sensation
of “exteriorality” that many guests in the Poet’s House were lucky enought to feel.
“Continental” Russia, with all its conflicts and vicissitudes, seemed at times only a
distant mirage that existed somewhere far off, essentially on another planet, while in
the desolated line of the surf, grass, and severe ridges of the mountains nearby, in the
fanciful imagination of the “blockhead” participants, pictures were drawn of the ages
that had long ago receded into the distant past, ages that were incomparably more
attractive than the one in which they lived. The Koktebel’ house functioned as a sort
of a “smelting pot” that swept away the boundaries of formality in socializing,
imparting through its own spirit the ambitions for freedom, experiment, and
participation in the life-creationist project of the house’s owner. The multicultural
conceptual and historical nature of the Crimea, where in a single horizon, the
civilizations of the Tauri, Greeks, Romans, Scythians, Khazars, Byzantines, Turks,
Tatars, Rusians, Genoese, Ukrainians, and the inhabitants of the neighboring areas all
fused together, suited better than anywhere else the ideology of spiritual exploration
and real life-building experimentation guided by thoroughly selected details of the
carefully interpreted past, the ideology exploited by Voloshin’s Koktebel’ myth. It
was as if history breathed from all the invisible pores of Koktebel’s land, endowing
its inhabitants with a special creative potential, and making them return again and
again to these hospitable shores.

4.0. Preliminary Typology of Symbolist Life-Creation
In the Russian decadent movement, which left its stamp on various forms of aesthetic
interaction with reality, we can identify several types of authorial behavior of a
general pattern, which from a formal point of view might reflect the basic models of
the “life-text” in the period of “heroic” Russian modernism. Based on the written
above one can discern the following main rubrics of Symbolist experimental Lifecreation:
1) The basis of the philosophy of Russian symbolist life-creation was built from
active conceptualization of the legacy of Nikolai Fedorov on the one hand, and of
Vladimir Soloviev on the other (more intensively in the case of the “younger
generation” of symbolists). The idea of transforming the world through the pure
forces of art and through the aesthetic work of the Soul comes from both Fedorov and
Soloviev. The new feminine ‘Sophian apocalypse’, founded on a reanimation of
ancient Platonic and Gnostic models and of a new/old semi-ascetic attitude toward
human physicality and sexuality, is extremely relevant to the younger group of
Russian symbolists (Blok and Belyi).
2) The “decadent” “physiological” life-creation of Valerii Briusov’s circle of
“Symbolist elders”, which purposefully followed the bohemian/French models of the
new urbanistic “accursed” life (alchohol, narcotics, prostitution). An obsession with
“urban” prostitute sex in Briusov, Bal’mont, and in particular, in Blok.
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3) A quest, and an experimental attitude toward “the sex/gender issue”, and the
creation of various “gender” masks, which should largely be associated with the
figure of Zinaida Gippius. The androgenous real-life/behavioral mask of the poetess,
corresponding directly to her literary work. Exactly the same kind of “experiment” in
the arena of sex can be observed among many other symbolist personalities such as
Mikhail Kuzmin, Viacheslav Ivanov, Lidia Zinovieva-Annibal, and others.
4) The whole complex of utopias of creative work, of expectations/hopes for a new
reality, which is first and foremost related to the “argonautism” of Andrei Belyi’s
circle of younger Symbolisits. Directly contiguous to this is the “knightly
consciousness” of aesthetic service to the “beautiful lady” and of the “transformation
into life” of the ideal “fairy tale”. The typologically corresponding “service” to the
‘Beautiful Lady’ in Blok’s early creative work and life. Merezhkovskii’s attempt to
create a “new religious consciousness” can be regarded as a phenomenon somewhat
parallel to the preceding one.
5) The issue of “ideal marriage”, which constituted in itself the confrontation and
mutual life-creation of Belyi and Blok in their attraction to Liubov’ Blok—that is, the
variety of a “Woman Clothed with Sun”. The Sophian/Gnostic interest in the
development of Soloviev’s teachings also singled out ideal marriage.
6) The playful masks of Russian symbolist life-creation. Mythology, “brought to life”
and personified in the form of the theatricalized milieu of Viacheslav Ivanov’s
“Tower”. Various types of “masks” for Ivanov, Briusov, Belyi, Blok, Sologub, and
Voloshin. Cherubina de Gabriak’s mystification of the plane of history. The
activation of mythological masks for Belyi and Briusov, which reaches its quasitheatrical culmination in their poetic duel—the exchange of “arrows” in the name of
the ancient gods.
7) The aspect of “communality” of Russian symbolist life-creation, perceived in the
examples of the “community of the poetic farm” in Voloshin’s Koktebel’ and in
Ivanov’s “Tower”. Similar attempts to construct a “new lifestyle” represent a linkage
with the subsequent chapter of modernist life-creation, namely, with the pragmatic
strategies of the Russian Avant-Gardists, which the next chapter will discuss.
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Concluding summary of chapter 3
The third chapter of the dissertation is intended to be the main descriptive pillar of my
argument. In this chapter I bring together all the major “case-studies” of Russian
Symbolist life-creation that constitute the core of my research. Following the seminal
life-writing definition of Vladislav Khodasevich with regard to the nature of
Symbolist life-creation I discuss the contribution of Nikolai Fedorov and his utopian
ideas. I note that Fedorov’s philosophical legacy was especially relevant for the
“younger generation” of Russian Symbolism. Along with Fedorov I bring in the
corresponding debate on Vladimir Soloviev’s philosophical ideas acclaimed by the
prominent life-creationists of Russian modernism. I discuss the main phenomenon of
Symbolist Lebenskunst through its most typical representatives. I start with Valerii
Briusov’s erotical life-creation. I mention his numerous affairs with prostitutes, his
and Bal’mont’s preoccupation with the “purchasable sex”. Both Briusov and
Bal’mont were obviously imitating the Western decadent models, bringing them onto
Russian soil. I analyze several of their poems that can be held responsible for their
nocturnal wanderings and their fascination with prostitutes’ genitalia. I proceed with
the life-creationist description of some of the other eminent “elder” Symbolists. I start
with the non-traditional “genre-questions” related to Zinaida Gippius and her way of
creating her own private reality in her physical life and in the literature. I discuss
Fedor Sologub’s deviant behaviour with respect to his life-creation, relying on several
memoirs and his major novel The Petty Demon. Most of the chapter is devoted to the
life-creationist episodes of Andrei Belyi and Aleksandr Blok. I bring in all the
necessary life-writing accounts in order to narrate their story in a most detailed way.
Apart of Blok and Belyi the chapter covers the Lebenskunst of Viacheslav Ivanov and
Maksimilian Voloshin.
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Chapter 4.
Pragmatics of the Avant-Garde and Life-Creation (Zhiznetvorchestvo). Towards
an Interpretation of Avant-Garde creative Behavior
0.0. Introductory Remarks.
In his essay, devoted to the theoretical interpretation of the Avant-Garde (primarily
based on Russian sources) Maksim Shapir753 outlined – albeit in the most general
terms – his views on the semiotic nature of Avant-Garde art. In interpreting the
semiotic foundations of the Avant-Garde, Shapir insisted upon emphasizing the
“pragmatics of action”, the dissection and promotion of the idea of the Avant-Gardeas-Provocation and the complex deixis for comprehending the use of Gestures by the
Avant-Garde. One should not forget that the very etiological definition of pragmatics
(from the Greek word prágmatos –act, action) refers directly to the actant/doer and to
the actantial representativeness of the function of language. Speaking in general
terms, pragmatics studies the potential characteristics of any given sign system
seemingly by means of revealing the ineffable, the contextual-behavioral points of
this entire sign system. The current chapter will concern itself primarily with
materials taken from the “revolutionary” Russian Avant-Garde.754 But it will exclude
from this discussion the field of “leftist Life-Building” which followed Avant-Garde
life-creation and was developed in the utopian stream of the early-Bolshevik period
by Sergei Tretiakov, Nikolai Chuzhak and Alexander Bogdanov on the one hand and
the entire “Soviet Constructivist” movement on the other.755
0.1. Pragmatics of Expression and Deixis as Semiotic Determinants of AvantGarde Life-Creation
For a possibly more accurate perceiving of Shapir’s work it may be necessary to
consider how an understanding of the communicative act is realized, produced and
affirmed and how the semiotic reality of sending and receiving of any given
(aesthetic) utterance exists. Thus the problem of deixis may be defined as one of the
key links of the pragmatics of action for each speech event. Here, deixis is
recognized as the contextuality of indicating the very medium in which any speech or
speech-creating activity occurs, and more specifically, any act of a verbal-aesthetic
nature. The deictic nature of expression is referenced by the physical field
(coordinate) positions of real-life circumstances that accompany every
communicative act.
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Deixis in this sense resembles an analogy to that “gestural” practicality which
Shapir addressed in relation to the essence of the Avant-Garde. Not running afield, it
should be noted that it was Karl Bühler, who examined this important psychosomatic
aspect of the functionality of deixis and addressed the question of the
representativeness of utterance in his work. Alluding to its potential suggestiveness,
he named this aspect of language theory demonstratio ad oculos (moment of the
utterance) and deixis towards the imaginary.756 I will return to this Austrian
philosopher of language below.
Deciphering what is conveyed in the signs of one or another utterance
(Äußerung) depends on the presuppositional “performative deixis quality” which I
deem the internal logic of meaning for any concrete communicative utterance.757 It is
particularly important here to point out two aspects: performativity, that is operational
depictiveness or representativeness, and the direct contextuality resulting from this,
thereby producing a complete and indispensable associative semantic chain leading to
the semiotic discerning and decoding of the reported utterance. I would stipulate that
we understand the term “utterance” to mean any contrived, semiotic activity intended
as a declarative act of expression for the purpose of successful semiosis.
Performativity in the process of pragmatics suggests and implies that any
given utterance is based not entirely upon its verbal component alone.758 Instead it is
determined to no small extent by the surrounding, life-based context of the utterance
– that is to say, the physical objects which define the effectiveness of the reporting of
this utterance and the group of referential clues responsible for the adequacy of its
function. This set of factors naturally leads to the problem of the gestural nature of an
utterance and to the question of the semiotic effect of any utterance and its potentially
transgressive (violative) nature. The non-verbal aspects of man’s lingual behavior,
which compose an utterance, thus fall within the purview of an analyst observing the
mechanical function of the entire sign-rendering process – the parsing of a transpiring
event into signs. Pragmatics, in this regard, should naturally be viewed as perhaps the
most important category of semiotics,759 transferring the focus of the operational
attention of the researcher directly on “the speaker” and his “perceiving recipient”
with all the multi-dimensional life circumstances regulating the “channel” of their
symbolic connection. Pragmatics as such focuses on the integrated disclosure of
interrelationships of subjects-interpreters within any given sign system.760
The theory of speech acts, as it was formed in the sixties by employing the
legacy of the British philosopher John Austin,761 is renowned today primarily through
the research of the Berkeley theoretician John Searle,762 whose ideas today have been
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largely subjected to revision by his opponents.763 According to Austin, the
performative utterance proposes a certain category of determinant form of physical
efficiency or functionality. In this sense the illocutionary act itself (that, which is
defined by the contextuality embedded within the very utterance) does take place.
The speaker, as the subject of a speech act, produces an utterance one way or
another764 perceived by the addressee in which the speech act yields the most direct
“reportable report”. Depending on the various specific circumstances under which
the speech act occurs in reality, we can determine its potential semiotic realization or
failure. It is proposed that each “act” (speech or sign action) be considered successful
in accordance with its “noticing” and semiotic disclosure. Any utterance noticed by
the recipient should be considered successful.
The “painted faces” of the Russian Futurists which Shapir mentions in his
work should be evaluated in conjunction with that semiotic effect which they produce
on their addressed attendees on Nevsky Avenue within the constraints of real time.
The given problem, in my opinion (see note 4), excludes the norm of evaluating the
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semantic content of a concrete utterance by a simple true/false test, asserting any
reaction as adequate. On the other hand, the absence of any “notice” by the recipient,
and consequently the absence of any reaction, amounts to nothing else but semiotic
failure and a real, strategic miscalculation. In order to succeed, the speech act must be
identified as such, otherwise the result for its performer is utter communicative
failure.
In the process of speaking (that is to say in locutio),765 the performing actant
should always produce a physically recognizable, real kind of action having a certain
non-lingual, non-verbal basis. A similar speech act, approaching its “non-lingual
goal”, may be understood as an “illocutionary act”. According to John Searle, who
developed and expanded the ideas of Austin, there exists in this speech act an
“illocutionary force” which by definition is embedded in the utterance itself. It is
precisely this force which, in my opinion, Maxim Shapir addresses when advancing
his theoretical issue of unrestrained Avant-Garde pragmatics. Much of the pragmatic
success of every speech act depends on this illocutionary force. At this point we
should make note of the significant term of implicature which should be directly
applied here. This important concept of “pragmatics” addresses any indirect sign
indication that does not arise from an apparent set of information reported in a given
utterance.
Implicature directly appeals to the undisclosed amalgam of meanings, accrued
in the informational base of each of the engaged actants (in other words, “the
speaker” and his “addressee”). Implicature also involves the significant “cooperative
principle” which provides the opportunity for each of the interlocutors to participate
meaningfully in the communicative act itself.766 Implicature is by all means the
integral component of the illocutionary act. It functions by indicating what is
embedded in the physical situation of delivering a statement despite being absent in
its verbal form.
Simply put, pragmatics in this regard is the unique substructure of semiotics,
transforming each problematic speech act with its “traditional aspects” into a
successful one through the engagement of concealed elements in its formal
organization. First among such concealed elements, is the very behavior of the one
who is “producing meanings”, who initiates the process of speaking and who
combines with it a “physical dimension” of his life experience.
0.2 The Role of Gestures in Life-Creation
The complex issue of “gestural explication” should comprise a separate aspectual
basis for the pragmatics of communicative behavior. In Russian semiotics this topic
has been researched by Gregory Kreidlin.767 In a recent work devoted to the concept
of gesture and gesticulation Nadezhda Man’kovskaia observes that “gestural
utilization in aesthetic discourse is inextricably based in the categorical apparatus of
non-classical art”. The attributes of gestural utilization, accordingly, are aesthetic
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shock, contradiction, absurdity and often cruelty. Man’kovskaia attempts to provide
“a rough, working definition” of the concept “gestural utilization” which should be
defined as “a play device expressing the circumstantial and creative position of the
author by artistic/non-artistic means…, by a program, a manifesto, by means of
symbolic forms of behavior”.768
In the West this subject has been extensively researched, including its
semiotic synthesis, by Julia Kristeva (2004). In her discourse on the composition of
gestural semiotics she argues that “it becomes necessary to distinguish the various
layers of gestural code. These may be layers which correspond to the layers
distinguished in the linguistics of language, or layers which allow us to research the
interdependency between speech and gesture”.769
The special branch of science regarding the signs of human language called
“Kinesics” plays one of the major roles in this context. Kristeva observes:
“…‘Kinesics as a methodology concerns the communicative aspects of memorized
and structured body movement as components of human behavior’, wrote the
American Kinesiologist Ray Birdwhistell. The essential characteristics and
limitations of this new science, located at the intersection of the theory of
communication and behaviorism, are based in his definition”.770
0.3. Pragmatics of Life-creation and the concept of a “Kinetic Character” –
Literary Author Hero, existing beyond the bounds of texts
In his research on the complex idea of the “kinetic character” the Amsterdam Slavist
and literary theoretician Willem Weststeijn developed a new line of thought on this
phenomenon.771 Weststeijn defines this type of character by a special trait regarding
the emergence of the hero’s activity beyond the traditional verbal bounds of that
literature in which he was created initially: “…‘kinetic’ characters…exist outside the
bounds of the fiction in which they were created; accordingly, they are not fully
accessible to us, we can only know them partially.”772 The researcher further
explains his position with the aid of the works of Thomas Docherty,773 who
distinguishes between “static” and “kinetic” characters. According to Weststeijn the
“static” character is that one “…whose existence is entirely accounted for in the
fiction: this character is simply a function in the plot or design of the whole and
cannot step outside the bounds of the fiction”.774 At the same time, the kinetic
character displays a sense of motivation, seemingly “beyond” the text and its rigid
boundaries. Moving beyond the printed page, such a character “is able to be absent
from the text. This character’s motivation extends beyond that which is merely
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necessary for the accomplishment of the design of the plot, and he or she ‘moves’ in
other spheres than the one we are engaged in reading”.775
A similar kind of “extra-textuality” of the kinetic character of which
Weststeijn and Docherty spoke about, finds an interesting resonance in the ideas of
Mikhail Bakhtin. I have in mind here the ability of such a character to “supplant” his
traditional bounds, seemingly liberate himself from under the influence of the author
who created him and move in the direction of a certain kind of aesthetic autonomy. It
is worth noting here the French movement of naturalism developed by the Goncourt
Brothers and especially Emile Zola. Both the Goncourt Brothers and Zola emphasize
the development of a character into someone who is freer in relation to his creator,
more physically separate from the conceit and “caprice” of the author, and directed
towards the sphere of concrete reality. The presumption by Zola of the closest
connection existing between the world of empirical reality and the sphere of the novel
seems to be an interesting supplement to Bakhtin’s theory of “independent character”.
Zola’s “documentary” characters also are somewhat less dependent on the author
because they serve as a stronger tie to the physicality of direct empirical reality in
which the author does not actually have the right to intrude.
“Bakhtinian” Dostoevsky and his hero-characters appear here as a kind of
secret progeny of the Gogol’ tradition of an author’s particularly “anxious”
relationships with the characters and their “freedom” of action. One of the notable
Russian scholars on Gogol’, Yuri Mann, writes regarding Dead Souls, “…the poem
emphatically develops the concept of an autonomous protagonist, independent from
the author’s will. It seems that in no other work of Russian literature of that time was
there such a large number of indications supporting a similar impression…”.776 Mann
quotes here the characteristic words of the author-narrator (Gogol’) on his hero,
Chichikov, “…the device of deliberate movement of the hero who dictates to the
author where to take him and what to describe: ‘Here he (i.e. Chichikov – D.I.) is
total master; and where he fancies to go, thereto we shall be taken’”.777
In the essay “Why Narrators Can be Focalizers and Why it Matters” James
Phelan demonstrates how the “omnipotent narrator” becomes in part the main deictic
subject of the entire process of “focalization”.778 In the true spirit of Bakhtin’s
theory, Phelan writes about “double-voicing” or “double-vision” – the complex
system of focalization pursuing a dual point of view describing what happens.
Various schemes of narration are partially applied one on the other, producing a
mosaic form of narrative comprised of autonomous and relatively independent
“speaking identities”.
Bakhtin’s theory of “character” (or in his terms “hero”), it seems, should not
contradict other contemporary interpretations existing in literary criticism of
character. The Canadian narratologist Uri Margolin, the author of a whole series779 of
engaging articles on the topic of character, left us with many interesting observations
on the ontological nature of the literary hero consisting of the structure:
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text→action→ character: “Within the constructed narrative universe, characters and
character-features are not primary; they presuppose other representational elements,
such as actions, events and settings which serve as signifiers for them. Character
features thus become second level narrative signifieds in the model of text-actioncharacter. The presupposition relation is ontological in nature and asymmetrical”.780
It may also be added here that the concept of an “independent”, transgressivekinetic character about whom Willem Weststeijn wrote and what Mikhail Bakhtin
developed in his various texts (dialogism, polyphony, multi-voicing, etc.) turns out to
be especially pertinent for the studying of modernist Life-Creation. Of the many
examples available, two are worth mentioning here – Andrei Belyi who often
assumed the role of a literary “character” 781 and Alexander Blok who seemingly
“embodied”782 in life his previously conceived poetic form which was related to his
“lyrical hero”.
1.0. The case studies of the Russian Avant-Garde life-creation
1.1 Eccentric Character of the Futurist Life-Creation: Aleksei Kruchenykh
The quintessential Avant-Garde figure of Aleksei Eliseevich Kruchenykh is of great
use for illustrating the ideas of Shapir. A contemporary of Kruchenykh observed how
he related a “speech event” to its poetics of sound and its performative pragmatics:
“…Kruchenykh began to read. I started to hear the spells of the village sorcerers. I
recorded Russian songs and heard the singing of ecstatic Tadjik singers. And then
what happened next, made me visualize everything at once! ...In front of me was the
most realistic sorcerer, spinning, swaying harmoniously with the rhythm, stomping
his feet,…It seemed unbelievable! It was something marvelous! A kind of synthetic
art, expanding the boundaries of traditional literature…”.783
Another contemporary of Kruchenykh, Yuri Denisov also described this
magical ability “to animate” poetic text, to transform it into genuine theatrical
performance, the sign recognition of which fully depends on the direct behavior of
the poet as language-creator. “Transferred to paper, his production at last lost its
charm and did not convey the phonetic richness of the language…Kruchenykh read
while standing, moving, with mimicry and facial gestures assisting him…:
Taste with the green heel of the water-eye,
Lick off with tongue the cardinal's meal into a napkin!
Dear ones,
780

See: Margolin 1987: 117.
For more on this see the work of Slavic scholar from the University of Haifa Vladimir Papernyi
describing how Belyi “played” a certain scene from Dostoevsky’s Demons portraying himself as
Shatov: Паперный 1992: 38-45. See as well Lena Szilard’s pioneering essay: Силард 1982: 80-107.
782
See my recent work devoted to this: Ioffe 2008: 19-47.
783
“Крученых начал читать. Мне приходилось слышать заговоры деревенских колдунов. Я
записывал русские песни и внимал пению таджикских гафизов. И вот то, что произошло тогда,
заставило меня вспомнить всё это сразу!... Передо мной был самый настоящий колдун,
вертевшийся, покачивавшийся в такт ритму, притоптывавший, завораживающе выпевавший
согласные, в том числе и шипящие. Это казалось невероятным! Это было нечто удивительное!
Какое-то синтетическое искусство, раздвигающее рамки привычной словесности...”. See:
Молдавский 1994: 162.
781
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Dir-Bul-shiki, Uyu-yunki –
Gulp the fragrant IZOVATS from the bean-pod chalice! 784
In his work on life-creating behavior and contrived performative activity
Benedict Livshits wrote about Kruchenykh: “Only the label of madman, which
gradually was transformed from a metaphor into a permanent, official title for the
Futurist could allow Kruchenykh, without risk of being hacked to pieces, to fling a
cup of hot tea into the first row of the audience. Shrieking all the while that ‘our tails
have been dyed yellow’, Kruchenykh proclaimed that he, in contrast ‘to the
unrecognized pink corpses, will fly away to the Americas, since he forgot to hang
himself’. The audience already could not ascertain where “transreason” (“zaum”)
ended and insanity began”.785
In his introduction to the new edition of Kruchenykh’s texts, S. Krasitsky
observed: “…Life-Creation is the decisive, revolutionary transformation of reality –
for this was the ultimate objective of Futurism – the goal unconditionally justified the
means as the ‘Futurists’ themselves believed. It is unimportant what was the reaction
of the despicable philistine (laughter, contempt, indignation, patronizing disgust, a
desire to teach the ‘knights of the green mule’[786] a ‘lesson with the help of the
law’[787]. All that mattered was that there be a reaction. ‘The horror of Mssrs.
Chukovsky, Red’ko and Filosofov before the swineophiles pleases me‘, Kruchenykh
wrote, ‘Yes, we are dispensing with your beauty and reason, woman and life. Call us
bandits, laggards, hooligans!’…And therefore much in the Futurist practice was done
on the principles of ‘Yours!’; ‘Here!’; henceforth – the clearly hypertrophied
anthropocentrism of many futurists (the ‘I’ principle) was to be”.788
784

“…перенесенная на бумагу, его продукция, конечно же, теряла свою прелесть, не передавала
фонетического богатства языка... Читал Крученых стоя, в движении, помогал себе мимикой,
лицедейством... Закусывайте зеленой пяточкой морского водоглаза, Слизните языком в
салфетке кардинальский обед! Дороги, Дыр-бул-щики, Ую-юнки – Глотайте из бобовой
рюмочки душистый ИЗОВАТС!”. See: Денисов 1994: 155.
785
“Только звание безумца, которое из метафоры постепенно превратилось в постоянную графу
будетлянского паспорта, могло позволить Крученых, без риска быть искрошенным на мелкие
части, в тот же вечер выплеснуть в первый ряд стакан горячего чаю, пропищав, что ‘наши
хвосты расцвечены в желтое’ и что он в противоположность ‘неузнанным розовым мертвецам,
летит к Америкам, так как забыл повеситься’. Публика уже не разбирала где кончается заумь и
начинается безумие”. See: Лившиц 2007: 142. On zaum, in particular see Janecek 1996; for
additional performative aspects of zaum see: Иванов 2000: 263-278.
786
“Green mule” corresponds to the scandalizing practice of the early Futurist public evenings. The
participants were strangely fascinated with the image of “mule” or “donkey” (“осел”). They
considered this animal creature to be particularly useful for their teasing performing strategy. The
newspapers were usually giving scandalous titles referring to these Futurist performances. The
corresponding titles were: “Amusing chaps”, “Performance of the Red-haired”, “Clowns in literature”,
“Knights of the donkey’s tail”, “Grimacing the literature”, “Evening of jesters”, “Futurist Sabbath”,
“Who’re the crazy ones – the Futurists or the public?” etc., (“Забавники”, “Выход рыжих”, “Клоуны
в литературе”, “Рыцари ослиного хвоста”, “Литературное кривлянье”, “Вечер скоморохов”,
“Розовое мордобитие”, “Шабаш футуристов”, “Рыцари зеленого осла”, “Спектакль футуристов:
Кто сумасшедшие – футуристы или публика?”, “Спектакль душевнобольных”, On this see
Markov 1968: 38-39; see also: Дядичев 2006: 5-17.
787
See: Измайлов 1913: 4.
788
From the beginning of the Krasitsky’s quote: “Жизнетворчество, решительное, революционное
преобразование действительности – такова была сверхзадача футуризма, – цель, безусловно,
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The universal concept of “materiality of word”, the various forms of its
substantiation and, as a result of this, the performative-phonetic liberation of poetic
text beyond the traditional bounds of conventional literature greatly fascinated
Kruchenykh. Krasitsky remarked that “Kruchenykh first applied the concept of
technique (‘faktura’) to literature, and this concept was one of the vital ideas in his
theory. Technique characterizes the peculiarities of combining diverse elements of
text and, accordingly, may manifest itself on different levels”.789 As Krasitsky
recounts, Kruchenykh distinguishes several discrete, nontraditional types or “levels”
of interpreting the poetic word and poetic speech: “Kruchenykh distinguished the
following kinds of technique: *phonetic, *syllabic, *rhythmic, *semantic,
*syntactical, *graphic rendering, *coloring, *reading”.790 The scholar emphasizes
that the reference here is to those extraordinary, multi-layered aspects which
Kruchenykh offers for perceiving the new poetic work. Krasitsky observes that “the
impression is given, that Kruchenykh appeared as if so tightly bound within the
traditional constraints of literature, that he constantly attempts to extract literary texts
from the confines of their previous existence, trying to establish for them a new,
original context. This was characteristic as well of the books being published in the
1920’s – the Phonetics of theatre, sound tracked movies, etc”.791
Commenting in approximately the same manner on Kruchenykh’s defiance of
traditional forms of literary text, Vasilii Katanyan remarked, “As it seemed to me,
Aleksei Eliseevich modulated his speech in an utterly stunning way. He raised and
lowered his voice, accelerated and decelerated his pronunciation, declaimed
individual words and skipped over – or more accurately swallowed – entire phrases.
If we were to use music terminology, his tessitura (texture) was the broadest possible,
distant tonalities improbably converged, unexpected modulations astounded, sharp
staccato replaced legato, his cutting arro (burrs) were brief and compelling. Moving
to film terminology, the rhythm of juxtaposing wide and standard shots with
frighteningly tight ones held his audience in constant tension…I recall the story of
Ilia Zdanevich regarding one riposte of ‘Kruch’ in a dispute concerning ‘Bubnovy
Valet’ (‘Jack of Diamonds’) which elicited a storm of applause. During a pause in a
speech by Tugenkhold when the lector reached for a carafe, Kruchenykh loudly, one
would even say dramatically, and BLARINGLY YAWNED, perhaps even clicking
his teeth like a partially stirring dog in heat swallows a fly…”.792 It is particularly
как считали сами ‘будетляне’, оправдывающая средства. И неважно, какова была реакция
презренного обывателя (смех, раздражение, возмущение, высокомерная брезгливость, желание
с помощью закона приструнить ‘рыцарей зеленого осла’[ ], – главное чтобы эта реакция была.
‘Мне нравится ужас гг. Чуковских, Редько и Философовых перед свинофилами’, – писал
Крученых. –‘Да, вашу и красоту и разум, женщину и жизнь мы вытолкали вон. Зовите нас
разбойниками, скучными, хулиганами!’... И поэтому многое в футуристической практике
делалось по принципам ‘Вам!’ ‘Нате!’; отсюда же – явно гипертрофированный у многих
футуристов антропоцентризм (принцип ‘Я!’)”. See: Красицкий 2001: 11.
789
See: Ibid.: 22.
790
Quote according to Красицкий (2001: 22).
791
See: Ibid.: 23.
792
“Алексей Елисеевич совершенно изумительно – как мне казалось... – держал речь. Он
поднимал и опускал голос, убыстрял и замедлял произношение, выкрикивал отдельные слова и
проговаривал или, лучше сказать, проглатывал целые фразы. Если говорить словами
музыкальной терминологии, тесситура была максимально широка, далёкие тональности
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important to underscore that the personal habits of Kruchenykh, which I consider to
be willfully “deviant” and conceptually transgressive in comparison to the
predominant standards of personal behavior, remained the same for the entire life of
the Avant-Garde artist. Kruchenykh behaved this way in the twenties and continued
to conduct himself in such an eccentric and shocking manner in the forties and fifties.
This explains my equal use of eyewitness accounts of contemporaries with regard to
Kruchenykh’s behaviour from the forties and fifties. Unfortunately several other
sources dating from the stormy twenties – the “heroic” years of the age of the
Futurists’ Sturm und Drang – are far less detailed.
Elena Vialova-Vasilieva recounted how an unusual, jovial evening of the
Futurists featuring “carrots”, “stockings” and other “defamiliarizing” elements of
Futurist dress unfolded. Reminiscing about the event, Vasilieva recalled: “I first saw
Aleksei Eliseevich in 1926 or 1927 in Leningrad, when I was still a school girl. I
somehow noticed, while passing the House of Publishing, a large poster advertising a
Futurist evening. When I entered the hall it was full and everyone was anxiously
awaiting the appearance of the artists scheduled to perform. Suddenly and with great
commotion the door opened wide and several people entered loudly, stamping
between the rows of people. At the front was Mayakovsky, and what struck me was
that two carrots, with the greens still on them, poked out of his breast pocket and
instead of a tie, something resembling a lady’s stocking dangled around his neck. The
event began when suddenly there was a piercing whistle backstage and a man of
average height emerged. Stomping his feet and swinging his arms, he began to read.
It was Kruchenykh. What he read was something totally incomprehensible to me and
I left the hall utterly confused in complete bewilderment…”.793 In this story we have
an archetypal example of Futurist performance, accumulating in its structure all the
necessary elements of Avant-Garde behavioral pragmatics.
The multi-dimensional activity of Kruchenykh neatly fits the Life-Creation
paradigm of forming a semiotic platform with the aid of extra-verbal behavioral
norms, completely related to the sphere of aesthetics that employ an entire system of
external gestures. As another memoirist, Mikhail Skuratov, wrote, “his face was set
in constant nervous contortions and seemed even pallid to me …in life his face
эксцентрически сближались, неожиданные модуляции удивляли, легатто сменялись острым
стакатто, его режущие ‘аро’ были коротки и убедительны. Если перейти к
кинематографической терминологии, ритм смены общих и средних планов с устрашающе
крупными держал в постоянном напряжении. ... Помню рассказ Ильи Зданевича об одной
реплике Круча на диспуте ‘Бубнового Валета’, которая вызвала взрыв аплодисментов. Во время
речи Тугенхольда, в паузе, когда докладчик потянулся к графину, Кручёных громко, можно
сказать демонстративно и ОГЛУШИТЕЛЬНО ЗЕВНУЛ, может быть даже щелкнул зубами, как
собака в жару, полупроснувшись, сглатывает муху”. See: Катанян 1994: 54-55.
793
“Впервые я увидела Алексея Елисеевича году в 1926 или 1927 в Ленинграде, когда была еще
школьницей. Как-то проходя мимо Дома Печати, я увидела большую афишу, возвещавшую о
вечере футуристов. Когда я вошла в зал, он был полон, все с нетерпением ждали выхода
участников вечера. Вдруг в широко распахнутую дверь с шумом и громко топая между рядами
прошло несколько человек. Впереди шел Маяковский, и, что меня поразило, – в его нагрудном
кармане торчали две морковки с зеленью, а на шее, вместо галстука, болталось нечто вроде
женского чулка. Началось выступление. И вдруг за кулисами раздался громкий свист, и на
сцену, топоча ногами и размахивая руками, вышел человек среднего роста и начал читать. Это
был Кручёных. Что он читал – для меня было совершенно непонятно, из зала я вышла
совершенно растерянная, в полном недоумении...”. See: Вьялова-Васильева 1994: 93.
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projected, more than anything, an image which his friend Pavel Vasiliev had tartly
used to describe him: ‘a small demon in human form’. There was something in his
appearance, in his gait – he always walked with one shoulder jutting out to the side –
and in all of his movement, a perpetually agitated walk that was truly impish. There
was always the possibility of expecting some kind of assault in his speech, in his
actions, something sharp, biting, sarcastic, challenging, aggressive…That was the
kind of person he was in the twenties, the thirties and the ensuing years, right up to
the end of his indefatigable life…”.794
Lidia Lebedinskaia remarked that “… Kruchenykh always ran – along the
street, in the courtyard, down a corridor, around a room. Sitting in one place was
obviously a form of torture for him because he even drank and ate standing up…
when he stayed to dine or lunch it was an entire ritual. First, he would toast his bread
on the gas range and when there was no gas on a kerosene stove. He would dry the
dishes with wadding soaked in manganese. For tea he would insist that teapot be
brought to such a boil that the lid popped off. In our house we’d say: ‘Boil it a la
Kruchenykh!’…On freezing cold days he would leave the house with a mouthful of
hot water, so as to avoid speaking on the street and catching cold in his throat, and
would not swallow it until he arrived again in the warmth of the indoors. Mama said
that Kruchenykh wore a yellow jacket and a carrot in his lapel…”.795
Lev Ozerov described another curious habit of Kruchenykh, presupposing
utterly unique, truly “creative”, inventive-aesthetical gestures in relation to the
process of eating: “…It was the end of the war. We were dining in the Central House
of Writers, in the Oak Room. They brought appetizers and compote, the beginning
and ending courses of the meal. Aleksei Eliseevich was impatient. He placed a
herring in the compote. ‘What are you doing?’ I not really asked but exclaimed. ‘I’m
doing it the correct way; in the end they will both be melded together in my stomach
– the herring and the compote. I’m racing ahead of the process. This ‘outpacing’ (of
time and conventionality) is the duty of every self-respecting artist, or even more
accurately I’m pre-consum-ing. Meditate on this word, try to rip it from its root. Tear
it from the root!’ These were the things we did in our youth. He was a child, a lad.
A prankster until the end of his days. He did not grow up. With time this
794

“…лицо его было в каких-то постоянных нервных подергиваниях, и даже, мне казалось
изможденным. ... в жизни облик его отвечал скорее тому определению, которое язвительно
давал ему его друг Павел Васильев: бес в образе человека. Что-то и в его обличье, и в его
походке, – а ходил он всегда выпирая одно плечо, боком, – и во всех его подвижности, вечно
суетящейся походке было поистине бесовское, и всегда можно было от него ожидать и в речах,
и в поступках какого-нибудь выпада, нечто резкого, колкого, саркастического, вызывающего,
воинственного... Таков он был и в 20-х годах, и в 30-х и в последующих годах, до конца своей
неуемной жизни....”. See: Скуратов 1994: 103-104.
795
“Крученых всегда бежал – по улице, по двору, по коридору, по комнате. Сидеть на месте для
него, очевидно, было мучением, потому что даже пил и ел он стоя. ... когда он оставался
отобедать или отужинать, то это была целая церемония. Хлеб он предварительно обжигал на
газе, а в те времена, когда газа еще не было, - на керосинке; посуду протирал ваткой,
намоченной в марганцовке. А от чая требовал, чтобы тот кипел ключем и крышка на чайнике
обязательно прыгала. У нас в доме так и говорили: Кипит по крученыховски!... В морозные дни,
чтобы не разговаривать на улице и не застудить горло, он выходил из дома, держа во рту глоток
гоячей воды и не заглатывал ее до тех пор пока не оказывался снова в теплом помещении. ...
Мама рассказывала, что в молодости Крученых носил желтую кофту и морковь в петлице...”.
See: Лебединская 1994: 209.
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mischievousness became even more evident. He became impoverished but still
played pranks”.796 Such naughtiness must be viewed within the same context of LifeCreation pragmatics of signaling even “neutral” everyday objects in the human
environment. Practically nothing in the Avant-Garde (Futurist) experience can truly
be viewed as semiotically “neutral” and practically everything in this kind of
aesthetic pragmatics was primarily focused on “semiosis”.
Describing the Life-Creation pragmatics arrangement of Kruchenykh’s home
life, Viacheslav Nechaev recalled it as one founded on the laws of total eccentric
expressiveness: “There were rags of indeterminate color right on the window instead
of curtains. Many were cast off during the day so that the small vent window could
be opened. There were piles of books and folders, bound and lying on the floor, from
the bed to the window. At the top of the pile in the middle of the room was a tall
bookcase, smothered with books and covered at the top with a zinc wash-tub. You
could only reach the bookcase by crawling over the stacks. The corner of a table,
covered with yellowing papers, poked out from a mound of books. This was the
poet’s lair – the realm of Turkish delight, boxes of honey spice cookies, packets of
sugar, two mugs and medicines. It was here that we typically gathered to drink tea. I
would decline the tea but, so as not to offend the host, would nosh on the spice
cookies. Kruchenykh would dip the cookies into his mug, drink them with the hot tea
and begin to eat”.797
According to Nechaev, the most essential feature of Kruchenykh’s home life
was the continual process of “playing-the-fool” and eccentric oddball-ism:
“Kruchenykh’s ticks knew no end. He would throw curds into boiling water and only
after five minutes or so would he begin to eat. You would catch Kruchenykh doing
laundry; he would boil it in a small saucepan on the edge of which was a piece of
soap. One of the ladies who visited him once offered to clean up his flat to which
Kruchenykh responded in a mumble something to the effect that he wouldn’t even let

796

“Конец войны. Обедаем в Центральном Доме Литераторов, в Дубовом зале. Приносят
закуску и компот, начальное и конечно. Алексей Елисеевич нетерпелив. Он кладет селедку в
компот. – Что вы делаете? Не столько спрашиваю, сколько восклицаю. – Делаю правильно: в
животе они все равно перемешаются – селедка и компот. Я опережаю события. Это опережение
– долг каждого уважающего себя художника. Еще точней: я пред-вку-шаю. Вдумайтесь в слово,
попробуйте дернуть его за корень. Выдернуть с корнем! Этим мы и занимались в юности. ... Это
был ребенок, дитя. Игрун. До старости лет. Он не взрослел. С годами это озорство стало
заметным. Бедствовал и озорничал”. See: Озеров 1994: 177
797

“Прямо на окне, вместо занавесок, - неопределенного цвета тряпки; днем некоторые из низ
откидываются, чтобы можно было открыть форточку. Сразу же от кровати и до окна – горой
книги и папки, связанные и лежащие отдельно. Вершина этой горы – посередине комнаты;
просто здесь стоит высокая этажерка, вся заваленная книгами и сверху накрытая цинковым
корытом. К этажерке можно только подползти по книгам. Из этой горы торчит краешек стола,
покрытый пожелтевшими газетами. Здесь – область рахат-лукума, коробки медовых пряников,
пачки сахара, двух кружек и лекарств. Обычно у этого места мы располагаемся чтобы
чаевничать. От чая я отказываюсь и, чтобы не обидеть хозяина, угощаюсь пряниками.
Крученых опускает пряники в кружку, заливает их кипятком и начинает есть.” See: Нечаев
1994: 179
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her dust the place. His primary goal in life, in the life of a Futurist, it seemed was to
shock society with his behavior”.798
The idea of a “flat”, and communal apartment living in general, is very
important in understanding the daily expressiveness which Kruchenykh constructed
through his behavior and which directly corresponded to his literary texts. A
neighbor who lived on his floor, Yunna Tutova-Sen’kina recalled exactly how the
room of the poet was “organized”. She described Kruchenykh’s extraordinary and
startling property there and the prominent role the countless books played which, one
can suppose, were the pre-eminent source of interest for the poet. Tutova-Sen’kina
tells: “Aleksei Eliseevich’s room was not so large and was dominated by book
shelves. It was astounding…since no repairs had been done to the apartment for
several years the large window was covered with some kind of fabric so that the
books did not fade in the sun. Only a small square of the window pane remained
uncovered. Along the entire room there were shelves and stands with books. Part of
the stands had warped and many books had fallen on the floor. The racks were also
covered within fabric, paper and dust. Books were everywhere. The floor, which
could not be seen, concealed items and clothing from which mountains of books rose
upward. A path had been cleared out from the door to the window for which the layer
of books seemed shallower. There was also a table where he sometimes ate. When on
occasion various personalities came to pay a visit he memorialized their entire visit.
‘This is where so-and-so sat, and here is where what’s-his-name ate and drank.’ I
once wanted to clear the table, but Aleksei Eliseevich screamed in horror,
‘Impossible! Never! Don’t you know that so-and-so sat there and ate this-and-that,
and ate from this can, and drank from this cup’…”.799
Under such an organizational system it would seem that the boarder of this
room was superfluous. In such a “confined” structure, which was the framework of
his living space, there remained little for Kruchenykh to do and so it was not
surprising that the poet used any opportunity available to escape the confines of his so
oddly configured residence. Continuing her story, Tutova-Sen’kina recalled, “there
was no place for himself in the room. It was utterly impossible to live there. He was
obligated to either sit in the kitchen, if nobody was home, or in the summertime sit on
798

“Чудачествам Крученых не бывает конца. То в кипящую воду он бросит творожный сырок и
только после этого, минут через пять, начинает его есть. То застаешь Крученых за стиркой
белья: в маленькой кастрюле он кипятит белье, на верху которого лежит кусок мыла. Кто-то из
женщин, навещавших его, предложил убраться в комнате. В ответ Крученых невнятно
пробормотал что-то, но так и не дал даже стереть пыль. Думается, что эпатировать во всем было
главным в его жизни, жизни футуриста”. See: Нечаев 1994: 178.
799
“Комната у Алексея Елисеевича была небольшая и вся заставлена стеллажами. Она была
удивительна... Кроме того, что много последних лет в ней не делался ремонт, очень большое
окно было затянуто какой-то тканью – чтобы книги не выгорали. Из всей площади этого окна
был оставлен только маленький квадратик для света. Вдоль всей комнаты были полки и
стеллажи с книгами. Часть стеллажей покосилась многие книги попадали на пол. Стеллажи
тоже были покрыты тканью, бумагой и пылью. Книги были везде. Пола видно не было, хороня
под собой вещи и одежду, высились горы книг. Была проложена тропинка от двери до окна, на
ней слой книг был как бы меньше. Еще был столик, за которым он когда-то ел, но в разное
время к нему приходили разные знаменитости, и он превратил все это в музей: – Вот здесь
сидел такой-то, вот тут ел и пил тот-то. Хотела я как-то убрать на этом столике, но Алексей
Елисеевич в ужасе закричал: Нельзя! Нельзя! Ведь здесь сидел и ел такой-то, а из этой банки
ел... а из этой чаши пил...”. See: Тутова-Сенькина 1994: 139.
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a bench in the courtyard with a book or walk to the Lenin Library…Once Aleksei
Eliseevich paid us a visit and said that Roman Jakobson and his wife had been his
guests that day. Fully understanding his housing situation, I was surprised that he had
invited them both into his flat. His answer to this was rather cheery, ‘nobody was in
the (communal) apartment so I brought them into the kitchen’. He said that
Jakobson’s wife was very young and pretty, she tried to race into the room but he
explained to her that women were forbidden to enter and that men really shouldn’t
either. Kruchenykh loved dates, raisins, apples. He ate them primarily because of his
strong belief in the omnipotence of vitamins. Of course, he did not want to die and
always paid for the apartment many months ahead figuring that if the flat was paid for
then death would pass him by…”.800
One should also note and highlight the important general norms of AvantGarde “unconventionality” in the psychological complex of Aleksei Kruchenykh’s
multi-faceted behavior that seemed to be based on a single “mandated” formula
geared towards eccentricism, deviancy and epatage. As we have seen, the rather large
emphasis of his contemporaries on such behavior leads to the conclusion that the
behavioral structure of the activities of first generation Russian Avant-Garde Futurists
was designed for the purpose of total semiotic provocation through the constant
practice of “shock”- inducing actions. It was this behavioral practice of the AvantGarde that Shapir addressed in his work as the quintessential element for
understanding the corresponding pragmatics of artistic text.
1.2 Velimir Khlebnikov: The Dervish of Life-Creation
The interplay between the daily behavior of Khlebnikov and his artistic
creativity should be justly emphasized in any discussion devoted to the topic of the
“Oriental Life-Creation” of the poet. In my opinion, the behavioral practices of
Khlebnikov may be included within the phenomenon of Avant-Garde pragmatics and
Life-Creation that we are examining. These behavioral strategies of Khlebnikov also
relate in part to the aesthetic-behavioral phenomenon known as “life-building”.801
800

“В результате, самому ему места в комнате не осталось. Жить там было совершенно
невозможно. Он вынужден был или сидеть в кухне, если дома никого не было, или летом, на
лавочке во дворе с книгой, или ходил в ленинскую библиотеку. ... Однажды Алексей Елисеевич
пришел к нам в гости и рассказал, что днем у него в гостях был Роман Якобсон с женой. Очень
хорошо зная обстановку, в которой он живет, я удивилась, как же он решился пустить их в свою
комнату. На это Алексей Елисеевич ответил очень весело: В квартире никого не было, я их
принимал на кухне. Говорил, что жена Якобсона, очень молодая и красивая, все порывалась
попасть в комнату, но он объяснил ей, что женщинам туда входить нельзя, да и мужчинам- не
следовало бы... Кручёных очень лбил финики, изюм, яблоки. Он ел их еще и потому, что твердо
был уверен во всемогуществе витаминов. Он, конечно, не хотел умирать и всегда платил за
квартиру на много месяцев вперед, считая, что если уплочено, то смерть за ним не придет…”.
See: Тутова-Сенькина 1994: 138-40.
801
See the well-known treatises by Nikolai Chuzhak and Sergei Treiakov. (See: Чужак 1928: 2-17;
Третьяков 2000-а: 149-157; Третьяков 2000-б: 252-256). On this see also an essay by Hans Günther:
Günther 1996: 19-30.
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The material examined below allows one to peer into the geography802 of
Khlebnikov’s life and literary experience through the prism of the author’s
biographical myth which exerted direct influence on all the creative work of the poet.
As is well-known, the sixteen-month “respite” of Khlebnikov in Kharkov803 towards
the end of August 1920 when the poet was observed, besides other things, in the local
psychiatric hospital (“Saburova Dacha”),804 obviously exhausted him to the core. The
purpose of Khlebnikov’s wandering was to lead him to a new plane of experience,
which is how the author arrived in the Orient.
It has been confirmed through documents that the Kharkov Board of Political
Education dispatched Khlebnikov on a paid, government trip to Baku and
Astrakhan.805 At the end of October, 1920 Khlebnikov arrived in Baku. A group of
Russian writers gathered there including V. Ivanov, S. Gorodetskii and A.
Kruchenykh.806 Khlebnikov’s path lay even farther – in Iran, in the provinces of
Gilan and Gulistan.807
Upon his arrival in Gilan, Khlebnikov began to write the poem “Tyrant
Without the ‘T’” which was first entitled “The Trumpet of the Gul’ Mullah”.
Practically every researcher of “Tyrant Without the ‘T’” has seen in this text a
concrete, biographical (and at the same time a poetic, allegorical) diary of
Khlebnikov’s period in Gilan.808 As one biographer noted, “the stay in Persia with all
its challenges of the road and wanderings was one of the brightest and happiest
moments in the poet’s life”.809 We can agree with this assessment even now, albeit
with some reservation.
Khlebnikov’s lifestyle in his Baku and Gilan periods remained virtually
unchanged from before. The indigent “wandering”, so important in the dervish
culture, was manifested for example in the total disregard to personal dress and
appearance, comfort and money that was characteristic of Khlebnikov. As recounted
by O. Spektor in her work on Khlebnikov’s period in KavRosta, “Khlebnikov’s way
of life in KavRosta was highly eccentric (…) He walked to a canteen for meals where
he did not eat but gnawed on large amounts of grain, leaving the impression that he
could eat it to no end. At night he went to bed in the office on a large table among
unfinished posters of distemper paint and assorted rubbish”.810
802

Many works have focused on the interpretation of Khlebnikov’s Orientalism. See: Лощиц, Турбин
1966: 147-160; Парнис 1967: 156-164; 1976: 117-119; 1980: 105-110; 2003: 299-344; Mirsky 1975
passim; Тартаковский 1977: 84-96; 1985: 179-186; 1986: 43-216; 1987a: 94-121; 1991: 40-49; 1992
passim; Solivetti 1987: 76-102; Лакоба 1980: 75-95; Чеботарева 1991: 155-181; Садыг 1990: 132133; Мурсалиева 1991 passim; Мейлах 1999: 843-851; Vroon 2001: 335-362; Яцутко 2001 (url
address); Баран 2002: 295-322; Баран, Парнис 2003: 267-298; Григорьев 2003: 249-266.
803
See: Андриевский 1985; Яськов 1999: 113-117, 165-167; Старкина 2005: 304-342.
804
Khlebnikov was subjected to “experimental-physiological research”, diagnosed as schizophrenia (see
Анфимов 1935). Johannes von Guenther wrote about the “abnormality” of the poet still in the period of
“Wednesday-nights” of Viacheslav Ivanov (Guenther 1969: 209-210).
805
See: Степанов 1975: 203-204; Яськов 1999: 167.
806
See: Чеботарева 1991: 155.
807
See: Иоффе 2006-a: 217-224.
808
See: Хлебников 1936: 492; Парнис 1967: 157; Степанов 1975: 205-206; Киктев 1989: 12-14; Чеботарева
1991: 176-178.
809
See: Степанов 1975: 203.
810
“КавРостовское существование его (Хлебникова) было весьма своеобразно (...) Ходил
обедать в столовку, где не съедал, а пожирал должные порции пшена, так что создавалось
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The same topic also exists in the memoirs of Lili Brik where she briefly
described her visit to Baku, “Khlebnikov had no money, only one shirt and torn pants
with a fringe. I had no idea where he lived. He came to our place in winter for some
reason in a summer coat and blue from the cold. We sat with him in a carriage and
went to Mandel’s Store (prêt-a-porter) to buy a winter coat. He tried on everything
and chose an old-fashioned but stylishly quilted one with an upturned collar as a
shawl. I gave him three more rubles for a hat and went about my business, but
instead of buying a cap he spent all the money of course in a Japanese store on some
brightly-colored tablecloths and brought them to me as a present. He had seen them
in the store window and liked them”.811
It was no other than the famous Symbolist elder poet Viacheslav Ivanov812
who busied himself with the regulation of finances for Khlebnikov “the-wanderer”.
Ivanov “constantly worried about him and even withheld his salary for safekeeping
and doled it out sparingly (even adding to it from his own money inevitably) – since
Khlebnikov either lost money or gave it to beggars or bought sweets with it”.813
Lidia Ivanova, the daughter of Ivanov and L.D. Zinovieva-Annibal814 who was in
Baku at the time, paints an image of the impoverished poet, decked out in a “leather
sheepskin coat, wrapped in a ram’s hide with a fur hat”, wearing “some strange
footwear on his feet”. M. Altman, who wrote down his conversations with Ivanov in
Baku, once saw Khlebnikov there walking around tousled, shaggy, unwashed with
long, uncombed hair and a matted beard.815 T. Vechorka (Tolstaia) also recounted
the outward appearance of Khlebnikov from that period, “His appearance was odd
and ridiculous, but altogether sculptural. Tall, with an enormous head and reddish,
matted hair; Khlebnikov wore a quilted jacket with tape instead of buttonholes on his
shoulders; and unbound gaiters on his legs. Bedraggled and underdressed, he
appeared to be a deserter(…)His hair lay in clumps on his shoulders, like oakum in
grease –and a weak-willed, dusky air settled on his mouth …”. And further on she
continues, “I recall an ‘eyewitness’ story about Khlebnikov’s bathing ritual. He
turned the water on at the faucet and stood for a long time, watching. Then

впечатление, что он может его есть без конца. Ночью он укладывался тут же в отделе, на
огромном столе, среди неоконченных плакатов, клеевых красок и всяческого хлама”. See:
Степанов 1936: 57
811
“У Хлебникова никогда не было денег, рубашка одна, брюки рваные с бахромой. Где он жил,
не знаю. Пришел он к нам как-то зимой в летнем пальто, синий от холода. Мы сели с ним на
извозчика и поехали в магазин Манделя (готовое платье) покупать шубу. Он все перемерил и
выбрал старомодную, фасонистую, на вате, со скунсовым воротником шалью. Я дала ему еще
три рубля на шапку и пошла по своим делам. Вместо шапки он на все деньги купил, конечно,
разноцветных бумажных салфеток в японском магазине и принес их мне в подарок – уж очень
понравились в окне на витрине”. See: Брик 2007: 246
812
For the interrelation of Khlebnikov and V. Ivanov see Парнис 1992: 39-45 ; Баран 1993-a: 201-203;
Альтман 1995: 33-34, 257, 304-305, 143-145; Шишкин 1996: 141–167; Соливетти, Рыжик-Набокина 1987:
379-412; Богомолов 1999в: 264-269. For Khlebnikov’s stay in Baku also consult Starkina’s biographical
narrative of the poet (Старкина 2005: 336-361) and the latest article by Andrea Hacker (2006: 440-468).
813
See: Вечорка 1925: 27
814
See: Иванов 1992: 106-107
815
See: Альтман 1995: 256-257.
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cautiously he extended two fingers and washed his eyelashes and nose with water.
Then he turned off the faucet and dried himself with a towel”.816
In her memoirs, republished in expanded form by A.E. Parnis,817 T. Vechorka
mentioned A. Borodin’s obituary “On Velimir Khlebnikov” (Baku Worker
[“Бакинский Рабочий”], July 16, 1922): “During his time in Baku from 1919 to the
beginning of 1922, Khlebnikov’s condition greatly deteriorated. He walked around
only partially shoed, partially dressed, unwashed, uncombed and unfailingly hungry.
This kind of Diogenes-like existence was almost a matter of principle… In general,
he was a towering, grown child or quasi-mendicant saint who required constant care.
I recall how they once brought him to Persia ‘for feeding’. They washed and dressed
him. Upon his arrival in Anzali he left for somewhere and returned in the same rags
with a talisman gripped in his hand. Several hours later a beggar girl asked him for
some money, and in dramatic fashion he gave her his entire fortune, in one moment
becoming even more impoverished than she… In the mountains they treated him with
the utmost respect, fed him and called him “Urus-Dervish” (“The Russian
Dervish”).818
The basic text of “Tyrant Without the ‘T’” (alternatively known as “The
Trumpet of the Gul’ Mullah”) was completed, by all indication, in a couple of months
following the poet’s departure from Persia in the fall of 1921 for Piatigorsk. Like
practically all of Klebnikov’s texts, this poetic work has no one single “definitive”
version.819 The poem exists in several manuscript forms.820 One of these versions,
published by Stepanov in the first volume of Khlebnikov’s “Collection of Works”821
may be viewed as the draft redaction of a poem. Later, Stepanov acquired and
published a second, more complete and “finished” manuscript.822 The text of this
final redaction, entitled “The Dervish of Anzali”,823 is considered more accurate than
the former.

816

“Видом он (Хлебников) был нелеп, но скульптурен. Высокий, с громадной головой в рыжеватых,
заношенных волосах; с плеч – простеганный ватник-хаки, с тесемками вместо пуговиц; на длинных
ногах – разматывающиеся обмотки. Оборванный, недоодетый, он казался дезертиром (...) Волосы лезли
склоченно, как пакля в масле – и на плечи, и на рот – безвольный и тусклый... …Я вспомнила рассказ
‘очевидца’ об умывании Хлебникова: пущена вода из крана. Хлебников долго стоит и смотрит. Потом
осторожно вытягивает два пальца и смачивает себе водой ресницы и нос. Потом закрывает кран и
утирается платком”. See: Вечорка 1925: 22, 28.
817
See: Толстая 1996: 101-114.
818
“В бытность свою в Баку (в 1919 – начале 1920, Хлебников сильно опустился. Он ходил
полубосой, полуодетый, немытый, нечесаный и вечно голодный. Это диогенство было почти
принципиальным... В общем, это был громадный, взрослый ребенок или полусвятой
бессеребреник, за которым был нужен постоянный уход. Помню, однажды его повезли в
Персию “на кормежку”. Его обмыли, одели. По приезде в Энзели он ушел куда-то и вернулся в
прежнем тряпье с зажатым в руке тумановиком. Несколько часов спустя нищая девочка
попросила у него милостыню, и он великолепным жестом вручил ей все свое состояние, сразу
став еще более нищим, чем она… В горах относились к нему с величайшим уважением,
кормили и звали ‘Урус-Дервиш’”. Quoted via Парнис 1996: 98.
819
See: Абих 1928: 319; Markov 1962: 161.
820
See: Markov 1962: 162; Парнис, Григорьев, 1986: 686.
821
See: Хлебников 1928, I: 233-245.
822
See: Хлебников 1936: 239-252.
823
See: Хлебников 1936: 491.
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V.P. Grigoriev and A.E. Parnis suggested824 that the author’s work on the
poem did not end in Piatigorsk and Baku in the fall of 1921, but continued in
Moscow in 1922. The two researchers discovered the fragment of Khlebnikov’s final
copy of the poem with the title “Tyrant Without the ‘T’” and the subtitle “Meeting”.
It is relatively easy to see that the title of the poem can be deciphered as Iran and, as
much as one can judge by Khlebnikov’s drafts of the “starry language”825 the “extra”
letter “T” may be taken to signify certain “pauses in movement”, accompanied by
“the destruction of the ray of life”.826
The author of the poem strives to impart his impressions of the
anthropological and topographical realities of an environment that is new to him. The
common thread throughout the Khlebnikov narratives in “Tyrant Without the ‘T’”, in
my opinion, is the unimpeded contemplation of readily tangible existence, combining
therein the memory of ancient culture with the living reality of contemporary culture.
The lyrical hero (apparently the author himself), dressed in tattered robes, wanders
the roads of Persia and consumes what God has sent him (from berries to tiny fish).
The “Aborigines”, i.e. the local Muslim inhabitants (Sufis) give Khlebnikov the
nickname gul’-mullah, which he himself translates as “saint of flowers” (The Persian
word Gul’→gol means “flower” in general and “rose” more specifically). The local
Muslims reverentially call him the “Russian Dervish” – urus dervish .827 As V.F.
Markov observes, what happens in the process of forming semantical structure of this
autobiographical Iranian poem is the specific intertwining and detailing of metaphoric
imagery, attesting to the “absorption” of the poet in that geographical and ideological
material about which he writes.828 In Markov’s opinion, what aids this process from
a compositional point of view is the parsing of the text into specific fragmentspassages and paragraph-segments in each of which a special narrative style prevails.
What is characteristic of this kind of narrative is not so much a focus on individual
forms but an emphasis of a certain general sense of “movement”, the elusive
“interflow” of one subject into another, which is made possible through phonetic and
semantic juxtaposition.829 A distinct and most notable issue for us is the use by
Khlebnikov of an “Iranian subtext” from which the poet often borrowed common
Turkish expressions830 of one kind or another.
In the text of the poem, Khlebnikov accepts not without proud delight the
name of urus dervish (“urus daervis”). In his text: “From behind the fence the little
boy called out to me, ‘Urus Dervish, dervish urus!’”.831 At the time of his voyage in
the province of Gilan, Khlebnikov sold his frock-coat (which had been with him since
his days in Baku) and was parted from other clothing. R.P. Abikh recalled, “Having
lost his frock-coat, hat, and boots and dressed in a baggy shirt and pants worn on his
bare body, he had the appearance of a harried bum. But the long hair, the spirituality
824

See: Хлебников 1986: 686.
On this see Перцова 2000: 359-371.
826
See: Хлебников 1928 V: 208-209.
827
See: Markov 1962: 161.
828
See: Markov 1962: 161, 162, 163, 166.
829
See: Markov 1962: 172. 177.
830
See: Markov 1962: 167, 227.
831
“Из-за забора: ‘Урус дервиш, дервиш урус!’ – Десятки раз крикнул мне мальчик”. (See:
Хлебников 1986: 355).
825
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of his face and the sight of a man not from this world led the Persians to give him the
nickname, ‘dervish’ (wandering monk)”.832 The role of the eccentric, mendicant
wanderer easily finds its place in the Iranian narrative tradition. Add to that the long
hair and a typically distant, contemplative look recalling that of a poet to all his
contemporaries. It is no surprise that the inhabitants of Gilan considered Khlebnikov
a member of an indigent brotherhood of marginalized Sufis more commonly known
as Dervishes.
The symbolic introduction of the poem recounts the descent of the “saint of
flowers” – the lyrical hero of Khlebnikov – into a picturesque valley. This image is
then split in two833 as the reader sees before him a long-haired prophet834 and a white
swan – a bird with broken wings and a bloodied head having fallen to earth from the
heavens (Poem’s Fragment № 2). Khlebnikov’s initial arrival in Anzali is
extensively described in the poem.835 The ensuing narrative also reflects real events –
the enlistment of Khlebnikov in the Red Army brigade headed for Gilan and
Mazandaran, and even the episode with the Khan (Fragment 15) has a reality-based
subtext. Despite the various types of description presented in different sections of the
poem (from epic tableaus to miniature cameos), its unity of form is supported by a
penetrating “emotional tone” and credibility of the general outline of the narrative:
from the beginning – the arrival in Anzali – to the departure from Gilan on board a
ship.836
In Khlebnikov’s diary-style narrative strategy, A. Alexandrov observed the
continuation of the poet’s long standing focus on the “chronicling” of poetic text,
supported by the famous remark of Khlebnikov in 1919, “I implore future artists to
keep accurate diaries of their soul: to gaze upon themselves like they would on the
heavens and to keep accurate notes on the rising and setting of their spirits’ stars
…”.837 The diary-like genre of the poem that I analyze here and the “Life-Building”
principle of Khlebnikov’s Gilan sojourn are also emphasized by Stepanov: “…It was
in Iran to be certain that Khlebnikov attempted to realize in a practical manner that
kind of lifestyle, free from the constraints of civilization, which he constantly strove
to achieve. He led the life of that ‘dervish’ (‘gul’-mullah’) which he depicted in his
autobiographical poem ‘The Trumpet of Gul’-Mullah’, which Khlebnikov apparently
began to write during his time in Iran as a travel journal”.838
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See: Абих 1928: 321; compare Степанов 1936: 58.
See: Markov 1962: 161.
834
For the additional relation of “poet” and “prophet” in ‘Tyrant Without the T’ see Mirsky 1975: 5458; Викторин 1989: 19-21; 1992: 78-84; Тартаковский 1991: 40-49. For Khlebnikov as a holy fool
prophet see alsо Григорьев 1998: 150-152. The development of the ideas of prophesy in Russian
literature is discussed in the work of P. Davidson and J. Grossman (Davidson 2003: 508-536; compare
Grossman 1973: 247-260). For poetry and prophecy in Islam see: Zwettler 1990: 77-90; Khoury 1997:
243-258; compare Fahd 1997: 231-244. The subject of the poet-(priest) prophet in cultures around the
world deserves a separate research.
835
See: Markov 1962: 161-162
836
See: Markov 1962: 161-162.
837
“Заклинаю художников будущего вести точные дневники своего духа: смотреть на себя как на небо и
вести точные записи восхода и захода звезд своего духа”. Хлебников 1986: 37. See also: Александров
1985: 176, compare 174-175.
838
See: Степанов 1936: 58.
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In other sources, N.I. Khardzhiev emphasizes the use of an autobiographical
leitmotif that was characteristic for Khlebnikov.839 What Borodin calls
“Diogenesism” is described in the marginalized behavior renowned from the time of
antiquity and colorfully exhibited by Diogenes the Cynic.840 In Arabian popular lore,
this type of individual is embodied in the fabled character of Bahlul (a jester, joker,
clown), having lived allegedly at the time of Harun ar-Rashid (at the beginning of the
9th Century). The individual associated with this behavioral type and having freed
himself from social convention, is called mag’dub, “enraptured or drawn (to God)”
[not to be confused with “mag’nun” – “deranged, crazy”]. Gripped by a mystical
vision or any other ecstatic experience, the mag’dub seemingly loses control of
reason and appears before people in a form that is forbidden by Law. The mag’dub
can easily appear in a public place completely naked, shout obscenities or merely
abuse onlookers.841
One can also read about Khlebnikov’s life in Azerbaijan and Persia (Iran) in
the fascinating memoirs of K.B. Tomashevsky, who wrote specifically that
Khlebnikov was invited to the home of a aristocratic landlord of the region “in the
capacity of a tutor”.842 Tomashevsky also recalled a friend of Khlebnikov, the artistdecorator and warrant officer of the Baltic Fleet, M.V. Dobrokovsky (1895-1942),
with whom Khlebnikov roamed across Persia (see the passages from another poem
“As down a river, across Iran…two oddballs wandered…”). Referring to the
testimony of Abikh, Khlebnikov’s first biographer described the shared residence of
Khlebnikov and Dobrokovsky and their arrival at the Talish Khan, Zorgam OsSaltan,843 that is also reflected in the poem. “Khlebnikov arrived at the beginning of
July in the village of Shahsavar and took residence there together with the artist
Dobrokovsky…(the poet) was the guest of the local landowner, an event from which
he probably derived this narrative scene in the khan’s home…”.844 According to an
eyewitness of the Persian trip, the Bolshevik journalist A. Kosterin,845 Dobrokovsky
poured a dish of greasy ram’s sauce on the head of this khan as an eccentric,
provocative action meant to express the artist’s disdain for the khan’s haughtiness and
despotism. The stunt was also accompanied by theatrical swearing and threats made
by Dobrokovsky.
The link between life-creation of Russian modernism and the topic of Eastern
Islamic disenfranchised mystics does not rest solely with Khlebnikov. In the memoirs
of V.P. Nikitin,846 the author recalls that one of his acquaintances, a Persian writer,
viewed Aleksei Mikhailovich Remizov847 (who was well acquainted with Khlebnikov
and meant a great deal to him) as a dervish. He wrote in particular, “what was most
839

See: Харджиев 1997: 286-288.
Compare: Bremmer 1992: 205-214.
841
See: Loosen 1912: 184-229.
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See: XBC: 100.
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See: XBC: 101 note 10.
844
See: Степанов 1936: 58; compare Абих 1928: 322, where he, however, says nothing about the
specific scene with the Khan.
845
See: Костерин 1966: 216-221.
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For V.P. Nikitin and his Persian language article “The Russian Dervish” see the letters of A.M. Remizov to
V.F. Markov (Ремизов 1982: 432-435, 439-440).
847
For Remizov’s Life-Creation see Elena Obatnina’s monograph (Обатнина 2001). For the additional link
between Khlebnikov and Remizov see Данилевский 2000: 385-390.
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curious, however …[was] the unexpected gesture of the Persian writer, Abd-OlHussein Santi Zadeh Kermani, when he kissed Remizov’s hand upon departing and
thereby confused dearest Aleksei Mikhailovich. Sanati Zadeh explained to me that in
his eyes, Aleksei Mikhailovich was a kind of sheik (an elder, or spiritual leader) of
the dervish order! Forsaking the material world – so appropriate for a mystical
dervish – and striving for communion with the Divine, greatly impacted my Teheran
friend when he saw Aleksei Mikhailovich leaving his door unlocked when we went to
visit a photographer. Remizov had actually developed this habit after returning home
once he was unable to open the door without the help of a locksmith…”.848 A
younger friend of Remizov’s Natalia Reznikova also wrote that “there was group of
old friends that often came to the Rue Boulot. One of these old friends, the Oriental
scholar V.P. Nikitin came down from the seventh floor of the same building – he was
translating the Persian texts of the Sufi for Remizov. Once he brought his friend, a
Persian poet, and the three of them went to the photographer to have their picture
taken. The poet then wrote Remizov that he was amazed how the Russian left the
door to his apartment open upon leaving, ‘just like a Dervish’s cell’ in the event that a
friend should stop by”.849
It is my conviction that during his “wandering travels”850 to Persia,
Khlebnikov crafted a personal life myth, based in “Tyrant Without the ‘T’”, the myth
of the poet-prophet, the god-seeking dervish. Khlebnikov patterned his own behavior
according to this type of idea. Literature and “literary experience”851 were merged
into one.852 In “Tyrant Without the ‘T’” the lyrical hero repeatedly is called a
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“Любопытнее всего, однако... неожиданный и смутивший добрейшего Алексея Михайловича
жест писателя-перса (Абд-Оль-Хусейна Санти Задэ Кермани), поцеловавшего при прощании
его руку. Санати Задэ объяснил мне, что в его глазах А. М. является как бы шейхом (старцем,
главою) дервишеского ордена!... Отреченность от мира сего, приличествующая мистикудервишу, стремящемуся к слиянии с Божеством, поразила моего тегеранского друга при виде
того, что, когда мы пошли к фотографу, А.М., уходя из квартиры, оставил дверь незапертой (как
он это обычно делал, после того как, однажды, вернувшись, не мог, без помощи слесаря,
открыть дверь...”. See: Никитин 1993: 294-295.
849
“….была и группа старых друзей, часто приходивших на рю Буало. Из старых друзей
востоковед В.П.Никитин спускался с шестого этажа того же дома, – он переводил для Ремизова
персидские тексты Суфи. Однажды он привел своего друга, персидского поэта, и они втроем
пошли к фотографу, чтобы сняться. Поэт потом написал Ремизову, что его поразило, что
Ремизов выходя, не запер дверь своей квартиры, а оставил ее открытой “подобно келье
дервиша” на случай прихода друзей”. See: Резникова 1980: 100. For Khlebnikov as a “Dervish”
see as well the chapter from the memoirs of K. Zelinsky “The Dervish of Russian Poetry” (Зелинский
1957: 148-152); compare Зелинский 1960: 232-241.
850
The wandering travel of “хожение” and “Holy poverty” – was a continual theme in Russian spiritual poetry
(Федотов 1991: 15, 103). Usually these poems are sung by wandering minstrels and vagabonds (see, for
example, Федотов 1991: 15; Селиванов 1991: 5). For the role of holy “poverty” and Russian spiritual verses in
the creative work of Khlebnikov’s elder contemporary – Andrei Belyi, see Коно 2002: 248-249. The image of
a religious wanderer could have been familiar to Belyi and Khlebnikov according to the published works of
P.A. Bessonov (Бессонов 1861- 1863, vol. 2) and S.V. Maksimov (Максимов 1877: 181-230). The image of
an indigent prophet was popular in the Arab culture of the Middle Ages. See: Grunebaum 1961: 95-110;
Bonnebakker 1975: 10-12 et passim; Corbin 1977: 180-236.
851
See: Эйхенбаум 1927(1976): 183-184
852
For the “construction” of a personal biography by the author who views himself as a “character”, see such
general studies as: Винокур 1927 passim; Lipking 1981 passim; Лотман 1986: 106-129; and also Freidin 1987
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wandering god-seeker: five time a “prophet”, twice a “dervish” (noting as well that
this word is repeated dozens of times by one of the characters of the poem), seven
times a “gul’-mullah” (see also the three-time recurrence of the term, “flower
priest”(священник цветов)). The direction of this life-creationist identification flows
not only from the people of Gilan to Khlebnikov (it was they who upon meeting the
Futurist called him gul’-mullah and urus dervish), but also from Khlebnikov to the
people of Gilan. In his very first letter from Anzali to his sister Vera Khlebnikov
wrote: “I told the Persians that I was a Russian prophet”.853
To better understand this point it is worth examining Khlebnikov’s behavior
that led the people of Gilan to relate to him as a “Russian prophet” and treat him like
a wandering dervish. The hero’s actions were well established in the canon of
dervish asceticism. The poem’s main character eats “what God provides” – fish eggs
and small fish (casted upon the shore). He kindly welcomes any of God’s creatures
and views a stray dog as a regular dining companion, never bothering himself with
“courtly” manners of “civilized” society. There exist numerous examples illustrating
an abstinence from food as the most important condition in the lifestyle of Islamic
adherents of Sufism and dervish philosophy.
A. Aleksandrov suggested that “there is a special value system in which
precious gold and a worthless acorn, a homeless dog and a wandering poet are both
found in the same rank”.854 The Sufi associative chain, “I(myself) –
soothsayers/prophets – dogs” naturally leads to the “dervishes” of Ancient Greeks –
the Cynics, who received the alias “dogs” for their shocking behavior. It also
underscores the importance of the characterization mentioned above on the
“Diogenes-kind” of life of the Avant-Garde artist. A similar example of personal
behavior seems neither “strange” nor inappropriate to the author of the poem, but is
actually welcomed by the narrator, whose identical character is inseparable from that
of Khlebnikov.
Unlike ordinary Muslims, the dervishes needed hashish “not for a high but for
the obliteration of any personal life or impulse in them and to lead them into an
ecstatic state of contemplating blessed, mystical ideas that bring joy to every
dervish”.855 Khlebnikov and M.V. Dobrokovsky856 both used hashish and opium
regularly. One such experience almost ended with tragic results. Having smoked
passim; Boym 1991: 119-190 et passim; Bell 1997 passim. For Khlebnikov as a poet myth-creator (creating the
myth about himself among others) see Баран 2002: 30-32, as well as some others.
853
“Персам я сказал, что я русский пророк”. See: Хлебников 1933, т. 5: 321. Many researchers
have touched upon Khlebnikov’s depictions of the poet as prophet. See Mirsky 1975: 53-54; Cooke
1987: 104-160; compare 1980; Максимова 1998: 31-32; Леннквист 1999: 159-160, 166-171, 175,
177-178. An article by B. Moeller-Sally “The Mask of the Prophet in the Works of Velimir
Khlebnikov: Pushkin and Nietzsche” (Moeller-Sally 1996: 201-225) is also devoted to this same topic.
854
See: Александров 1985: 116.
855
See: Позднев 1886: 254.
856
According to Khlebnikov’s own words he “in childhood somehow ‘began to inhale the ether (эфир) with
pleasure’”. (See this mentioned in Анфимов 1935: 67). Another source describing the smoking of opium as a
common practice in this region during this time may be found in the memoirs on the Baku-period left by the
daughter of Viacheslav Ivanov. In the same year of 1921 Ivanov was “moonlighted” by reading lectures in the
city of Lankaran, not far from the border with Persia. In a local “tea house” (more familiar today in Amsterdam
as “coffee-shop”) Viacheslav Ivanov smoked the opium that had been offered to him there (he was disappointed
with its effect). See Иванова 1992: 108.
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some hashish, the ‘Russian dervishes’, as A. Kosterin called them, nearly perished in
a common teahouse when a large fire broke out there.857 A distinct clue to their use
of narcotics exists in the text of “Tyrant Without the ‘T’” (Fragment 11):
And everything uttered began with ‘sha’: shah, shai, shira
Where the silent month
Is given the most resonant name
Ai,
In this land I am! 858
In the 1936 edition the first of these quoted lines is rendered somewhat differently:
And everything uttered began with sha: shak, shai, shire (И все на ша: шах, шай,
шире)859. “Shira” or “shire” (the Persian, “sireh”) – is a narcotic grass made from the
burnt dregs of opium860. A description of how it is smoked is included in a passage
from Khlebnikov’s Persian poem, “Shireh Smoker”861.
The numerous stories about dervishes wandering the desert in a
transcendental, and perhaps even drug-addled state, tawakkul, braving lions and
bandits, all the while abstaining from all kinds of sustenance 862, are well known. It
was in such a condition that A. Kosterin found Khlebnikov: “We spied a naked fellow
on a desolate sandbar along the seashore. He was standing motionless and gazing out
into the opaline expanse of the sea. A light breeze caressed his long hair. Smirnov
drew up his horse and sneered: ‘Well, there’s our poet. Take a look at him, like he’s
strolling through the fields of his village! And yet nobody bothers him, but instead he
receives food everywhere’. Mark Smirnov, twice decorated for his heroics in the
Russian Civil War, previously a mere footsoldier and prior to that – a miner, was
utterly uninitiated in the modern developments in poetry. He gazed upon Khlebnikov
as he would upon a blissful saint, a holy jester of Christ. Honoring the traditional
Russian custom, Smirnov treated Khlebnikov with utmost respect and a certain
degree of amazement. We rode to the edge of the sea where his torn shirt and pants
were lying on the shore. Aside from this, Khlebnikov had no other personal
belongings. He saw us, and in no particular hurry, emerged from the water to greet us
briefly and coyly, as if we had only parted the night before and nothing had transpired
since then. – ‘What are you doing here? Where are you going?’ Mark asked him.
Khlebnikov with a somewhat distant glance looked at me, then at Smirnov, and
asked, ‘Where is Khudoga? I think, the word “Kurd” also starts with a “K”…’
‘Comrade Khlebnikov’, I said with a polite frostiness, ‘Dobrokovsky and Abikh are
very worried about you. You left for no reason and told nobody. Friends usually
don’t do this. Wait here – in a couple hours a patrol will pass by, and I kindly advise
you not to hide from the patrol or to run away from it.’ Avoiding eye contact with
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See: Костерин 1966: 219.
“И все на ша: шах, шай, шира. / Где молчаливому месяцу / Дано самое звонкое имя – Ай. / В
этой стране я!”. See: Хлебников 1986: 354.
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See: Хлебников 1936: 247.
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See: Григорьев, Парнис 1986: 687.
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See: Хлебников 1933, V: 34-35.
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See for example Дьяков 1990: 124-136.
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me, Khlebnikov sat down in the sand exposing his matted hair and emaciated back.
Silently, we took our leave from him…”.863
This incident can be compared with other similar “holy fool” episodes in the
behavior of the poet that were recounted by Abikh which provide further details to
the “provocative” aspects of Khlebnikov’s daily life-creation. The memoirist tells
that “on the first day of the retreat, up to the first bivouac, Khlebnikov walked with
the others, but at daybreak he began to lag behind, knowing full well that the shah’s
horsemen, whose approach the retreating ‘rearguard’ fully expected, might very well
overtake him. Repeated warnings did not convince him to leave with the patrol, and
finally Khlebnikov veered away from the edge of the sea (along which they had been
retreating), deep in thought, drawn to this place by ‘an intriguing crow with white
wings that had flown over there’. And so Khlebnikov took his leave of the patrol. A
day later the patrol rested in Roudsar and loaded themselves into kirzhims (flatbottomed boats) for the crossing to Anzali. It was at this point that the tall figure of
Khlebnikov, carrying an oilskin case for a typewriter on his head (a-la Catholicos of
Armenia!) and the bound manuscript sheets of his latest work Doski Sud’by on a pole
over his shoulder, loomed on the sandy expanses of the shore… In Anzali
Khlebnikov spent several days following the return from his Teheran ‘Campaign’. He
swam in the sea, took walks. Once while he swam, some people stole his clothes.
Naked, he walked back to the home of the senior sea captain (on the beach), dressed
and left with a group of friends for Baku”.864
863

“На пустынной отмели, по пояс в море, мы увидели голого человека. Он стоял неподвижно и
смотрел в опаловую даль моря. Легкий ветерок трепал длинные волосы. Смирнов придержал
коня и с усмешкой сказал: – ‘А это ведь наш поэт. Смотри-ка, идет как по лугам своей деревни.
И никто его не тронет, и везде кормят’. …Марк Смирнов, дважды орденоносец за участие в
гражданской войне, в прошлом простой солдат, а еще раньше – шахтер, был совершенно чужд
современным поэтическим течениям. На Хлебникова он смотрел как на блаженного,
юродивого. Подчиняясь общерусскому традиционному обычаю, Смирнов к Хлебникову тоже
относился с почтением и некоторым удивлением. Мы подъехали к кромке отмели, где лежала
рваная рубаха и штаны. Больше ничего у Хлебникова не было. Велемир, увидев нас, не
торопясь вышел из воды и поздоровался сухо и кратко, будто только вчера расстались и ничего
за это время не произошло. – ‘Что вы здесь делаете? Куда идете?’ – спросил его Марк.
Хлебников каким-то отсутствующим взглядом посмотрел на меня, на Смирнова и спросил: – ‘А
где Худога? Я вот думаю, слово “курды” тоже с буквы “К”...’– Товарищ Хлебников, – сказал я с
вежливым холодком, – о вас очень беспокоятся Доброковский и Абих. Вы ушли и ничего им не
сказали. Так друзья не делают. Подождите здесь – часа через два отряд подойдет сюда. И
советую от отряда не отставать и вперед не забегать. Хлебников, избегая смотреть мне в глаза,
сел на песок, показав затылок со спутанными волосами и худую спину. Мы молча отъехали от
него…”. See: Костерин 1966: 221.
864
“Первый день отступления, до первой ночевки, Хлебников шел в ногу с другими, но наутро стал
отставать, зная, что его могут настигнуть шахские казаки, которых ждали отступающие “в тыл”.
Несколько предупреждений не убедили его итти с отрядом, и наконец В.В. пошел в сторону от берега
моря (по которому отступали), вглубь, мотивируя тем, что ‘в ту сторону полетела интересная ворона, с
белым крылом’. Так В.В. отстал от отряда. Только через день, когда отряд отдохнул в Рудессере и уже
погрузился на киржимы (плоскодонные лодки) для отплытия в Энзели, в песчаных далях берега
замаячила высокая фигура Хлебникова с клеенчатым футляром от пишущей машинки на голове (a-la
армянский католикос!) и вязанкой Досок судьбы на дручке за плечом. …В Энзели Хлебников провел
несколько дней после возвращения ‘из похода’ на Тегеран. Купался в море. Гулял. Тогда же во время
купания у него украли одежду. Голый добрался до дома старшего морского начальника (на берегу).
Одели, и В.В. уехал с группой товарищей в Баку”. See: Степанов 1936: 59; compare Абих 1928: 322-323.
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An important point needs to be made with respect to Khlebnikov’s constant
poverty, his total abstention from possessions, carefully nurtured by the poet at
practically every stage of his life “journey”. The ideas of “predestination” and “The
Path” are in fact closely tied with the dervish mystical concept of poverty. The 19thcentury western researcher-ethnographer, G. Brown, considered poverty (faqr) the
central element in the lifestyle of the dervish. Poverty is viewed as an attribute of the
Prophet himself to whom the term “poverty – my pride”865 (al-faqru - fahri) is
ascribed. In his time, Al Hujwiri wrote about the essence of dervish poverty,866
“Dervishism in all its aspects is mystical poverty, and a transcendental principle
relates to it entirely. Divine secrets arise in the dervish and take hold of him so that
his actions and thoughts are still controlled by him. But once, through his actions, he
no longer is a slave to acquisitiveness and his actions are no longer his own, then he
becomes – the Path, and not the traveler following his own will”.867
The nickname for Khlebnikov, gul’-mullah, that originated in Gilan is
probably tied to Dervishism. The association of “dervish  flower (rose)” may be
evoked by the traditional shape of the dervish’s hat – the taj (taf in Persian): “Several
dervish orders made this hat in the shape of a vase, and others used it as a vessel for a
rose, to which the hat bore a resemblance”.868
If the people of Gilan saw a dervish in Khlebnikov, then his Russian
contemporaries, who knew the poet at the beginning of the 1920’s, in their turn
referred to the same characteristics of unusual appearance and “holy fool” behavior in
their memories about him. The Red Army soldier Smirnov was not the only one who
saw a “blessed, holy fool”869 in the poet. Viacheslav Ivanov told Moisei Altman that
“upon his (Khlebnikov’s) arrival, the room is suffused with the aroma of a Saint”.870
A.D. Petrovsky recalled in 1923, “I happened to be in Kharkov in 1920. I found
Petnikov and found out from him that Khlebnikov was there, but I should not see
him. All the same I left to find him. Khlebnikov was in nothing but his underwear of
rough, homemade sackcloth and hatless. Dirty, sunburned, ungroomed and shaggy, he
had the appearance of a holy fool, but easily carried himself in this attire, apparently
having spent months in this filth and grown accustomed to it…Khlebnikov was
preparing to leave for Persia. We parted, pledging to each other ‘let’s meet without
fail on this round planet’…and never saw each other again…”.871
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See: Позднев 1886: 153.
For a detailed analysis of the dervish concept of “poverty” (faqr) from original sources in a broad
historical context see Нурбахш 2000 passim. Principles of living in poverty as a cornerstone of the
Sufi worldview were established by a Muslim philosopher from the end of the 12th Century by Ibn alArabi (See Ибн Араби 1998 passim).
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Quoted via Шиммель 1999: 102.
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See: Позднев 1886: 162, compare 163-164; Brown 1868: 89-91.
869
See: Костерин 1966: 221.
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“…при входе его (Хлебникова) в комнату ощущает запах святого.” See: Толстая 1996: 113,
endnote 29.
871
“В 20-м году летом попал я случайно в Харьков. Нашел Петникова и от него узнал, что Хлебников
тут, но видеть его не интересно. Пошел я и все-таки разыскал его. Хлебников был в одном нижнем белье
из грубого крестьянского холста, без шапки. Грязный, загорелый, обросший и взлохмаченный, он видом
походил на юродивого. Держался он в этом костюме свободно, очевидно долгие месяцы ходил в этих
отребьях и привык к ним... Хлебников собирался в Персию. Мы расстались, сказав друг другу:
“непременно встретимся на круглом шаре”... и больше не встретились…”. See: Петровский 1923: 169.
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These idiosyncrasies of the Avant-Garde poet hardly impressed all of the
poet’s contemporaries. T. Vechorka recounted the disgust and even hostility that
Khlebnikov evoked from her father-in-law, D.E. Tolstoi, “‘A poet, you say, ah?! A
renowned poet? Just as I believed! He’s a holy fool and an insolent one to be sure!
A poet!... at one time poets were aristocrats, then the hoi-polloi wheedled their way
in, and now these (Maxim) Gorky types’… …there were further inquiries: ‘Who are
his parents? Why don’t they place him in the mental asylum? How do they let
someone like that walk the streets? And his eyes seem unnaturally blue as if he has
colored them…’”.872
Rita Wright recalled the extremely curious eating habit of Khlebnikov which
had a boldly eccentric, and somewhat otherworldly basis, “we were getting ready for
bed, hanging stockings to dry and burrowing deeper into the hay. I awoke in the
middle of the night from the bright light of the moon shining through the door. A
ruffled and disheveled Khlebnikov sat on the threshold with clumps of hay sticking
out of his hair. ‘Why aren’t you sleeping?’, I asked him. He slowly turned his head
and said, “We’ll be getting up soon anyway. Let’s walk through the forest. We can
boil some swampwater on a campfire and have some bug soup…”.873
Debating A.K. Zholkovsky’s paper at the Amsterdam symposium devoted to
the 100th anniversary of Khlebnikov’s birthday (in 1986), A. Flaker developed the
idea on the similarity of Khlebnikov’s biography to the behavioral model of holy
fools.874 However, it would be premature to defend the premise that the poet’s
behavior directly corresponds to the behavioral norm of the Russian holy fool. If one
sees a certain complex of ideas and practices relating to the radical asceticism in the
holy fool tradition, then it won’t be so easy to make analogies between Khlebnikov’s
actions and this particular paradigm.
The tradition of the holy fool includes the impulse of focused aggression
(throwing stones at monks, breaking into ladies bathhouses, public defecation, etc.).
It is distinguished by provocative contempt for social order and total enmity to the
real world. All of this behavior does not fully cleave to the well-known life principles
of Khlebnikov. The individualistic contemplative behavior of the poet was oriented,
in large part, to meditative, metaphysical visions, to hermetically sealed internal labor
872

“...‘– Поэт, говорите?! Замечательный поэт? Так я и поверил! Юродивый он, да еще наглый! Поэт!...
Раньше поэтами были аристократы, потом поползли разночинцы, а теперь – Горьковские персонажи... ...
Дальше шли расспросы: А кто его родители? Да, почему его не сдадут в желтый дом? Разве можно
одного его по улице пускать? И глаза неприлично-голубые, наверно крашенные’”. See: Вечорка 1925: 3
873
“Мы улеглись, развесив чулки на просушку и зарывшись поглубже в сено. Ночью я проснулась от
светившей прямо в дверь яркой луны. На пороге сидел нахохлившийся, взъерошенный Хлебников с
торчащими в волосах клочками сена. - Чего вы не спите? - спросила я. Он медленно повернул голову: Все равно скоро вставать. Пойдем по лесу. Вскипятим воду на костре, из болота... Будет суп из
микроорганизмов”. See: Райт 2007: 189.
874
“I won’t use the word ‘insanity’; it is better perhaps to say ‘holy folly’ (юродство)” (“Я не
употребил бы слово сумасшествие; лучше, кажется, юродство”). See: Жолковский 1986: 591. It
is unclear if Khlebnikov was familiar with the book by father Ioann Kovalevsky (Ковалевский 1895)
on holy fools of the Eastern Orthodox and Russian churches. Regarding the Orthodox and Byzantine
holy fools that might have influenced him see (passim) Challis, Dewey 1977; Saward 1980: 12-30;
Ryden 1981; 1995; Gorayanoff 1983; Thompson 1987; Иванов 1994; Молдован 2000; Kovets 2000:
367-389.
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of mind instead of the rather simplistic brutality of a clearly expressed public activity.
Such form of behavior was more a frequent trait of Vladimir Mayakovsky. Forgoing
yellow coats, Khlebnikov wore torn robes not just from a desire to “shock the
bourgeoisie” but also in large part because at times he could not afford to wear more
fashionable clothes. To a certain extent, his mind was preoccupied with somewhat
different ideas then those of his fellow Futurists.
At practically all stages of his life existence, but especially in the later
revolutionary period, Khlebnikov clearly neglected conventional standards and norms
of ordinary behavior. That being said, it is difficult to maintain that deliberate
epatage became the central, predominate theme of his public persona. (The concept
of “public persona” may be narrowly applied to Khlebnikov despite the fact that he
disdained conspicuous “performance for an audience”). In future it would be
necessary to indicate several not quite coinciding traits (along with the widely known
coinciding ones) in the ideology of pragmatics of the Russian Futurist life-creators.
1.3 Vladimir Mayakovsky: Observations on the Unconventionality of Poet’s
Behavior
The unique persona of Vladimir Mayakovsky represents a certain semantic
watershed, a kind of ideological “bridge” between the “historical Avant-Garde” of
Russian Futurism and the age of the Bolshevik-Soviet “literary order”.875 The
persona of this poet may intrigue us as much, as Mayakovsky with his scandalous
yellow coats amassed in himself a complex combination of methods and phenomena
of Avant-Garde pragmatics, with its goal of shocking and offending the accursed
“bourgeoisie”. The Avant-Garde pragmatics of behavior, which intrigued Maksim
Shapir for its semiotics, is displayed, I think, with rather great acuity in the multifaceted creative activity of Mayakovsky.
When investigating any historical name for the purpose of fathoming AvantGarde esthetics of action and pragmatics which defy the standard norm of behavior,
the testimonies of contemporaries and associates turn to be exceptionally important.
Without question, the most known and “notorious” artifact of Mayakovsky’s AvantGarde behavioral epatage was his famous coat. Regarding this item, Victor
Shklovsky wrote, “Publishing his work was out of the question, but it was still
possible for him to perform. But performing required that there be a sign. Nikolai
Kulbin taught us how to compose our mottos, the kind of mottos that would be used
if the Turks had occupied the city and the news had to be broadcast with a drumbeat.
Mayakovsky put on his yellow coat. There were two coats actually: the first was
yellow, which was considered the color of the Avant-Garde. It was wide at the
bottom with a turned down collar. The fabric was so fine that the yellow coat seemed
transparent. It was rather long and one could see that he was wearing dark trousers.
The second coat was striped – yellow and black”.876
875

The ambivalent attitude of the Soviet regime to the “living Mayakovsky” is best symbolized by the figure of
Vladimir Lenin with his famous political essay “Party Organization and Party Literature” in which he expressed
his dissatisfaction with Mayakovsky’s poetry. This did not however prevent Lenin from publicly praising
Mayakovsky’s poem “Worn out From Sitting” (Прозаседавшиеся) as it suited Lenin’s political agenda.
876
“О том, чтобы печататься не было и разговора, но можно было и выступать. А для
выступления нужна была вывеска. Тезисы научили делать Николай Кульбин, такие тезисы как
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Another witness to those early years of the Russian Avant-Garde, Benedict
Livshits, expanded upon this subject in his memoirs devoted to the history of the
Futurist movement, “After buying two fashionable ring gelds in straw cases, Volodia
suggested that we go smoke. We began to walk accompanied by a crowd of gawkers
who were amazed at the bright orange coat and the ensemble of a top hat with a bare
neck. Mayakovsky acted like a fish in water”.877
Livshits links the external aspects of Mayakovsky’s appearance to the painted
faces of his acquaintances from the same Avant-Garde esthetic, the members of
Mikhail Larionov’s circle, “… feeling out of place, he feared with uncertain
intonation tearing down the picture of a charming game, even though one month prior
to this Larionov had already stunned Moscow audiences by appearing with a painted
face on Kuznetsky. Moscow however still had not grown accustomed to such street
theater performances and a crowd of idlers began to grow around us…we visited
some of Volodia’s pals then the others, again and again. We went anywhere
Mayakovsky felt necessary to show off his Avant-Garde magnificence”.878
Livshits devotes special attention to how unprecedented and “shocking” were
Mayakovsky’s stunts, his whole external look, and his unique way of presenting
himself in the strict environment of the academic institute where his education and
formation as an artist began. Livshits recounts Mayakovsky’s process of “personal
quests” and the elaboration of an external image of his appearance. He also addresses
the particular importance of that same “blouse” for “The Institute of Painting,
Sculpture and Architecture”, where Mayakovsky was enrolled as a student. Livshits
tells that “an orange blouse on the backdrop of state officialdom was an
unprecedented challenge to the barracks-like regimen of the school. Mayakovsky’s
stunt was met with applaud and success. Having decided that he had discovered his
sartorial style, Mayakovsky dragged me to the textile stores where startled shopassistants brought down the brightest samples from the shelves for us… After long
searches, he honed in on a black and yellow striped fabric of unknown origin at
Cindel’s and decided upon this one. Having calmed down finally, he grandly
proposed that we ‘freshen up just a spot’ my own wardrobe. I selected a ‘half-length’
(аршин = 0,71 м), wildly motley, printed fabric from which, to my judgment, we

будто турки заняли город и оповещают об этом под барабан. Тут Маяковский и надел свою
желтую кофту. Кофт было две; первая – желтая. Желты цвет считался цветом футуризма. Кофта
была внизу широкая. С отложным воротником, материал не густой, так что сквозь желтую
кофту – а она была довольно длинная – видны были черные брюки. Вторая кофта была
полосатая – желтая с черным”. See: Шкловский 2007: 77.
877
“Купив две шикарных маниллы в соломенных чехлах, Володя предложил мне закурить.
Сопровождаемые толпою любопытных, пораженных оранжевой кофтой и комбинацией
цилиндра с голой шеей, мы стали прогуливаться. Маяковский чувствовал себя как рыба в воде”.
See: Лившиц 2007: 131.
878
“Боялся неверной, невпопад, интонацией сбить рисунок замечательной игры. Хотя за месяц
до этого Ларионов уже ошарашил москвичей, появившись с раскрашенным лицом на
Кузнецком, однако Москва еще не привыкла к подобным зрелищам, и вокруг нас разрасталась
толпа зевак. ... Заглянули к каким-то Володиным знакомым, потом к другим, еще и еще,
заходили всюду, куда Маяковский считал нужным показаться в своем футуристическом
великолепии”. Ibid.
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could fashion a rather flamboyant tie and handkerchief…Volodia’s mother sewed his
striped blouse”.879
Another close acquaintance of the poet, L.F. Zhegin, talked about the special
importance and extraordinary significance the concept “I” held for Mayakovsky. He
also spoke about the poet’s obsession with developing a peculiar way of depicting his
external appearance, “It took an interminably long time to design the cover to his
book ‘I!’. This spot which may be simply viewed as an errant ink blot, at its core has
a real prototype: the bowtie which Mayakovsky liked to wear at the time. In the
photographs of him from that time, there is always a bowtie fixed permanently in
place. Mayakovsky next affected the ‘vagabond’ style for a little while: the
Byronesque poet-pirate, a ‘Corsair’ with a black, wide-brimmed hat set back on his
forehead, a black shirt (quickly replaced with a bright yellow one), a black necktie
and in general an all black outfit – such was the external appearance of the poet
during his period of great internal work, when the general outline of his creative
individuality was beginning to take shape”.880 This description forces us to notice the
relevance for Mayakovsky of the more profound levels of romantic Life Creation in
the fully contrived image of the poet-adventurer and romantic lover of multiple
women, which are linked with the symbolically important figure of Byron.
L.F. Zhegin recounted interesting details about Mayakovsky’s peculiar
version of social behavior, intended in one or another of its facets to be “noticed” by
the people around him. The semiotics of these aspects of the poet’s actions was
related to the concept of defamiliarization. This notion of defamiliarization was
focused on making all ordinary details of his external appearance and many of his
body motions look “strange” and “remarkable”, “…‘Careful, Vladimir
Vladimirovich! A tramway!’ – ‘It’s nothing, don’t worry, it will jump back’.
Maykovsky did not walk, he loomed. You could recognize him a mile away, not only
because of his height, but in large part, because of his bold, sweeping body movement
and to a lesser extent his gnarled and heavy gait. …Restraint, clarity, even aridity –
all these qualities were developed later, when the black and then yellow shirt, or in
contrast to them, the short lived top hat and frock coat buttoned all the way to the top,
879

“…Училище живописи, ваяния и зодчества, где он числился учеником, его ждал триумф:
оранжевая кофта на фоне казенных стен была неслыханным вызовом казарменному режиму
школы. Маяковского встретили и проводили овациями. ... Решив, что его наряд уже
примелькался, он потащил меня по мануфактурным магазинам. В которых изумленные
приказчики вываливали нам на прилавок все самое яркой из лежавшего на полках... После
долгих поисков он набрел у Цинделя на черно-желтую полосатую ткань неизвестного
назначения и на ней остановил свой выбор. ... Угомонившись, наконец, он великодушно
предложил и мне ‘освежить хотя бы пятном’ мой костюм. Я ограничился полуаршином
чудовищно-пестрой набойки, из которой, по моим соображениям, можно было выкроить
достаточно кричащие галстух и носовой платок. ...Сшила полосатую кофту Володина мать”. See
Ibid.: 132
880
“Бесконечно долго рисовалась обложка к книжечке ‘Я!’. На ней весьма декоративно расположены
какое-то черное пятно и надпись: В. Маяковский. ‘Я!’. Это пятно, которое можно признать просто за
растекшуюся чернильную кляксу, имеет в основе реальный прообраз: это галстук ‘бабочкой’, который
тогда носил Маяковский. На фотографиях, сохранившихся от того времени, галстук этот запечатлен.
Тогда Маяковский немного придерживался стиля ‘vagabond’. Байроновский поэт-корсар, сдвинутая на
брови широкополая черная шляпа, черная рубашка (вскоре смененная на ярко-желтую), черный галстук
и вообще все черное,- таков был внешний облик поэта в период, когда в нем шла большая внутренняя
работа, когда намечались основные линии его творческой индивидуальности”. See: Жегин 1963: 99-100.
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were replaced with a new external style: crew cut hair, a jersey sweater or a basic
grey suit. But even then Mayakovsky still maintained the image of a ‘poet with long
hair’”.881
The renowned actor A.A. Mgebrov paid special attention in his memoirs to
the contrivance of scandal in early Futurist performances, in which Mayakovsky
played a large and important role. Discussing the same kind of controversial nature of
the yellow coat, Mgebrov wrote specifically, “…But it was impossible for a scandal
not to occur. All the tickets had been snatched up and the people who had bought
them, at least many of them, went intentionally to see and be part of a scandal. One
way or another people brought money to the Futurists and supported them.
…Mayakovsky emerged and ascended the platform dressed in simple clothes and not
wearing any make-up. It was as if he was above the crowd, above the city; he was in
fact a son of the city and the city had erected a monument to him. For what? If for
nothing else, for the fact that he was a poet. ‘Ridicule me!’, Mayakovsky seemed to
say, ‘I stand like a monument among you. Laugh, I am a poet. I am a pauper and
prince in one at the same time’. …Mayakovsky was in his famous yellow
blouse…”.882
Mgebrov strongly emphasizes the aggressive nature of Mayakovsky’s verbal
behavior when his physical behavior seemed to correspond harmoniously with the
explosive semantic content of his verbal ripostes. According to Mgebrov,
Mayakovsky, “…really used to say [to the audience]: ‘You are rats…’ And the
people laughed in reply, but their laughter seemed like the timid scratching of rats on
open doors then. ‘Don’t leave, Mayakovsky’, the audience cried mockingly when in a
state of confusion he agitatedly collected his tears, and newspaper sheets, and
cardboard toys, and the guffaws of the hall in a great bag, in a great sackcloth
bag…”.883
The translator and writer Rita Wright-Kovaleva recalled an utterly
extraordinary and frivolous aspect of Mayakovsky’s many performances before an
881

“‘Осторожней, Владимир Владимирович! Трамвай!’ – ‘Ничего, не беспокойтесь, отскочит’.
Маяковский не шел, а маячил. Его можно было узнать за версту не только благодаря его росту,
но, главным образом, по размашистости его движений и немного корявой и тяжелой походке. ...
Сдержанность, четкость, почти сухость - все это выработалось позднее, когда черная, а затем
желтая блуза или, по контрасту с ними, недолго просуществовавшие цилиндр и сюртук,
застегнутый на все пуговицы, были сменены иным внешним стилем: коротко остриженные
волосы, фуфайка или простой серый костюм. Но тогда Маяковский еще сохранял стиль ‘поэта с
длинными волосами’”. Ibid.
882
“А скандал не мог не разыграться: билеты брались нарасхват, и люди, покупавшие их, по
крайней мере многие, заранее шли на скандал и для скандала. Но так или иначе футуристам
несли деньги, их поддерживали. ... Вышел Маяковский. Он взошел на трибуну без грима, в
своем собственном костюме. Он был как бы над толпою, над городом; ведь он – сын города, и
город воздвиг ему памятник. За что? Хотя бы за то, что он поэт. ‘Издевайтесь надо мною!’ –
словно говорил Маяковский.– Я стою, как памятник, среди вас. Смейтесь, я – поэт. Я нищий и
принц в одно и то же время. ... Маяковский был в своей собственной желтой кофте...”. See:
Мгебров 1963: 97.
883
“…действительно говорил так: ‘Вы – крысы...’. И в ответ люди хохотали, их хохот
напоминал тогда боязливое царапанье крыс в открытые двери. ‘Не уходите, Маяковский’, –
кричала насмешливо публика, когда он, растерянный, взволнованно собирал в большой мешок
и слезы, и газетные листочки, и свои картонные игрушки, и насмешки зала - в большой
холщовый мешок”. See: Ibid.
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audience. Specifically, she mentioned a distinct physiological aspect of the poet’s
image, recording how remarkably his voice in particular functioned, “Some posters
appeared on the streets one time. The poet-Futurist, Alexei Chicherin promised to
read Vladimir Mayakovsky’s poem, ‘Man’ (‘Человек’) in the ‘mellifluous tone of
his voice’. We went to the performance in a large group and took over the entire
front row by way of some complimentary tickets. It was difficult to act seriously
when a tall man with unnaturally slanted and wild eyes beneath a lush expanse of
eyebrows emerged on stage dressed in a lady’s white patterned kimono and a large
bow on his chest. But he sneered in response to our grins and crossed his partially
exposed, muscular arms across his chest. He inhaled and then his shallow, truly
mellifluous and wonderfully modulated voice began to roar like an organ…”.884
The controversy of interpreting Mayakovsky in relation to Velimir
Khlebnikov, his main colleague in the early stage of Russian Futurism who died
prematurely, represents a distinct layer of Futurist Life Creation (the episode with
Miturich, Alvék, etc.). In one of the surviving accounts, Mayakovsky performs the
role of a kind of malefactor, who allegedly has usurped some notable texts of
Khlebnikov’s literary legacy, claiming them as his own “discoveries”, his rhythms
and rhymes. All this was accompanied with an atmosphere of controversy and the
unconventional behavior of the Avant-Garde artists that endured into the relatively
late Soviet period. Viktor Slavinsky described one such paragon of “scandalmongering”, “…Mayakovsky was reading a note that had been handed to him from
the audience. ‘Is it true that Khlebnikov is a brilliant poet whereas you, Mayakovsky,
are mere scum in comparison to him?’ This caused quite a stir in the audience.
Several people laughed and many became agitated. Mayakovsky replied, ‘I do not
compete or compare myself to poets. That would be silly…’”.885
Khlebnikov’s bitter verse from the Supersaga “Zangezi” corresponds
somewhat to this Post-Futurist scandal and relates, one can assume, directly to
Mayakovsky:
“The wide, iron sedge
Cuts through his life waters, he’s no more…
The reason being the destruction of
Manuscripts by the wicked
Scoundrels with lantern jaw

884

“Однажды на улицах появились афиши. Поэт-футурист Алексей Чичерин обещал
‘бархатным благовестом голоса’ прочесть поэму Владимира Маяковского ‘Человек’. Мы пошли
большой компанией, заняли весь первый ряд, по каким-то контрамаркам.Трудно было
настроиться серьезно, когда на эстраду вышел высокий человек с неправдоподобно раскосыми
дикими глазами под великолепным размахом бровей, в дамском белом кимоно с узорами и
большим бантом на груди. Но он нахмурился в ответ нашим улыбкам,- скрестил на груди
полуголые мускулистые руки; набрал воздуху, и низкий, действительно бархатный, прекрасно
поставленный голос, как орган, зарокотал”. See: Райт 2007: 189.
885
“Маяковский читает записку, преданную ему непосредственно из аудитории: ‘Верно ли, что
Хлебников – гениальный поэт, а вы, Маяковский, перед ним мразь?’. В аудитории сильный шум,
некоторые смеются, многие возмущены. Маяковский – ‘Я не соревнуюсь с поэтами. Это было бы
глупо’...”. See: Славинский 2007: 357.
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And a smacking, chomping pair of lips”.886
A lantern jaw and smacking, chomping lips of the unnamed scoundrels clearly refer
to Mayakovsky, for whom the feature of “lips”887 played a significant role. The
recollections of Marusia Burliuk, are also highly relevant here, “…Mayakovsky’s
head was crowned with thick dark hair, which he began to shear only later. His face
had yellow cheeks and a big, fat mouth, greedy for kisses, jam and tobacco, slanting
to one side and covered with enormous lips. The lower twisted to the left when he
spoke. It gave his speech the outward appearance of taunting and insolence. His lips
were always pressed tight together…”.888
It was in all likelihood precisely these lips that Khlebnikov had in mind when
writing this text of Zangezi. One episode of a staged, post-Futurist scandal, connected
with the relationship between Khlebnikov and Mayakovsky, is recounted in the
memoirs of the young contemporary of the Futurists, Varlam Shalamov, “At the first
reading of the poem ‘Good!’ (Хорошо) in the Polytechnic Museum”, recalled
Shalamov, “there was, as always, a large audience. The reading took place and there
was lots of warm applause. Mayakovsky approached the front of the stage, bent down
and took some notes that had been handed to him. He read the notes, smoothed them
out in his palms and folded them in half. Having done this, he crumpled the notes
and shoved them into his pocket. Suddenly a dark-haired man of average height
wearing pince-nez glasses stood up at the end of the sixth row.
‘Comrade Mayakovsky, you have not answered my note’.
‘And I do not intend to’.
A murmur rose in the hall. The desired scandal had ripened. But what kind of
scandal could there be, it seemed, after the reading of a long, serious poem? What a
strange thing!
‘You are mistaken. You should have responded to my note’.
‘You are an extortionist!’
‘And you, Mayakovsky…’, but the voice of the man in the pince-nez glasses
drowned in a hail of shouts: ‘Tell us what your point is’.…Mayakovsky extended his
arm and deepened his heavy, bass voice – ‘Allow me, I shall explain. This man’ –
Mayakovsky pointed in the direction of the man in the pince-nez glasses with his
index finger. The latter placed his hands behind his back. – ‘This man – his surname
is Alvék. He accuses me of having stolen some manuscripts of Khlebnikov, keeping
them to myself and occasionally publishing them. Well, in fact I did have some
manuscripts of Khlebnikov, Ladomir (Ладомир) and some others. I handed over all
these manuscripts to Roman Jakobson at the Institute of Russian Literature in Prague.
886

“Широкая железная осока/ Перерезала воды его жизни, его уже нет.../ Поводом было
уничтожение/Рукописей злостными/Негодяями с большим подбородком/ И шлепающей и чавкающей
парой губ”. See: Хлебников 1986: 501.
887
One should not forget the early Futurist euphony of Mayakovsky “the Flute of Sewer Pipes”(флейта
водосточных труб) and “appeals from new lips” (зовы новых губ).
888
“Голова Маяковского увенчана густыми темными волосами, стричь которые он начал много
позже; лицо его с желтыми щеками отягчено крупным, жадным к поцелуям, варенью и табаку
ртом, прикрытым большими губами, нижняя во время разговора кривилась на левую сторону.
Это придавало его речи внешне характер издевки и наглости. Губы всегда были плотно сжаты”.
See: Бурлюк 1993: 47.
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I have the receipt from Jakobson. This man is stalking me. He wrote a small book in
which he tried to smear me’. – The pale Alvék raised both hands up, trying to say
something. An unknown man with light brown hair stood up from his seat. Yelling
something, he approached Alvék. People began to push him away from Alvék. Then
the man pulled out a small brochure from his pocket, tore it to shreds and, managing
to throw it in the face of Alvék, shouted, ‘Here’s your book! Here’s your book!’…A
fight broke out. The very same militia about which the poem had just been recited
arrived on the scene and dragged Alvék from the hall”.889
In this remarkable biographical narrative we notice the continual staging of
“scandal-mongering” performance which Mayakovsky and his Futurist colleagues
created. In a sense, it was a kind of artistic “afterlife” – a way of preserving Futurist
behavioral pragmatics focused on any type of scandal. At a time when Futurism itself
did not even exist as such in the sense of organization, publication, manifestos, etc.,
the contrived method of scandal-mongering performance still served as a means of
establishing the movement within the new Soviet society.
In her memoirs, Elsa Triolet illuminated new incidents of the Futurist
experience that emphasize an aspect of the grotesque, excessiveness and a premise of
surprising the spectator with something extraordinary, something truly ‘exceptional’.
She recalled the perception of Mayakovsky in the eyes of his fellow contemporaries,
describing how grotesque his calling cards looked together with his famous coat. The
sister of Lili Brik, she wrote in particular: “…Not catching me at home, Volodia left
his calling card, approximately 15cm in width, on which was printed boldly across
the entire card in yellow and white: Vladimir Mayakovsky. My mother immediately
889

“На первой читке поэмы Хорошо в Политехническом музее народу было, как всегда, много. Чтение
шло, аплодировали дружно и много. Маяковский подходил к краю эстрады, сгибался, брал протянутые
ему записки, читал, разглаживал в ладонях, складывал пополам. Ответив, комкал, прятал в карман.
Внезапно с краю шестого ряда встал человек – невысокий, темноволосый, в пенсне.
— Товарищ Маяковский, вы не ответили на мою записку.
— И отвечать не буду.
Зал загудел. Желанный скандал назревал. Казалось, какой может быть скандал после читки большой
серьезной поэмы? Что за притча?
— Напрасно. Вам бы следовало ответить на мою записку.
— Вы – шантажист!
— А вы, Маяковский..., – но голос человека в пенсне потонул шуме выкриков:
— Объясните, в чем дело. ... Маяковский протянул руку, усилил бас. — Извольте, я объясню. Вот этот
человек, – Маяковский протянул указательный палец в сторону человека в пенсне. Тот заложил руки за
спину. — Этот человек – его фамилия Альвэк. Он обвиняет меня в том, что я украл рукописи
Хлебникова, держу их у себя и помаленьку печатаю. А у меня действительно были рукописи
Хлебникова, Ладомир и кое-что другое. Я все эти рукописи передал в Праге Роману Якобсону, в
Институт русской литературы. У меня есть расписка Якобсона. Этот человек преследует меня. Он
написал книжку, где пытается опорочить меня. Бледный Альвэк поднимает обе руки кверху, пытаясь
что-то сказать. Из рядов возникает неизвестный человек с пышными русыми волосами. Он подбирается
к Альвэку, что-то кричит. Его оттесняют от Альвэка. Тогда он вынимает из кармана небольшую
брошюрку, рвет ее на мелкие куски и, изловчившись, бросает в лицо Альвэку, крича: - Вот ваша
книжка! Вот ваша книжка! ... Начинается драка. В дело вмешивается милиция, та самая, про которую
было только что читанo и вытесняет Альвэка из зала”. See: Шаламов 2001: 52-53. Consult also: Velemir
Khlebnikov, To Everyone. Night dancing ball. Alvék. Khlebnikov’s parasites: Mayakovskii and Aseev,
Moscow 1927. (Велемир Хлебников. Всем. Ночной бал; Альвэк. Нахлебники Хлебникова: Маяковский –
Асеев, Москва 1927).
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returned it to him and promptly said, ‘Vladimir Vladimirovich, you forgot your
billboard’. Volodia bowed, snickered and placed the card back in his pocket.
Surprisingly, nothing that Mayakovsky did actually shock me. Everything about him
– the calling cards, the yellow coat, the continual mumbling – all seemed completely
natural to me. When we went out somewhere together, it did not bother me at all that
all decent people stared bug-eyed at him. I did not focus on this and looked upon his
strange behavior, unusual appearance and dress with complete indifference. The
performances, the press, ‘Futurism’, all the noise and scandal surrounding him had no
impact on me”.890
Regarding the shocking and “defamiliarizing” performative aspects of
Mayakovsky’s stage work, the renowned literary critic and children’s writer, Kornei
Chukovsky, placed an especial emphasis in his memoirs on the importance of
interpreting the yellow coat’s role in the process of creating Mayakovsky’s poetic
performances. Addressing the topic of this coat, Chukovsky noted, “…I brought this
yellow blouse to the Polytechnic Museum as if it were contraband. The police had
forbidden Mayakovsky to appear before an audience in his yellow blouse. A police
officer stood at the entrance and allowed him to pass only after checking that
Mayakovsky was only wearing a jacket. Meanwhile the coat was wrapped in paper
and tucked under my arm. I gave it to Vladimir Vladimirovich on the stairs where he
secretly put it on and stepped out on stages before the audience. Despite all this his
fulminous rant rained down on me”.891
A close associate of Mayakovsky, the poet Nikolai Aseev, recalled many
instances of his friend’s extreme and transgressive eccentricity. This was linked in
one way or another with the public appearances of Mayakovsky, who effortlessly
introduced many attendees to be physically and emotionally engaged into his
performing work. Describing one such controversial event which demonstrates the
scandal-mongering effect on the physical behavior of the audience that evening,
Aseev observed, “…I recall how some time before the revolution, during one of his
performances in the notorious yellow jacket, a respectable grey-haired lady in the
front row tried to strike Mayakovsky with the stopper from a carafe that was on the
stage. What was it he had done to upset her so with his unconventionality that she
890

“…не застав меня дома, Володя оставлял свою визитную карточку, сантиметров в
пятнадцать ширины, на которой желтым по белому во всю ширину и высоту было напечатано:
Владимир Маяковский. Моя мать неизменно ее ему возвращала и неизменно ему говорила:
‘Владимир Владимирович, вы забыли вашу вывеску’. Володя расшаркивался, ухмылялся и клал
вывеску в карман. … Удивительно то, что меня ничего в Маяковском не удивляло, что мне все
казалось вполне естественным - и визитные карточки, и желтая кофта, и постоянное
бормотанье. Когда мы бывали где-нибудь вместе, меня нисколько не смущало, что на него весь
честной народ таращит глаза, я на этом как-то не останавливалась и его странное иной раз
поведение, необычную внешность и костюм воспринимала с полным равнодушием.
Выступления, пресса, ‘футуризм’, шум и скандал до меня не доходили”. See the memoirs of Elza
Triolet (Триоле 1993: 59).
891
“…эту желтую кофту я пронес в Политехнический музей контрабандой. Полиция запретила
Маяковскому появляться в желтой кофте перед публикой. У входа стоял пристав и впускал
Маяковского только тогда, когда убеждался, что на нем был пиджак. А кофта, завернутая в
газету, была у меня под мышкой. На лестнице я отдал ее Владимиру Владимировичу, он тайком
облачился в нее и, эффектно появившись среди публики, высыпал на меня свои громы”. See:
Чуковский 2007: 153.
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would sacrifice her own respectability to grapple with a Futurist? Continuing to
antagonize the audience, Mayakovsky just leaned back evading the lady’s hand that
was armed with the crystal stopper. I know that the lady’s children honored the
family tradition of their matriarch and continued to harbor, if not enmity, then some
kind of hostility when recalling this confrontation”.892
Several aspects of the literary and personal behavior of Mayakovsky conform
to the “decadent life creation” models existing at that time. The aspect of a “lethal”,
tragic Life-Creation love which was mentioned in relation to Briusov and the death of
his lover, Nadezhda L’vova is one such example. Something similar happened with
Mayakovsky. Elsa Triolet recalled one dramatic instance that is less quoted in the
literature on Mayakovsky, “…I recall a woman, who did not spare herself. It was
1917. Her name was Tonya – a solid, heavy set, unattractive, unusual and yet at the
same time plain. She was articulate and accurate. I was drawn to her immediately.
Tonya was an artist, and a talented one it seemed to me. Mayakovsky, his
acquaintances and Tonya herself were depicted in all her small paintings. I recall
there was a ‘Last Supper’ in which Mayakovsky played the role of Christ. In another
Mayakovsky was standing at a window and he had hoofs instead of feet. In the
background there was a squalid room with a bed on which the artist herself sat
dressed in a shirt. I vaguely recall as well that Tonya wrote either prose or poetry,
I’m not sure. She spoke about her love for Mayakovsky with the kind of casualness
that one would say ‘today is sunny’ or ‘the sea is wide’. Tonya threw herself from a
window one year, I don’t recall which exactly”.893
The identifying of the poet with the Messiah, the merging of his face with Christ
bears implicit theodicean and religio-mystical aspects of Mayakovsky’s poetic style.
In the later stages of his life Mayakovsky’s behavior displayed a certain, transgressive
eccentricity, especially in the context of physical proximity with female friends and
intimates. Veronika Polonskaia (who was mentioned in the final note written by the
poet) recalled, “…After several days (I had been with him at his place on Lubianka
every day) – we became [intimately] close. I recall how that particular night he
walked me home along Lubianka Square, when suddenly, and to the amazement of
onlookers, he began to dance the Mazurka right on the square, alone, so tall and
892

“…я помню, как еще до революции, во время выступления его в пресловутой желтой кофте,
почтенная седая дама из первого ряда пыталась ударить Маяковского пробкой от графина,
стоявшего на трибуне. До чего ж, значит, он ее возмутил своей непривычностью, что она не
пожалела собственной респектабельности, вступая в драку с футуристом, который, продолжая
полемизировать е аудиторией, только уклонялся, отшатываясь от ее вооруженной стеклянной
пробкой руки. Знаю, что и дети этой дамы сохраняли семейную традицию их родоначальницы,
продолжая питать если не ненависть, то неприязнь в память этого сражения”. See: Асеев 1963:
205.
893
“…я помню женщину, которая себя не пожалела... Это было году в 17-м. Звали ее Тоней –
крепкая, тяжеловатая, некрасивая, особенная и простая, четкая, аккуратная, она мне сразу
полюбилась. Тоня была художницей, кажется мне – талантливой, и на всех ее небольших
картинах был изображен Маяковский, его знакомые и она сама. Запомнилась ‘Тайная вечеря’,
где место Христа занимал Маяковский; на другой – Маяковский стоит у окна, ноги у него с
копытцами, за ним убогая комната, кровать, на кровати сидит сама художница в рубашке.
Смутно помню, что Тоня также и писала, не знаю, прозу или стихи. О своей любви к
Маяковскому она говорила с той естественностью, с какой говорят, что ‘сегодня солнечно’ или
что ‘море большое’. Тоня выбросилась из окна, не знаю в каком году”. See: Триоле 1993: 59.
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clumsy, and yet he danced quite lithely and comically all the same. As a rule it was
always about extremes with him”.894
Maksim Shapir analyzed Mayakovsky as the ribald, foul-mouthed man and
shocking blasphemer. He outlined what we may call the “phallic aesthetic” in the
creative work of the poet. Together with the common, trivial form of parody, of
transforming the decent into the indecent – in other words, “changing Lenten fare into
meals containing meat and milk” – Mayakovsky mastered another form that is much
rarer. Just as Batiushkov had done before him, he “made the indecent decent, but in a
way that anyone familiar with the obscene source would easily recognize it”.895 The
final goal was, of course, to impress and shock the wide community of readers.
Shapir further links the erotic, shock-generating pragmatics of expression with
another composite form of “scandal-mongering” and in this case, blatantly antiSemitic rhetoric against which the poet struggled. The prototype for this palimpsest
was actually the so-called first “Soviet’ ABC’s” (September 1919), which
Mayakovsky had edited along with R. Jakobson and Y. Gurian. This ABC has such
lines as: “An Anti-Semite – Entente’s Dear Friend, Entente is Nothing But a Band of
Thugs” (“Антисемит Антанте мил. Антанта – сборище громил), etc. Shapir also
observed that in one of his final performances, about three weeks before the tragic
death, March 25, 1930, “Mayakovsky touched upon the history of creating this new
kind of primer: ‘It was written to be perceived as a parody of its prototype, as a kind
of porno-literary primer…’”.896 For this reason, the full text of this playful “Azbuka”
has never been published. Shapir quotes a few “shocking” lines: “A watermelon loves
to warm itself in the sun, An Armenian loves to be shtumpted in the rear; Giraffes
graze in Africa, Kikes love to fuck on Fridays; Πr2 is the square of the circle, a
woman’s muff is better than a friend’…etc…”.897
In addition to the most complete and laconic answer (posed by A. Kobrinsky)
to the question “What is the Avant Garde?” (and if a witness of this conference is
correct, it is “Mudischev lifting weights with his penis”), one may recall Shapir’s
essay on this tricky subject whose approach I entirely support. Avant-Garde-oriented
pragmatics may be also seen in the early poem by A.S. Pushkin, Shades of Barkov
(Тень Баркова). The related experimental Pragmatics of the Avant-Garde was
researched by Shapir in several essays (“From the History of ‘satirical ballad poetry’.
‘He wields the pen like a prick’”).898 This Avant-Garde topic which was initiated by
Shapir, related to the ‘phallic subtext’ of Mayakovsky deserves a separate discussion.
To a large extent Shapir uncovered this subject matter in his second article included
in the same collection of scholarly papers printed by the Moscow publisher
894

“…Через несколько дней (я бывала у него на Лубянке ежедневно) – мы стали близки.
Помню, как в этот вечер он провожал меня домой по Лубянской площади и вдруг, к удивлению
прохожих, пустился на площади танцевать мазурку, один, такой большой и неуклюжий, а
танцевал очень легко и комично в то же время. Вообще у него всегда были крайности”. See
Полонская 1990: 192.
895
See: Шапир 1996: 357-359.
896
See: Ibid.
897
“…Арбуз на солнце любит греться, Армяшка в жопу любит еться; Жирафы в Африке
пасутся, Жиды по пятницам ебутся; Пи эр в квадрате – площадь круга, Пизда утешит лучше
друга.. и проч…”. See: Ibid.
898
“Из истории ‘пародического балладного стиха’. ‘Пером владеет как елдой’”. (See: Шапир
1996: 355-404).
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“Ladomir”: ‘From the History of ‘Satirical Ballad Poetry’. ‘The Scarlet Sun was
rising’”.899
To a certain degree, Mayakovsky himself is associated in the everyday
reader’s subconsciousness with a kind of “sculptural phallicism” (a propos Exegi
monumentum).900 Besides the well known “phallic” Don Juanism of the RussianSoviet poet which constitutes an obvious and perhaps even basic part of his Life
Creation, Shapir provides additional phalliocentric interpretations of the poet’s
famous works. What is particularly valuable for me in the current topic is the new
phallic interpretation of the sun and all its radiant luminescence which Shapir offers:
the heavenly body accordingly “…rises, in order to flood the world. It enters a chink
and each time it gradually drops itself and sinks into every hole on Earth…The sexual
excitation of the sun apparently are based with Mayakovsky in his personal psychophysical experience, “<…>for me it is utter sexual blackmail, he crawls like the sun
under a dress…” [From his address at the forum ‘Gender and Marriage Issues in Life
and Literature’ 6.3. 1927]”.901
Speaking more precisely about how solar symbolism is often tied to phallic
imagery for Mayakovsky, Shapir observes that in “Unusual Incident” this kind of
what he calls as “archetypal symbolism”, supported, in all probability, by Balmont’s
“Let Us Be Like The Sun” (Будем как солнце) which according to Shapir originated
first “from Pushkin’s comparison of the membrum virile to the sun”. Shapir observes
how the author of Shades of Barkov approached this comparison: “Who screws more
passionately than all others? In the pitched battle, whose prick pounds the curly
Cunt, burning like a crimson shaft?...”.902
Shapir noticed that in stanza X the sunrise bears direct resemblance to an
erection: “‘And now the daylight brightens; like a purple bald spot, the sun appears
over the mountain amidst the bluish heaven’…Description of the sunrise and sunset
in terms of the sex act also has its basis in the pornographic burlesque of the 18th
century. In Ode to a Cunt M. Chulkov praises the dawning and ending of the day:
‘From morning’s calm waters of the Dawn, rising Phoebus appears to us in a crimson
chariot, gripping his balls-of-manhood in his hand…and draws Phoebus’ prick into
Pont, so that he might illuminate the horizon…’”.903

899

“Вставало солце ало”. Ibid.: 391-404.
Pushkin’s verse looks rather provocative and suggestive in English translation: “I have erected a
monument to myself…”.
901
“<Солнце-светило>…встает, для того, чтобы залить мир, входит в щель и каждый раз мерно
опускается в дырку... Сексуальное переживание солнца, по видимости опиралось у
Маяковского на личный психофизический опыт: ‘<...> для меня простой половой шантаж, он
как солнце лезет под юбку…’ [Из выступления на диспуте ‘Вопросы пола и брака в жизни и
литературе’ 6.3. 1927]”. See: Шапир 1996: 370.
902
”Кто всех задорнее ебет? Чей хуй средь битвы рьяной Пизду кудрявую дерет, Горя как столб
багряный?”. See the note below.
903
“… восход солнца прямо уподоблен эрекции: ‘И вот яснеет свет дневной; Как будто плешь
багрова, Явилось солнце над горой Средь неба голубова’... ... Описание солнечного восхода и
заката в терминах полового акта также берет начало в порнографическом бурлеске 18го века. В
Оде Пизде М. Чулков воспевает начало дня и его конец: ‘От утренних спокойных вод Заря на
алой колеснице Являет Фебов нам восход, Держа его муде в деснице... И тянет захуй Феба в
Понт, Чтоб он светил наш горизонт’....”. See: Ibid.
900
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Another pragmatically phallic subject related to “Verses on a Soviet Passport”
(Стихи о советском паспорте) must also be juxtaposed with this imagery
according to Shapir. The late scholar justifiably insists upon the distinct phallic
subtext of the primary semantic structure of this text, he reveals the hidden “naked
audacity of Mayakovsky’s Verses on a Soviet Passport”. Quoting from the famous
lines Shapir proceeds: “‘I pull from my wide trousers a replica of the priceless
load’… According to Omry Ronen, the scene with its object pulled ‘from wide
trousers’ – between other red skins and resembling a six-foot long snake – was
inspired by a letter of Turgenev in which he declared that he was departing for
Leipzig with his ‘pashport in pocket and prick in pants, nothing else’… One year
earlier Mayakovsky equated the loss of membership in the Communist Party to losing
one’s virginity: ‘…A membership card is like a hymen. Rid yourself of it (Break
your hymen). Feasting for evenings with Kotia.’ … Interestingly, Sumarokov linked
‘pashport’ and trousers in the verses of ‘Origin of a State Clerk, or an Explanation on
the Habit of Taking Them to Work’: ‘I have my cock, just like a pen with a cartridge.
I am the chief justice here in the woods. I will add in your passport any mark that you
desire And apply the stamp, Permit yourself to be a crab! The clerk bowed. He was
unbuttoning his trousers ...’ etc.”.904
The “phallic taboo” and in general all “pornographic” subjects which have
such a widespread literary tradition in Russia provide a wonderful opportunity to
discuss the concept of the “act” including its most literal meaning. The previous
examples allow one to see with exceptional clarity the complete organization, or as
Ernst Jünger would say “mobilization”, of radical modernism (Avant-Gardism)
determined to cause controversy. These examples also demonstrate the careful
structuring of Avant-Garde pragmatics for the total semiosis of épatage focused on
the recipient Shapir probably had in mind precisely this emphasis on the “holistic”
all-embracing pragmatics of the Avant-Garde when he developed his ideas on the
functionality of this aesthetic historical development of the 20th century. Avant-Garde
here is understood primarily as “scandal”, as “shock-generating” mode of discourse.
Shapir’s ideas regarding Avant-Garde pragmatics and semiotics represented a
scholarly way of analyzing the techniques of transcending the rigid boundaries of a
“closed” verbal text. These ideas would merit special attention and it would be
appropriate here to provide a few examples, which may include the characterization
of a Russian Avant-Garde Futurist Igor’ Terentiev: “…When words don’t suffice,
when the power of sound loses its strength, then gesticulation begins: the frenzied
flight, the jump, wallowing in mud and mire!”.905
904

“…Я достаю из широких штанин дупликатом бесценного груза’... ... По мнению О.Ронена,
сюжет с извлекаемым ‘из широких штанин’ предметом – между прочим краснокожим и
похожим на двуметроворостую змею – был навеян письмом Тургенева, в котором тот извещал,
что направляется в Лейпциг с ‘пачпортом в кармане и хуем в штанах и только’... Годом раньше
лишение партийной книжки Маяковский приравнивал к дефлорации: ‘А билет партийный –
девственная плева. Лишайтесь. C Коти пируя вечерочками.’ ... Любопытно, что хуй, пашпорт и
штаны связал еще Сумароков в стансах ‘Происхождение подъячева, или Изъяснение привычки
их брать за работу’: ‘А у меня мой хуй, так как перо с очином. Я главной здесь судья в лесу. В
пашпорт тебя внесу Каким изволишь чином И приложу печать, Изволь-ка раком стать!
Подъячей наклонился. Отстегивал штаны ...’ и т.д.”. See: Ibid.: 373.
905
“Когда не хватает слов, когда звук исчерпывает свою силу, начинается жестикуляция,
исступленный бег, прыг, валянье по полу!”. See: Бобринская 1998: 52.
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Shapir expressed his ideas on the Avant-Grade pragmatics for the first time in
a liberal Soviet journal Daugava (in 1989). This modus of thinking preoccupied the
minds of many scholars of the new generation. Yuri Lotman’s disciple Vadim
Rudnev once had voiced similar ideas (at that time maintaining a certain interest for a
strict scholarship – something that he as it seems has subsequently lost). Rudnev
observed, “…the very sense of aesthetic positioning of the Avant-Garde is the active,
and as a rule, aggressive influence on an audience which should lead to shock,
epatage, scandal. All of this unites Futurism, Surrealism, Dadaism, Oberiu and
allows us to call these tendencies Avant-Garde art”.906
In their entirety, all these remaining personal testimonies and other research
materials support the premise that Mayakovsky firmly belonged to the main trajectory
of Russian deictic life-creation pragmatics. The poet led a life structured on the basis
of work principles for creative and esthetic modes of consciousness. A recently
published German monograph devoted to the matter of grouping the persona of
Mayakovsky with two major Russian lyrical Life-Creators, Alexander Pushkin and
Alexander Blok is useful in this regard.907
The author of this monograph, W. Kissel, brings up an interesting concept of
Kenosis which can be translated into Russian as “опустошение” or “devastation” in
English.908 The modernist and Avant-Garde manipulation of ideas of “artificial
death”, i.e. suicide,909 may be viewed from the author’s perspective through the prism
of this complex of religious and Life-Creation ideologies. It was illustrated above
how Mayakovsky was depicted and even immortalized in the portrait by his female
contemporary as a tragic Avant-Garde type of “New Christ”.
One of the most remarkable insights of Kissel’s research on the subject of my
own work concerns the important issue of experimental probing of human memory,
which is a composite of many artistic exponents from the period of international
modernism. “Recollection” itself for Kissel here means the process of mental and
verbal performativity, not just figuratively but literally, in the guise of the painted
form of Memoria that is also symbolized as a culture in itself.910 This observation by
Kissel is a subtexed reference to the work of Bergson (Matter and Memory) which
was mentioned in the previous chapter. In this way memory appears to be seemingly
identified as a cultural basis of all the currents and cross-currents of international
modernism.
Kissel’s central ideas on the vital importance of memory may correspond to
the memoirs of Vladislav Khodasevich (written in 1939 under the title Necropolis
906

“…самый смысл эстетической позиции авангардиста – это активное и, как правило,
агрессивное воздействие на толпу, которое должно приводить к шоку, эпатажу, скандалу. Все
это объединяет футуризм, сюрреализм, дадаизм, обэриу и позволяет назвать эти течения
авангардным искусством”. See: Руднев 1993: 190.
907
See: Kissel 2004.
908
Kissel 2004: 17. The Greek word κένωσις (kénōsis) means “emptying”, or “devastating”, deriving from
κενός (kenos) = “empty” . This important theological term is usually used to designate the so to say “selfannihilation” of Christ through incarnation and the voluntary acceptance of his physical death. This is
mentioned in Philippians 2:7 (“Rather, he emptied himself, taking the form of a slave…”). “Kenosis” means
“emptying” of one’s own will and the complete submission to the will of God.
909
For the role of suicide in Russian and European Modernism see comparative work by Svetlana
Boym (1991).
910
See for example, Kissel: 123-124.
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Некрополь), a text that first lead to a critical assessment of the Russian decadent
Life-Creation. Kissel’s understanding of the culture-as-memory concept utilizes the
semiotic views of Yuri Lotman, who in his turn in quite a similar way was theorizing
culture as memory above all else. The high Modernist concepts of Post-Durkheimian
“collective memory” elaborated by Maurice Halbwachs911 are also relevant here.
Mayakovsky’s tragic death represents indisputably a central and conceptually
orchestrated concluding stage of his Life-Creation.912 His funeral is invested, in
addition to everything else, with a quasi-religious subtext in the consciousness of
“collective representation” as well as “collective memory” announcing the death of a
unique individual who took upon himself the sins of the ordinary Soviet people. It is
far from coincidental as well that the death of Mayakovsky in the collective
consciousness of many contemporaries was later associated with the end of heroic,
romantic and somewhat liberal times and de facto signaled the beginning of a new,
brutal era of Stalinist cannibalistic repression. It is also interesting that since the time
of Mayakovsky’s death, his persona in many Soviet memorials has been portrayed as
a kind of new heroic deity, a titan endowed with a mighty appearance and magical
power of public oration delivered for the Soviet nation.
As Kissel has observed, Vladimir Mayakovsky deliberately strove to create an
artificial, self-fashioned persona for himself that partially corresponded to the image
which subsequently crystallized in the people’s consciousness following his death. In
life, Mayakovsky obviously succeeded in creating a special post-romantic “legend” of
his own kind. From his perspective this new legend was a distinctly Avant-Garde one,
moving with his own lyrical heroic “I”dentity, describing his entire life in selfreflective texts, such as “Cloud in Pants” (Облако в штанах)913 that is both selfcritical and poetic. The German researcher traces similar pragmatics of LifeCreational intentions in Mayakovsky’s literary predecessors such as Pushkin and
Blok.914

1.4. Daniil Kharms – The Wonder Worker of Life Creation Pragmatics
The “last”915 Russian Avant-Garde writer, Daniil Kharms, is of special interest for the
“Shapirian approach” to the Avant-Garde because of the multifarious types of his
sign-creating eccentric behavior. Several intriguing examples of Kharmsian life911

See: Halbwachs 1980. Halbwachs’ approach and critical response is distinct from the traditional “individual”
memory in that collective memory belongs to and is defined by a large number of diverse people inhabiting the
social and cultural realm of Modernism. With regard to Halbwachs’ concept of “collective memory”, see also
Assmann who worked out the issues of “communicative memory” (the diversity of collective memory based on
daily communication). Worth noting too is the contribution of the cultural anthropologist James E. Young, who
introduced the concept of “collected memory”, founded on the fragmentation and uniqueness of any
“recollection”, fixed in any kind of defined form. See: Assmann 1992 and Young 1993.
912
For this see the recently published compilation of documentary materials including manuscripts and
diaries, confirming the fact of the poet’s suicide (despite other conspiracy theories): Маяковский
2005.
913
See the common discourse of declarations like “I am a Poet. This should be the main interest about me” (“Я
– поэт. Этим и интересен”), as well as many others.
914
It is no coincidence that Mayakovsky maintained very ambivalent attitude to both of these poets.
915
If to follow the approach developed by J.-F. Jaccard.
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creation pragmatics have already been researched.916 The issue here is to give a
preliminary systematization of the most characteristic points related to the life
creational/eccentrically decorated behavior of Kharms. In his quasi-fictional
memoirs917 Svetozar Shishman describes (in this case, however, one must seriously
doubt the credibility of his entire narrative), in the words of his father, the “semiotic”
atmosphere of a meeting between Kharms and his lady acquaintance, “… Nora
waited for Kharms near the steps of the City Duma. He was supposed to be coming
from the House of the Book. Kharms was exceptionally pedantic and punctual. If he
set a date for a certain time, one could bet that with the first peal of the Duma Clockchimes he would appear before you with a deep bow… Nora saw that the crowd was
parting to let someone pass. It was Kharms”.918
Irrespective of the credibility of his narrative which apparently and justifiably
has caused doubt among many scholars, it is clear that Shishman nonetheless notices
something very important in the persona of Kharms, what one would call “orientation
on defamiliarized representation” or more broadly, on Avant-Garde pragmatics of
physical behavior. Shishman recounts in the words of his father and “Nora”, “how
extravagantly, impulsively and astoundingly Kharms dressed”. Shishman continues
his memoir “…I can clearly imagine and warmly smile, ‘What an oddball-rascal!’
Short pants, knee breeches, an English coat, snow-white shirt and a beautiful,
elegantly tied necktie, a bowler and cane or a cap and a bright flower fixed at an
inappropriate spot, a gargantuan pocket watch (Kharms always stopped regularly to
glance at the dial), an enormous hooked pipe of gigantic proportions and along with
all this an unflappable, impenetrable gaze of his large blue eyes. Towering over the
people around him, Kharms would not look down on them, oh no, he simply ignored
everyone. Kharms approached Nora, smiled, took the girl by the hand and led her
somewhere… Nora could not raise her eyes, she felt that Kharms said something but
she did not hear. And of course she could not hear – it seemed to her that all of
Nevsky Avenue, all of Liteiny and Vladimirsky Avenues were running toward them
and gawking, pointing with fingers, howling in derision, not at them, not at him, but
at her. It was really terrifying”.919
916

See: Иоффе 2006-б: 325-347. See also Komaromi 2002: 419-437.
For the same kind of stories about Kharms see also Никитин 2006.
918
“Нюра ждала Хармса около лестницы Думы. Он должен был подойти со стороны Дома
книги. Хармс был необыкновенно педантичен и точен, если он назначил свидание на какое-то
время, то можно было не сомневаться, с первым ударом Думских курантов он склонится перед
вами в изящном поклоне. ... Нюра увидела, что толпа расступается, освобождая кому-то дорогу.
Это шел Хармс”. See: Шишман 1991: 21.
919
“…можно образно представить и мило улыбнуться: Экий чудак-озорник! – Короткие брюки ,
гольфы, английская куртка, белоснежная рубашка и красивый элегантно завязанный галстух,
котелок и трость или кепи и яркий цветок, прикрепленный на неподобающем месте, карманные
часы с чайное блюдце (Хармс всегда останавливался, чтобы взглянуть на циферблат), огромная,
гигантских размеров кривая трубка и при всем этом невозмутимый, непроницаемый взгляд
больших голубых глаз. Возвышаясь над окружающими, он не смотрел свысока, нет, он просто
никого не замечал. ...Хармс подошел к Нюре, улыбнулся, взял девушку под руку и куда-то
повел... Нюра не могла поднять глаз, чувствовала, что Хармс что-то говорит, но не слышала, да
и не могла слышать – ей казалось, что весь Невский Проспект, весь Литейный, весь
Владимирский сбегаются и смотрят, тычут пальцами, улюлюкают не над ними, не над ним, а
над ней. Было страшно до ужаса”. See: Шишман 1991: 21.
917
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Kharms arranged all his even most extraordinary stunts with constant
nonchalance: “…‘Well, and so what of it?’, asked Kharms, ‘What do you mean, what
of it?’, murmured Nora. ‘Poetry’. ‘I heard nothing!’ – ‘Get used to it Nora, lift up
your head’, Kharms said while propping her chin with a bent index finger, ‘Nose up,
like this. Don’t forget that I am the mighty Vizier of this Geosphere, and you are
with me’. He mischievously laughed, seized Nora spun her around and dragged her
along, all the while humming some tune and swinging his cane…”.920
In this narrative delivered by Shishman, the descriptive style of portraying
Daniil Kharms is interesting most of all for its “imaginative”, that is to say its
“deceptive” and teasing aspect. What is especially important to note is the
transgressive feeling of universal horror which accompanied Kharms’ “performance”
on Nevski Avenue. It is important to observe that many witnesses then, but in
particular, the “horrified” Nora naturally, noticed the extravagant signs which
Kharms presented as a means of, as we may see, additional deitical context to the
declamation of his own poetry. The problem perhaps at times was that Kharms tended
to exaggerate things, and thus the same Nora was already “unable to hear” his own
poetry because of the life-creationist performative behavior of the poet which
“gushed over” his own verbal lyrics.
It would make sense here to continue by investigating the role of “playful
pragmatics” for Daniil Kharms as an explanation of the archetypal “‘person at play”.
Because as we know, it is precisely the pragmatics of play, the pragmatics of
engaging the recipient in the aesthetic “event” of a new Avant-Garde text that serves
as the central motive for this new experimental art which the Russian Avant-Garde
represented. In her article “Homo Soveticus jako homo ludens, On the Prose of
Daniil Kharms”,921 the Polish (Kraków) Slavic scholar Katarzyna Makowetska
demonstrated how Daniil Kharms was shaping his narrative based on the mysterious
“life-incidents” he created. It was an era when under the conditions “contrived” by
the new revolutionary regime the so-called homo soveticus sought within himself the
vital and creative energies to play inspiredly, to play in all the semantic hypostases of
this multi-dimensional term. Makowetska highlights the unique and dynamic passion
of Kharms which one should call total “theatricalization of life”, that creative and
behavioral process which is the poet’s case was found in the postulation of “real
existence” as utter absurdity. This was the premise in which both everyday and
occasionally intimate events turn to be truly remarkable theater. Here I am referring
to what Alexander Blok in his time called “anatomical theater” or “theater for one’s
own self”.922 According to Blok, there was a necessity for a “true artist” of
920

“‘Ну как?’ – спросил Хармс. – ‘Что как?’ - пролепетала Нюра. – ‘Стихи’. – ‘Я не слышала’.
– ‘Привыкай, Нюра, выше голову’, - Хармс согнутым указательным пальцем приподнял ее
подбородок. – ‘Нос выше, вот так. Не забывай, что я – Визирь Земного Шара, а ты при мне’. Он
озорно рассмеялся, подхватил Нюру, завертел и потащил дальше, что-то напевая и размахивая
тростью...”. See: Шишман 1991: 22-23
921
See: Makowiecka 1992: 25-31.
922
The topic of play and its role in the Kharms’ creative work includes the issues of Kharms’
dramaturgy. There are many scholarly papers that deal with this material. See Boris Shifrin (Шифрин
1999: 175-196). Beyond this see, for example: Красильникова 1998: 57-67; Anica Vlasic-Anic
(2000: 87-105); Andrea Meyer-Fraatz (2004: 275-281). Speaking more concretely of “Elizaveta Bam”
see Hazel Grunewald (2001: 87-99). On Kharmsian theatricality in general see Stelleman 1992 passim.
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Symbolism to accomplish his art in relation to the new bodily performed theatricality.
In his essay “About the current state of Russian Symbolism” (О современном
состоянии русского символизма) Blok remarked that: “my private magical world
became a new stage of my personal actions, it turned into a certain anatomical
theatre, or may be a Balagan, where I myself play together with all my wondrous
puppets”.923
According to a kharmsian viewpoint, Soviet citizens appear to be at constant
play, partially neglecting themselves and their personal wellbeing, given that one
does not observe true, carefree happiness in their play. I will illustrate this idea by
two fragments from the notes of Kharms’ diary dating from the second half of 1932,
“There were days when I did not eat anything. Then I would try to put myself in a
happy mood. I would lie on the bed and begin to smile. I would smile continually for
twenty minutes, but my smile would turn into a yawn. It was very unpleasant. I
would open my mouth just enough so that I could only smile, but it would open wider
and I would start to yawn. I would begin to dream. I would see before me a clay
pitcher with milk and pieces of fresh bread. I would sit at a table and eat quickly. On
the table and chairs and on the bed there were sheets of paper with handwriting. And
I would write further, winking and smiling at my thoughts”.924
Another fragment, from August 1937, shows how the poet recommended
engaging into the stream of life with the intention of reforming and taming it, “Life is
a sea, fate is a wind and man is a ship. And like a good helmsman can navigate a head
wind and even sail against the wind without changing course, so too a wise man can
use the blows of fate and with each blow draw closer to his goal. For example, a man
wanted to become a public speaker, but fate cut out his tongue. The man was mute.
Still, he did not relent but taught himself how to use boards with phrases in capital
letters. Moreover, the boards had a greater effect on his audience when he needed to
snarl or needed to erupt than if he had delivered the words by common speech”.925

923

“…мой собственный волшебный мир стал ареной моих личных действий, моим
анатомическим театром, или балаганом, где сам я играю роль наряду с моими изумительными
куклами”. See: Блок 1962-а: 429.
924
“Были дни, когда я ничего не ел. Тогда я старался создать себе радостное настроение. Я ложился на
кровать и начинал улыбаться. Я улыбался по двадцати минут зараз, но потом улыбка переходила в
зевоту. Это было очень неприятно. Я приоткрывал рот настолько, чтобы только улыбнуться, а он
открывался шире, и я зевал. Я начинал мечтать. Я видел перед собой глиняный кувшин с молоком и
куски свежего хлеба. Я сам сижу за столом и быстро пишу. На столе, на стульях и на кровати лежат
листы исписанной бумаги. А я пишу дальше, подмигиваю, и улыбаюсь своим мыслям”. See: Устинов,
Кобринский 1991: 456-457.
925
“Жизнь это море, судьба это ветер, а человек это корабль. И как хороший рулевой может
использовать противный ветер и даже идти против ветра, не меняя курса, так и умный человек
может использовать удары судьбы, и с каждым ударом приближаться к своей цели. Пример:
Человек хотел стать оратором, а судьба отрезала ему язык, человек онемел. Но он не сдался, а
научился показывать дощечки с фразами, написанными большими буквами, и при этом, где
нужно рычать, а где нужно подвывать, и этим воздействовать на слушателей еще более, чем это
можно сделать обыкновенной речью”. See: Ibid.
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It would be useful to examine the role of ludism in Kharms’ activity926 and to
go further with the culturological legacy of Johan Huizinga. These ideas on ludism
were anticipated in the 1910’s and the middle of the 1920’s by the Russian
playwright and theater theoretician, Nikolai Evreinov, who developed the general
concept of “theatricalization of life”. Evreinov also was embroiled in a certain
polemic with Viacheslav Ivanov over the Dionysian concept of tragedy understood as
a sort of ‘total art’. In his programmatic treatise “The Theatricalization of Life” first
published in his book Theater As Such in St. Petersburg in 1912, Nikolai Evreinov
argued, that “this instinct” – the theatrical one, is absolutely “essential to humans”
and despite its inexhaustible vitality, according to him, “neither history nor
psychology nor aesthetics has spoken a single meaningful word about it”. Evreinov
had in mind “the instinct of transformation, the instinct of juxtaposition of forms,
taken from beyond, of shapes arbitrarily created by man, the instinct of
transformation of Nature’s appearances sufficiently and clearly unveiling its essence
in the concept of theatricality”.927
Focused on European eccentric Dandyism, Evreinov was, as it seems,
extremely interested in describing and highlighting a certain general component of
the mysterious, primordial and archaic “instinct” responsible for theatrical activity of
homo sapiens. Going into the European history Evreinov was posing a series of
meaningful rhetorical questions intended to elucidate his set of ideas: “is it not the
very same Dandyism, the very same theatrical instinct that evoked the urge to
‘showboat in dress’ and impelled other scholars of modernity in the twilight age of
theatricality to convert their lives into a staged performance? If the opposite is true,
then what is the significance of the monk’s cassock of Balzac and his cane with the
turquoise handle, the red velvet jacket and beret of Richard Wagner, the Byzantine
black and blue clothes of Joseph Peladan, …the outmoded horseman’s dress of
Gabriel D’Annuzio, the haircut a la Nero and sunflower in the commode of Oscar

926

Four years before the work of K. Makowetska appeared, T. Nikolskaia published “The Role of Life
Theatricalization in the Russian Avant-Garde” (Никольская 1988: 71-75). It was republished in
English three years later in 1991 in a slightly modified version in an anthology of international studies
on Kharms Daniil Kharms and the Poetics of the Absurd (Nikolskaia 1991: 195-200). Nikolskaia’s, as
far as I know, is one of the first essays which analytically describes Daniil Kharms’ creative work
within the context of modernist Life Creation. Along with other authors of the preceding Futurist
generation including Mayakovsky, Khlebnikov, Larionov, Goncharova, the Burliuk Brothers,
Zdanevich and others, Nikolskaia associates Kharms with the political left, the artistic tradition which
embraced the Constructivism promoted by Nikolai Chuzhak and Sergei Tretyakov. A valuable
collection of materials, The ‘Play Space’ of Culture, was published in 2002 in Sankt Petersburg.
Among the many articles on diverse aspects of global play sub specie ludi is a short piece by Sergei
Shishkov “The Phenomenon of Play in the Life and Creative Work of Daniil Kharms” (Шишков
2002: 297-300) which is an invitation for further reflection on the importance of a “play” principle in
the texts and behavior of the poet.
927
“Человеку присущ инстинкт, о котором, несмотря на его неиссякаемую жизненность, ни
история, ни психология, ни эстетика не говорил до сих пор значимого слова. Я имею в виду
инстинкт преображения, инстинкт противопоставления образам, принимаемым извне, образов,
произвольно творимых человеком, инстинкт трансформации видимостей Природы, достаточно
ясно раскрывающих свою сущность в понятии театральность”. See: Евреинов 2002: 49.
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Wilde, the raspberry lining of D’Aurevilly’s cloak, the red and green sock on Pietro
Mascagni’s foot, etc.”.928
Evreinov did not limit himself to a general affirmation of the conceptual
importance of the phenomenon of theatricality in the culture of any other social
organizations. Instead he considers it expedient to assert the idea of so-called
“theatrical life creation” that interested him at that moment. To his mind, to excuse
oneself “with a laugh” on account of these idiosyncrasies is one way to avoid the
problem of theatricality. For him a serious attitude to life is by no means exhausted
by investigation of only that which the consensus of people deems “serious”.
Evreinov spoke about the “trifles” and “non-trifles” which according to his view
hardly qualify in that capacity a priori. He believes that “comparing such ‘trifles’”
you begin to clearly understand in particular Wilde’s notion of a person’s obligation
of self-transformation into a work of art, an idea undoubtedly “evoked by Flaubert
who maintained that ‘art is greater than life’ and that ‘man is nothing, a work of art is
everything’”.929
Evreinov’s quest for a “continuum of life theatricalization” led him to the
important motto that was in clear agreement with the deep aspirations of Andrei Belyi
and Aleksandr Blok, “one becomes a work of art unto oneself!... Does this strictly
theatrical imperative motivate a Greek man to place a statue of Hermes or Phoebus in
his wife’s room, in order to have children similar to these works of art and does not
this same imperative result in the flight of young boys to the America of Mayne Reid,
investigation a la Sherlock Holmes…the transformation into ‘noble bandits’ of
Schiller’s romantic vision?’”.930
One of Kharms’ first allies who in writing tied the image of this author to the
world view of Life Creation and the important role of play was Yakov Druskin.
According to Druskin, there are two kinds of writers. The first category includes
those whose creative work seemingly bears no direct relation to their personal life,
whereas the second category consists of the writers whose creative work is so closely
tied to their personal life that it is impossible to understand their work without
knowing the details of their lives. The internal and external aspects of their lives and
creative work are directly intertwined in this case.931
928

“Не тот же ли дендизм, общèе говоря - не тот же ли театральный инстинкт побудил
‘костюмироваться’ и других учителей современности в эпоху сумерек театральности, побудил
даже некоторых буквально обратить свою жизнь в сценическое представление? В противном
случае, что значит монашеская ряса Бальзака и его трость с бирюзовым набалдашником,
красная бархатная куртка и берет Рихарда Вагнера, средневековые черные и голубые одежды
Жозефа Пеладана, ... старинный кавалерийский наряд Габриэля д’Аннунцио, прическа а lа
Нерон и подсолнечник в туалете Оскара Уайльда, малиновая подкладка плащ Д’Оревильи,
красный и зеленый носок на ногах Масканьи и т.п.”. See: Евреинов 2002: 50.
929
“…Сопоставляя такие ‘пустяки’, начинаешь как-то особенно ясно понимать идею Уайльда о
долге человека самому стать произведением искусства, - идею, несомненно, навеянную
Флобером, утверждавшим, что ‘искусство выше жизни’, что ‘человек ничто, произведение
все’”. See: Ibid.
930
“…самому стать произведением искусства!.. Не этот ли строго театральный императив
побуждал грека ставить в комнате жены статую Гермеса или Феба, дабы она рождала детей,
подобных произведениям искусства, и не тот же ли императив обусловил побеги мальчиков в
Америку Майна Рида, сыск а-ля Шерлок Холмс ... поступление в разбойники по образу
шиллеровских и пр…”. Ibid.
931
See: Друскин 1995: 47-51
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According to Druskin, Vvedenskii belonged to the first category of writers
and Kharms to the second. Druskin observes that both Vvedensky and Kharms knew
of this distinction and even somehow sensed it. At the end of the 1920’s Vvedenskii
said that Kharms “did not create art, but was art himself”. Kharms himself said that it
“was life, not art that was most important to him, to structure his life as art”. “The
creation of life as art” for Kharms was a category not of an aesthetic nature but an
existential one as we would say today. For Vvedenskii art and life were two parallel
lines, which only intersected in infinity. In a practical sense Vvedensky achieved this
infinite point in “Elegy” (written presumably in 1940) and in “Where. When” (1941)
that may be seen as his farewell to life. In these two works Vvedenskii demonstrated
that “his art is tied to life but not as intimately as in Kharms’ case’”.932
Several characteristic episodes from Kharms’ life may illustrate my
discussion. The first of these is his imaginative treatise known as “Life Principles”
(“Правила жизни”) inscribed in a diary from November 1927 that bear witness to the
poet’s clear intention to organize his life and personal behavior in accordance with a
certain aesthetic program and certain regulations. As Ustinov and Kobrinsky, the
editors of Kharms diary, observed: “Deliberate autobiographism is becoming a way
to create a new style and consequently introducing literature into everyday life
existence which proposes the defamiliarization and parodying of the established
regulations and conventional order”.933
Kharms is also widely famous for many distinct, quasi-anecdotal episodes,
such as when he simulated a mental illness and presented himself to a medical
commission in an elegant necktie on a bare neck, top hat, with a large cross on his
chest, a cane and pince-nez, completely naked; or when he appeared on the main
streets of St. Petersburg with a fisherman’s net in his hands, one minute juggling
celluloid balls and the next suddenly squatting on the street curb apparently to “catch
his breath”. Alisa Poret spoke about the famous incident with the rotten cabbage
stalks which Kharms showed to a doctor who had come on a professional call at the
behest of the poet. Nina Noskovich recalled how Kharms brought a fat, imposing man
in a straw hat with a thick accountant’s ledger under his arm to Alisa Poret’s. The
man was an accountant and Kharms had brought him to read aloud the man’s novel.
Noskovich continued the story, “Everyone sat down. The accountant opened his
ledger and began to read. The group burst out laughing within a few lines of the
reading. Then the accountant took offense and decided to leave […] Kharms loved
these kinds of games”.934
Another chronicler, Maria Blok, discussed Kharms’ project for a real circus
performance and a certain “carpet-jester” dwarf, “The Clown Artamonov”, “I thought
that Daniil Ivanovich had deliberately chosen precisely this extremely odd, unusual,
grotesquely shocking individual from among all the amateur artists that I had
932

See: Ibid..
“Намеренный автобиографизм становится приемом создания нового стиля и
соответственного внесения литературы в быт, которое предполагало остранение и
пародирование узаконенных условностей и установленного порядка”. See: Устинов,
Кобринский 1991: 422.
934
“Все расселись, бухгалтер раскрыл гроссбух и стал читать. На первых же строках общество
прыснуло. Тогда бухгалтер обиделся и собрался уходить [...] Хармс любил такие розыгрыши”.
See: Носкович 1995: 127.
933
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proposed to him”.935 The material from the recently published Venezuelan memoirs
of Kharms last wife, Marina Malich, and the myth-creating “Collection of Petersburg
Cranks” (“Коллекция петербургских чудаков”) of Kharms936 provides many
instances of playful life-creation in the behavior of the poet. We find some
remarkable descriptions of such behavior in the diary writings of the poet from
November, 1932: “I sat with Frau Rene in view of everyone. And suddenly I saw that
I had on worn and moth-eaten gaiters, rather dirty fingernails, a wrinkled jacket, and
most frightful of all, an unzipped fly on full display for everyone. I assumed the most
unnatural sitting pose to conceal all these shortcomings and sat like this for the entire
first part of the concert. When the concert was over, I accompanied Frau Rene home
and drank tea at her place until two in the morning. On the way back I fortuitously
happened upon a stray tramway. I stood in the empty car and sang, praising God and
Esther. Suddenly I saw that another man was standing behind me in the tramway and
listening. I became embarrassed and began to sing in German, and then in English,
finally switching to Foxtrot tunes. But once the man had slipped away, I began to sing
again, about God and Esther. I sang write up to the gates of my home: All the world
is a Window – Esther”.937
Or this note from October, 1933: “More than anything, a woman loves to be
noticed. As an experiment, let her stand in front of you and pretend that you do not
hear or see a thing and act as if there is no one else in the room. Your behavior will
terribly pique her curiosity… One time I deliberately slipped my hand into my pocket
with a cryptic look and this woman so intently fixed her eyes on me as if to say, ‘what
is that?’ And then I took…and deliberately pulled from my pocket…a coaster…The
woman virtually CONVULSED from curiosity!”.938
935

“…я подумала, что Даниил Иванович не случайно из всех безрепертуарных артистов, о
которых я ему рассказывала, выбрал именно этого, самого странного, необычного,
удивительного как гротеск…”. See: Maria Blok (Блок 1995: 123).
936
For a historical context of the concept of “chudak” as depicted in Kharms’ “Collection of Russian
Oddballs” see the recent essay by the Harvard Slavic scholar Julie A. Buckler (2006: 299-319).
Buckler’s essay helps one understand the nature of eccentric behavior and ‘cultural memory’,
displayed in the collective and individual “consciousness” of the related period of Russian history.
The author places the reader in the unique world of Russian “oddballs”, the so-called “hommes a la
mode”. The Harvard scholar mentions Vladimir Burnashev (the “First-Born Bohemian in Russia” in
the pithy words of Nikolai Leskov) and his extremely curious creative work of which the book “Our
Miracle Workers. Chronicle of Oddities and Eccentricities of Any Sort” is particularly entertaining (St.
Petersburg, 1875, published under the pseudonym “Kasian Kasianov”: See Касьянов, (Бурнашев)
1875). It should be mentioned along with this also M.I. Pyliaev’s book “Notable Oddballs and
Characters”. (See Пыляев 1898).
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“Я сидел с Frau Rene, на виду у всех. И вдруг я вижу, что у меня напоказ, совершенно драные
и изъеденные молью гетры, не очень чистые ногти, мятый пиджак, и что самое страшное,
расстегнута прорешка. Я сел в самую неестественную позу, чтобы скрыть все эти недостатки, и
так просидел всю первую часть концерта. После концерта я провожал Frau Rene домой и пил у
нее час до двух часов ночи. На обратном пути случайно попал на запоздавший трамвай. Я стоял
на пустой площадке и пел, прославляя Бога и Эстер. Вдруг я увидел, что на площадке за мной
стоит еще человек и слушает. Я смутился и запел по-немецки, а потом по-английски, а потом
перешел на фокстротные мотивы. Но когда человек слез, я запел опять, о Боге и о Эстер. До
самых ворот дома я пел: Весь мир Окно – Эстер”. See: Устинов, Кобринский 1991: 461.
938
“Прежде всего, женщина любит, чтобы ее замечали. Пусть она стоит перед тобой или станет,
а ты делай вид, что ничего не слышишь и не видишь, и веди себя так, будто и нет никого в
комнате. Это страшно разжигает женское любопытство... Я другой раз нарочно полезу в карман
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There is an interesting diary note from August, 1937 recounting the mythmaking pattern of the “Rodrigo Marquis of Posa”, Dandyism and other patterns of
aestheticized personal behavior.939 The concept of a “mask” for example may be also
aptly labeled a “pose” for Kharms. Once Kharms made a declaration, “Create a pose
for yourself and have the will to retain it. “One time I had the pose of an Indian, then
of Sherlock Holmes, next of a Yogi and now of a short-tempered paranoid. This final
pose I would not like to retain for myself. I need to think up a new pose”.940 For this
“new pose” Kharms assumed all kinds of imaginary names. As Branislav Jakovljevic
has noted, “this proliferation of alternate identities became comparable to Fernando
Pessoa’s heteronymity: he signed his poems, prose pieces, dramas, and even diary
entries with pseudonyms, such as Charms or Chorms. Some of these pseudonymic
personae, such as Daniil Dandan and Daniil Shardam, have entire opuses ascribed to
them”.941
I would like to point out here again the potential symbiosis which could arise
between the author and his main dramatis personae which correspond to the principle
of “kinetic characters” mentioned earlier. It is clear that the issue of theatricized
play942 becomes a natural Modernist feature for Kharms who was one of the obvious
agents of this experimental literary milieu. The daunting subject of Kharms’ “sexual”
life-creation which I have discussed in another essay is beyond the scope of the
present discussion.943
In summarizing this discussion of the play-oriented Life-Creation of Daniil
Kharms, one may note the exceptionally high frequency of frivolous impulses in the
personal behavior of Kharms. It seems completely justified to include Daniil Kharms
in the category of artists who are indistinguishable from their creative work. It is
only through a careful study of the real events and milestones of the lives of these
artists that one will understand their cultural output. This may be accomplished
through the use of diaries, letters and select memoirs of friends and contemporaries of
the life experiences of each specific cultural figure.

с таинственным видом, а женщина так и уставится глазами, мол, дескать, что это такое? А я
возьм… и выну из кармана нарочно какой-нибудь... подстаканник... Женщина так и
ВЗДРОГНЕТ от любопытства!”. See Ibid.
939
On Kharms as “dandy” see a recent essay by Mikhail Meilakh: Мейлах 2007: 411-439.
940
“Создай себе позу и имей характер выдержать ее. Когда-то у меня была поза индейца, потом
Шерлока Холмса, потом йога, а теперь – раздражительного неврастеника. Последнюю позу я бы
не хотел удерживать за собой. Надо выдумать новую позу”. See Ibid.
941
See: Jakovljevic 2005: 171-72. Neil Carrick in his essay “A Familiar Story: Insurgent narratives and
Generic Refugees in Daniil Kharms” (1995: 707-721) tries to identify the possible differences between
the figure of “the main narrator” and the personality of the author (Daniil Yuvachev). We can point out
the potential symbiosis which could arise between the author and some of his main dramatis personae
which correspond to the principle of “kinetic characters” mentioned earlier. It is clear that the issue of
theatricized play becomes a dominant Modernist feature for Kharms who was one of the obvious
agents of this experimental literary milieu. On the meaningful content of Kharms’ “invented” name see
the an article by Mikhail Meilakh (see: Мейлах 2009). See also Остроухова, Кувшинов 2002.
942
Regarding Kharms’ carnivalism see the survey article by Y. Rogov, “Carnival Traditions in the Creative
Work of Daniil Kharms”, http://xarms.lipetsk.ru/texts/rog3.html.
943
See: Иоффе 2008-a: 232-249.
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2.0. Transgressive Aesthetics of Avant-Garde Life-Creation
2.1. The Avant-Garde Theatricality and Synaesthesia
One of the most important life aspects of Avant-Garde art is the multi-dimensional
theatricality which has already been mentioned above in the context of Kharms. It is a
topic that is worth examining for better understanding the larger subject of LifeCreational pragmatics. Several collections of papers944 have been devoted to the
scholarly meditation on the Avant-Garde theatre. Vsevolod Meyerhold’s quests and
experiments in theater may serve here as a general example of experimental
theatricality in the Russian Avant-Garde. Of particular interest for understanding the
concept of transgressive corporeality are Meyerhold’s projects related to
biomechanics.945 Interesting is also the comparatively unfamiliar figure of the
Ukrainian theatre-director Boris Glagolin, the author of “Life-Creation of Theater”
(Жизнетворчество театра), a brochure published in 1922.946 One production of
Glagolin’s that employs the shock aesthetic of Avant-Garde pragmatics is his 1919
production “Naked Ballet” with a completely nude cast. A second one is his 1924
play “MOB” with the character Relfus (a Russian palindrome that means stage
prompter when reversed: “sufler”) who jumped out on the stage with a pistol in his
hand and realistically fired upon the audience. The horrified theatergoers hid behind
the backs of the chairs.947 It would seem that “shock” pragmatics reaches its apogee
in this kind of Avant-Garde public performativity.
The “Modernist” notion of expressive dance948 deserves a significant place in
the pragmatics of all Avant-Garde performative praxis. Ekaterina Bobrinskaia notes
that Viktor Shklovsky called Futurist poetry “the ballet of speech organs” (“балет
для органов речи”), and Kul’bin “preached the ‘danceability’ of all life”.
Bobrinskaia examines in great detail how Mikhail Larionov compares Futurist
facepainting with the dance of Tango. In her line of thought, the dance is interpreted
as “the most natural form of creative work since it is not hobbled by the stale
conceptual structure of language”.949 This is because of the close association between
dance and the entire human body. The Russian scholar maintains that all the so-called
“sound-gestures” in which Futurist poetry is so rich, and more broadly, the “gestures
of writing and drawing (particularly on the pages of lithographic or hectographic
books)” have strong, dancelike characteristics.
In her recent article “Futurist Make-Up” (Футуристический грим)
Bobrinskaia points out that the astounding face-painting used by Larionov’s circle is
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See above all others such valuable collections as: Kоваленко 2000 and Коваленко 2008. From the
previous periods of scholarship see, for example, Нинов 1988 passim.
945
See Braun 1995. More extensive discussion of this particular issue is beyond the scope of the
present study, but this will be examined in future.
946
On Glagolin see Иванов 2008: 4-19
947
See: Иванов 2008: 29-37.
948
A recent fascinating semiotic presentation by Marina Akimova focused on hieroglyphically
expressed “dance-ability” (“танцеволизация”) of Valentin Parnakh was devoted to this topic.
949
“…наиболее органичная (в частности, и в смысле связи с телом, со всем организмом человека) форма
творчества, не скованная застывшей понятийной структурой языка”. See Бобринская 1998: 51.
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closely integrated with the Luchist aesthetic in general.950 She views Luchist imagery
as “a kind of bundle, a concentration of beams or colored dust, scattered throughout
the space of life”951 and speaks of a new kind of interaction between art and life
which Mikhail Larionov demonstrated in his career: “the new style suggested
penetrability, mutual porosity for various art forms in relation to one another and in
the broadest sense an openness of art and life”.952
In a joint publication Larionov and Zdanevich have stated: “We combined art
with life. After a long seclusion of the masters, we boomingly summoned life and
life infiltrated art. It is now time for art to infiltrate life. Face painting is the start of
this process and our heartbeats are set to it”.953 In this way, the authors declare an
open principle for restructuring life according to the laws of their art. “We paint
ourselves since the face alone is repulsive and because we want to celebrate the
unknown. We will restructure life and elevate the variegated spirit of man to its
pinnacle”.954
The shocking face-painting of the Russian Avant-Garde was relevant not only
for Larionov but for David Burliuk as well. In the case of Burliuk, Bobrinskaia feels
that face painting in general does not extend beyond the framework of carnival,
theatrical effects or as he had put it, “unconcealed epatage”. In Burliuk’s case the
hieroglyphical face-painting signified an initial gesture, aimed at repeatedly
“changing the context of the pictorial representation” in its immediate setting. The
Luchist type of gesture offered a reform of the very character of the pictorial
representation as such. In the case of Luchist face-decoration that was developed by
Larionov and Zdanevich their abstract drawings on parts of the face and at time on
the body “were always weaved into the overall style of their general system of art and
life’s interaction”.955
The Futurist make-up of Larionov956 bodypainting and face-drawing become
key elements in a new form of artistic experimentation. The drawing on the human
body or face becomes distorted and altered when moving, it becomes an original
extension of the body, a new somatic part of the human organism. It is worth
mentioning here that the founder of international Futurism, Marinetti, wrote that “art
is an extension of our veins, unfurling beyond the body into the infinity of space and
time”. One can easily agree with the premise that in the Luchist painting of Larionov,
Goncharova and Zdanevich there exists a connection with a permanent fickleness,
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See the pioneering essay by John E. Bowlt devoted to this topic: Bowlt 1991: 67-88.
See: Бобринская 2006: 148-149.
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“…новый стиль предполагал проницаемость, взаимную открытость как отдельных видов
искусства по отношению к друг другу, так и в более широком смысле – открытость искусства и
жизни”. See: Бобринская 2006: 149.
953
“Мы связали искусство с жизнью. После долгого уединения мастеров, мы громко позвали
жизнь и жизнь вторгнулась в искусство, пора искусству вторгнуться в жизнь. Раскраска лица –
начало вторжения. Оттого так колотятся наши сердца”. See: Ларионов, Зданевич 1999: 242.
954
“…мы раскрашиваемся – ибо чистое лицo противно, ибо хотим глашатайствовать о
неведомом, перестраиваем жизнь и несем на верховья бытия умноженную душу человека”. See
Ibid.
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See: Бобринская 2006: 150.
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For the connection between face painting and pragmatical theatricality of masks, see Илюхина
2008: 357-402. On the group’s theatricality see also Bowlt 1990: 44-51.
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“with a mortality, temporality of the human body”. These motives “inform Futurist
art and facepainting, as well as biologism and even physiologism”.957
As a result of using this kind of “make-up” decoration that shocked the
audience, a new kind of space is born in which there are no clear boundaries, a
“corporeal and reflecting” one as Bobrinskaia writes. As a result of the Futurist
dynamization of life, a world is born where everything began to slide away, to move
away from fixed positions. “Physiology, substance, the human body are nourished by
secret rhythms which deprive them of uniformity and clarity”.958
The general context of producing a corporal, material “locomotion”, as part of
the work of the new art, may constitute the central “semantic” motive of Russian
Avant-Garde action. “The motive of motion”, notices Bobrinskaia, together with the
“motive of action” is present in Larionov’s way of mixing “Futurist violent make-up
together with the pattern of dancing”.959 Here it is worth quoting the manifesto of
Larionov’s group, “Like the wail of a tramway, alerting hasty pedestrians, like the
drunken sounds of a great Tango – so too is our face”.960 Bobrinskaia pays close
attention to several expressions of the Avant-Garde manifestors, underscoring the
importance and popularity of the “expressive” and “dramatic” Tango which horrified
much of their public. It is here that one sees the central connection between all
physiological motivation for movement, dance and the arbitrarily painted “pictorial
signs” of Larionov’s colleagues and followers. Bobrinskaia supposes that with its
close relation to the Tango, her term “Futurist make-up” should be interpreted as
sacral hieroglyphics or multi-dimensional and multi-allegorical symbolism of signs.
As Bobrinskaia notes, “rhythmic handwriting expresses the breath of a new lifestyle
giving visible form to hidden rhythms of modernity”.961
Infiltration of art into the physical space of life, promoting a playful art that
teased and provoked the audience, was by all means an important element of
Larionov’s work. The entire strategy of his group was predicated upon the
involvement of the audience in Futurist action and “was built upon the acute
confrontation of art and life”.962 Many of Larionov’s theatrical performances meant
occasional interventions into the life of the ordinary public. Larionov always strove to
modify all the “traditional”, and in his eyes, humdrum existing lifestyles of the
surrounding cultural reality. He proposed doing this by exploiting the intriguing and
less-known aspects driven from folklore and by using the provocative “Balagan”
buffoonery, absorbing the burlesque culture of laughter. Manipulating all these
cultural layers and molding them into a single aesthetic whole, Larionov proposed for
several of his theatrical productions sketching his characters with several noses, two
or three pairs of eyes as well as several ears on the painted faces of his animated
actors. It is obvious that this particular milieu of Russian Avant-Garde activity
exercised the principle of the radically shocking semiotic pragmatics. The implied
purpose of this kind of behavior was to destroy the routine “familiar” way of
957

See: Бобринская 2006: 152-153.
See: Ibid.
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“Как взвизг трамвая, предостерегающий торопливых прохожих, как пьяные звуки великого
танго – наше лицо”. See: Ларионов, Зданевич 1999: 243.
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See: Бобринская 2006: 158.
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apprehending art. It was important to mention this aspect, since it turns to be
consonant for my major point of study – stressing the clear “defamiliarizing” effect of
Larionov’s experimental performances (physical intrusion into public), mentioning
the common cultural root of traditional Balagan and also showing that Larionov was
using the tactics of “painted faces” in theater as well, and not only on the streets.
Just like “Futurist make-up”, the art form of dance may be equated with a
certain type of suggestive, sense-producing “gesture”. This is especially true for the
total, all-consuming Futurist performance of rhythmic movement, enhanced by the
use of “body painting” and mechanics of locomotion. Avant-Garde pragmatics in
itself may be reduced to the concept of “effect” which is achieved by means of
various applications of gestural activity by the actant/doer in relation to the recipient.
In this context, I would like to return to the ideas of Karl Bühler, in particular his
theory of gesture.963 Bühler focuses on the distinctions among such kinds of “verbal
gestures” as: Geste to-deiktische, Geste sinnliche, Fingergeste, Armgeste,
symbolische, Hinweisende, Gebarde stumme, Lautgebarde, Ausdruksgebarde et
cetera. Moreover, Bühler devotes a great deal of his research to the cinematic
language of gesture, through the pragmatic depiction of a real performance. It was
somewhat unusual for the linguist and psychologist to devote his attention to
cinematic language at such an early stage of this discipline. In particular Bühler’s
treatise provides a wealth of cases involving various gestures and their semiotics in
his essay “Synaesthetical semantics of pictorial objects in a painting” as well as a
series of others.964
As concluding remarks on the role of pragmatics in the process of clarifying
Avant-Garde theory I would also like to bridge the textual/performative pragmatics
theorized by Karl Bühler with those of Maxim Shapir. It might be possible, moreover,
to apply these views to the relatively young discipline of film-studies, particularly the
field of experimental Avant-Garde cinema where the motive of action and
“pragmatics of interpretation” plays a central role.965
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See: Бюлер 2000: 139-147.
See Ibid.
965
To this particular topic is devoted a forthcoming monograph by the Chicago Slavic scholar Yuri
Tzivian.
964
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Concluding summary of chapter 4.
The concluding fourth chapter of my dissertation is devoted to the Avant-Garde
“pragmatics of action”. Proceeding from the scholarly approach formulated by the
late Maksim Shapir I deal with some of the matters related to the semiotics of
pragmatics. Putting aside the concrete literary work of the discussed authors I focus
on their eccentric behavior documented in various life-writing accounts of their
contemporaries. My main concern amounts to bringing together the most vivid
instances of the avant-gardists’ creative preoccupation with the “aesthetics of the
shock”, “épâtage” of the surrounding audience/public. In my view this kind of
disturbing and “non-conventional”, “deviant” appearances must comply with the
corresponding qualities of their art. This “correspondence” between the “shock” of
the text and “extremity” of behavior is particularly striking in the cases of
Kruchenykh, Mayakovskii, Kharms, and, de-facto also Khlebnikov (though his
intentions were considerably different from those of the others). I analyze the lifewriting accounts dealing with the eccentric “shocking” conduct of the most prominent
figures of Russian Avant-Garde. I start my discussion with the eccentric behavior of
Kruchenykh, proceeding with Khlebnikov, Mayakovsky and Kharms. Special
attention is paid to the theatricality of the “gesture” of Russian Avant-Garde, relying
on the information available via the main life-writing sources I use.
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General concluding outline
In the course of my dissertation I intended to delineate the phenomenon of life
creation with respect to Russian Modernism. As it became obvious to me during the
years of study of Russian Modernism and Russian Lebenskunst, the main facts of
Russian Modernism are in one way or another connected with self-writing. The only
channel through which we can construct the “picture” of someone’s personal
behavior relies either on the self-writing of the studied hero himself or on the same
sort of source written by the informed contemporaries. This is why I decided to
dedicate a special chapter of my dissertation to the analytical meditation on the entire
problem of life-writing. In my historiographical overview I brought into discussion all
the major contributing scholars who left their imprint in this field of humanities. I
started with Philippe Lejeune and his heuristically influential notion of the
“autobiographical pact” and continued with the other major theorists of the
autobiographical studies. I have discussed two major exponents of European selfwriting, namely St. Augustine and Rousseau and compared their self-revealing genre
of Confession to the similar texts of Maksim Gorky. I conclude my first chapter with
a discussion dedicated to the most influential exponent of the life-writing in the 19th
century Russia, Aleksandr Gercen. The second chapter is devoted to the methodology
of studying Russian Lebenskunst. I deal with the concept of Modernism, trying to
substantiate the existence of close relations between the movement of Symbolism and
the Avant-garde. I use the theoretical standpoints of Moscow-Tartu semiotics in order
to “explain” the text of behavior ideas of Russian Modernism. Concluding the chapter
I offer the summarizing remarks that deal with the preliminary typology of Russian
Lebenskunst. The third chapter of the dissertation represents the main survey of the
“case-studies” of Russian Symbolist life-creation. Starting with the philosophical
legacies of Nikolai Fedorov and Vladimir Soloviev I go back to the principal
instances of life-creation of Briusov, Bal’mont, Gippius, Sologub, Belyi, Blok,
Viacheslav Ivanov and Maksimilian Voloshin. I conclude the chapter with a
preliminary typology of Russian life-creationist art. The fourth chapter of the
dissertation is dedicated to the pragmatics of life-creation available through the
survey of life-writing describing the main heroes of the Russian Avant-Garde. I
narrate the story of eccentrical behavior of Aleksei Kruchenykh, Velimir Khlebnikov,
Vladimir Mayakovsky and Daniil Kharms.
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General Summary
The dissertation consolidates previous research and provides an analytical survey of the
cultural phenomenon of “zhiznetvorchestvo” (“Lebenskunst” in German – literally “lifecreation” or “life art”), which was typical for Russian modernism. By clarifying the
theoretical and historical basis of the phenomenon of “life-creation” in Russian modernism,
the project contributes to a better understanding of the relevant cultural output of this
important period in Russian culture. Since “life-creation” blurs the boundaries between body
and text, it pertains not only to the domain of literary history and theory, but has also can be
studied in the perspective of philosophy, cultural studies and art history alike.
The four chapters of the dissertation give an interpretation of the structure of the
convergence of life and art, of the intertwining between the public-social and personalcultural realities in the investigated “chronotope” of Russian modernism. It was the goal of
the dissertation to discover and determine the mechanisms of the gradual disappearance of the
distinguishing traits of the modernist’s private life, the progressive mutation of his/her
personal artistic identity into a general and public socio-cultural model.
The study of the phenomenon of “life-creation” entailed a detailed examination of the
structure of the creative behavior and gender identities of the “heroes” active in the cultural
field during the time discussed.
My discussion starts with a theoretical exposition that relates to the main textual sources
of my analysis, the primary foundation of the research. In order to restore the corresponding
details of events taken from lives of the studied authors I was obliged to rely heavily on one
certain kind of historical information. I call it “mnemocentric” textuality, which is also
known as “life-writing”, or “self-writing” (speaking about materials that in Dutch are usually
referred to (e.g. Van Dale) as “ego-documents”). Accordingly, I refer to a large amount of
“openly personal” materials that are available in autobiographies, diaries, memoirs, private
letters and reminiscences of all sorts that were composed either by the main representatvives
of Russian Modernism or by their less known contemporaries.
The most important thing I wanted to emphasize in my opening chapter is the
problematics of unrestrained reliance on self-writing sources. The first major notion that I
start my theoretical discussion with is the concept of “autobiographical pact” (Le pacte
autobiographique) introduced by Philippe Lejeune. Dealing with the trickiest nature of
authorial intention, Lejeune postulated the existence of the symbolical “covenant” – a kind of
virtual agreement between the writer and the reader. According to this course of thinking the
reader accedes to regard the proposed narrative as “non-fiction”, something that actually did
take place in the real life of the speaking person. It is always a matter of complete
voluntariness on behalf of all the parties involved: the narrator consents that his intention is
“to tell the true story” and the reader chooses to accept it and believe it.
Philippe Lejeune’s elder colleague, a philosopher and epistemologist Georges Gusdorf
offered an additional theoretical insight into our comprehension of the nature of
autobiography. Paying greater respect to the role of human memory involved in the
production of a veritable memoir he brings us back to the basic problem of its generic nature.
According to Gusdorf, the virtual “success” of any biography depends largely on every
writer’s physical ability to memorize the particular reconstructive events of the more distant
past. In addition to that, I discuss James Olney’s understanding of autobiography as an
original way of “self-saviouring”, a kind of substitution available for “accomplishing” life’s
object through writing.
The Hungarian philologist István Dobos left several elucidating considerations
substantiating the detachment of life-writing from any other “literary” genre. By stressing this
I arrived at a more “documentary” kind of attitude towards the self-writing texts. In their
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essence they aren’t like “fiction” and therefore they should be treated differently. Dobos
emphasizes the lack of “real literary freedom” in self-writing.
The American literary scholar Paul John Eakin offered another useful idea to be
employed for understanding life-writing in terms of life-creation. According to him, nearly
each autobiography is an integral part of a “lifelong process of identity formation”, which
means that creating this kind of texts also inevitably shapes the mental self-apperception,
constantly modifying the resulting image of the self. The “memorizing self” creates its own
“narrative identity” and attributes to it all the relevant aspects of the real life. I also discuss an
essay by the Berkeley scholar Irina Paperno where she strives to highlight the outstanding
discoursive position of life-writing in general and “diary” in particular.
The two canonical European authors that are usually held responsible for creating the
“self-writing canon” are St Augustine and Rousseau. Their texts (each of them is entitled
“Confession” either in the plural or in the singular) also reveal a certain life-creation effort
bent on their interests, as long as they were “shaping” their lives in accordance with their
spiritual or aesthetical views. It was important to bring in the discussion on the life-writing of
these two major authors in order to exemplify the immediate basic reasoning for recruiting
the self-writing genres, and especially the “confession”, so as to epitomize the method of
studying Russian life-creation.
My summarizing discussion on the Russian tradition of “Confession” begins with
Tolstoy. Revealing conceptually the problematic events of his life Tolstoy placed himself
within the rousseauvean tradition of the “repentant” self-narration. His Confession
contributed to the notable atmosphere of intimacy and “biographical poetics” that influenced
the Modernist attitudes of the Silver Age in Russia. It is important to mention Tolstoy’s selfwriting, since in principle I consider this author an immediate predecessor of Symbolist and
Avant-Garde life creation. The whole movement of “Tolstovstvo” can be regarded as a
natural antecedent of Lebenskunst: the life of those who were part of the author’s milieu,
those who openly shared his ideas, was supposed to be shaped, modified and “established”
anew in accordance with the ideological, aesthetical and “creative” standpoints stated in the
relevant writings.
Another very influential representation of Russian “confessional” life-creation may be
found in the autobiographical trilogy of Maksim Gorky. The three books of Gorky’s
autobiography that in the Soviet times became a part of the “new canon” of the Socialist
realism, were already widely read and very popular when they were first published (in the
“Silver Age”, the first phase of Russian Modernism). I conclude my first chapter with a
general overview of the most important example of Russian historical “quasi-memoirs”
written by Aleksandr Gercen. His “Past and Thoughts” have always been acclaimed by the
Russian educated reading public even though its full text was published only many years after
the author’s death. In my view Gercen’s text represented a sort of model autobiography for
generations of Russians.
In the first introductive chapter I try to formulate the ruling “discursive strategies”
that may be regarded as most dominant for the diverse varieties of Russian self-writing. By
establishing a preliminary “typology” of the Russian life-writing I intended to decipher the
ways in which my primary sources were initially codified and created. Residing widely on
Russian self-writing in my next chapters necessitated this theoretical exposition that made me
aware of many possible scholarly risks this sort of work may entail.
The second chapter of my dissertation deals predominantly with Russian Modernism and
its place among the European tradition. It was necessary to define Modernism in terms of
tracing the continuity of relations between the major European movements that are
traditionally associated with it and the corresponding Russian movements. I propose to see
Symbolism in Russia as “pre-Modernism”, as an initial phase of the Modernist experiment
that continued within the Avant-Garde.
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The Moscow-Tartu school of semiotics developed a concept of the cultural “text of
behavior”. In the second chapter I describe how this theoretical notion evolved into being and
try to explain its relevance for the life-creation of Russian Modernism. In the course of my
discussion I argue that the “biographical text” may be used as one of the crucial terms in
dealing with the studied phenomenon. The “biographical poetics”, according to Lotman,
started with Pushkin, and we may trace the origin of Modernist life-creation back to the
turbulent activities of the great Russian poet.
Dwelling upon the problem of biography inevitably led me to analyze the issue of the
author’s “body”: how it was perceived and what was the nature of relations between the
“text” (“word”) and the “corporeal identity”. In the text of this chapter I have mentioned
briefly a philosophical approach developed by Paul Ricoeur who proposed considering “text”
as a sui generis “meaningful event” of reality. This is how the problem of “physicality” of
word and utterance came into the focus of my discussion. Russian Futurists were equalizing
words with “things”, and this was far from incidental. There was an entire cultural tradition
that dealt with the materiality of the “word” (“Logos”) and I bring into my debate some of its
most characteristic and vivid historical descriptions. I perceive the Russian life-creationist
“hero” as “homo somatikos”, as a unique type of author that writes/creates/operates not only
with his verbal language, but also with his physically contrived body-appearances. The
corporeal behaviour of the author in this sense is logically supplemented to the general
codified aesthetics known from the “written texts” of his or her oeuvre. I conclude the second
chapter of the dissertation with a typological overview of the phenomenon. For the purpose of
dealing with the semiotics of Russian life-creation I pointed out several distinct traits that
pertained to this matrix of Russian culture and could be summarized in a schematic form.
The third chapter of my dissertation contains the principal description of the initial,
“Symbolist” phase of Modernist Lebenskunst. The chapter starts with the
exposition of a memoirist text composed by Vladislav Khodasevich who outlined the entire
topic of the creative behavior of Russian Symbolists and suggested that in order to grasp
Russian Symbolism in its entirety, not only the literary works of Symbolists ought to be
examined, but their lives as well. I open my discussion with the scrutiny of the philosophical
contribution of Nikolai Fedorov who is usually seen as someone who has had some influence
on the Russian Symbolists. Indeed, one may find many “life-creationist” passages in
Fedorov’s oeuvre. The philosopher suggested to shape life in accordance with his artificial
utopian ideology, as expounded in his elaborated theory of the “common task”. This
corresponded to the main stream of the Symbolist aesthetics of life-creation which addressed
more or less the same issues and ideas. The same is true for the philosophical legacy of
Vladimir Soloviev, who is also usually mentioned with reference to the utopian and mystical
Symbolists. I discuss several characteristic ideas of Soloviev that relate to life-creation and
also quote Blok’s essay that postulated the immediate importance of this philosopher for the
“younger” generation of Russian Symbolists. The solovievian image of “Sophia” and the
Eternal Feminine are directly related to the first book of Blok’s lyrics and his hymnopoetics
of the Divine Maiden. The solovievian ecstatic beliefs of the ideal love and mystical
“theurgy” were supplemented by Andrei Belyi’s theoretical treatises that I examine in this
respect. All these matters were by all means of obvious importance for the Lebenskunst
attitudes of Russian Modernism.
I open the discussion on Russian Modernist life-creation with the case of Valerii
Briusov. Reciting from Briusov’s text “The Holy Sacrifice”, I bring in his programmatic
appeal for a life-creationist way of life. Demanding from a poet to create not only his books,
but rather his life as well, Briusov declared his vision of the life of a “new” poet and
suggested how it must be conducted. I have focused on Briusov’s erotical behavior as it is
reflected in his intimate diary. Briusov meticulously narrated many day-to-day events that
had to do with his youthful interest in lechery, lewdness and in general the most radical
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libertine kind of behavior. His diary offers us numerous descriptions of his sexual
experiences; some of them may be regarded as pornography. This behavior was accompanied
during the early years of his poetic career by his friendship with Balmont. Both poets were
actively visiting brothels and had many “erotic” acquaintances. I attribute this life conduct to
the imitation of the French “decadent” model known from the biographical poetics of
Baudelaire, Rimbaud, Verlaine and Wilde. Briusov and Bal’mont were obviously emulating
the pre-existing modes of “poetical” “accursed” behavior and this self-fashioning is directly
related to the general model of Lebenskunst. The “emulated decadence” of Briusov’s and
Bal’mont’s behavior in their early years has been “performed” twice: it took place both in
their real lives and in the texts of their poetry that was created during that time. This poetry
mimicked the European Decadent patterns and depicted most obscene sexuality. With
reference to this I bring in and translate a whole series of their poems which were notably
obsessed with feminine genitalia and cunnilingus that both poets chose to celebrate in their
art.
Another topic related to the erotical life-creation of Briusov is his perplexed love-affair
with Nina Petrovskaia which I discuss in detail, aided by the surviving fragments of their lifewriting (the memoirs of Petrovskaia, their letters, Briusov’s diary). The “mythopoetical” fight
with Briusov’s life-creationist “rival” Andrei Belyi, as reflected in the novel The Fiery Angel,
is also mentioned in this context. Some additional life-writing materials from contemporaries
referring to Petrovskaia are also examined.
Turning from Briusov to the other “elder Symbolists” I debate the life-creationist
aspects of Merezhkovskii’s and Gippius’ “union”. First of all I address the difficult question
of Gippius’ gender identity, her understanding of the “body”, and the way the body is
reflected in her art and writing. The ambiguous sexuality of Gippius casts a distinct shadow
on her writing, starting from the self-invented virtual masculine identity of her poetry / prose
and proceeding with some of her reported lesbian experiments. I quote some memoir
accounts of this topic.
The last of the eminent “elder” Symbolists I introduce into my discussion is Fedor
Sologub. I mention some of his strange and “gloomy” life-habits, his very unusual sexuality,
and make use of some of the life-writing accounts left by his contemporaries. A number of
excerpts are quoted from Sologub’s most important Symbolist novel The Petty Demon that
contains many interesting episodes in this respect. This novel offers a valuable insight into
the concept of “accursed physicality” developed by Sologub in his writings.
I begin my discussion of the younger generation of Symbolists with Andrei Belyi,
referring to his theoretical views on “art (Kunst)” that he interpreted as “the art of living”,
which is illustrated by several of his major essays. The first studied case of Belyi’s
“practical” Lebenskunst is known by the name of “Argonautism”; its description is given in
this chapter. This issue has been already studied by Aleksandr Lavrov, so that I merely
summarize his research with addition of missing (in Lavrov’s work) details concerning the
possible sources of Belyi’s knowledge about the “historical” and mythological Argonauts.
The next life-creationist episode being mentioned with respect to Belyi is his
“mystical” love-affair with the rich Moscow lady Margarita Morozova. I provide the
necessary information and quote some of the life-writing addressing this issue. The entire
story of Belyi’s real-life interest in the “sublime” image of Morozova corresponds directly
with the text of his new “Symphony” and therefore offers us another distinct example of the
inversive and inter-dependant vectors of life  text sign system. Belyi’s behavior in regard
to Margarita Morozova was shaped by his literary “mask” that he assumed shortly before
that.
The other important occasion of Modernist Lebenskunst of Russian Symbolism is a
story of Belyi’s relations with the newly-wed Blok couple. I narrate their story relying on the
primary research conducted by Vladimir Orlov. Expanding on that I bring in all the relevant
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life-writing materials and sources available today that help us to create a coherent picture of
what actually happened between the two of the most prominent Russian “younger
symbolists”.
The final life-creationist stage of Belyi’s life was related to his anthroposohical interests.
He participated in the construction of the Goetheanum and generally tried to shape his life in
accordance with Steiner’s teachings. I perceive Steiner’s philosophy in general as a lifecreationist enterprise as well. The “Steinerian” topic, via Anna Mintzlova, was accompanying
yet another phase of Belyi’s life-creation, namely the “occult” one. The occult,
anthroposophy-related life-creationist interests of Belyi have been researched in a number of
studies. The summarizing discussion of that subject is also present in this chapter.
I start my examination of Aleksandr Blok’s life-creation with the initial topic of
“deification” of his wife Liubov’. I reinforce my debate with all the principal sources
reporting about Blok’s conceptual attitude toward his wife, during the first phase of their
relationship. Blok’s wife had been the prototype of his “Beautiful Lady” character, his real
life was explicitly shaped in accordance with the utopian and mystical aesthetics expressed in
his poetry. I also ponder the issue of Blok’s self-fashioned “masks” that he used at various
stages of his career.
I pay special attention to the topic of erotic life-creation of Blok. Apart from the
aforementioned issues related to the opposition of the “carnal” and the “divine” that Blok
shared with Vladimir Soloviev, I also speak of the new theme that is a result of my own
research. I believe to have discovered a hidden meaning in one of Blok’s longer poems “The
Night Violet”. Using several life-writing specimen left by Blok’s contemporaries (Nikolai
Valentinov, Roman Gul’ and Andrei Belyi) I reconstruct the iconography of Blok’s poem and
compare it to the general life-creationist ideas of his art.
The erotical preoccupation of Briusov and Blok, their eroticism itself corresponds to
the life-creation as we define it, bearing a distinct influence of “aesthetical” French
Decadence. This life-creation had been realized to a large degree by imitating the routine lifeevents of the better known French cultural “heroes”. Russian Modernists were clearly
“implementing” explicit erotical aspects of behavior in their own life.
I proceed with summarizing the peculiarities of life-creation by yet another “younger”
Symbolist author (Viacheslav Ivanov). Concluding the preceding research I name the most
notable life-creationist activities that have occurred in the Ivanov’s Tower. Ivanov’s
“Wednesdays”, the “Hafiz Club” and the “Fias”-group represented the most characteristic
instances of life-creation in the Symbolist Sankt-Petersburg of the day. Theatricality of life,
antique masks, mythopoetical self-fashioning were among the most dominant features of
these gatherings where Ivanov played the host. I mention several important life-writing
materials describing these events. The orbit of the activities conducted in the “Tower” was
particularly notable because of a huge number of “outsiders” being invited and occasionally
involved in this sort of “collective effort”.
The concluding section of the third chapter is “The communal life-creation of
Maksimilian Voloshin”. In this context I use the apt notion of the “Crimean text” (just like
the “Petersburg text” or “Moscow text”), exploited to a great extent by Voloshin. Having
created a unique resort “community” of artists, poets and writers Voloshin promoted yet
another distinct form of Russian Lebenskunt. The creative way of life the inhabitants of
Voloshin’s Koktebel house cultivated clearly corresponded to the main route of experimental
reformation of living proposed by modernist life-creation. I analyze all the major pieces of
self-writing memoirs addressing this issue and proceed with the additional one: the topic of
Voloshin’s life-creationist relations with Cherubina de Gabriak. The mystifying element of
universal play that was so obvious in that case is very characteristic for the entire sphere of
Symbolist Lebenskunst.
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I begin chapter four with delineating Avant-Garde pragmatics of action, its
preoccupation with the “poetics of shock”. The approach of defining Avant-Garde through
the pragmatical message of behavior had been suggested for the first time by the late Moscow
philologist Maksim I. Shapir. I discuss his ideas concerning the semiotical nature of AvantGarde while bringing in the additional materials addressing the issues of the “pragmatics of
utterance” and “speech act”. This debate embraces my understanding of art, in one of its most
crucial aspects, as communication and a constant process of conveying messages. I also
examine in this regard the corresponding issue of a “suggestive gesture” that is related to the
problem of the overall expressiveness of experimental art. I debate the “transgressive nature”
of this gesture. This topic also includes the idea of a “kinetic character”, a literary hero that
exists beyond the traditional boundaries of verbal text. This contributes to our understanding
of the “gestural aesthetics” correlated to the Modernist Lebenskunst.
I proceed with my examination of the shocking/eccentric behavior of one of the leading
Russian Avant-Gardists, Aleksei Kruchenykh, who belonged to the first generation of
Russian radical Modernism. In my opinion the striking eccentricity of this kind of conduct
corresponds to the same “violent” qualities of the literature reckoned to pertain to the AvantGarde. To my mind, the “Avant-Garde” text was conceived in two realms: in the verbal plane
of their writing and in the sphere of physical action. Both realms were clearly focused on the
pragmatics of shock, attracting the public’s attention by means of transgressing the
“conventional” rules of art and life. Subordinating life to the goals of aesthetics may serve as
the crossing point between the two currents of Russian Modernism – the Symbolism and the
Avant-Garde. It is exactly this preoccupation with the ideology of experimentation, subduing
life to the needs of art that I call life-creation. This modus operandi was extremely
characteristic for the discussed authors within the ranks of both Symbolism and the AvantGarde.
I bring in all the major life-writing accounts by the contemporaries of Aleksei
Kruchenykh describing his deviant, artistic behavior. The memoirist materials I discuss result
into a coherent portrait of Kruchenykh as a deliberate eccentric who wanted to extend the
unconventional literary art by means of his daily habits, deliberately breaking all the accepted
rules and prescriptive boundaries. Another case of unusual everyday behavior is represented
by the great poet of Russian Futurism, Velimir Khlebnikov. In this chapter I discuss some of
the behavioral eccentricities of Khlebnikov as recounted in the life-writing of his
contemporaries. During his “Iranian” period the Russian poet intentionally lost the dividing
line between his written literature and his physical life. He produced texts emerging from his
real-life experience as a “wandering dervish” in Persia. He deliberately conducted his life
according to the ideas that may be found in some of his poetical theories. His unusual
behavior was shaped by his aesthetical conceptions and his life was clearly continuing and
implementing his creative ideology of existence.
The topic of creative behavior is continued with Vladimir Mayakovsky. Relying on the
available sources of the numerous life-writing samples I discuss his eccentricity that
corresponded to his pragmatics of “poetic action”. Special attention is paid to Mayakovsky’s
ways of showing up in public, and to his famous “yellow blouse” in particular. The poet’s
behavior constituted the same “pragmatics of Avant-Garde shock” that was described by
Maksim Shapir. Mayakovsky’s life-creation was directly connected to his vibrant and
provocative eroticism. I briefly mention the topic of his transgressive “phallicism” that can be
found in some of his poetical texts as well as in his documented life-behavior.
The concluding episode of the Avant-Garde life-creationist systems of eccentric
behavior has to do with Daniil Kharms. I analyze the scattered life-writing accounts
describing his extraordinary behavior that obviously corresponded to his literary texts. In the
case of Kharms, exactly as it was with the other Avant-Gardists as well as some of the
discussed Symbolists, the outward features of his private conduct were intended to harmonize
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and comply with his art. The physical behavior “continued” his verbal texts, and the selffashioned eccentric image of Daniil Kharms was firmly associated by his contemporaries
with his literary art. Dealing with Kharms eccentric “playfulness”, his “ludism” of conduct I
quote the respective notions of the Dutch historian Johan Huizinga who spoke about the idea
of play as the universal component of human culture. I also mention the parallel concept of
the “private theater” and “theatrical instinct” developed by Nikolai Evreinov. Life-creationist
teasing theatricality became the principal working ground of Kharms’ Lebenskunst. The
kharmsian eccentric notion of “chudak” (a crank) seems to have played an important role in
his life-creation.
I conclude the fourth chapter by debating the “transgressive” fluid aesthetics of AvantGarde life-creation where so much depended on the extra-verbal components of “dance”,
“theater”, “gesture” and related categories. Russian Avant-Gardists clearly realized the
impossibility of getting the necessary public attention and recognition by means of traditional
art alone. As a consequence, the physical “behavioral” patterns played the central role in
Avant-Garde pragmatics, constituting what I propose to call their “experimental lifecreation”. The “physical behavior” of all the most typical Russian avant-gardists was
structured in accordance with the same sign-system as their verbal texts. One of the most
dominant positions was reserved there for the pragmatics of “shock”. I discuss in this context
the life-creationist topic of the “painted faces” of Russian (Cubo)Futurists and the related
manifesto as well. What seems to be the most vital conclusion of this chapter, is that the
Avant-Garde “texts” or “artistic objects” must always be considered in association with the
personal behavior of their authors. The way the Avant-Gardists behaved corresponded
directly with their art, and vice versa, their art is directly related to their lives.
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